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vAbstract
The year of 1989 was for many an important year. Its affairs swept through
Europe with a mighty force and resulted in the fall of the governments of
Central and Eastern European countries and the disintegration of the
Communist bloc. In Czechoslovakia, the process of change in 1989 was
dramatic but tended to be non-violent; the events were even called
euphemistically the "Velvet Revolution".
The period from 1989 up to the present has been an era of major changes in
Czech society. This will inevitably be reflected in the language. The Czech
language before 1989 had its own typical phrases, cliches and words, certain
meanings of which are now historical in nature. The socio-political changes in
and after 1989 did not slow down developmental tendencies in the language or
brought them to an end. On the contrary -- these tendencies continue under the
new conditions. New phrases, cliches and meanings of words are being created
and the process of infiltration of foreign elements into the language is affected
too. My research explores changes in Czech vocabulary following the changes
in the political regime in 1989. I investigate how extra-linguistic factors and
language contact factors interact with language-internal processes of change in
the language of a society that is undergoing dramatic transformations.
There have been no long-term, in-depth studies of change in particular lexical
units in Czech. Studies of lexical change in the languages of the former Soviet
bloc have been mostly focused on a broad view of developmental tendencies.
Therefore I believe that my work will help to fill a gap in explaining what
processes can be detected in the course of lexical change.
Preface
Preface
1
The era from November 1989 to the present had been important one for Czech
society. 1989 is a year that often carries an attribute 'revolutionary' in Central
and East European modem history. Many historians and politicians consider it
to be a year which can be ranked with the revolutionary years 1789, 1848 and
1917. The revolutions of 1789 to1848 either sank in terror or were rapidly
suppressed. Contrary to that, the events of 1989 were much more peaceful.
They are often referred to as people's revolutions; the events in
Czechoslovakia are even called euphemistically the 'Velvet Revolution'. Still,
within several months, governments in Central and Eastern Europe fell, the
whole structure of the Communist bloc disintegrated and the balance of world
power shifted. The changes that took place after the change of the regime were
so fundamental that they significantly affected all aspects of life in
Czechoslovak society including its language. A reader not so familiar with the
recent development in the Czech Republic, formerly part of Czechoslovakia,
may appreciate a reference to some of its recent history and a closer
explanation of the importance of the changes I have referred to. Some scholars
and laymen may also question if it is correct to call the change of the regime in
1989 revolution. Therefore I am therefore to offer a brief description of the
history and the situation in the country before November 1989. I will also give
an account of various aspects of the term revolution to show that its use is
justified.
The History of Czechoslovakia in Outline: 1938 - 2004
Before WWII Czechoslovakia was the shared home of three nations: the
Czechs, the Slovaks, and the Ruthenians whose territory was allocated to those
of the Czechs and Slovaks based on the Saint Germain Peace Treaty of 10th
September 1919 (Vykoupil 452). It was a state built on democratic principles
as proclaimed by its president T.G. Masaryk (Bednar 62 - 63). This situation
started to change with the growing power of Adolph Hitler whose claims for
the expansion of Germany kept increasing. With the signing of the Munich
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Treaty on 29th September 1938, the Czech Republic was forced to cede control
of the border territories of the Sudetenland to Germany (Glenny 28). Soon after
the agreement was signed, Poland occupied the territory of Ciezsyn and
Hungary annexed the territory of Southern Slovakia and Carpathian Ruthenia.
All these steps were taken in line with the Vienna Arbitration of 2nd November
1938 (Juzlova et al468).
Hitler's pressure to acquire new territories grew. Bohemia and Moravia were
occupied by the German Army in March 1939 and the Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia was established according to Hitler's order on 16th March 1939.
The protectorate was in place until 9th May 1945. Based on an agreement with
Hitler, the Slovak Assembly announced an independent Slovak State on 14th
March 1939. This formally was an autonomous state although it was totally
dependent upon Germany (Cornej 342 - 343).
During the Second World War, which started on l" September 1939, a
resistance movement was active on Czechoslovak territory. This movement led
to the Slovak Uprising in Slovakia on 29th August 1944, which was suppressed
by the German Army on 2ih October 1944 and the resistance continued in the
form of partisan movement. In addition, partisan movements and sabotage
activities took place in Bohemia and Moravia. The resistance activities
culminated with the Prague Uprising in May 1945. On 9th May 1945 the
independent Czechoslovak Republic was re-established. On 29th June 1945 a
treaty annexing the territory of Carpathian Ruthenia to the Soviet Union was
signed (Vykoupil 492 - 493).
Between 1945 and 1948 the republic destroyed in the war was being
reconstructed on democratic principles. On zs" of October 1945 mines,
steelworks and heavy industry and banks were nationalized an addition to land
reform taking place. The Communist Party played a major role in the political
life of the country. On 2nd July 1946 Klement Gottwald, a communist, became
Prime Minister. In the government crisis of February 1948 the Communist
Party took advantage of their influence and along with establishing a new
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government they also introduced a new pro-Soviet communist regime (Cornej
392 - 397).
In the period of 1948 - 1968 society was controlled according to the Russian
model, which meant that controls on speech and press similar to those in the
Soviet Union were instituted. On 1st July 1960 a new socialist constitution was
officially approved and the state changed its name to the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic, abbreviated as CSSR. This period of Czechoslovak history
was characterized by a ban on privately owned business and companies; the
agricultural sector was collectivised and industry further nationalised. Human
rights were reinterpreted to exclude freedom of speech. The repression of
dissent by the state was condoned and encouraged (Vykoupil174 - 175).
Protests against the regime gradually grew stronger. A group of politicians lead
by Alexander Dubcek attempted to reform the regime imposed by the USSR in
a way that would be more acceptable for Czechoslovak conditions. Warsaw
Coalition Army entered Czechoslovak Territory on 21st August 1968,
suppressed this movement, known also as the Prague Spring, and assisted in
the reinforcement of the pro-Soviet regime (Cornej 406 - 407).
On 1st January 1969 the Act of the Czechoslovak Federation, which altered the
organisation of the state, came into being; the Czech Socialist Republic and the
Slovak Socialist Republic as two states under within one federation were
formed. Between 1969 and 1989 life in Czechoslovak society was
characterised by repressive measures against any democratic movement.
Regular character checks and removing people from management positions
were typical for the so-called "normalisation" process. Human right and
liberties were even more restricted (Vykoupil400 - 402).
Such a situation did not eliminate democratic groups and movements in the
country. On the contrary -- it lead to their growing popularity. People were
keen to read banned documents and publications spread through samizdat
editions. The democratic desires of the society culminated in the Velvet
Revolution on 17th November 1989. The news spread that a peaceful student
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march through Prague to celebrate International Students Day had been
confronted by the police. People were appalled by the force the police used
against students and their dissatisfaction increased. On 19th November
members of independent initiatives gathered together to form the Obcanske
forum 'Civic Forum' movement, the mission statement of which was
composed by Vaclav Havel. A similar alliance called Verejnost' proti nasiliu
'the General Public against Violence' was founded in Bratislava, Slovakia on
the same day. The statement requested the resignation of the most corrupt
communist politicians, the release of political prisoners and also called for a
possible general strike if these demands were not met. The knowledge of the
events in Prague gradually spread across the whole country between 19th and
21st of November and the support for the Civic Forum grew. On 23rd of
November 1989 the Central Committee of the Communist Party stepped down
and the Civic Forum led the negotiations concerning the changes in
government. The general strike under the slogan "Konec vlddy jedne strany"
'An End to Single-Party Rule' in which 75% of citizens participated was held
on 27th November. The efforts of Civic Forum were directed at organising free
elections. At the beginning of December the Communist leaders submitted a
proposal for a new, more acceptable government which was rejected due to the
strong prevalence of Communists. Further consultations were held and
eventually on io" December the president, Gustav Husak, appointed a new
acceptable government and immediately resigned his post. It was announced
that Vaclav Havel would be the candidate for president and Alexander Dubcek
would chair the Federal Assembly. It was also agreed that the so-called
"Government of National Understanding" would act as temporary until free
elections took place. Havel was elected president on 29th December 1989. The
name of the state changed to the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic in
Spring 1990 and the first free elections in which different political subjects
participated were held in June 1990. The Civic Forum gained a majority of
51% of votes in the Czech Republic and the General Public against Violence
(GVAP) in Slovakia achieved a similar support (www.revoluce89.wz.cz).
The Civic Forum and the GPAV further split into a spectrum of political
parties. However it is possible to summarise the whole process in a statement
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that democratic groups represented by Vaclav Havel took control of the
government in a peaceful sequence of events and re-established democracy
after nearly 40 years of being on a pro-Soviet course of politics. The changes in
the political course of the country were shortly followed by changes in the
economy. The voucher privatisation that was to change the ownership in the
previously centrally governed economy was held between 1991 and 1994. This
process resulted not only in the privatisation of industry, agriculture, and banks
but also in the privatisation of health care and education. Although the country
split in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic on 1st January 1993, both
republics joined the European Union in May 2004 (Vykoupil 92).
The events that started with a demonstration of university students on 1i h
November 1989 instigated a chain reaction that resulted in a major
transformation of society. The changes in politics, economy and structure of
ownership were the fastest and are seen as the most prominent. The material
standards, social conditions, and people's values are changing in connection
with the changes in economy. What may be seen as the slowest part of the
transition are the changes in the way people act and think. I believe that further
research work would reveal plenty ofproof even in this area.
Revolution or Refolution?
Whilst many denote the period of 1989 as revolutionary, others argue that the
term revolution should not be used to describe the changes that took place in
the region of Central and Eastern Europe. This is because the degree of
continuity in the societies of these countries remained so high that the term
seems to be inappropriate. Ash casts doubts over the validity of the term
revolution to describe the events in 1989. On the other hand reform does not
encompass the extent of the changes in his view. Therefore Ash coined the
term refolution (Ash 1983). He claims that "This sudden and sweeping end to
an ancien regime, and the fact that it occurred in all the countries of eastern
Europe within the space of few months, may justify the use of the word
revolution." (Sparks 74) and he freely uses the term in the titles of his books
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The Polish Revolution: Solidarity and We the People; The Revolution of 89'
Witnessed in Warsaw, Budapest, Berlin and Prague.
To contradict this argument, the term revolution has been used in the titles of
books investigating the events prior to and in connection with 1989 and their
aftermath. To justify the use of the term revolution in my thesis, I investigated
the use of the term in the following sources:
The Concise Oxford Dictionary} defines revolution as: "2. complete change,
turning upside down, great reversal of conditions [... ]; fundamental
reconstruction, esp. forcible action by nation. etc. to substitute new ruler or
system of government [...]."
Peter Calvert in Revolution and Counter-revolution examines several theories
of revolution and the development of the term through the course of time. He
cites The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary where" 'Revolution' [...] in
politics it refers to a sudden change of direction. [2] forcible substitution by
subjects of new ruler or polity for the old" (3). Calvert also refers to David
Robertson, the author of the Penguin Dictionary of Politics, who defines
revolution as follows:
A revolution, properly so called, is a violent and total change in a
political system which not only vastly alters the distribution of power in
the society but results in major changes in the whole social structure.[...]
in political science the primary meaning must be deliberate, intentional,
and probably violent overthrow of one ruling class by another which
leads the mobilised masses against the existing system. (Calvert 3)
Calvert finds this definition very restrictive. He puts the wording to the test on
the French, Russian and Chinese revolutions. He concludes that although it can
be applied to the Chinese revolution, it does not match the French revolution as
it was not intentional. This definition doesn't fit the Russian revolution either
because it did not lead the mobilised masses against the system. He proposes
I The Concise Oxford Dctionary, 7th edition, 1984, Oxford University Press, Oxford
UK
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that revolution "can be applied to a process of reordering government after
political convulsions, of profound social change, of broadening participation in
government and of progress towards a more humane society" (3 - 4).
Sparks points out that, "many definitions stress that the primary characteristics
of a revolution is that the" 'change' is 'fundamental' and 'sudden'", although
revolutions do not suppose a total and complete transformation (73 - 74).
Many authors are confident in using the term revolution either in the titles of
their books, such as Tearing Down the Curtain; The People's Revolution in
Eastern Europe, Revolution and Change in Central and Eastern Europe,
Revolution in Eastern Europe, Eastern Europe Transformation and Revolution,
1945 - 1991 Eastern Europe in Revolution, or in the manner they use the term
and justify its use:
The events of 1989 were revolutionary. In revolutions, those who were at the
bottom suddenly ascended to the top. Prisoners take charge of the police,
stokers become foreign ministers. Revolution turned things around in Eastern
Europe in 1989, but with three crucial differences. First, except for Romania,
these changes were accomplished without violence. Second, some of those who
were previously on top were left on top. Third, those who were, until the
revolution, left on the bottom would, under normal conditions in democratic
countries, never have been at the bottom at all (Cipkowski 2).
Gentle, Velvet and Asymptomatic Revolutions
Those who hold a view that a revolution does not have to be violent are for
instance lin Pehe and Ivo Banac. Pehe writes that: "A non-violent revolution
spearheaded by students and artists took place in the weeks following the
events ofNovember 17" (Pehe 346).
Banac is aware of the fact that revolutions do not infer a total and complete
transformation of the old order. In fact some revolutions did not achieve the
total transformation of the society, e.g. the Russian Revolution, however they
set off a sequence of changes leading to a cumulative change (Sparks 74).
Banac points out that "[...] the revolutionary processes were not completed --
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and in some cases not even initiated -- in 1989 [...J", but continues by stating
that "The downfall of East European communism was a heralded revolution [..
.J" (ix - x),
The 1989 revolutions, particularly the "Velvet Revolution" had more
asymptomatic features than just those described above by Pehe and Banac/:
a) the process took place without a sense of a distinctive political strategy;
b) it was repeatedly suggested that the events of 17 November 1989 were
engineered by certain currents within the Communist Party itself to discredit
the conservative leadership and replace it with new leadership opened to
reforms similar to those of Gorbachev;
c) the events were initiated by students and intellectuals who were at the time
very sceptical of the support from the industrial workers (Banac 96 - 116).
In my opinion revolution describes the events that took place in 1989. I wish
to mention a further two points which I took into consideration when I was
looking for a definition of revolution which would support my view and which
would fit the description of the events:
Firstly, the comparison between the relatively non-violent revolutionary affairs
in the region of Central and Eastern European countries with the events in
Romania. The situation in Romania was completely different. The changes
happening elsewhere in the former Soviet bloc did not seem to affect Romania
at all. As the journalists from The Observer write:
While other nations were falling over themselves to change their way of
life, Party chiefs bowing to the will of the people, governments
disappearing almost without a struggle, Romania remained unchanged.
It won its freedom the hard way, in a bloody, vicious, spectacular and
historic battle that nobody had anticipated, [...r'. (Hawkes 125)
2 More detailed information can be found in Tony R. Judt: "Metamorphosis: The
Democratic Revolution in Czechoslovakia", Eastern Europe in Revolution, ed. Iva
Banac (New York, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992).
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Secondly, the rapid speed in which positions of those defending the communist
government were vacated in their effort to safeguard calm and order together
with the quickly developing support of the armed forces to the revolution. The
Observer journalists claim that "Units of People's Militia were said to have
ducked orders when faced with the enormity of their task; a riot police unit in
one district declared that they no longer wished to be involved in 'solving
political problems'[... ]" (Hawkes 118).
The above points show that revolution does not have to be blood-spattered and
violent to achieve a total change in a political system which alters the
distribution of power in the society and changes the whole social structure. I
believe that all these prerequisites were met in the 1989 revolution in
Czechoslovakia and other countries of the former Soviet bloc in. To establish a
definition of revolution that describes the events in the 90s, I suggest a fusion
of some of the above mentioned aspects of revolutionary processes of change
from communist to democratic societies: "A process setting off a sequence of
changes that lead to a cumulative change and result in reordering government
after political convulsions, in profound social change and in broadening
participation in government and progress towards a more humane society."
Chapter 1: Introduction
1. Introduction
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In this thesis I present a selection of instances of lexical change in the Czech
language over the last 25 years. They are examined in the context of major
transformations in the society in this period. I believe that my attempt to
integrate cases of lexical and semantic change and interpret them through
major theories of language change will contribute to better insight into
interaction between language-internal and external processes of change.
1.1. Current Situation in Study of Lexical Change in Czech Linguistics
Changes in language, mainly its lexis, are a gratifying topic for discussion.
Laymen may shake their heads over recent developments. They may either
resist or keenly adopt the novelties these developments bring along;
professionals attempt to describe and record them. The Czech language in
particular experienced a period of increasingly frequent change in its
vocabulary following the change of the political regime and the consequent
transformation of society since 1989. Some linguists have commented on the
way new expressions have been coined using language-internal sources, for
instance vytunelovat 'to strip of assets'. Others have observed that that words
have been automatically adopted from foreign languages, mainly English, such
as management.' A number of publications have appeared in the Czech
Republic that directly or indirectly testify to the scope of change in the Czech
lexicon. One of them is a dictionary of neologisms Nova slova v cestine 'New
Words in Czech', volumes I and II, compiled by a team of linguists from the
Institute for the Czech Language. The linguists from the Institute have also
issued two valuable publications. The first book Cestina, jak ji znate a neznate
'Czech, as You Know and Don't Know It' is based on a series of radio talks
broadcast between 1993 and 1996 in which the experienced authors from the
3 For more details about these processes and linguists who observe them see for
example Frantisek Danes et aI, Ce~ky iazyk na prelomu tisicileti (Prague: Academia,
1997) or Svetla Cmejrkova et aI, Cestina, jak ji znate i neznate (Prague: Academia,
1996).
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Institute informed listeners about recent developments and interesting pieces of
information concerning the Czech language and languages generally.
Therefore the book is structured as a collection of essays on language and its
speakers. The second publication Cesky jazyk na prelomu tisicileti 'Czech
Language at the Turn of the Century' provides an outline of the complex
situation in the Czech language at the turn of the century. Contributions to the
book utilising the methodology of the Prague Linguistic School are meant as
probes into the most characteristic and sensitive areas of contemporary
communication. These publications provide an indispensable insight in
contemporary Czech in general; however, they do not offer an in-depth
analysis of the individual processes of language change.
1.2. Aim of the Work
The post-communist development in the Czech Republic since 1989 has been
characterised by sociologists as a shift from a totalitarian and non-market
system to liberal democratic capitalism." The area of language where the
impact of such changes will be most obvious is in vocabulary. Therefore I plan
to investigate how extra-linguistic factors and language-contact factors work
together with language internal processes of change in the language of a
society affected by such a process. I will demonstrate some of the specific
ways in which lexical change has been affected by relatively sudden changes in
the political and social landscape. Czech philosopher Vaclav Belohradsky
states that for some regimes, the relationship between a word and its meaning
is the same as between a disease and a bacillus -- the word enters our mind and
infects it with its meaning. He believes that certain words, such as socialism
or democracy meant nothing for his generation because all other words that
could have been used to explain their meaning were either prosecuted or
banned.5 His statement implies that lexical units have a significance In
particular political contexts that transcend their dictionary definitions, and
4 Pavel Machonin, Milan Tucek, et al., Ceska spolecnost v transformaci, K promenam
socialni struktury (Prague: Sociologicke nakladatelstvi , 1996) 333.
5 Vaclav Belohradsky, "Je u nas dost svobody? 0 slovech a statech," Pravo 29 - 30
Dec. 2001: 1, 11.
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these significances can be accessed only by considering these contexts in some
detail and depth. It also raises a point whether the awareness of certain
meanings can be shaped by regimes and ideologies. My interpretation of his
statement is that an ideology forms" the way we think; it influences the way we
understand the world, it affects our ability and our opportunity to define and
denote it. As a consequence, ideology can affect language since language
reflects actual life experience. This also implies that some regimes prescribe
certain public uses and definitions of words and exclude others Consequently,
when a regime changes, understanding of the world changes and the tools for
denoting it change. This may explain why certain regimes promote or ban
certain words to "infect", as Belohradsky writes, minds of language users and
disseminate mandatory lexical units and their meanings.
I have referred to the opnuon that the Czech Republic has, since 1989,
developed from a totalitarian and non-market system to liberal democratic
capitalism. If, due to the prevailing communist ideology in Czechoslovakia
before 1989, Czech was a language of the communists, then I expect that it has
experienced a shift to the language of post-communist or non-communist
society. The new ideology will affect the way everyday reality is
conceptualised and the way this is manifested in the language and I will look
for evidence of such transition in my work . Skalicka comments that language
is a social phenomenon and everything that happens within a society is
reflected within its language in one way or another. Although being an
independent entity, a language is constantly fed by impulses from the everyday
life of a society (85). This suggests that one can reveal some of the processes of
language change through learning of the changes in a culture and society. I
plan to use such an approach and investigate some instances of lexical change
within the context of socio-political changes in three cases studies in chapters 4
to 6. I will test the following hypothesis:
6 I wish to define ideology as a set of beliefs, values and goals of a social or political
group that explain or justify the group's decisions and behaviour and prescribes the
role of government: www.multied.com, www.socialpolicy.ca/i.htm
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The Czech lexicon has changed from the lexicon of a communist society to that
of a post-communist society. Evidence of such lexical changes should be
detectable almost instantly and it will be reflected in the imagery underlying
the lexicon since metaphors are generally believed to playa central role in the
construction of the reality. There should be significant evidence of both a
lexical and a semantic change and it should be observable over the selected
time. The processes causing language change should become more apparent if
we examine them against parallel changes in culture and society.
To validate the hypothesis I have chosen three topics which have the potential
to demonstrate the above mentioned connection between change in society, its
culture and lexical and semantic expansions of the lexicon. The case studies
follow a word, phrase or a group of thematically related words which have
either experienced a certain degree of change or are perceived by native
speakers as problematic in their development from 1980 up to the present. I
decided to establish two approximate timescales within which the lexical units
are followed: 1980 - 1989, and 1989 to the present. This provides a time span
of nine years before the revolution and almost fifteen years after. The timescale
for individual items may differ according to the year when they first appeared
or started showing signs of change. The researched phrase or lexical units are
presented in the socio-political and cultural context that initiated or contributed
to their development and change.
1.3. Structure of the Study
The purpose of chapters 2 and 3 is to review the work of various scholars in
related areas of linguistics and to gain a deeper understanding of the observed
processes of evolution and change within the Czech lexicon. The titles are
selected not only to provide an explanation of how the change in regime was
reflected in the lexicon but also and how it was projected into changes in the
media environment in the Czech Republic. The literature selected in the
chapters supports the arguments concerning individual examples of lexical and
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semantic change together with changes underlying the lexicon. This is
complemented with background information which documents how Czech
mass media was run before November 1989 and what impact the revolution
had on their day-to-day operation.
As already stated, I present my research in the form of three case studies.
Although critics of case studies point to the fact that this approach might lead
to generalisation as the facts are difficult to be cross-checked, the nature of the
subject and the scope of the research that produces a series of case studies that
are linked together and presented on a wider socio-political background does
not carry along a high risk of distortion. The case study method is particularly
suitable for my research as it allows me to focus on specific instances and
various interacting processes that would otherwise be left aside. It also enables
me to concentrate on detailed aspects of the problem tailoring the application
of different research methods according to varying phenomena.
Titles of case studies Back to Europe!, Cesko and Mass Culture through the
Language of the Media may appear to be rather diverse at first sight but they
are closely linked. The reasons for selecting these particular areas are that such
expressions and phrases would appeal to and would concern all adult members
of a language community, irrespective of their age, gender, political opinion or
profession. Also, these issues used to be frequently represented in media
discourse because after the revolutionary events of November 1989 people
naturally asked questions about the most mundane and down to earth aspects of
their lives. They contemplated how their everyday lives, their status, material
living conditions, the national identity, culture and language would be affected.
They considered where they would belong from now on, whether instead of a
Russian influence there would be an American - or maybe too much of it. The
three topics I selected reflect these themes and clearly show in what manner the
process of transition was reflected in everyday life.
The topics of chapters 4 and 5 Back to Europe! and Cesko most reflect the
themes of national pride and identity and their impact on the lexicon. Chapter
4 Back to Europe! reflects the transition of the image of Europe as the Czech
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Republic was coached for accession into the European Union. Compared to
numerous English, German, and French linguists who have researched the
changes of metaphoric images of Europe in connection with the European
Union, limited attention has been paid to this subject in Czech linguistics so
far. Further, the need to return to Europe was one of the most frequently
discussed topics after the change of regime in 1989. I wish to extend the so far
published findings from the western European discourse by evidence from
Czech media discourse. I follow how perception of the phrase changed and
how the meaning of Europe expanded between 1990 and 2004. The case study
contains the largest volume of data out of the three case studies and therefore I
divided it into two sections: I. between approximately 1980 and November
1989 and II. between December 1989 and the accession to the EU.
The part of my hypothesis applicable to the cases study is that prior to the
revolution in 1989 the European imagery was very limited and subject only to
restricted innovation mainly due to the seclusion of the country within the
Soviet bloc. I intend to confirm that the continent was partitioned which
affected all areas of life in the Czech Republic (formerly Czechoslovakia) and
to do so I examine the Czech newspaper discourse in terms of thematically
organised groups: the political scene, culture, sports, business matters and
imagery of Europe as a PERSON, a BATTLEFIELD and a BUILDING SITE. I presume
that the semantic and cognitive development of Europe has fundamentally
changed since the Velvet Revolution. As the speakers'experience has changed
and opened towards Western trends, the imagery has gradually become richer.
Another mighty factor affecting the imagery and its demonstration in the
lexicon has been the political pressure towards joining the European Union. I
believe that this has boost emergence of European metaphors related to the
accession process. The influence of Western political discourse is likely to be
so strong to affect both the imagery of Europe and the definition of Europe,
which will be reflected in the lexicon. Since cultural and social links between
conceptualisation and reality are considered to be powerful agents in metaphor
creation, I compare to what extent the metaphoric images of Europe used in the
Czech media correspond to western discourse. For the purpose of clarity I
maintain similar division into sections of political issues and business matters,
culture and sports also in part II of the case study.
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In chapter 5 I focus on another relevant item for an observation within a
language community - the discussion among its members about the changing
name of their country. The selection process of a "correct" name for the
country was of interest to many Czechs in 1993. The split of former
Czechoslovakia revived examination of the evolution of the one-word
geographical name Cesko and sparked heated discussions about the suitability
of the toponym, as had occurred several times before in the history of the
Czechoslovak state. Before I embark on an overview of the current situation
concerning the unofficial one-word name of the country, I re-visit the history
of discussions about the appropriateness of the name Cesko. I approach the
linguistic investigation in the chapter from the standpoint of linguistic purism
and language planning. Language purism is directed primarily at lexicon and is
closely connected to codification, language cultivation and normative work.
The efforts of language prescriptivism have a long history in the Czech
language despite the Prague School's efforts to stress that the main measure of
correctness should be functional adequacy. There are several tasks I follow in
the case study. In the first place, I aim to verify some of the definitions of
language planning as an attempt to influence language behaviour. In the second
place, I examine the input of official bodies into the process of language
planning and cultivation. The official input is complemented by observation of
the informal purist input in the process, i.e. alternative proposals offered by lay
Czech speakers and the rationale behind the word formation. Finally, I map
whether and how Czech speakers are gradually accepting the officially selected
one-word name of the country. I explain the processes of word formation and
the meaning of the newly proposed forms. Although in this instance mostly
lexical change plays a role, I wish to show that the evolution of Cesko has not
been spared semantic change either.
Chapter 6 contains the third case study Mass Culture through the Language of
the Media. This study looks at some changes in the lexicon which have
emerged in the language of the media when denoting certain aspects of mass
media entertainment. I ascribe the changes mapped in the third case study in
chapter 6 to two major causes, which are the change of the regime and
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ideology and the changes in the ownership of the media. Such transitions
inevitably lead to lexical innovation, which, in my opinion, was jointly caused
by the intention to show the new focus of the medium and to follow
fashionable trends coming mostly from the west. Due to the nature of visual
mass entertainment, specifically series and soap operas, I expect that the Czech
lexicon will be expanding through both lexical innovation - mainly borrowings
and calques - and semantic change of previously existing expressions. I also
presume that the main role in the second process will be played by extension of
the meaning, pejoration and melioration. I examine whether the newly arriving
words bear positive undertones because they are not connected to the previous
regime and whether they are seen as markers of a new, fresh, free and better
way of life. Further. I study whether the new arrivals into Czech lexicon altered
their meaning and whether they are clearly understood and correctly used by
Czech speakers. I believe that many of the lexical changes were introduced
consciously to demonstrate the new face of the medium and they were brought
in by official sources operating the media. Still, language users also initiated
numerous instances of lexical innovation. Therefore, unlike in the first and
second case studies where I searched for evidence in national printed media, I
extended my search for data to unofficial sources such as chat room
discussions.
I will consolidate evidence of lexical and semantic change from individual case
studies in chapter 7 - Conclusions. In addition, I am going to describe whether
and how extra-linguistic factors and language-contact factors worked together
with language internal processes of change in the Czech language over the
selected timescale.
1.4. System of the Search for Data and Texts
Although we cannot put an 'equals' sign between the language used in the
media and the language used in everyday conversation, the language of the
media was chosen for its power and potential. The media language represents a
register applicable nationwide. The topics covered by the media are subjects of
everyday conversation and are of interest to varied social groups throughout
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the society. The media often serve as a mouthpiece for ideologies proclaimed
by interest groups or a totalitarian government, as well as for the espousal of
commonly accepted truths. The language of the media corresponds with the
cultural level of the nation and the political situation -- both of which can
provide incentives for initiation or suppression of public debates. The media
inform their readers and listeners, influence public opinion and present
people's opinions to the nation using the nation's language, thereby reflecting
and influencing the state of the language. The media combine standard
language with colloquial speech; new expressions and new words do not
usually originate in the media, but are disseminated by them.
I selected three national newspapers: Pnivo, before 1989 known as Rude pnivo,
Dnes~ before 1989 known as Mlada fronta and since then it changed its title to
MF Dnes and then eventually to Dnes, Lidove noviny and three general interest
magazines, Mlady svet, Story and Vlasta. These were selected because of their
popularity amongst Czech readers, their publication continuity from before
1989, and finally because the newspapers do not solely support one particular
political party or a specific political movement. There is one magazine in the
selection that does not meet the criterion of publication continuity from before
1989. It is Story, which was established in 1984 and can be characterised as a
witty society magazine aimed at an educated middle class reader.
The newspapers, including their Saturday magazmes, were checked on a
monthly basis. Issues were checked usually in the first week of the months. I
searched the whole issue of the newspaper for suitable material. This was
complemented with a purposeful search for material related to specific events.
The three selected magazines are published weekly. I checked at least one issue
of each magazine per month. The material found in this way was
complemented by articles from various other newspapers and magazines which
were found separately.
In the search for evidence in the printed media I have also utilised the Czech
National Corpus, fulltext archives of Newton IT and various search engines. I
searched both SYN2000 and PUBLIC corpora within the Czech National
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Corpus. PUBLIC contains 20 million text words and SYN2000 100 million
text words from between 1990 and 1999, 60% of which are from media texts.
The size of the corpus gradually grew between 1990 and 1999. In 1993 there
were just over 4 million text words compared to 1999 with approx. 11 million
text words.
Newton IT searches for information from Czech media, collects and stores it in
electronic form. The media monitoring service is operated by a private
company. the biggest of its kind in the Czech Republic. The service was
established in 1995 and the electronic archive of both printed media articles
and transcripts of news programmes both broadcasted on radio and TV was
launched in 1996.
The materials described above are further complemented by articles footnoted
in studies and other publications such as:
• Language and linguistic periodicals, for instance: Nase fee, Slovo a
slovesnost, Cestina doma a ve svete, Cesky jazyk a literatura, Acta
Bohemica, Journal of Lingustics, The Slavonic and East European
Review.
• Economic, geographic and sociological publications, e.g. Ekonom,
Geograficke rozhledy.
• Short studies and articles from language columns and features in
newspapers and magazines, together with books by authors in the areas
of Slavonic language culture, lexicology, semantics, linguistics, etc. and
other relevant disciplines of both Czech and foreign origin. These are
listed in detail in the Notes and Bibliography section.
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There are several reasons why I start my literature review with the Prague
School of Linguistics and its contribution to functional linguistics. The school
encouraged such a view of a language that describes it as a tool of
communication (Vachek 14). The influence of the Prague School is reflected in
my perception of a language as a social phenomenon and the most advanced
instrument of human communication and also in the methodology of
synchronic investigation, applied within the thesis. My study of lexical
innovation is directly in relation to the school's claims that the efficiency of
language is most apparent in the lexis and the choice of a particular lexicon can
signal an unusual approach to an extra lingual reality. I build my investigation
of language change on the present-day language of the media. This constitutes
yet another reason why I should refer to the Prague School since the school
promoted the living force of a language and the usage of modem standard
Czech as recorded for example in the style of newspapers and periodicals and
educated spoken standard Czech (Cmejrkova 234 - 243).
2.1. The Prague Language Circle and Functional Linguistics
The majority of Czech linguists and students of linguistics have been
influenced by the analysis of language advocated by the Prague School -- the
functional analysis of language. I therefore wish to inform the reader about the
fundamental principles of the functional approach:
The linguists of the Prague Language Circle, known internationally as the
Prague School of Linguistics, first met on 6 October 1926 with the intention to
react to the Neogrammarian theory which prevailed in the linguistics of the
1920s and 30s. The group is referred to as a "branch of European
structuralism" (Bussmann 375) and their approach to the study of language is
described as functionalism. Apart from functional linguistics, the work of the
school is connected mostly with the concept of the phoneme -- the phoneme
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theory, defence of synchronic analysis of a language, strengthening
foundations of contrastive linguistics that uses analytical confrontation of data
obtained from both related and unrelated languages, and elaborating principles
of foreign language teaching. In 1935 the Prague group launched its periodical
Slovo a slovesnost ....Language and Literature" which is published to this date.
The Prague Linguistic Circle formally ceased to exist in 1950 but since the
political changes in 1989 the PLC has been gradually reinstated.
The best known members of the group are V. Mathesius, B. Trnka, B.
Havranek, J. Mukarovsky, 1. Vachek, N. Trubetskoy, R. Jakobson, F. and
Travnicek.. The school defends three major arguments in which the functional
analysis of a language promoted by the Prague School differs from previous
approaches. These are:
1. promotion of the synchronic approach to the language,
2. stress on the systemic character of language,
3. emphasis on the functions performed by language in the given language
community.
Although the Prague School group does not disregard historical research, it
also stresses the importance of a synchronic study which prior to Mathesius
was defended only by isolated linguists. The School holds a view that this can
provide comprehensive material for research and that synchronic study is more
controllable than diachronic (Vachek 11 - 13). While SYnchronic research in
language is associated with the name of Vilem Mathesius, the credit for the
work on the systemic and structural concept of language is ascribed mainly to
Roman Jakobson. Jakobson states that no element of any language system can
be properly evaluated in isolation and its correct analysis can be performed
only in relation to all other elements co-existing in the same language system.
He also points out that the evolution of language can only be properly
interpreted if it is conceived as an evolution of the systemic whole within
which relations of elements are often reshaped and/or replaced to maintain or
restore the balance of the given language system (Vachek 13).
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This third point, emphasis on the functions performed by language in the given
language community, is probably regarded as the most important contribution
of the Prague School to linguistics (Vachek 14). This approach considers
language to be "a tool" performing many important tasks in the community of
speakers. The most important and the most obvious task is communication,
which is essential for understanding amongst the members of the language
community. If a language is to function adequately, it has to perform its tasks
adequately - - which means that the language needs to be able to communicate
the new reality fluently. This role of language is most visible on the level of
lexis which is continuously updated to correspond to the ever-changing reality.
Vachek shows that there are certain elements in the language system, such as
archaisms and poetisms, which may serve more specific purposes than just
helping everyday communication. The elements may also signal speaker's
unusual approach to the extra lingual reality and thanks to them we can
establish if the speaker restricts a statement to a simple factual announcement
or points out inner connections of the facts in the extra-lingual reality. (Vachek
14).
The Prague School had a decisive influence on the development of linguistics
towards functionalism which defines language as:
a functional means of communication whose structural sign system can
be described through observation of concrete linguistic material in
particular moment of use. [. . . ] The starting point of analysis is the
intention of the speaker expressed through linguistic utterances; the
analysis, then, begins with the function of the utterances in order to
describe its 'form'. (Bussman 374 - 375)
Standard language has always been central to the Prague School linguists.
Since my research concentrates on modem standard Czech as recorded in
newspapers and periodicals, I wish to clarify the description of a standard
language and following that also how the school defined standard Czech and
colloquial Czech, style and norm:
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The Prague School has always promoted the use of modem Czech and has paid
considerable attention to the analysis of standard language that many linguistic
currents overlook. At the same time, I would also like to state that a focus on
standard language at the expense of non-standard language varieties has been
equally criticised by numerous linguistic schools. The Prague School analyses
standard languages as open and dynamic systems, which comply with the
condition of 'elastic stability' (Vachek 18). In this requirement, the attribute
elastic refers to the dynamic nature of the language system and stability to the
systemic character of the standard language. The standard language for a
language community represents a stable norm which guarantees mutual
understanding within the language community and "also the existence of
identical literary and aesthetic values" (Vachek 18). The aspects of
standardisation, language norms, and language system stability make a link to
issues about correctness and prescriptivism. The schools addresses these
concerns by stressing the criteria of functional adequacy upon which
correctness should be decided. Vachek defines the view of school by stating
that: "If a word or a phrase is functionally needed in the language and if it has
managed to take firm root in the practice of language users, it has demonstrated
its functional adequacy and must be evaluated as a 'correct' element of the
given language" (21). In my opinion the use of "must" in this pre 1972
statement makes Vachek's assertion very prescriptive. Since then linguistics
has moved towards a more descriptive role. Still, the Prague School proposal
makes a major step from the pre-functionalist historically prejudiced
standardisation of a language of the 193Os, which assessed the correctness of
lexical or phraseological elements according to their lengthy presence in a
language, to a functionally driven one (Vachek 21).
Before I address the definitions of standard, common and colloquial Czech, I
wish to specify that I do not examine the process of language change generally
and I do not limit my investigation to standard Czech. My investigation
concentrates at the language change at the level when lexical units enter the
national media. I examine the contemporary language the national media use as
a standard: modem language which doe not focus at a specific gender, social or
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professional group and is not likely to favour dialects. I take the notion of
functional adequacy as a basis for my investigation and determine the
functional adequacy of a word or a phrase through the context in which it
appears in everyday printed media discourse.
The distinction between standard language and colloquial language, slang and
dialects continues to play an important role even in contemporary Czech
linguistics. Therefore, I offer an explanation of the terms spisovna cestina
'standard Czech', obecna cestina 'common Czech and beina mluva or
hovorovd cestina "colloquial Czech' since they are also significant for
definition of the scope of my research. In place of standard Czech the term
litera':1 , Czech is sometimes used. To secure consistency of terminology I
adhere to the term standard Czech.
2.1.1. Standard Czech, Colloquial and Common Czech
Ceska mluvnice, "The Czech Grammar" by Havranek and Jedlicka published
in 1981 is still considered to be one of the best authoritative guides to the
Czech language . The definition of standard Czech from Ceska mluvnice
illustrates the strong influence of the Prague School on current Czech
linguistics:
Spisovna cestina je nejdulezitejs! a nejdokonalejsi podoba narodniho
jazyka ceskeho a slouzi dnes spolecenemu dorozumivani vsech
prislusniku naseho naroda ve vsech oblastech verejne lidske einnosti;
rna ukol celonarodni. [... ] Spisovny jazykje utvar jednotny,
s ustalenou mluvnickou stavbou a se spolecnou, rovnez ustalenou, ale
stale rostouci slovni zasobou.
Standard Czech is the most important and the most perfect form of the
Czech national language and acts as a tool of communication for all
members of our nation in all areas of human activity; its task is to serve
the whole nation. [ ... ] Standard language is a system with a stabilised
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grammatical structure and a common, also stabilised, but constantly
expanding vocabulary. (4-7)
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The representative form of Czech, the standard language, is used rarely in
private or unofficial conversation. Krcmova explains that the reason behind
this is that standard Czech was re-established in the 19th century as a language
of official written communication and used mostly by Czech intellectuals. On
the other hand, in private conversation either local dialects or German was
used. The spoken form of standard Czech was developing only gradually,
primarily for official and purposefully cultivated conversation (Krcmova 162).
While the most representative variety of the national language, standard Czech,
is valid across the whole area of the country and is capable of expressing some
of the most complex ideas in an official forum, it may lack some devices
necessary for less formal discussions. Therefore hovorova cestina or beina
mluva 'colloquial Czech' which is often referred to as "the colloquial style of
standard Czech"7 is used in not-so-official situations. Colloquial Czech is a
spoken form of standard Czech. Sochorek characterises colloquial Czech as
"standard language with certain simplified features used for general
conversation'".
The variety of the Czech language used in private conversation mostly in the
territory of Bohemia is obecnd cestina 'common Czech'. A Moravian
interdialect may be used in its place in Moravia. Also a professional dialect or
a slang may be spoken in private conversation." Krcmova observes that the
position of common Czech has been recently changing from a rather stabilised
substandard variety of the national language into the variety of public spoken
communication which is used in areas where solely standard language was
used previously (Krcmova 166). She offers a more complex definition of
common Czech as a spontaneously spoken form of Czech language created:
1. through levelling of Czech dialects,
2. as language of semi-official communication,
7 Cestina po siti at WWW.OSll.CZ
8 www.sochorek.cz
9 Cestina po siti at WWW.OSll.CZ
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3. or possibly its literary stylisation.i''
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There are three more terms that need to be explained together with the
definition of a standard language, its stability and correctness - they are the
style and the norm and its codification. A standard language system has a rich
repertoire of grammatical and lexical devices which allow the language to
acconlplish various tasks. Such a selection of means of communication, both
grammatical and lexical, which are stabilised in a particular area of
communication is called a style (Havranek - Jedlicka 8). The norm and its
codification are defined by Havranek and Jedlicka as:
The set of stabilised, i.e. regularly used grammatical and lexical
elements and patterns (rules and natural relations), the use of which is
called the language norm; the norm does not define the stabilised
elements, it does not exist outside a language but inside it. Its
codification, written in authoritative textbooks that tends to
encapsulate the norms so as to instruct people about it, has to be
distinguished from a norm itself [... ]. (7)
The description of a norm respects the Prague School's postulate of elastic
stability in a standard language. As I have stated above, the standard language
is viewed as a dynamic and open system where the unity and stability of
standard language elements and its norm still allow the language to be flexible
and versatile (Havranek and Jedlicka 7 -8).
I am inserting the next section to follow up the Prague School's appeal for the
criterion of functional adequacy at the expense of prescriptive trends within
standard languages. I will look at the chances the functional adequacy views
stand, when users encounter an unfamiliar neologism, against the conservative
views of correctness and appropriateness, which are mostly shaped by habits
and prejudice. I will observe how the two conflicting positions were defended
10 www.muni.cz
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and implemented in practice by laymen language users, specialists, and official
representatives of the country together with the reaction of the media at the :
time when the new one-word name of the country was discussed.
2.2. Linguistic Purism and Language Planning
2.2.1. Linguistic Purism
My second case study observes the development of the geographical name
Cesko and demonstrates how the principles of linguistic purism and language
planning - - corpus planning in particular - - are implemented in practice. Due
to the nature of the lexical item, which is a name of their country, it has been a
subject to extensive discussion and approval processes over several generations
of Czech speakers. What purism and planning have in common are the efforts
towards language cultivation, normative work and codification that have
always been an essential part of Czech linguistics and Czech culture.
Linguistic purism is associated with the aversion to foreign-language elements
present mainly in the lexicon. Thomas' definitions ofpurism states that:
Purism is the manifestation of desire on the part of a speech community
(or some section of it) to preserve a language from, or rid it of, putative
foreign elements or other elements held to be undesirable (including
those originating in dialects, sociolects and styles of the same
language). It may be directed at all linguistic levels but primarily the
lexicon. Above all, purism is an aspect of the codification, cultivation
and planning of standard languages. (12)
In the Czech language and culture there is a tradition of language
prescriptivism which started more than three centuries ago with efforts towards
brusicstvi "knife-grinding, language preservation and cultivation. In reference
to the knife-grinding activities Thomas aptly observes a connection between
the Czech functionalist school that defines language as a tool of
communication and the grinding activity that sharpens its language tools (22).
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Although I referred to he Prague School Linguists in the previous section, I
need to go back to their view that various elements in language should be
judged on the merits of their function and not on their foreign origin. The
reason being that despite advocating such a position, the Prague School
linguists still believe that a language should be cultivated. However, language
cultivation, which the Prague school considers to be an essential component of
general linguistics (6), bears for many traits of linguistic purism.
Thomas cites Sevcik's definition of purism in which the idea of regulated work
towards language codification and cultivation to accomplish an ideal model of
language sticks out: "[Purism is] an assemblage of views regulating the
codification of literary language in accordance with an ideal model of a 'pure'
language by the elimination of elements, which are at variance with this
model." (Thomas 12)
In their work from the 1930s, the Prague functionalists dismissed
understanding purism as a solely destructive force in language and made steps
towards constituting purism as an integral part of linguistic research methods.
On the other hand, their view of purism showed some shortcomings; they only
took institutionalised and prescriptive activity into account, hence the ideal
model of pure language which is expressed by Sevcik. I would question
whether an ideal model of language could ever be achieved because of the
dynamic nature of language and I would also ask who would have the capacity
to define such a model. Further, I would like to add that Sevcik's definition
does not take into account informal purism which comes from laymen
linguists. While functionalists look at what is effective and useful in the
language, purists are mainly interested in the aesthetic aspect. This explains
why, apart from the general public, many poets and writers were also involved
in the discussion concerning Cesko.
Thomas' definition, which was quoted earlier in this section, is very elastic and
amalgamates many aspects of purist activity as advocated by informal forces
and by different linguistic schools, including the Prague Functionalists. It also
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clearly describes purism as one aspect of language planning. In my view the
process behind the creation of the toponym Cesko and also some expressions in
the Media case study shows typical signs of corpus planning which concerns
the creation of new forms, modification of older forms and selection from
alternatives in a written or a spoken code (Cooper 31).
2.2.2. Language Planning
Robert L. Cooper considers language planning to be "deliberate efforts to
influence the behaviour of others with respect to the acquisition, structure, or
functional allocation of their language codes." (45) If I wish to apply the
definition to the development within the Czech language, I find the definition
rather brief since it does not specify:
1. who is behind the deliberate efforts
2. in what ways and through what means and
3. to what extent behaviours of others can be influenced.
Therefore, to make it more acceptable to the Czech language, particularly the
language planning process affecting toponym Cesko, I add some aspects of
language planning expressed by various linguists between 1969 and 1986 and
summarized by Cooper (30 - 31). According to them, language planning is, or
includes:
1. normative work of language academies and committees, all forms of what is
commonly known as language cultivation and all proposals for language
reform and standardization,
2. deliberate language change; that is, changes in the systems of language code
or speaking or both that are planned by organizations that are established for
such purposes or given a mandate to fulfil such purpose,
3. coordinated measures taken to select, codify and in some cases, to elaborate
orthographic, grammatical, lexical, or semantic features of a language and to
disseminate the corpus agreed upon,
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4. a government-authorised, long-term, sustained and conscious effort to alter
a language itself or to change a language's functions in a society for the
purpose of solving communication problems,
5. systematic, theory-based, rational, and organized societal attention to
language problems.
Cooper finds various limitations in the above statements:
1. He believes that it is restrictive to define language planning as an activity
undertaken by governments, government-authorised agencies, or other
authoritative bodies, i.e. organisations with a public mandate for language
regulation because in this case activity of such individuals as Dobrovsky
could not be classified as language planning (31).
2. Further. Cooper claims that it is misleading to define language planning as
a process conducted in order to find a problem for a communication or
language problem and prefers to describe it is "efforts to influence language
behaviour" (35).
3. He also states that it is a mistake to define language planning only in
connection with "aggregates [at a national or societal level] if nation or
society is understood as synonymous with nation-state." (35) This would
exclude activities of an international scope, activities conducted by small
politically non-autonomous groups, small ethnic, occupational or religious
groups etc (35-36).
In response to Cooper I would argue that the process of language planning
necessitates organised activity on a wider scale. Change in language behaviour
is not likely to be achieved by an unsupported single individual. This can even
be applied to cases such as Josef Dobrovsky (1753 -1829) who belongs to the
first generation of Czech revivalists and his involvement in rescuing the Czech
language is irrefutable. He was sceptical of the possibility that the Czech
language could regain the position of the language of literature and science that
had been lost to German. He therefore concentrated on the Czech language as a
language spoken by the general public and managed to stop the current purist
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attempts and worked towards stabilising the unbalanced language norm.
Dobrovsky can be described as one of the first functional linguists since he
examined language and its history as a tool of everyday communication
(Hrabak, Jerabek, Ticha, 147-151). Further, it should be noted that Dobrovsky
was active in the Czech Royal Society of Sciences, Kralovska ceska spolecnost
nauk11. The society was established in 1774 and was a predecessor of the
current Czech Academy of Sciences, Ceska akademie ved 12. Dobrovsky
introduced his programme for the development of Czech Culture via the
Society. His research was funded by Emperor Leopold II and therefore his
ideas of Czech language revival were elaborated in a government-authorised
agency although his work was not necessarily authoritative. Consequently, I
would claim that single individuals are behind the ideas in the language
planning process but if their work is to achieve the desired outcome and is to
influence language behaviour, its needs assistance of a wider network of
organisations or information channels, although not necessarily a assistance of
government. Further, the deliberate effort mentioned by Cooper is usually
triggered by an impulse. Such an impulse is identified in points 4 and 5 as a
communication or language problem. Despite disagreeing with Cooper on two
points, I share his opinion that the concept of language planning should not be
restricted to one precisely defined area of a "nation-state". This view can be
confirmed in practice by numerous language planning processes affecting
entire political and cultural regions.
If we consider language planning outside one precisely defined area of nation
or state, then Cooper's intention to describe language planning as a wide range
of activities is not likely to be opposed. Although I acknowledge that language
planning can comprise various activities, the description of language planning
in Czech conditions may be for many incomplete. The Czech linguistic
tradition prefers a more clearly defined framework. It is similar to that quoted
by the linguists in the above points 1 to 5 and favours normative work and
11 Radko St'astny: Cestf spisovatele deseti stoleti, SPN, Praha 1974,47.
12 Josef Hrabak, Dusan Jerabek, Zdeiika Ticha, Pruvodce po dejinach ceske literaturey,
Panorama, Praha, 1984, 147 - 148.
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coordinated effort towards standardisation and codification which is carried by
language academies. These definitions, together with Cooper's, make a good
starting point for the investigation of Cesko and I will re-visit them in the
conclusions of the case study.
2.3. Language Change -- Definition, Typology and Causation
When following the changes in Czech lexicon after the changes in society
connected with the Velvet Revolution, I look at two aspects of the change: the
types of changes affecting lexical or phraseological units and the ontogeny of
the change. The following chapter contains an overview of the typology and
causation of language change. In the first section of the chapter I look at
various types of lexical change which will help me determine what types of
language change the investigated units have undergone. This is followed by an
investigation of Labov's mechanism of language change where I attempt to
apply Labov's findings on the initiation of sound change to the ontogeny of
lexical change.
Ferdinand de Saussure once stated that "Time changes all things: there is no
reason why language should escape the universal law" (Aitchison 4). In the
past many linguists attempted to map the laws of language change and came to
the conclusion that language change was unobservable. Since the 1970s this
situation has started to change. Whilst many linguists ignored geographical,
social and stylistic language variations, others recognised them as indications
of changes that were occurring -- in other words change across a language
community could be glimpsed in part through examining variety within the
community. Consequently, linguists have become more optimistic about
mapping language change and they have realised that the process is observable
if we know where to look for clues.
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2.3.1. Definition of Language Change
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The term language change was first proposed by Meillet in 1920 and since
than there have been several definitions of the term. Not all of them are
acceptable to everyone. Depending on the complexity of the definition,
various linguists would find various nebulous points in them. Therefore, at this
stage I opt for the broad definition provided by Matthews who states that
language change is: "Any change that takes place, for whatever reason or at
whatever level. in the history of language" (51).
2.3.2. Typology of Language Change
The typology of language change is not straightforward either. For instance
Forston finds usual typologies of language change problematic due to the fact
that not all types of change can be classified according to conventional
typological categories and some types of change have not yet been described
(650). Linguists are not united in their opinions concerning language change,
and particularly concerning its effect on a lexicon. Some subsume under lexical
change any change that affects a lexicon, i.e. phonological, morphological,
semantic, as well as borrowing, etc., while others keep lexical and semantic
change apart (652). Therefore some concentrate on these two processes as
separate entities while others see them as part of the same process.
I treat lexical and semantic change as two closely connected constituents of the
same process -- the change in the lexicon. For clarity of argument, I prefer to
offer separate typologies, which also clearly shows their differences in
definitions proposed by various linguists.
2.3.2.1. Lexical Change
Hauser who is the author of some of the most authoritative publications on,
Czech lexicology, offers the following typology of change in the lexicon valid
for the contemporary Czech language (Hauser 97):
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A) Processes that expand the B) Processes that do not expand the
inventory of Czech lexicon: inventory of the Czech lexicon:
1. Derivation, 1. Semantic change
Compounding and 2. Formation of phraseological
Reduction of a longer phrase or compound lexemes
or a name into an initialism
or an acronym
2. Adopting lexical units from
other layers of the nation's
language and from slang
3. Borrowing
Trask defines his typology of the ways in which new words are acquired as
evolving from the simplest and most obvious ways to those that are more
complex:
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1
"
Borrowing: Loan word
Calque/loan translation
Combining forms
Formation of new words: Compounding
Derivation
Conversion /zero derivation
Clipping
Blending/ nonce formation
Back formation
Reanalysis
Folk etymology
Reduction of a longer phrase or a name into
an initialism or an acronym
McMahon's typology is based on the typology by Guilbert who distinguished
among four sources of new words in any language. These are semantic
neologisms, borrowing, phonological and morphosyntactic neologisms
(McMahon 190). McMahon therefore divides her typology into two groups.
The first deals only with that part of language change, which is caused by the
language's internal creativity, and it combines semantic and lexical change.
The part of language change, which is due to external influences is treated
separately and is categorised as a type of language contact. For the purpose of
clarity I give McMahon's description of semantic neologisms in the section on
semantic change below.
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Semantic neologisms See 5.III.2.3. Semantic change
Phonological Onomatopoeia
neologisms Formations ex nihilo
Morphosyntactic~ Productive processes Derivation
neologisms
~ Compounding
Less productive Conversion
processes Back formation
Clipping
Blending
Acronyms
Language contact \ Borrowing Lexical borrowing
Structural
Convergence borrowing
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This typology may not be clear at first sight and may seem to be a blend of
processes, categories, and features. Although I treat lexical and semantic
change as two closely connected constituents of the same process -- the
change in the lexicon, I prefer the simpler typology provided by Trask and also
by Hauser with clearer boundaries between the two types of the change.
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The need to examine social factors in the study of language change has been
recognised since the Neogrammarians. Probably no other linguist has been
more successful than Labov in explaining the mechanisms of sound change
from a sociolinguistic perspective and I am going to investigate if any parts of
the process described by him in Sociolinguistic Patterns (1985) could be
applied to some instances of lexical change.
Labov is not the only linguist who has attempted to create a model of language
change. There are many other models13 - one of which I decided to explore
more closely. This was a model by James Milroy who also looks into language
change within the phonological system and uses sociolinguistic methodology.
The two authors however focus on different processes behind language, or
linguistic, change which is the term used by Milroy. Milroy observes i) how
groups of speakers are susceptible to innovation and ii) how social ties between
them carry innovation. Labov focuses on i) types of speakers who innovate and
adopt change and also ii) how issues of social and regional stratification and
prestige affect the process. Therefore I will use Labov's work in an attempt to
show a mechanism of some cases of lexical innovation and Milroy's work to
fmd explanation for the element of intention in such mechanism, which is
missing in Labov' s research.
Before I offer a more detailed description of the two models, it is necessary to
establish the difference between speaker-innovation and patterned language
change. Milroy states that it is a speaker who innovates and an innovation is
therefore "an act of a speaker which is capable of influencing linguistic
structure" while change is manifested in the system (Linguistic Variation 169).
13Livingston's computational model refers to Nettle's (1999) and de Boer's (2000)
models of language change in phonological system.
Kirby (1999) and Yang (2002) devised models based on competition between two
grammars. The models do not lookat the lexicon but considers only the word orderof
the utterances.
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Consequently, innovation has potential to become a change but not all
innovations become changes.
There are several reasons why I selected Labov's model for my investigation
and, with some modifications, I applied to some instances of lexical change.
The reasons are:
• absence of language change models, which would be driven by competition
within a lexicon,
• methodology of clearly defined and easy to follow steps,
• stress on aspects of social stratification and prestige
• definition of the innovator.
Currently there is no model inspecting language change driven by innovation
within the lexicon. For this reason I extended my search14 for an available
model of lexical change model to a possible connection between mechanisms
of such change and Labov's model that could have been carried out previously.
The only applicable reference to Labov was the topic of lexical diffusion --
sound change affecting the lexicon. Reference to previous research concerning
a lexical change caused by social and political incentives in connection with
Labov's work was not found. In my opinion his division into a sequence of
clearly defined steps provides a user-friendly manual which is easy to follow if
one wishes to test his methodology outside the phonological system. I am
going to consider his model of change involving variation that speakers are or
are not aware of as a rationale behind lexical change in two of my case studies,
Back to Europe and Mass Culture through the Language of the Media. These
case studies explore some of the instances where I presume the lexical change
was introduced due to prestige a persuasion and by high rank innovators --
politicians, party officials and people with social contacts outside the language
community -- to innovate lexicon intentionally. Labov distinguishes between
prestige at a macro level and a micro level. Prestige at a macro level is often
institutionalised and found in mainstream society. Prestige at a micro level is
14 CSA Illumina and Google
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subjective and created in situations where individuals interact on a personal
level and often concerns groups at the verge of society (Milroy, Linguistic
Variation 172 - 173). Consequently, innovators are described as "outgoing and
sociable people with many contacts inside and outside their local groups who
belong to the upper-working and lower-middle class which tend to be socially
mobile and therefore they are good carriers of linguistic innovation and
change" (Milroy, Linguistic Variation 183). Labov's definition of innovators
corresponds to my perception of innovators and their role in instances of
deliberately introduced lexical innovation and I will give my definition of those
who are central in initiation of lexical innovation in my methodology, within
the section on causation of language change.
I will use the model proposed by Labov in two ways. Firstly, I wish to establish
whether any parts of the described mechanism can be applied to the mechanism
of lexical change. Secondly, I hope the application of the modified model can
help me explain the element of intention in lexical change
A) Application to the Mechanism of Lexical Change
The central factors in Labov's research are regional status and high versus not
so high social status. With these in mind, Labov divided the process of sound
change into two stages: "the change from below", i.e. the change involving
variation that speakers are not aware of, and "the change from above", i.e.
change involving variation that speakers are aware of.
The regional status does not appear to be equally relevant in my research which
shows that belonging to a certain geographic area is not a primary prerequisite
for lexical change. It is also my presumption that the factor of social status
could be replaced by a factor of membership to a political network. This
presumption is supported by Nagy who observes that if the core group of
factors relevant to the speakers' social identities, experience and position
within their communities did not "account for all of the variance, other factors
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such as ethnicity, level of education, and network membership may be
added"."
Labov divides the mechanism of sound change into 13 steps. Steps 1 - 8
explain the change from below and steps 9 - 13 as change from above (Labov
178 - 180). I propose that his description could be modified and might provide
another insight into the process of lexical change. I selected two lexical items
that bore significant relevance to the future of the Czech speech community to
test Labovs explanation. The chosen lexical items are the Common European
House and perestrojka. Both were coined by Gorbachev in the 1980s and were
soon adopted by political leaders, journalists, newsreaders and consequently
the general public in various countries. This indicates that the argument of
relatively small regional area, which is central in Labov's work, cannot be
successfully defended for some instances of lexical change.
I examined each individual step proposed by Labov for the mechanism of
sound change. I rephrased his wording so that it complies with the possible
mechanism of lexical change. I then commented upon certain features of the
steps which I felt should be stressed to point to its applicability and validate the
description.
In the following points I offer the altered wording. In addition, comments have
been appended to add weight to my argument on the validity of the mechanism
in relevant sections:
1. The lexical change usually originated with a restricted subgroup of the
speech community at a time when the identity of this group had been
affected by external or internal pressures or incentives. The linguistic form
which began to shift was not necessarily a marker of regional status but
often a marker of opinion/views with an irregular distribution within the
community. At this stage, the form is an undefined linguistic variable.
15 Nagy, Naomi. "A Comparative Model of Contact-induced Language Change,"
University of Pensylvania Working Papers in Linguistics: A Selection of Papers from
NWAE 25 4.1.:399 - 418. Citation details were e-mailed by Prof. Nagy on 21 March
2007.
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Comment: In the case of the two selected lexical items I presume that the
lexical change originated in a restricted group of party officials. Their
position was affected by external pressures, i.e, outside of the subgroup and
also outside of the speech community, and internal pressures, i.e. inside the
subgroup and also inside the speech community. The linguistic form that
began to shift, or in this case that began to develop, was a marker of certain
innovative views. The regional status does not playa significant role here.
2. The changes began as generalisations of the linguistic form to all members
of the subgroup; Labov refers to this stage as change from below.
Comment: The newly coined expression was gradually accepted by all
members of the subgroup.
The membership of a particular social group could be explained as the
membership of the same professional group. Members of such group can be
expected to come from a very similar social category (i.e. party officials). In
this instance the change came from above
3. Succeeding generations of speakers involved in stages 1 and 2 within the
same subgroup, responding to the same social pressures, carried the
linguistic variable further along the process of change, beyond the model set
by their predecessors. We may refer to this stage as hypercorrection from
below. The variable is now defined as a function of group membership but
not necessarily of age level.
Comment: I suggest that the expression succeeding generations be replaced
by the expression followers. I do not think that it necessarily takes an entire
generation to carry the linguistic variable further. I therefore suggest that it
is the followers who carry the expression further along the process of
change. For instance, they spread it to another language, they do not
translate it correctly into this language (as may be the case the Common
European House) or they link it to other attributes or adapt it to their needs.
This process can be detected in the expression nils spolecny dvojdomek "our
O%:V~J9,
l./b.~S-~J:!?~fly1Ity'l..~D
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common semi-detached house" used to describe one of the possibilities for
the arrangement between the Czech and Slovak Republics when the former
Czechoslovak state was about to be divided.
Labov refers to this stage as hypercorrection from below but this case could
be described as hypercorrection from above.
4. To the extent that the values of the original subgroup were adopted by other
groups in the speech community, the lexical change with its associated
value of group membership spread to these adopting groups. The function of
group membership is now redefined in successive stages.
Comment: The lexical change is spread to the adopting groups from
politicians and party leaders to journalists, newsreaders and through to the
general public.
5. The limits of the spread of the lexical change may, in some cases, be the
limits of the speech community, defined as a group with a common set of
nonnative values in regard to the language. There may also be cases where
the lexical change will spread to a wider geographical area affecting several
speech communities at the same time.
Comment: This presumption was confirmed by the spread of the Common
European House expression that was translated from Russian to other
Slavonic and non-Slavonic languages. The expression perestrojka, on the
other hand was not always translated as "piestavba" but effectively spread
into many speech communities.
6. As the lexical change with its associated values reached the limits of its
expansion, the linguistic variable becomes one of the norms which defined
the speech communities, and all members of the speech communities
reacted in a uniform manner to its use (without necessarily being aware of
it). The variable is now a marker and begins to show stylistic variation.
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Comment: The lexical change was spread from politicians and party leaders
to journalists, newsreaders and through to the general public. The
expression was likely to be perceived initially as occurring in style of
journalism and political propaganda
7. The movement of the linguistic variable within the linguistic system always
led to readjustments in the distribution of other elements within the lexical
space.
8. The structural re-adjustment led to further lexical changes which were
associated with the original change. However, other sub-groups which
entered the speech community in the interim adopted the older lexical
change as part of the community norms, and treated the newer lexical
change as stage 1. This recycling stage appears to be the primary source for
the continual origination of new changes. In the following development, the
second lexical change may be carried by the new group beyond the level of
the first change.
9. If the group in which the change originated was not the highest status group
in the speech community, members of the highest status group eventually
would stigmatise or highlight the changed form through their control of
various institutions.
Comment: Labov uses the expression stigmatise. Because the change was
initiated/rom above, this expression may not be the most appropriate. It is
my view that, in the two discussed cases, a contradictory process took place
and the members of the high-status group "glorified" the changed form
through their control of various institutions. The expression stigma would fit
other instances of lexical change, i.e. some casual, colloquial or slang
expressions which originated in not such high status groups. It is also
possible to assume that an opposite process took place simultaneously and
that glorification of a term by one group in society caused its stigmatisation
in another group or possibly in another speech community.
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Another point to be raised is to what extent lexical innovations which are
being diffused in the media of the society which is changing from a socialist
regime to a democracy will be instigated by low status groups and- to what
extent by those of high status. Usually the high status groups, i.e. the
political leaders, are associated with such a process.
10.If stigmatisation was present in the case then this process would initiate
change from above. This would mean an irregular correction of the changed
form towards the model of the highest status group, the prestige model.
Despite this the linguistic variable now shows regular stylistic stratification
as well as social stratification.
Comment: The process of stigmatisation was not present in this case. The
highest status group originated the change and a prestigious model was
created in the instance of the two expressions.
ll.If the prestige model of the highest status group does not correspond to a
form used by other groups in some lexical field, the other groups will show
a second type of hypercorrection: shifting their usage of the lexical item
further from the changed form than the target set by the prestige group. This
stage may be called hypercorrection from above.
Comment: If this stage proposed by Labov for sound change was applicable
to lexical change, which I suspect is possible, it would explain why some
newly coined expressions do not get wide adoption and are soon shifted to
the periphery of the lexicon or disappear. This is the next stage for a sound
change observed by Labov.
12.Under extreme stigmatisation, a form may become the overt topic of social
(or possibly professional) comment, and may eventually disappear. It is thus
a stereotype, which may become increasingly divorced from the forms
which are actually used in speech.
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Comment: This is the case of most communist terminology used amongst
various social groups.
13.If the change originated in the highest-status group of the speech
community. it became a prestige model for all members of the speech
community. The changed form was then used in certain forms of
communication (contexts) by other groups in proportion to their contact
with users of the prestige model, and to lesser extent, in less relevant
contexts.
Although I could not confirm the exact sequence of Labov' s steps 1 - 13 in the
cases of the lexical items Common European House and perestrojka, the main
features of the mechanism fit the process of lexical change. The reason why the
sequence of steps could not be confirmed is because the change in the two
cases came from above.
It is my opinion that the methodology is applicable to a wide selection of
lexical items if one wishes to identify if their development was influenced by
change from below or above. What is significantly different are the factors
causing sound change and the factors causing lexical change. Whilst Labov
identifies social and regional status as playing key roles, lexical change is not
affected by these to the same extent.
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Tab: 4
Factor affecting sound change lexical change
disseminated
by the media16
Social status Yes Yes
Professional group membership ? Yes
Limited by speech community Yes No
Limited by a region within the Yes No
same speech community
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The table shows that in the cases which I investigate lexical change spreads
more easily than sound change since it is not limited by the same language or
speech community and the same region within one speech community.
B) Intentional Change
In the search for an explanation of the purpose or intention in linguistic change
I followed Livingstone's advice and consulted work by James Milroy. I
investigated the article On the Origins of Language Change'", most issues of
which are discussed fully in Linguistic Variation and Change. These works
were also sources of information concerning Milroy's model of linguistic
•
change.
16 The results in the table are applicable to the cases of lexical change disseminated by
the media. I need to point out that there are cases of lexical change that will be limited
by aspects of speech community and region.
17 Historical Linguistics; Problems and Perspectives, ed. Charles Jones
(Longman:London and New York, 1993) 215 - 236.
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Milroy views linguistic change as a process which speakers initiate and put into
practice in their social interaction. He describes language change as a "social
phenomenon" that takes place due to "reasons for marking social identity,
stylistic difference and so on. If the process does not carry these social
meanings, then it is not a linguistic change: it is a random variant [...]"
(Milroy, On the Social Origins 231 - 232). Linguistic change cannot take
place, unless the following three conditions are met:
• spontaneous innovation occurs first in the speech of a small number of
people
• structural conditions in the language are favourable.
It is not enough for the two above conditions to feed an innovation into the
language system as a change unless:
• the social conditions are also favourable (Milroy, On the Social Origins
232).
As mentioned previously, Milroy's model of linguistic change focuses on
groups of speakers and the social links amongst them. Milroy refers to
Granovetter's definition of weak and strong ties (Linguistic Variation 178).
Groups with strong social ties are also known as close-knit communities. Weak
ties are typical for lose-knit communities. Strong ties are important for the
internal coherence of the community, weak ties carry innovation and influence
from one close-knit group to another. Weak ties may also serve a purpose of
bridges between communities linking them to a wider network which the
strong ties cannot accomplish (Linguistic Variation 178). Individuals in the
centre of the close-knit community are usually those who enforce norms. They
tend to find innovation risky but not so risky to adopt if it has already spread at
the periphery of the community.
Milroy stresses that, apart from the existence of multiple weak ties, there are
other conditions for innovation -- some of the psycho-social. For an innovation
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to be taken on, the receptors of innovation need to identify with the donors and
feel that they will benefit from the process. Therefore Milroy finds "the idea of
group identity and solidarity [... ] more satisfactory than the idea of relying on
prestige in social class dimension [...]" (Milroy, Linguistic Variation 182).
Milroy provides key issues that make the element of intention within lexical
change more transparent. They are:
1. understanding the difference between innovation, a random variant and
patterned language change,
2. recognition of an individual's intention to be different from the others
together with,
3. recognition of an individual's or group's identity and solidarity.
C) Summary
The two models are widely considered to be competing. Despite this, it is my
opinion that one model complements the missing arguments in the other when I
apply them to lexical change. Labov's research did not offer explicit links to an
explanation of intentional change which Milroy's did regardless of the fact that
there are many factors of conscious language change that remain to be
understood and may be explained with help of other disciplines outside the
scope of linguistics.
The two lexical items I used for the exercise did not confirm Labov's original
sequence of steps 1 to 8 and 9 to 13. This is because the lexical items were
imposed on language users from above. Had I selected such colloquial
expressions as "husty" 'cool' or "fleet" 'to be in', then the sequence could have
been proven. At this point I should like to stress that all lexical items which I
investigated have changed or came from above and that they arrived to the
Czech lexicon from official information channels. The only exception could be
Cesko where some elements of the change came from below. With respect to
this, I would like to return to my comment in step 9 that since it is usually the
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high status group that controls various institutions and information channels,
this group also has a vast opportunity to stigmatise some forms and highlight
others and correct language forms intentionally. Therefore also innovators and
early adaptors are usually recruited from the highest strata of the society and
not from the class in the middle of the social hierarchy as in Labov's
investigation.
I could not verify that the regional factor would bear the same weight in my
work as it did in Labov's because the lexical items in question spread over a
large geographic area, i.e. the Soviet bloc. The discrepancy however can be
corrected by applying weak ties that carry influence and change between
distant communities - this is exactly the case with countries in one political
bloc.
There is still one area that should be tackled - to which extent are the instances
of lexical innovation affected by prestige, as presumed by Labov and to which
extent by solidarity and identity, as Milroy believes. I suggest that it may be a
combination of both factors: for political leaders it was necessary to
demonstrate their solidarity inside one political bloc and therefore they acted as
early adaptors of innovated expressions. At the same time they needed to
maintain the prestige in their own country and they spread the innovation into
their own speech community. Since all conditions in the speech community
were favourable, the innovation was adopted as patterned change.
Labov's model strongly relies on social stratification -- for some linguists the
reliance is too strong and they believe that the model can work only in socially
stratified societies. This aspect, however, is an advantage for my work because
the lexical items I examine are fed to speakers through official information
channels and often from the highest strata in society. Despite the fact that I
could not verify Labov's model across the entire process of language change
which I tried to reconstruct, it is evident that the theory is relevant to my work
and it provides a reliable frame of change for some instances of lexical change
disseminated in the media.
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Semantic change is usually defined as a change in a meaning of a word.
Hauser describes semantic change as a process that expands a collection of
polysemic words and creates new meaning of already existing polysemic
words. He also includes breakdown of polysemy into homonymy into the
processes of semantic change. Grepl, Forston, Trask, and McMahon identify
the following tendencies that constitute the process:
Tab. 5:
Grepl Forston Trask McMahon
Broadening Broadening Generalisation Extension (or
(generalisation) (broadening) generalisation or
broadening)
Narrowing Narrowing Specialisation Restriction (or
(specialisation) (narrowing) specialisation or
narrowing)
Melioration Melioration Amelioration
Pejoration Pejoration Pejoration
Interference ;
Metaphor Metaphoric Metaphor Metaphor
extension
Metonymy Metonymic Metonymy and Metonymy
extension synecdoche
Folk etymology
Ellipsis
Abstraction
Concretisation
Euphemism
Dysphemism
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Elizabeth Traugott adopts a different approach to define the reasons for
semantic change and thus avoids the more traditional typology provided by
many linguists. Her description of the process is as follows:
1. External descriptions of reality become internal descriptions of perceptions
and evaluations;
2. External and internal descriptions become textual meanings - they acquire
meanings that give overt structure to disclosure;
3. Meanings become increasingly based in the speaker's subjective beliefs and
attitudes.
Traugott suggests that one of the less well researched and described forces
behind semantic change is the movement from discourse-external and objective
features to the discourse-internal and subjective (Trask 46 - 47). Since
linguists are only beginning to understand the rationale behind this typology of
semantic change, I intend to rely mainly on the more traditional and verified
typologies offered by Grepl, Trask and McMahon to draw my conclusions.
2.3.3. Causation
How we describe the motivation for language change may depend on what
question we pose. Some of us may ask "Why does a language change?" whilst
others will ask "Why do people change their language?" Whether they
approach the subject from one standpoint or the other, one of the answers they
should still come to - - at least when examining lexical change - - is that
language change happens because language adapts to the needs of the time.
The issues of causation are common to all three case studies. In the following
section I will give an overview of the factors which are generally believed to
cause language change and I will also characterise those which are, in my
opinion, most likely to innovate or change the lexicon:
Trask states that language change is ceaseless and remorseless (12). He
observes that all living languages undergo continuous change and there is no
easy explanation for why this happens. As with any change, language change
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may also have multiple causes and it is unlikely to be caused by a single
overriding factor. The causes of language change are numerous and not all of
them are well understood and described. The factors causing language change
can. however, be divided in various ways. Meillet, who first proposed the term
language change, also identified three causes of meaning change as being
linguistic, historical and, social with Ullmann adding a fourth psychological
cause:
1. Linguistic causes are language internal and have nothing to do with factors
such as material culture.
2. Historical causes are, on the other hand, connected with changes in material
culture. In the process of language change set off as a result of historical
causes referents change but names often remain the same.
3. Social meaning change is the process when a word tends to acquire a new
meaning due to its use by a particular social group.
4. Psychological causes may cover cases of misinterpretation by children as
well as Sperber's Freudian analysis of the fact that if we are concerned with
a topic we are likely to refer to it more frequently (McMahon 179 - 181).
Aitchison offers a more simplified division of the causation:
1. External sociolinguistic factors - social factors outside the language system;
2. Internal psycholinguistic factors - which are embedded in the structure of
the language and the minds of its speakers (134).
Aitchison's methodology is based on the sociolinguistic approach which
focuses on three main causes of language change: fashion, foreign influence
and social need. She prefers to call them "triggering factors" as they may act
more like "accelerating agents that utilise and encourage trends already
existing in the language" (151). Another reason is that sociolinguistic factors
are only partly responsible for language change. They cannot be effective until
the societal conditions create the change which is consequently reflected in the
language. Even then some areas of a language are more resistant to a change
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than others. The sociolinguistic causes, or triggering factors, may be seen by
some as only superficial while there are still deeper causes of change.
Therefore I am willing to adopt her suggestion to replace the term "superficial"
with the term "immediate" and "deep" with "long-term" (151).
Aitchison's approach to language change is more appealing to my work than
Keller's who looks at language change from the dichotomy of "Why does
language change?" and "Why do speakers change their language?" (8). He
discusses the possible answer to the first question from the standpoint of what
he calls an "organismic" version that sees language as an organism, and the
second from the mechanistic version seeing language as a mechanism (8). I
agree with Keller that language is not a living organism and it does not change
by itself. On the other hand my opinion of the mechanistic version, the essence
of which is that "Speakers change their language", differs from Keller's. To
Keller, the statement sounds "too intentional and too planned as if language
were a man-made artefact, a mechanism that people could build and
modify"(8). If we exarrune his statements with the tools provided by
sociolinguistic methodology, we will detect several problems.
Keller also investigates the statement that: "The speakers change their language
but unconsciously, not intentionally or according to a plan" (9). He concludes
that "The speakers change their language neither intentionally, nor to a plan,
nor consciously. This is generally true and there is nothing more to it" (13). I
cannot agree with all parts of this statement. I would suggest that there is more
to language change than this and one can observe a great deal of
internationality in lexical change as I plan to show in my case studies.
Although not all of the triggering factors have been well understood, some
have been identified and their effect has been well described, such as the effect
of fashion, foreign influence and social need.
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Both R. L. Trask and Paul Postal identify fashion as one of the triggering
factors of language change. Postal goes considerably further than Trask in his
extreme perception of the role of fashion and writes that "There is no more
reason for language to change than there is for automobiles to add fins one year
and remove them the next [... ]" (Aitchison 135). This statement makes
fashion, or possibly vanity and the desire to stand out from the crowd, the main
factor underlying change, including language change. My opinion is that such a
sole explanation is hard to believe and even more difficult to prove. Although
people tend to change their speech which is similar to the way in which they
modify and modernise the style of the clothes, cars or mobile phones, the
reason for that is not just a sheer vanity. People change their speech to
demonstrate that they are up to date with the latest development in society and
its lifestyle and Labov has shown that fashion and social influence are not just
random affairs and cannot be ignored. Speakers can alter their speech
according to those who are around them and according to the environment in
which they are. This is not done unconsciously since there can be a degree of
intentionality in the process. It has been well established that there is a
difference between conscious and unconscious change. Labov's research
shows that there are changes that people realise and encourage. These changes
are triggered by pressure from above the level of conscious awareness. In
addition to this, there are changes which people do not realise and these are set
off by pressure from below the level of conscious awareness (Aitchison 55).
2.3.3.2. Foreign Influence
Many linguists believe that significant language changes happen due to
infiltration of foreign elements. Although some widespread theories, such as
the substratum theory, may not be particularly relevant for my area of research,
the process of infiltration with foreign and particularly international elements
plays an important role in the contemporary Czech language.
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Danes observes that one the most prominent features of contemporary Czech is
a strong English influence on its lexicon (19). Written and spoken discourse is
saturated with English expressions, both older and newer, the sources of which
are the printed and spoken mass media and also growing direct contact with
foreigners. Danes contrasts the contemporary influence of English with that of
Russian during the communist regime. He states that the influence of Russian
was rather limited; it was most prominent in the area of political structures and
ideology but not so prominent in specialist terminology of science and
technology and minimal in everyday life. Danes explains that the effect of
English is massive due to the unpopularity of Russian. It has been caused by
the association with political pressures and the values the Russian language
once mediated. This could not bear comparison with the attractive values of a
Western lifestyle brought to us by omnipresent advertising. Written and spoken
discourse is saturated with English expressions, both older and newer, the
sources of which are the printed and spoken mass media and also from growing
direct contact with foreigners.
No other foreign language is currently considered to have a significant impact
on contemporary Czech or to play a significant role in introducing foreign
elements into Czech. The tendency described above results in the introduction
of many English expressions into Czech despite the presence of existing Czech
equivalents, which carries with it the potential for shifts in meaning. Several
areas of contemporary Czech discourse, such as politics and the economy, are
characterised by the frequent use of specialist internationalisms with the
pervasive influence of English. English also has a distinctive effect on
phraseology, where new items are not seen by many users as enhancing the
established phraseological repertoire of the language, but rather as suppressing
established constructions (Danes et al. 18-24).18
18 A similar situation has been observed in contemporary Russian as Larissa Ryzanova
- Clarke and Terence Wade document in The Russian Language Today, Routlege,
London, 1999.
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There is a notion that language alters because the needs of its users alter. This
is often referred to as the functional view, and constitutes the third cornerstone
of sociolinguistics. So far it has not been understood and documented where
need occurs and where it is first felt and responded to. We do not know with
certainty whether it is on the level of an individual or across the whole society.
The process of innovation in language follows the same pattern as the need to
innovate in all other areas of human life. Need is created by circumstances in
society. Some individuals realise the new circumstances and the necessity to
react to them more strongly than others. I do not think that the leaders in
change are necessarily those who first perceived the need or are the original
creators or instigators of the change. Leaders in dissemination may also have a
reason why they wish to act in this position. Further, not every innovation is
accepted and significantly affects the society or its language. I would therefore
suggest that a possible model to describe how change in language occurs and
spreads as follows:
Diagram a:
Feelers/Innovators
l
Leaders/
Disseminators
~
F0 llowers/Users
I see social and cultural need as two triggering factors of language change. To
explain their role more closely, I rely on the work of McMahon. When looking
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for connection between semantic change and social and cultural context,
McMahon refers to older research by Anttila who suggests that "inexplicable
meaning changes can be accounted for if we know about the cultural context of
the speech community" (McMahon 175). McMahon reacts by pointing to the
fact that "cultural context is an extremely specific factor which does not
generalise to other changes" and that to understand a change in meaning, we
may, amongst other information, also need a good understanding of the socio-
cultural situation within the speech community (175). McMahon's extension of
Antilla also supports the first working presumption I have given in the
introduction to the thesis that changes in meaning and changes in lexicon
generally can be explained thanks to changes in society and its culture.
Therefore, what I wish to apply to my work is the observation that has been
repeatedly confirmed by various scholars that one of the many reasons why
language changes is because the cultural and social situation in the speech
community changes. This, together with Hauser's description of semantic
change as a process when lexemes often acquire polysemy and competing
lexemes enter the language, helps explain various examples of lexical change.
For instance, before 1989 samoobsluha 'self-service store' was the term for a
shop where various groceries, cleaning produce, toiletries and stationery were
on offer. After 1989 new and larger stores appeared and offered not only more
modem and larger premises, a wider choice of produce but also different
selling and marketing strategies. Companies opening the new stores did not
want to be associated with the considerably less appealing conditions of old
samoobsluha and therefore supermarket and hypermarket are used to refer to
the new stores. This example shows a need for a change which could have
taken the route of polysemy but did not do so. Instead of that samoobsluha
underwent narrowing and pejoration and two new lexemes entered the lexicon.
The change is conscious only on the part of store owners and advertising
agencies. Language users are not likely to have initiated the change. They only
adopt the expressions because the old terms were not adequate to describe
reality and a new better fitting alternative was offered to them by advertisers
and marketers.
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The term cultural and social situation is broad since it can comprise many
factors. I therefore suggest that social and cultural need, which is often
recognised as one of triggering factors of language change, is only one of the
components of socio-cultural situation, and when the need is felt, in a particular
situation, than the process of language change can be triggered. Consequently, the
initial sentence can be reformulated within a wider picture. I propose to expand
the formulation by saying that "language alters because the socio-political and
cultural situation in which it is used alters". This corresponds to McMahon's
view that "semantic change is frequently socially conditioned, and crucially
involves language use" (185). The expanded formulation can still be fitted
securely in the framework of functional view, which examines language from a
perspective where society, rather than an individual, is in the centre of
attention. It does not contravene examination of language in terms of the
functions the language has evolved to serve, and where the language is
examined from the outside inwards to allow its interpretation according to
position in the society.
McMahon identifies three prerequisites of semantic change (176 - 177):
1. polysemy,
2. discontinuous transmission of language,
3. arbitrariness of the linguistic sign.
It is points 1. and 3. which carry most relevance to my research:
Ad 1.: Words are typically polysemic; they can lose or gain meanings. It is
suggested that that each word has one central and several peripheral
meanings and that the change occurs when the central meaning is seldom
used and the marginal meaning adopts the central position. Often loanwords
may take the position of the central meaning of the native form, which
becomes obsolete or may be retained with an altered marginal sense
(McMahon 176).
Ad 3.: The components of a linguistic sign, the signifier and the signified, are
linked arbitrarily. Arbitrariness allows us to consider the two parts as
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independent of each other and either of them may change with the time
(McMahon 177).
The disadvantage of her account of observability of language change,
particularly semantic change, is that McMahon relies considerably on not-so-
recent findings in the field, going back to 1946. Many of those who she quotes
are sceptical about the process of observability and accountability for language
change and since then it has been shown that language change can be observed.
When debating more recent linguistic findings, McMahon pays more attention
to the possible regularity and predictability of language change. She concludes
that:
• semantic change is frequently socially conditioned and a meaning of a word
alters because one sense is favoured and another disfavoured in a particular
context;
• semantic change is highly unlikely to be as regular and predictable as sound
change because the units involved and constraint on them are entirely
different;
• our understanding of semantic change is unlikely to progress without a
generally accepted theory of synchronic semantics. She suggests that
application of structuralist principles to semantic system might be helpful.
The application of this principle would then explain that the acquisition of a
new meaning by one word will affect others in the semantic field (185-
186).
Although these points will be useful to formulation conclusions, my research
concentrates rather on the aspect of consciousness in change rather than its
predictability. In contrast to McMahon's attention to Traugott's work, I see
more relevance in the link to Labov's findings to which I have referred more
closely in section 2.3.2.2. Although his work was not performed in the field of
lexicology, I believe that his hypothesis can be linked to my investigation. This
is due to my primary focus on the aspect of conscious choice in the process of
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lexical change and the connection of the process to particular social groups and
social need.
2.3.3.4. Summary
Speakers may not always change their language intentionally but it has been
shown that some processes of language change can be intentional. I will
attempt to show that there was an aspect of consciousness and purpose in some
of the changes in the Czech language after 1989, specifically in its lexicon.
Despite the possible element of consciousness present in the process I do not
assume that all these changes were carried out according to a plan. The
atmosphere of rapid and dramatic changes in society would have been an ideal
environment for the co-existence of a recognised and omnipresent unconscious
element of language change with a conscious element of the process.
Alternatively, conscious desires for language change might have even
amplified the process. Certain lexical units were perceived as outdated and the
need was felt to replace them with more suitable ones that corresponded to the
new circumstances.
The process of language change I study, specifically changes in the lexicon,
was likely to be encouraged and promoted by certain social groups who may
have played the roles of language innovators. I would argue that these lexical
and semantic changes happened over a very short period of time and under such dramatic
conditions that speakers were well aware of them. My hypothesis conflicts with that of Keller.
I believe that some of the changes in Czech vocabulary following the socio-political changes
after 1989:
1. had an aspect of conscious action,
2. had an aspect of planned action,
3. could have been linked to particular social groups who might have acted as
their instigators,
4. happened as a response to a social and cultural need.
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I intend to show that the conscious element can, in certain circumstances,
provide a powerful impetus for language change that ends up affecting not only
individuals but the lexicon of an entire society.
2.4. Metaphor
The largest of my case studies looks at recent changes in some metaphoric
images resulting from changes in the way our reality is constructed. Compared
to the situation in the not-so-distant past, metaphors are nowadays seen as
powerful agents helping to create and explain reality. I believe that metaphors
do contribute to the way our reality is perceived and if we monitor the so-called
surface manifestation of metaphors within the lexicon, metaphors can also help
us understand how and when our perception changes. I also believe that, within
their function of a tool for constructing our reality, metaphors may be
effectively used for persuasion - - irrespective of ideological or non-ideological
purpose, the type of ideology it may serve, the period in history or the regime.
Many thinkers, philosophers, linguists or scholars in other disciplines have
studied metaphor, which in Greek means figuration and figurative expression.
As it is said that: "Any serious study of metaphor is almost obliged to start with
the works of Aristotle" (Cameron 69), I would also like to launch the literature
review on metaphor by briefly presenting Aristotle's endeavour to explore and
explain the nature and function of metaphor.
Misleading accounts of Aristotle's analysis of metaphor have been provided on
numerous occasions. Claims have been repeatedly presented that Aristotle
undervalued metaphor and he considered it to have only an ornamental
function in the language and held elitist views on metaphor, believing that only
a mastermind can use metaphor properly. In fact Aristotle pioneered a modem,
cognitive view of metaphor as a substitution of one idea for another to achieve
new understanding of reality. It is for instance Mahon who clarifies that
Aristotle's views of metaphor were really modem (Cameron xiv) since he
believed in ubiquity of metaphor in conversation and writing which supports
current views about the omnipresence of metaphor in everyday discourse and
printed media" (Mahon 69). Mahon also highlights Aristotle's views that
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people are able to express themselves and be understood more clearly through
using metaphors because they gain knowledge of things and understand them
better through metaphors.
Interest in metaphor was revived again in the 19th century in connection with
the growing interest in aesthetics, comparative linguistics and poetics.
Metaphor has been of interest to all those branches of science working with
signs and all schools focused on art and poetry. For many, however, metaphor
is usually connected with poetry and fiction where it works as a figure of
speech used to increase the intensity of expression or to open the eyes of
readers to earlier unnoticed aspects of reality. The traditional approach may
connect metaphors and similes due to their shared functions used in poetic
language. Others claim metaphor differs from simile since it does not simply
compare but it confronts meanings by replacing one word with another one
from a different sphere of a sensory perception, different type of objects, or a
different area of imagination. This process of contrasting functions is due to a
difference in appearances, properties, quantities, functions, states and so forth.
For instance Vlasin believes that a metaphor is close to a riddle, since
understanding and using a metaphor requires a listener's, or reader's, active co-
operation -- their experiences, notions, imaginations and common sense are
employed and challenged to be able to understand and counteract which,
consequently, gives them a satisfaction of being able to solve the puzzle and
enjoy the game. At the same time he points to the fact that the primary function
of metaphor is not the resolution of a hidden meaning. Lately, changes in
metaphoric images in contemporary political discourse have been mostly
investigated using the cognitive methodology. Despite the prevailing focus on
cognition I still find Vlasin's more traditional account of a metaphor as a tool
for emotional and imaginative enhancement of an expression useful for my
investigation. The fact that metaphors may emphasize, suppress or conceal
various meanings of an expression also supports my presumption that some
metaphors may be introduced according to a political plan. In this case they are
used not to explicate a particular item but to establish required areas of
imagination for language users to adopt and believe.
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Until the beginning of the 1970s metaphor was seen mostly as a phenomenon
lying away from the centre of linguistic studies. Since the 1970s an intensive
linguistic inquiry has been initiated into a field of the cognitive approach
towards metaphor that is mostly associated with names of George Lakoff and
Mark Johnson and that is based on a systematic link between metaphor and
thought.
I was also interested to see how the cognitive approach to the study of
metaphors would explain the changes in metaphoric images of Europe in
Czech media and political discourse in recent years. Therefore I consulted one
of the seminal titles in cognitive approach to metaphor which according to
many scholars concluded work in the field -- George Lakoff and Mark
Johnson: Metaphors We Live By:
Lakoff and Johnson's hypothesis is based on the claims that metaphors pervade
our everyday life and that our conceptual system is metaphorical by nature.
Metaphors are not an ornamental language device used to extend or enhance
imagination but are used to decode or mediate meaning. Since the authors
claim that human thought processes are mostly metaphorical in nature,
metaphors help us comprehend a particular concept more easily. Our
understanding does not take place on the level of individual isolated concepts
but on the level of whole domains of our experience, such as MONEY, WAR,
JOURNEY and so on. They strongly support the proposal of analogical mapping
between a source domain and a target domain which, in other words, is
projection of structure A into structure B. Therefore, to give a reader an idea of
what is meant by analogical mapping and how a concept can be metaphorical
in nature and can structure our life, Lakoff and Johnson present several
concepts in the form A is B, for instance ARGUMENT IS WAR, which they
document by a selection of examples.
The essence of their theory can be presented in the following points:
1. The Systematicity of Metaphorical Concepts
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Individual metaphorical concepts tend to be systematic. Therefore the language
we use to talk about that aspect is systematic too (7).
2. Conceptual Metaphor
Lakoff and Johnson introduce their theory of the conceptual metaphor. This
can take the form of a structural metaphor, orientational metaphor, or an
ontological metaphor.
3. Grounding of Our Conceptual System
Although most concepts are structured in terms of other concepts, there are
some concepts that can be understood directly, such as spatial concepts UP -
DOWN, or IN - OUT. Some concepts we live by are created through our
interaction with our physical environment, while other, so called prototype
concepts. are understood as gestalts. This means that we perceive a complex of
properties occurring together better than their separate occurrence.
Lakoff and Johnson validate their hypothesis through work with universal
metaphors the origin of which is not specified but which have been selected
carefully to work across various cultures and languages, as for instance the
above quoted ARGUMENT IS WAR. I was interested to see how they could
account for the metaphoric changes in Czech discourse since 1989. One
possible answer they offer is a strong connection between metaphor and
culture, since culture together with the physical environment playa significant
role in forming our conceptual system and creating new meanings. Still, this is
not enough to explain why certain metaphors from Western media discourse
were so easily adopted by Czech politicians and Czech media and so easily
passed to the public when the cultural, political and historical background of
the two regions are different. There are two more aspects of their work that can
be considered as pointers to a potential solution:
A) A metaphor works "when it satisfies a purpose, namely, understanding an
aspect of the concept" (97). If a metaphor is to accomplish its task, i.e. to work,
then the metaphoric concept in task must fit the experience. Therefore when
the authors speak about conceptualising our experience, they refer to the
process when we select the important aspect of our experience, categorise it,
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understand it and remember it. If I apply this on the evolution of imagery
within my case study it means that the two previously antagonistic regions of
the West and the East share the same experience. The two main incentives for
the change in imagery, the collapse of the regime and the mind shaping
exercise of the accession to the ED, were perceived and remembered equally
by speakers in both regions.
B) The second aspect of Lakoff and Johnson's theory, essential for
investigation of development within metaphoric concepts and variety of co-
existing metaphoric images, is the finding that when a concept is structured by
more than one metaphor, the different metaphorical structures usually fit
together in a coherent way (86). This means that one concept can be structured
in two and more metaphors that overlap and co-exist which is evident in my
investigation of European imagery both before and after 1989. This is possible
due to shared entailments. When metaphors are coherent, they do not have to
form a consistent image. Although a single consistent image is not achieved,
metaphors still fit together due to their overlapping entailments that create a
link between them and show how much common ground the metaphors cover.
Lakoff and Johnson's theory of "conceptual metaphor" has received
considerable support by for instance Gibbs (1994) and Glucksberg (1995), who
also believe that metaphors do not simply link our conceptual systems but also
play an essential role in constructing and restraining concepts. Consequently,
when a linguistic metaphor is encountered, pre-established systems are
triggered. On the other hand there are some for whom Lakoff and Johnson's
theory seems simplistic. These researchers believe that our mental
representations are not so simply structured and processing metaphors is not
purely automatic. Therefore they claim that this theory can and only be applied
to some types of metaphorical language. For example Quinn (1991) suggests
that metaphors are acquired through social interaction. This implies that
metaphor does not have only a cognitive basis but also its cultural aspect needs
to be taken aboard. Lakoff and Johnson's theory of its own accord is not
strong enough to explain why politicians and media rely on certain images used
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outside their culture and bring them inside their culture and their language. It is
here where Gerard Steen's research can be used to clarify the occurrence of
deliberately created images and images artificially planted into the language
and culture from outside. An additional reason why I refer to Steen's
Understanding Metaphor in Literature is his comparative study of journalistic
and literary metaphors.
Gerard Steen questions the strong link between metaphor and thought.
Although highly appreciating Lakoff and Johnson's achievement in cognitive
metaphorology, he remains critical of their work. Steen describes Lakoff and
Johnson's definition of metaphor as "a figure of thought" the surface
manifestation of which is metaphor as "a figure of speech" (6). He finds their
approach to metaphor different from standard cognitive research into metaphor
for two main reasons. Firstly, because they advocate experientialism and
experientialism is based on gestaltism which is a rather restricted approach to
understanding. Secondly, their methodology of analysing linguistic examples
does not correspond to the methodology of cognitive paradigm. This
methodology does not generally acknowledge analytical method of obtaining
evidence (9). Steen does not agree with Lakoffs explanation of ready-made,
simplified and automated mechanisms of mapping and processing because
"what is a metaphor from an analytic perspective upon the language as a
generalised code does not have to be a metaphor in the language use of every
individual"(l7). Steen himself states that the cognitive approach to the study of
metaphor has presented it as "a highly revealing instance of human capacity
for making sense" (3). This has had several significant consequences where the
most important one for my work is that the cognitive approach undermined the
almost exclusive relation between metaphor and literature.
Steen highlights that it is knowledge rather than meaning which is responsible
for the awareness of similarity and which forms the basis of the process of
understanding one thing in terms of another (10). Consequently, what he means
by understanding metaphor in literature, is the "mental processing by
individual readers of the (linguistic) metaphors occurring in particular literary
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texts" (29). Although Lakoff and Johnson and Lakoff and Turner have
demonstrated that metaphors in literature also are guided by general principles
of cognition, Steen refutes the automated process of mapping due to two
essential factors: these are the reader's knowledge and the role of context.
Since the nature of literary texts differs from non-literary ones, also
understanding metaphor outside literature differs from understanding
metaphors in literature. He proposes that literary metaphors have a special role,
because:
1. They may involve new linguistic expressions of familiar conceptual
metaphors
2. They may reveal newly constructed conceptual metaphors
3. Their function in literary reading is to act as an important crystallisation
point of for subjectivity, fictionality, polyvalence and orientation.
Steen carried out a study'" of literary versus journalistic metaphors based on an
English corpus of metaphors in which the conceptual structure, emotive value,
communicative manners and moral position of metaphors were assessed. His
working presumption was that properties of metaphors would be based on
more than one general discourse dimension and the discourse dimensions
would differ for journalistic and literary metaphors. The results of the study
show that there are two dimensions on which these two groups differ: the
conceptual structure and the communicative manners. The literary metaphors
are perceived as being more original, profound and subtle, whilst the
journalistic metaphors are considered to be superficial and obvious. The
journalistic metaphors, on the other hand, are found to be serious, formal and
earnest (195). The outcome of the study corresponds to the theoretical
assumption that journalism is ruled by the fact convention, which involves
seriousness, formality and earnestness and avoiding humour, informality and
flippancy (196). Steen observes that linguistic metaphors are present in
literature more often than in other types of discourse where readers are
19 The study comprised two sections: an English and a Dutch corpora of metaphors.
Because different scales of discourse dimensions were used for each study, I report
only the results of the English section.
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prepared for processing a more ornamental language and higher proportion of
metaphors. He attributes the success of metaphor''' processing in literature to
the fact that once the readers are aware of reading a literary text, they employ
specific reading strategies and knowledge about literary discourse which guide
their reception process. I presume that a similar processing strategy, through
which Steen explains processing of literary metaphors, is applied to a non-
literary text principally newspaper texts. Also in processing newspaper text,
readers can mobilise their reading strategies tuned to the nature of newspaper
texts and their knowledge of particular combinations of emotional or
persuasive undertones and metaphors applied there. Such reading strategies,
based on the reader's knowledge and the role of context assist in successful
decoding of the newly emerged metaphor and their recognition by readers.
A scholar who also builds her research on cognitive methodology is Brigitte
Nerlich. Initially, there are two main reasons why I consulted her work. The
first is that she investigates metaphors within their context and not as separate
statements which is also the approach I am using in my thesis. The other is that
she does not stress the role of individual knowledge in conceptualising as much
as Steen but identifies the importance of cultural and social links in this process
and proposes that metaphors reinforce cultural and social stereotypes in a
society. In their study "Conceptualising Foot and Mouth Disease. The Socio-
Cultural Role of Metaphors, Frames and Narratives" Nerlich et al.21 focus on
the imagery of Foot and Mouth Disease represented in newspaper articles in
the United Kingdom. The corpus of text metaphors is complemented by a
corpus of picture images. Nerlich believes that the common ground for
communication in media is achieved by text metaphors supported by picture
images. These metaphors are then divided into groups according to the source
domains and the source domains then constitute image fields. These 'image
fields', BUd/elder, a term proposed by Weinrich (6), show clearly associations
between individual words, concepts, semantic fields and images. These are in
20 Metaphor processing refers to any psychological process relating to linguistic
metaphor while metaphoric processing is a mode of processing depending on two-way
analogising (44).
21 Brigitte Nerlich, Craig A. Hamilton, and Victoria Rowe
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the study represented in the form of diagrams, which I found useful and opted
for the same strategy within my case study "Back to Europe!" Nerlich studies
individual metaphors step by step to follow and explain the process of their
conceptualisation. Similar to Lakoff and Johnson she then explains why a how
the same phenomenon can move to different, sometimes contradicting, source
domains which I expect will occur in case of the changing imagery at the time
close to the revolutionary events of 1989 in Czechoslovakia. She analyses
prototypical narrative of certain concepts and explain how myth, beliefs, and
stereotypes in culture can add more weight to one concept than to another. The
impact of this on the lexicon is then illustrated in detail. The authors of the
study note that some metaphors, if used in isolation, can appear
conventionalised. However, the same metaphors can be instantly revived in the
context and in connection with persuasive images.
What I value most about the study is at first the systematic, detailed, and clear
methodological guidance into the practical application of the process of
conceptualisation Nerlich provides. At second, Nerlich and her colleagues
show that selected metaphors in certain cultures can be used as powerful tools
of creating certain emotions and shaping public opinion in that culture which is
a step beyond Lakoff and Johnson who work only with universal metaphors
and therefore could not provide me with a satisfactory answer to the question
of how and when metaphoric images of the same concept change. Although
Nerlich et al. present metaphor as a device helping all those who are in contact
with the metaphor to understand and "naturalise" the phenomenon that a
metaphor represents, which is fully in line with Lakoff and Johnson's
cognitive approach, they present metaphor also as a cultural and also social
phenomenon indispensable to the general public, journalists and politicians
trying to conceptualise successfully their experience.
2.4.2. The Term Europe in Contemporary Metaphor and Discourse
Andreas Musolff has been following European imagery in public debates for
more than a decade. The book Mirror Images of Europe is an outcome of his
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involvement in the Anglo-German Research Collaboration project developed
by the University of Durham and the Institute fur Deutsche Sprache in
Mannheim. This project investigates linguistic manifestations of attitudes
towards Europe in England and Germany and analyses neologisms and key
terms specific for Euro debates. A corpus including the most frequently used
metaphors drawn from British and German broadsheet newspapers was
compiled as a part of the project (Musolff 3). The entries in the corpus relate to
political concepts and attitudes concerning the European Union and its policies
between 1989 and 2000.
Musolff's analysis of how attitudes towards Europe are manifest in media and
political discourse is based upon two hypotheses:
1. Metaphors used by politicians and the media to describe and evaluate EU-
related political issues reflect such changes as well as specific differences in
the attitudes towards the EU between two countries.
2. The use of metaphors influences the way in which the public conceives of
Europe as a political entity and of its political problems (4).
The author identifies seven main thematic domains which act as image sources
for Euro debates. These domains contain a group of lexemes which are not in
any of their literal senses connected to the topic of EU politics but still recur in
texts on this topic. The domains and also their sub domains often overlap.
Musolff also stresses that these domains do not reflect any rigid conceptual
categories but are meant to be flexible. The domains are: movement along a
path or road in general; travel by specific means of transport; geometric and
architectural structures of a static nature; social groupings; life and health,
strength and size; competition, sports and war; show and theatre (5).
Musolff makes regular connections to Lakoff and Johnson's theory of
metaphoric processing and observes that their cognitive link between language
and thought is particularly poignant in the case of discourse and ideology. He
argues that the place where Lakoff falls short, though, is the insufficient
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provision of linguistic evidence for the strong link between language and
thought. Lakoff concentrates too much on the conceptual aspects of his theory.
The arguments that metaphors underlie the public perception of political affairs
need to be more supported by empirical data and this is the place where a
corpus based analysis would be suitable to provide the empirical proof (24 -
25).
Musolff also identifies cases where Lakoff' s theory may be too powerful an
explanation of metaphor interpretation while the actual discourse is too weak to
support it. This is because the meaning aspects of the source domains are not
necessary but only optional. Therefore speakers can cancel aspects, which they
explicitly did not mention, of certain schemas at will (26 - 27).
The analysis of the corpus data confirms both initial presumptions. This means
that:
1. the British and German attitudes to Europe in politics are reflected in the use
metaphors and their distribution;
2. specific metaphoric formulations have influenced and shaped the general
public's opinion, which the politicians need to take into account (206).
In his conclusions Musolff stresses that metaphors do not make us think in
certain ways. They only suggest various perspectives which we mayor may
not consider. Although there is no evidence to support the strong claim that
metaphors can imprison the general public's mind, their use in political and
media discourse can still, to some extent, shape public opinion (207).
The research published in Mirror Images of Europe is further complemented by
Metaphor and Political Discourse where Musolff extends the list of domains to
twelve source domains. These do not always correspond to the previous list
and are divided as follows: way - movement - speed; geometry - geography,'
technology - building; groups - club - class,' school - discipline; economy -
business; love - marriage <family; life - health - strength; game - sports; war
- fortress - battle; performance - show,' nature - weather.
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1) to compare how metaphoric images of Europe identified in his work, based
on English and German media discourse, correspond to metaphors used by
Czech politicians and Czech media and since the images should reflect
differences and similarities in the attitudes towards the EU, I will attempt
2) to identify if any other metaphors were created in Czech discourse which
are different from those in German and English discourse. There is a strong
possibility that new images were created because the circumstances under
which the Czech Republic joined the EU were considerably different to
those of Germany and the United Kingdom. My presumption that different
metaphors could be coined is also supported by Musolff s claim that the
main political development is reflected in the distribution and political
evaluation of metaphors (206).
Another author from the group of German scholars, who investigate images of
European integration in the media discourse, is Gerlinde Hardt-Mautner from
Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration. I plan to refer
to her article "How Does One Become a Good European?: the British Press
and European Integration" in my investigation of the changing definition of
Europe. European integration has not only brought along economic and
political changes but it has affected the cultural and social life of the individual
European nations. Hardt-Mautner investigates how the British daily press has
reflected the challenges caused by integration and how these have affected
national identities. I will compare her definition of the proper name Europe and
its adjective European to the situation in Czech discourse mapped by Czech
scholar Ivana Bozdechova in her study "Do Evropy terminologicky i
neterminologicky" 'Entering Europe Terminologically and Non-
terminologically' .
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Despite various claims made by cognitivists on the theory of metaphor, the
nature of links between metaphor and thought is not yet fully understood.
Some researchers, such as Lynne Cameron, point to extensive variation in what
is understood by the term cognitive, since the term is used in cognitive
psychology, cognitive linguistics, relevance theory and recently also in a
cognitive approach to idioms. What some usually mean by the cognitive
approach is its contrast to a traditional approach. The cognitive approach views
language and conceptual systems as interacting mechanisms, while the
traditional approach is believed to separate them. Also, the opinions of
cognitivists themselves on the mechanism of metaphoric processing differ. For
some it is only the process of analogising and mapping, others stress also the
role of a broader context, individual's knowledge or cultural and social aspects.
As far as a satisfactory definition of metaphor is concerned, I agree with
Cameron who states that Burke's definition of metaphor as "device for seeing
something in terms of something else" (Cameron 3) seems to be the only point
at which various researchers and theoreticians can meet. Irrespective which
theory or school one favours, studying a metaphor is a complex task a
successful completion of which may require an application of multiple research
methods. I suspect that Lakoffs formulations are too far-reaching. They are
not based on such solid discourse foundations as those of Musolff and Nerlich
and do not take into account the reader's individual knowledge and the context
stressed by Steen. Consequently I have decided to select an amalgamation of
the above theoretical approaches by Steen, Lakoff and Johnson together with
Musolffs practical work to examine the changing imagery of Europe in Case
Study 1. I will also adopt some of the methodological guidance by Nerlich
when I follow the evolution of individual images.
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Some of the images I pursue in the case study Back to Europe are the heart of
Europe and the assumed soul ofEurope. To explain how work from the field of
semantics. culture and cognition -- namely by Wierzbicka and Vaiikova -- suits
my investigation, I am starting with Leibnitz's statement that every human
being is born with a set of universal human concepts which he defines as "the
alphabet of universal human thoughts" (Wierzbicka 8). Leibnitz was amongst
the first to notice that, although complex meanings may differ from language to
language, the simple ideas that are put together to comprise these meanings can
be the same all over the world. The alleged presence of semantic primitives
made other scholars search for lexical universals which are concepts lexicalised
in all languages. I have selected Wierzbicka' book Semantics, Culture and
Cognition to gather information about the extent to which we can understand
other languages and cultures and about the different meaning of words across
culture and language boundaries. I follow her approach of decomposing in the
investigation of the concept of the heart of Europe and consequently to my
speculation about the soul ofEurope.
Anna Wierzbicka's work focuses on issues of culture and semantics. The
overall topic of her research can be described in two points: words differ in
meaning across language and culture boundaries and certain concepts are
products of certain cultures. Her concern is not whether meaning can or cannot
be transferred from one language to another but it lies with the finer nuances
of the process. She investigates the extent to which meaning can be transferred
and also to what extent meaning is language-independent. In her view there is
a strong link between these issues and the impact of human nature and culture
on a language. Words differ in their meaning across language and culture
boundaries (24) and certain concepts are products of certain cultures (26).
Wierzbicka has been following her research focus since the 1970s when she
published Semantic Primitives where she offered a list of elementary human
concepts. She neither claims that there are any universal words nor words in
terms of which others could be defined. She believes that meaning can be
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explained to a certain extent and to do that one needs a set of so called
"presumed indefinables"; "presumed universals" are necessary to be able to
explain meaning across cultural boundaries. In her view all languages have
words for the basic human concepts and everything can be expressed by
combining these concepts in the right manner. In 1992 Wierzbicka published
Semantics, Culture and Cognition where she selects a set of concepts that are
closely connected with everyday human life in most cultures and analyses them
to explore various aspects of the meaning as they occur in different cultures.
Wierzbicka stresses the need to find an objective, culture independent
standpoint to succeed in such work and in my view, she certainly did so when
exploring the concepts of soul, mind, heart, fate and destiny and their
representation in lexicon of some Slavonic, Anglo-Saxon and Romance
languages.
My contemplation of the heart and soul ofEurope revolves around a statement
by Vaclav Havel who has always been, even in his role of a president, more a
"Titer and dramatist than a politician. Therefore, apart from the methodological
guidance into decomposing the meaning, I value that Wierzbicka's evidence
has been gathered mostly from classical literature. Although I applied some of
her methodology to my case study, I don't think it provides a universal
methodological solution. There are concepts that enter our culture from another
one with already set meanings and there are others whose influx changes our
perception of some concepts. Whilst ethnopsychology and ethnophilosophy
may contribute a great deal to an analysis of a concept in literary discourse, this
is not always the case with newspaper and political discourse. Also I don't
think that it is necessary to perform such a detailed decomposing into semantic
primitives for the purposes of the study of lexical development. In many
instances we can complete the analysis on a level above the semantic
primitives. More general principles of analysis and definitions, for instance
those used by Gerlinde Hardt-Mautner', will suffice to obtain a clear picture
of a development process.
22 Gerlinde Hardt-Mautner, " 'How Does One Become a Good European?': the British
Press and European Integration," Discourse and Society 6 (1994): 177 - 205.
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To compare if a Czech scholar carrying her own work only within the Czech
environment confirms the same meaning of heart, I refer to a study by Irena
Vaiikova "Srdce to lidske (K jazykovemu obrazu srdce v cestine)" 'The
Human Heart (On the Imagery of Heart in the Czech Language)'. Vaiikova
does not use the methodology of decomposing the meaning and does not
investigate if and how meaning can be transferred to another language or
culture. Her study follows a statement by Bartminski that a meaning is like a
precious stone, the individual sides of which offer different aspects of this
meaning, and a scholar should attempt to show the whole structure of the
crystal (248). Vaiikova adopts this approach and proceeds from information on
primary meanings, metonymical function, phraseology, through adjectives
derived from the noun heart to its etymology, collocations and metaphors. Her
evidence is gathered from Czech folk songs and poetry, 19th and zo" century
Czech poetry, definitions in dictionaries and generally valid phraseology and
collocations from the Czech language. Having followed systematically the
methodology of examining individual facets of a crystal she gives an accurate
account of heart in Czech, however she does not present specific examples of
the change in meaning.
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Mass media play an important role in my research and one of the reasons why I
based my work on research of printed media text is the cultural and political
role of the media. Mass media keep a society in motion and no society exists
without at least the most basic medium of communication. This chapter reflects
the commonly held notion that a word is a powerful weapon and mass media
are one of the world superpowers. Every regime relies on the media, controls
the flow of information and the way it is communicated to the masses in one
way or another. If changes in a particular regime and in a particular society are
truly revolutionary, they should be reflected in the control over the media and
their ownership.
This chapter presents information on mass media practice, systems, discourse
and language in different regimes. I will start the section with the review of
publications to which I refer in the investigation of the communist and post-
communist media practice and systems. At first I will focus on changes in the
communist discourse, distinctive features of the contemporary language of
Czech media and politics and I will continue with three titles on changes in the
media practice after 1989. This will be followed by information on the mass
media practice in the Soviet bloc and with issues concerning the alleged power
of the mass media. Then I will investigate characteristics of communist and
post-communist media discourse. Finally I will present information on changes
in the media practice after 1989. The purpose of the chapter is to show that the
transition of the Czech media landscape has been so significant that its
observation can be used as a reliable indicator of changes in a society.
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3.1. Supporting Literature
3.1.1. The Discourse of Communist Power
The content of the book Rec komunisticke moc! 'The Discourse of
Communist Power' by Petr Fidelius was originally a series of essays that were
circulated between readers in samizdat editions and only later published in
book form in Germany and France. In the Czech Republic the book was
officially published in 1998. The essays that were written between 1978 and
1989 were later rearranged to create three studies: "Lid, demokracie,
socialismus" 'People Democracy, Socialism', "Pohadka 0 Stalinovi" 'A Tale
of Stalin', and "Zrcadlo kornunisticke feci" 'The Mirror of Communist
Discourse' .
The author's primary task is to clarify the referential function of communist
language and he states that his book offers the only coherent study of the
language and rhetorics used by the communist regime. Fidelius aims to
investigate the internal order that governs the communist discourse and its
cornerstones and to make an enquiry into the semantic and pragmatic aspects
of communist rhetoric. The corpus of the investigated text comes from the
newspaper Rude pravo, its editorials, party officials' and readers' contributions
to the newspaper. Based on Fidelius's study, the following features emerge as
typical of the communist newspaper discourse:
1. The identity of the speaker and the recipient is fuzzy.
2. The speaker always presumes that the addressee totally shares his
experience and views.
3. The intention of communist rhetoric is to change recipients' thinking so that
it corresponds to the programme and methodology of the Communist Party
4. The communist regime claims that the word is an ideological weapon.
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Although earlier in the book Fidelius makes the claim set out in point 3 above,
later in the book he goes a stage further. He believes that communist discourse
no longer intends to spread positive ideas or convince of its truth. The language
is no longer a tool of persuasion but a tool of administering power. Communist
discourse is not about spreading ideas; on the contrary, it is about immobilising
the ability to think. In this way the communist regime creates a "new
discourse" (183) in which lexical units are rigidly connected to closely defined
semantic contents "which can only be mechanically connected to pre-
programmed strings" (183). The consequence of this for an individual's ability
to think will be enormous. Fidelius describes his vision of the impact as
follows:
"Mysleni tim sice nebude principialne znemozneno, bude [...]
zbaveno moznosti vyjadteni a sdeleni [...]. Lidska mysl bude prakticky
ochromena."
'In principle, thinking will not be disabled that way, it will [ ] be
ridden of the possibility to express thoughts and to communicate [ ].
The mind will be practically paralysed' (183).
Fidelius not only defines the consequences of communist discourse on the
recipients' thinking, he also investigates the building blocks of such discourse.
Through this process he manages to identify the lexical units and their
combinations which many native speakers would indeed remember as
fundamental to communist rhetoric and which constitute a specific kind of
communist terminology. Fidelius has put together a comprehensive corpus of
Rude pravo citations with detailed bibliographical data. Rude pravo is one of
the main Czech newspapers which has maintained its publication continuity to
date. The corpus of data obtained from Fidelius can provide valuable support
for investigation of developments within the Czech lexicon and its changes
occurring due to socio-political changes in society. These can be further
arranged into various semantic groups and if followed from there they can
serve a valuable purpose in investigation of developmental tendencies in Czech
vocabulary from the 1970s to the present.
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The book was written as a samizdat publication and its primary task is to
criticise and ridicule the communist language and communist rhetoric.
Fidelius does not support his conclusions with any scholarly findings or
theories, apart from citations of Marxist-Leninist philosophers. He relies solely
on his own speculations. Throughout the book Fidelius makes very strong and
confident conclusions. He very rarely presumes, on the contrary he
immediately posits definite statements and places accusations.
The book should not be accepted as an objective scientific investigation of
the Czech language between approximately 1978 and 1989. However, the
author makes many apt observations which can be useful during the study
of the Czech lexicon.
3.1.2. Discourse of Contemporary Journalism
Although the aim of my thesis is not to investigate exclusively the discourse of
politics and political journalism, it has been very difficult to remain distant
from this subject. Many linguists investigate the language of periodicals in
connection with politics. They believe that the rationale for this approach may
be best explained in Orwell's quotation: "The current political chaos may have
something to do with the decline of the standard of a language and we may be
able to improve the situation if we can start from the words. ,,23
Jaroslav Bartosek, similarly to Petr Fidelius, finds that the pre-1990s media
and political discourse typically utilised prefabricated building blocks, which
were glued together to create a pre-planned socialist discourse censored by the
ruling class (known as the nomenklatura). In Jazyk soucasne ceske politiky
'Discourse of Contemporary Czech Politics' Bartosek observes that the Czech
media have considerably improved the standard of texts compared to the
situation before 1990. Political and media texts consist predominantly of
metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, expressive words, indefinite and
23 Jaroslav Bartosek quoting Orwell in: "Politika a anglicky jazyk," Litenimi noviny
25 1992.
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polysemous or ambiguous words, occasionalisms, foreign and borrowed words,
trendy words and phrases, and cliches (Bartosek 9).
Compared to Bartosek, JiN Kraus looks at the language of Czech journalists.
In Novinarska cestina 'Czech Language in Journalism' he characterises media
discourse by a clash between the necessity of complying with a certain level of
standard language and colloquial language (Cmejrkova et al 171). Additionally
to this, he observes that media discourse needs to conform to the requirements
of style adequacy and retain the reader's attention. At present, when the market
is saturated with various titles, journalists may go the extra mile, in respect to
the language they use, to maintain their readers. This is possibly one of the
reasons why media discourse should not be always seen as one of the ultimate
sources of information on development tendencies in a standard language.
Despite this, I still believe that media discourse documents the evolution of a
contemporary language well and that it can be used to analyse development
tendencies in languages.
3.1.3. Changes in the Media Practice after 1989
To probe this topic I have selected three titles which complement each other
due to the different angle from which they approach the subject.
Colin Sparks approaches the topics of Communism, Capitalism and the Mass
Media from the angle of "the critical project" which is an investigation of links
between the centers of political, economic and information powers in a
society". One of the versions of the critical project is defined by Sparks as the
impact "on changes in the mass media so that they act to empower the mass of
the population in their lives as members of democratic societies." (19) He
argues that mass media, and in particular television, claim a privileged place
for themselves in understanding a society. Sparks is interested in relations
between "different kinds of media performance and the structure of political
life in a given society" because "the former will act as an important indicator of
the changes in the latter." (17) Sparks focuses primarily on changes in
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television, paying much less attention to the press and radio. His scope of
research is rather wide and comprises all the Visegrad countries.
Sparks limits his enquiry mostly to television, analysing it within the
framework of ....the critical project". He investigates in-depth definitions of
terms such as revolution, democracy and totalitarian regimes. He elaborates
theories on the impact of revolution on the changes in a society. Sparks
highlights their consequences on the mass media, and control over the media in
the prism of economic and political factors. These factors are central to his
argument that mass media are uncertain indicators of changes in a communist
society. He gives the following three reasons to support his observation:
1. Degree of fusion of ruling circles
Disparity between media owners and political leaders in bourgeois
democracies is discussed in the mass media. Although these debates may be
presented as viewed by a particular press owner, it is only when that owner is
also a political party, that there is a link between the media and political power
(Sparks 40). The existence of different political opinions allows public dissent
in political debates.
In totalitarian societies, the fusion of ruling circles into one group was very
tight. As a result of this, internal discrepancies were not likely to be debated
publicly. However, different media were not necessarily uniform in their
coverage of affairs and, in periods of internal conflicts amongst the
nomenklatura 'the ruling elite', may have reflected different views of different
political streams but they were not capable of achieving more than a supporting
role (Sparks 41).
2. Media as commercial enterprises
The mass media in bourgeois democracies, especially printed media, are run as
commercial enterprises. They need to meet the expectations of their readers
and their advertisers. This may force them to express views and take positions
that are different from those of their owners. The presentation of dissenting
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views can help the medium commercially, for example by attracting an
advertiser or readers valuable due to the direct purchase of the newspaper.
The media in communist societies were command-driven. They did not operate
according to commercial principles, but on principles of the political interest of
the nomenklatura. Cover prices were not calculated to make profit; advertising
was rather limited. Costs were negotiated in advance, subsidised by the state -
all that in accordance with the central command economy and subject to
planning. Due to this dependence, the communist mass media cannot be seen
as the most important arena where social development was discussed and
social crisis made visible. I would argue that, with hindsight, traces of crisis
are evident in the communist mass media. These are best observed in the point
of view on topics covered and the typical rhetorics of the nomenklatura.
3. Media practice
The communist mass media were directly incorporated in the ruling elite,
where they occupied a central and relatively trouble-free position. This is not
usual in bourgeois democracies.
Western media claim to be independent, objective and fair. The function of the
communist media was to organise and mobilise the masses, educate them, fill
them with enthusiasm for building socialism and fighting imperialism. The
communist media were to improve the morale of the society, make citizens
aware of the tasks necessary to build socialism a keep them alert to the dangers
and threats coming from the West. Contrary to this, the objectives of editorial
policies in bourgeois democratic media claim to balance information,
education, and entertainment.
In my view Sparks identifies the forces behind the transition of some parts of
the mass media in the Visegrad countries very successfully. At the same time I
believe that it is necessary to also take into account the results of
transformation other than political and economic ones. Sparks' critical project
can be described as an attempt to re-invent a role for Marxist criticism in a
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post-communist environment and such an approach will necessary limit its
relevance. His work has a significant position in this chapter and his findings
contribute a great deal to the detailed picture of connections between regimes
and mass media in the Soviet bloc. On the other hand I find some of his
conclusions challenging; they are consequently compared with those of the
Czech author Borivoj Celovsky and also my own observations of the
publication, staffing and ownership continuity in Czech printed media. The
book cannot be relied upon to paint a full picture of the development of the
media, mainly the press, in the Czech Republic from 1989. In this respect
Konec ceskeho tisku 'The End of the Czech Press' by Celovsky is more suited
for the purpose of obtaining information on the situation in Czech press
between 1980 and the present date.
Sparks criticises many authors and colleagues who carry out investigation of
the mass media in post-communist societies for addressing the questions
"obliquely" (1 7); Celovsky should not be seen as one of them. Despite the fact
that his investigation is not performed on the European scene and his work
remains confined to the Czech Republic and its closest western neighbours, his
findings are well researched and presented in a very critical way. As already
stated, Sparks is focused primarily on the hypotheses of the "critical project"
which he applies, in a limited way, on several post-communist countries. If I
should review Celovsky's research with respect to "the critical project", or at
least that one version defined by Sparks above, then Celovsky also pursues a
similar mission although with different means. Celovsky concentrates in detail
on the changes in the printed media, and the forces behind these changes. His
investigation therefore reveals the actual and everyday impact on the Czech
mass media. His book provides readers with a concise history of the transition
the Czech press during the communist regime and also in the post-communist
era. On plenty of well researched evidence Celovsky demonstrates the
relationships between Czech political forces and their more influential western
neighbours, and the outcomes of their liaisons. What is most useful for the
thesis is the information on publication continuity of various titles, staffing
issues, ownership of the printed media, and legislation. The author shows how
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power over the printed media was passed to foreign owners, and as a
consequence of this, how individual titles and their bias, focus, standards of
professionalism and of language were affected by the transition. Further,
Celovsky pays attention to the tradition of Czech journalism, which the nation
was once so proud of. He demonstrates how this tradition was either
maintained and in which particular titles and in which it has gradually perished
and due to which causes.
Celovsky, for some, may seem too pessimistic in his description of recent
developments within the Czech printed media. His focus on the degradation
caused by Western media and western as well as Czech political and economic
forces is definitely prominent throughout the book. My objection to this book
is that it should be secured on stronger theoretical foundations to prevent it
from being considered purely as a practical guide to the destruction of the
Czech press after 1989.
The third title by Jan Jirak and Barbara Kopplova Media a spolecnost 'Media
and the Society' covers changes in the structure of Czech mass media. The
book is a compilation of papers presented at a conference held at Charles
University in Prague in September 1995 Media '95; Experience and
Expectations - - Five Years After. The title fits between Sparks' investigation
through the filter of "the critical project", performed mainly at the executive
level of political and media bosses, and Celovsky's on the other side of the
spectrum, mapping how the highest level liaisons affect individual titles. The
common topic of the contributions gathered in the collection of papers from the
conference is the transition of the Czech media in the European context. I
concentrated mainly on the study "Changes in the Structure of Czech Mass
Media" by Barbara Kopplova and Jan Jirak which I use to document changes
in the Czech media in section 7.4. The authors of the study investigate the
aspects of the mass media transition both Sparks and Celovsky miss out on: the
general public's response to that transition.
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3.1.~. Summary
The Czech media and journalism have undergone substantial changes since the
1989 revolution and they have diversified considerably. It would be an intricate
mission to describe the whole process of these changes. There are many issues,
which could be address in such a description -- and a task like this would be
more suitable for the field of mass media study or media law. The combination
of the three media titles I presented in 3.2. helps to obtain a view of the
transition in the Czech media. Kopplova and Jirak investigate the aspects of
the mass media transition Sparks and Celovsky miss out on -- the general
public's response to that transition. Despite the complexity of the matter I have
attempted to offer an outline of the situation, which has shown what
repercussions the fundamental changes, described above as a revolution, had.
I have referred to Fidelius earlier in section 1.2. to explain one of my working
presumptions and to define the hypothesis that the Czech language will have
changed noticeably with the change of the political regime. Fidelius is not the
only author who makes connections to Orwell; many have characterised
political and journalistic discourse, irrespective of the regime, as a variety of
newspeak.24
To conclude, I would return to my previously stated comment that an
investigation of a limited section of the mass media in a society will not suffice
to understand this society. I would like to stress that to understand a society
through the media, one should investigate all parts of the media life in that
society including the response from the general public.
24 Tomislav Sunic: "Liberalni dvojsmysly a jejich lexikalni a pravni dusledky",
http://cz.altermedia.info. Also see comment 19 for reference to Bartosek
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3.2. The Communist Mass Media Practice and Systems
The communist mass media practice is based on the so called "Leninist theory
of the press" (Sparks 46). The theory which prescribed the function of the mass
media, mainly the press, and their role in the society are best explained in the
citation by Lenin:
The role of a newspaper [...] is not limited solely to the dissemination of
ideas, to political education, and to the enlistment of political allies. A
newspaper is not only a collective propagandist and a collective agitator, it
is also a collective organiser. In this last respect it may be likened to the
scaffolding round a building under construction, which marks the contours
and facilitates communication between the builders, enabling them to
distribute the work and to view the common results achieved by their
organised labour. With the aid of the newspaper and through it, a
permanent organisation will naturally take shape [...]." (Sparks 46)
The communist media systems in individual countries varied greatly prior to
1989. What was still common for all the countries was the uniform response to
political imperatives and party directives. Czechoslovakia was considered to
have had a mass media system which was the most dependent on Soviet
materials and least co-operative with the world media market of all of those in
the Eastern Bloc. The Czechoslovak media system, as well as other media
systems in communist countries, was well established and stabilised. The
media were controlled by bodies enforcing the prevailing ideological doctrine
either directly or indirectly and monitored by the Communist Party.
Before the Velvet Revolution there were eighteen daily newspapers in
Czechoslovakia in total.. Periodicals were published by state institutions,
political parties, and by other organisations that were members of the so called
National Front which safeguarded their adherence to the ruling ideology. The
choice of magazines was not excessively wide but represented a selection of all
basic types of magazines common in other countries of the Eastern and Central
European region. Before November 1989, the press worked on authoritarian
principles and was subject to direct party interventions. Hvizd'ala explains that
the media in communist Czechoslovakia were run on the principles of
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absolutist philosophy, where the right to know the truth was given only to the
chosen ones who were selected to execute the state power. The press was
supposed to transfer, transform and to explain the governmental politics to
serve the state. It was a journalist's job to be the "gear box of the ideology"
(Bezdicek and Zantovsky 43).
The general public's attitude to the mass media prior to 1989 could be
characterised by several points. One of them is best described in the then
popular and light-hearted saying: "I need to read the paper to find out how 1
really am" and the second point could be the habit of comparing. The cost of
newspapers and magazines did not represent a major burden for a family
budget and consequently readers went through two or more titles a day.
Periodicals were not monotonous as some might expect. On the contrary,
specific titles were associated with highly appreciated sections, e.g. the well-
known cultural section of Lidova demokracie or the comprehensive foreign
section of Rude pravo or the weekly published Mlady svet. Another aspect
typical for the pre-revolutionary media was that items read, heard or seen in the
media immediately became a subject of everyday conversation. Consequently,
as Jirak and Kopplova stated, "the mass media represented mass culture in its
purest form" (Glenn and Soltys 80 - 81).
The media in totalitarian and burgeois democratic societies work on diverse
principles and it can be presumed that they are indicators of changes in a
society. The media in totalitarian societies are controlled through direct
political intervention; their audiences are not allowed uncensored critical
responses to the media themselves, and economic factors are subordinate to
political factors in the society. On the other hand, media in bourgeois
democracies are controlled mainly through economic power; direct political
intervention is marginal and exceptional. The subordination of citizens in the
society is mainly of an economic nature and not of both an economic and
political nature as in communist societies. Despite many similarities the
processes of change of the mass media in individual countries of the Soviet
bloc were different and happened at different paces. Still, they had analogous
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starting points and moved forward in a similar direction from command-driven
to market-orientated media. The Czech Republic is one of the former
communist countries which Sparks considers the "frontrunner of the transition
period" and sees it as a model of "post-communist development" (Sparks, 157
-63).
3.3. Language of the Power, Language of the Media
In his speech at the 45th World Press Congress of the International Federation
ofNewspaper Publishers in 1992 Vaclav Havel stated that:
It is said that the press is the seventh power. I do not know which
number it is, but a superpower it is. It carries a great deal of
responsibility for our common faith [... ]. In a way, the press -- as a
part of the information and communication system of today's
civilisation -- is the soul of humankind. I say this because I want to
highlight the importance of the press, the importance of its freedom,
intelligence and responsibility. (Glenn and Soltys 38)
The quotation referring to the media as the seventh power was first used as a
bonmot by the German chancellor Otto von Bismarck in the 1870s. Bismarck
highlighted the enormous power of the press by putting it on the same rank
with the six world superpowers that at the time were Britain, France, Germany,
Italy, Austria and Russia. Many are concerned by the relationship between the
media and the power and a lot has been written on the topic. The English
sometimes refer to the press as the fourth estate in connection with the three
ruling states: the clergy, peers and the Members of the House of Commons.
The German use the expression die vierte Gewalt 'the fourth estate'. The
theory of the press as the fourth ruling power, together with the constitutional,
executive, and juristic powers was adopted as the main theory of the press in
the zo" century. It was requested that in the process of searching for the truth
the press should act as a partner for discussion and not as a tool of influencing
the government. Recently, the media have been regarded as the fourth
cornerstone of democracy (Bezdicek and Zantovsky 42). On the contrary,
Milan Knizak, Director of the Czech National Gallery, writes that:
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The media are the biggest and the strongest political party and are mostly
staffed by primitives. [...] I consider the media, as they are now, to be a
manifestation of plebeian passions. When you put together such a
manifestation of plebeian passion with speeches of plebeian politicians, you
create a plebeian society that suffocates all signs of subtlety and
sophistication." (Bezdicek and Zantovsky 69 - 70)
Vladimir Zelezny, the first independent director of the commercial television
TV Nova. believes that the media in the Czech Republic have not crossed the
line between power and influence. In his view the media are still safely
operating on the side of influence. However, he believes that some decisions
are easier to make than others, depending on the attitude of the media towards
the intended decision. On the other hand no medium has stepped across the line
with the result of gaining the ability to push through one decision or another
(Bezdicek and Zantovsky 145).
The journalist Ferdinand Peroutka25 once compared the press to nespolehlivd
zrcadla. This expression can be translated into English as "distorted" or
"unreliable mirrors". In this comparison he not only expresses his concern that
the press, and the whole of the mass media, may not reflect life in society
without distortion but also his view that the power of the press is stronger than
their sense of responsibility (Bezdicek and Zantovsky 99).
Petr Zantovsky is rather critical of the current Czech media. His book Media on
a Pillory published in 2004 deals with various aspects of journalism, in other
words with media criticism. He observes that many current Czech journalists
lack "a humble desire to learn new facts and be well informed about the affairs
they write about". Consequently their journalistic work is not informative and
critical but is merely reduced to applying pressure and being political. They do
not realise that their role is not to make history but to describe it. Many of them
also forget that their role should be totally unbiased and they often lobby for
certain interest groups either in economy or in politics (Zantovsky 11 -12).
25 Ferdinand Peroutka (1895 -1978)
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The term media clearly shows its original meaning that came from Latin,
meaning "a mediator or a device of mediation". The term media is one of the
most often discussed terms in the current world. Thompson writes that if media
disappeared, nothing would be the same any more" (Jirak and Kopplova 15).
Modem societies are built upon information. Information is the most often
traded commodity and journalists shape the process of information spreading
and are often main instigators of the process. Mass media create new social
networks in society, shape a group identity and assist individuals to find their
place amongst others (Jirak and Kopplova 21 -22).
3.4. Media Practice after 1989
After almost fifty years of centrally owned, controlled and directed media a
new media model was gradually being landscaped in the transforming society.
Jirak and Kopplova (81) state that the changes in the media after November
1989 first concerned their contents. Journalists gradually started to show their
resentment of the communist regime and started to support the new reality.
Following this came changes in the management of the printed media and
journalists' efforts to make it clear that the papers were independent of the state
and the old ideology. Editors started to take over control of their papers,
irrespective of their regional or national status, spontaneously and without any
legal support. Employees' joint-stock companies were set up and foreign
investments started to flow into them. The reasons why the newly founded
companies invited foreign investments are obvious: first, it was a fast
modernization of equipment and secondly, a guarantee against possible
political pressure. The western media companies, on the other hand were
quickly marking their spheres of interest. A report for the US State Department
called Eastern Europe: Please Stand By writes: "Some countries seem prepared
to go beyond the safe European models and are particularly attracted to
American news and public affairs programmes. Western Europeans, especially
Germans, are quickly positioning themselves. By contrast the presence of
American broadcasting interests or experts is minimal" (Sparks 88).
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Another report, prepared for the Gannett Foundation Media Center which in
1991 renamed itself the "Freedom Forum", states that due to the rapid and
complete transformation of all of the media, it was the task of the US
government to move rapidly to ensure that the emerging institutions and
practices were based as closely as possible on American models. (Sparks 88 -
89). To rectify this, the US government and media agencies organised
numerous seminars and training events in Czechoslovakia, later the Czech
Republic. Despite this effort and financial sacrifices, the Czech press distinctly
shows European characteristics rather than American ones -- one of them being
the emergence of the boulevard press aided by foreign capital from countries
like Switzerland and Germany" (Glenn and Soltys 35).
Czechoslovakia was the first country that started the transformation of its
broadcasting systems immediately so that they would correspond to the new
political. economic, and social requirements of integration into Europe.
Consequently, the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic was the first from the
former communist countries to adopt a new broadcasting law on 30 October
199126. The vision behind the concept of the law was in accordance with the
country's foreign policy of integration within Europe -- i.e. the European
Union, the Council of Europe and the NATO. President Vaclav Havel hoped
that the country would become one "with a relative and political stability,
which will be a dependable brick in the structure that Mr. Gorbachev calls the
European Home" (Glenn and Soltys 34). The legislation remained virtually
unchanged after the split of the country into the Czech and Slovak Republics in
December 1992 - January 1993.
Out of the former Communist countries, the Czech Republic is considered to
be the most keen to remedy its economic and social problems in various fields
with privatisation. As stated above, the broadcasting law was adopted only 3
years after the revolution. Contrary to this, the Press Law, prescribing the
rights and duties for publishing periodicals, "had to wait" until 22 February
2000 -- i.e. more than ten years after the revolution and seven years after the
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independent Czech Republic was established. Until then the 1966 Press Law
with amended sections relating to the operation of media under the communist
regime was in force. Journalists, writers and some politicians find it very
alarming and almost unbelievable that the new Press Law does not define who
can publish printed media (Celovsky 21). In the majority of Western countries,
laws allow the highest foreign capital participation in mass media to be 300/0.
Czech law allows the foreign capital participation in the mass media to be
unlimited, which resulted in 800/0 of the "Czech" press being owned by
German firms.
I briefly mapped the situation, according to the data available in 2003, in the
three major daily newspapers which also provide the corpus of material for the
thesis; they are Rude pnivo, later Pnivo, Mlada fronta, later Dnes, and Lidove
noviny. Both Rude pravo and Mlada fronta were privatised although in
different ways and with different results. The privatisation of Mlada fronta is
described as a straightforward event in which the staff resigned one day and
overnight launched a joint-stock company MaF. This was later transferred to a
Czech-French joint-stock company MaFra, which was later sold to a German
concern RBVG that owns MF Dnes to date (Celovsky 31 - 32).
Rude pravo itself was privatised and remained safely in Czech hands. The
majority shareholder (60%) is the former head of the Rude pravo office in
Washington, Zdenek Porybny. On the other hand, all the regional editions of
Rude pravo and all district newspapers previously shielded by district
committees of the Communist party have been sold to a German concern
Passauer Neue Presse. Celovsky states that: "In the majority of the cases those
from Passau did not buy newspapers, but rather the right to silence them, to
replace them with their own regional press and thus achieve an undisturbed
monopoly over the regional daily press in the CR" (Celovsky 35).
In the 1930s Lidove noviny was associated with such outstanding Czech
personalities as Ferdinand Peroutka, Eduard Bass and brothers Karel and Josef
Capek by many Czechs. The tradition of exquisite Czech journalism evoked by
26 Law of the Federal Assembly of the CSFR (Kaplan 40) 1991.
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the name Lidove noviny has unfortunately disappeared without a trace and at
present it is not likely to be revived. Lidove noviny was banned in 1952 and the
signatories of Charter 77 started publishing the samizdat editions in 1988. In
1989 Lidove noviny was re-launched as an official newspaper and it was hoped
that it would develop into an independent newspaper of a truly modem
European format. However, its way forward was still rocky. When a Swiss
company bought the newspaper in 1993, those involved with Lidove noviny
were very optimistic about the future of the once respectable democratic paper.
Just several months later the chief-editor resigned his post and three years later,
in 1996, the newspaper became co-owned by a German press concern Springer
Verlag, feared to be a main danger to German democracy. Several years later
the newspaper was sold to RBVG. Currently, Lidove noviny is said to have
started employing practices of boulevard journalism and strong pro-Sudeten
German tendencies (Celovsky 52 - 54). Jan Culik's comment on the fiasco of
Lidove noviny was that the dream to found Prague's own version of The Times
had not materialised (Celovsky 52 - 54).
Changes in ownership resulted in a different offer of printed media. According
to Sparks (102) there were three types of publications offered to the readers in
Central and Eastern Europe between 1990 and 1994:
- Many of the newspaper-like titles were organs of political groups and parties,
and as these later proliferated, in some cases they were manifestations of
oppositional currents, edited and run by dissidents who had kept them alive in
the underground - as the best-known example is given Lidove noviny. Apart
from those there were purely commercial publications set up by entrepreneurs
with various kinds of backgrounds.
- Publications were set up directly by foreign, usually western, media
corporations wishing to use the new market to their advantage, e.g. Blesk.
_ There was also the continuation of existing press - in general this is the old
party-press but under new ownership and new editorial direction.
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I would like to add a fourth type to the above division proposed by Sparks.
This is a new newspaper title founded by a team of ex-journalists who were
sacked from newspaper posts following the Prague Spring 1968 and worked as
manual labourers during the normalisation period. An example of this kind of
press is the Moravskoslezsky den, a regional newspaper of northern Moravia
and Silesia, the first issue of which was published on 27 February 1990 which
soon achieved a circulation of 150 000. Due to financial constraints and severe
competition, the newspaper was sold to the German company PNP in February
2001.
Jirak and Kopplova believe that the habits of the general public in
Czechoslovakia with regard to the mass media did not experience dramatic
changes at the beginning of the 90s compared to the situation before November
1989. People still relied on their old daily newspapers and the same old
broadcasting channels as before the revolution. The habit of comparing the
information provided by various media and contents of individual newspapers
temporarily got even stronger. The data provided by Jirak and Kopplova state
that in 1990 each reader read on average 2.4 daily newspapers, although this
trend gradually weakened and at the end of 1991 it was just 1 daily newspaper
per reader.
At the tum of the 90s the number of periodicals increased dramatically and this
trend continued until 1992 when the number of newspaper titles published in
the Czech Republic reached the highest number since 1980s:
Number of newspaper titles published in the year:
Tab. 6:
Year Czech Republic Czechoslovakia
80s 18 30
1990 30 48
1991 38 56
1992 76 Data not available
1993 31 N/A
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There were further attempts to create new daily newspapers, but these failed.
The reasons for this may not only be financial constraint of Czech readers but
the above described situation of the ownership of the Czech printed media.
Also the description of a typical Czech reader who "opts for the golden mean
between popular and prestigious (serious) papers, and is inclined towards
professionally skilled work provided by papers such as MFD (Mlada fronta
dnes) or Rude pravo" will certainly contribute to the composition of the Czech
periodicals market (Jirak and Kopplova 84).
As the new owners brought their new marketing strategies, older newspapers
and periodicals gradually changed their editorial policies, focus, and image.
The titles have changed, e.g. Rude pravo got rid of its communist attribute rude
"red' and its title is now Pravo. Mlada fronta gradually was renamed MF Dnes.
The situation within the editorial boards has changed in several stages. In the
first stage the most discredited chief-editors and journalists left the most
prominent and visible posts. These removals demonstrated the willingness of
the press to show its readers its genuine political independence - but at the
same time they were mostly symbolic because these representatives of the old
order quickly found new lucrative posts, very often again in the mass media.
Sparks claims that "The representatives of the old order have found internal
allies that help them survive in the new conditions [...]" (Sparks 173). I would
argue that the expression "survive" is rather weak as many of these people did
not only continue to live comfortably but obtained prominent posts.
The second stage of personnel changes and mass exodus of staff can be linked
to privatisation of the press. What Jirak and Kopplova, compared to Celovsky,
explain euphemistically, as the journalists' "unwillingness to stay in one
position for a longer time and their never-ending search for' something better'"
(85), he ascribes to the large-scale redundancies and profit-driven management
strategies of German owners (68 - 77). Celovsky opts for shock therapy,
hoping this might provoke the Czechs to action which would block the
expansion of the German influence on the Czech press, and quotes an entry
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from Joseph Goebbel's diary that was made soon after the Munich Treaty: "We
intend to build a German Press in Czechia. It costs a lot of money but one day
it will be rather beneficial" (97). Two years later Goebbels in his speech to
Czech journalists said: "I am urging you to speak in this sense to the Czech
nation. Ifwe did so ourselves, the Czech nation would not trust us [...]" (97).
3.5. Revolution in the Media - the Conclusions
Sparks observes that the events of 1989 did not significantly disturb the
broadcasting institutions of the old regime and the bureaucratic order was soon
re-established without serious upheaval and conflicts. He also states that:
The transition in the press seems, on the surface, to have been swifter and
more complete but, analysed more closely, demonstrates that many of the
leading titles of the earlier period continued in production, with many of
their former staff in place. The degree of continuity is much too great to
support any theory of total transformation." (105)
In the thesis I argue that the events of November 1989 were revolutionary and I
have offered a definition of revolution to which the events correspond. Sparks
on the other hand observes that the changes in the media environment were not
so significant and to be seen as revolutionary they need to sum up to total
transformation. I would dispute his view. Celovsky shows clearly that the
privatisation and foreign investments have considerably disturbed continuity of
staffing, management and publishing. Further, I would make an objection
whether it would be possible and realistic in a zo" century European society,
even though it is a socialist one, to achieve a truly total transformation when
we know that the society was advanced, how corrupt the communist system
really was and that there was a strong connection between money and the
power. Therefore I would continue to state that the events of 1989 set off a
process that led to a cumulative change. Such a change, although not fitting the
label of total transformation, is still significant in all areas of life in Czech
society and resulted in the reordering of government after political convulsion.
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In my opinion the transition of media systems in the Czech Republic has been a
major one and it is possible to consider mass media to be reliable indicators of
revolutionary changes in a society.
Chapter 4: Back to Europe!
Chapter 4. Case Study 1- - Back to Europe!
Motto:
99
Posledni zakladni geopoliticke pojeti stredni Evropy, ktere se objevilo
v minulem vyvoji Evropy, bylo snad nejjasneji zformulovano v clanku
M. Kundery "Dnos Zapadu" z roku 1985. Toto pojeti odrazelo predevsim
skutecnost obdobi studene valky a stredni Evropa v nem byla chapana
jako cast Zapadu, ktera je vsak v drzeni evropskeho Vychodu. [... ]
Kunderovske pojeti z poloviny 80.let 20.stoleti bychom tak mohli asi
nejlepe oznacit konceptem stfedni Evropy jako "periferie Zapadu",
The latest fundmental geopolitical concept of Central Europe emerging in
the previous development of Europe was probably most clearly defined
in the article by M. Kundera "Kidnapping the West" from 1985. This
concept mainly reflected the reality of the cold war and Central Europe
was understood here to be a part of the West which was in the captivity
of the European East. [... ] Kundera's concept from the middle of the
1980s could be best defined as the conept of Central Europe as the
"periphery of the West". 27
Introduction
The European continent between years 1948 and 1989 consisted of two blocs
with antagonistic ideologies. Many would agree that despite the pervasive
political division, these seemingly strictly defined blocs of the West and the
East maintained the existence of culturally, politically and economically
distinctive regions within them. The situation is presumed to change after the
revolution which resulted in the removal of the iron curtain, integration and
unification processes within the continent and the re-distribution of power and
interest structures in the continent.
In the period after the revolution of 1989 the issue of "the need to return to
Europe" started to be debated in connection with the new political direction of
the country. Soon this phrase was adopted as a 1990 election slogan by the
Civic Forum Party. Discussions over the return to Europe were still vivid 14
years after the revolution in 2003.
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How was it possible to start talking about "the need to return to Europe" if,
from the geographical point of view, the Czech Republic has always been an
integral part of the European continent? After all a country can hardly leave a
continent. Where would the country move then? Discourse shows that the key
to answering these questions is the application of geographical versus
geopolitical and interest views on the European continent and consequently on
the concept of Europe.
4. I. Europe between awroximately 1980 and the Velvet
Revolution of 1989
Politics can be easily defined as the activity through which people make and
maintain general rules according to which they live. It is usually politics and
politicians that are commonly held responsible for the state of current affairs all
over the world.i" It is also a widely held beilief that the European continent
before the events of 1989 was strictly divided by different political ideologies
playing their acts on both sides of the iron curtain. I open the case study with
political media discourse which best illustrates the situation in Europe in the
1980s.
4.1.1. The Political Scene and the American Enemy
The Political Scene:
The very first article In the group of citations demonstrates the tense
atmosphere in Europe and suggests that the imagery within the concept of
Europe will be limited.
1) Vyzyvame spolkovou vladu odvolat souhlas s rozmistenim novych
americkych raket v Evrope [...] . Dokument zduraziiuje rostouci obavy
zapadonemecke vefejnosti pokud jde 0 zbrojeni a uvolneni napeti a
vyzyva obcany NSR nepfipustit premenu stredni Evropy v zakladnu
americkych atornovych zbrani.
27 B. Hnizdo, "Stfedni Evropa v geopolitickych promenach kontinentu," found on
http://veda.fsv.cuni.czJdoclhnizdo.doc on 1.4. 2007.
28 www.palgrave.com/skiIls4study/subjectareas/politics.foundon1.1 O. 2008
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We are calling on the FRG government to withdraw its approval of the
new American rockets to be located in Europe [. . .] .The document
stresses growing concerns of the West German general public about
armament and reducing tension and it urges the FRG citizens not to
allow the transformation of Central Europe into an American nuclear
weapons base.
A more detailed look into the division created by the iron curtain will reveal
the existence of regions with a different degree of hostility towards each other
within these two blocs. However this division is not strictly obeyed; the
borders of these regions shift depending upon the political point to be made
and consequently the level of hostility changes. Thus West Germany, which
the communist propaganda used as a flagship of anti-communist "bourgeois"
ideology in Europe, was relocated to Central Europe in example (1) although it
would be usually considered a Western European country. The reason for this
was that the news covered an anti-American and anti-nuclear campaign in
Germany which put the country into a more approachable light. The country is
shifted closer to the East, the ideological division weakens and eventually the
whole European continent is united against the imperialist American enemy in
a peace-making process.
The same process was observed in references to Finland, which according to
the political division which was valid at the time, would be placed primarily
within the structures of the West. It should be noted that Finland's international
politics was always connected with the Helsinki Peace Accord and was
evaluated positively by the official line of USSR politics. In example (2i9
Finland is referred to, due to its wise and clear-sighted political directions, as a
country in the North of Europe. It was not possible to label Finland as "our
ally" but referring to it as a northern European country reduces the hostile anti-
communist attributes of the West and makes Finland almost a "friendly
country". It should be noted that Finland's international politics was always
connected with the Helsinki Peace Accord and was evaluated positively by the
official line of USSR politics.
29 The citation in listed in Appendix 1
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The following citation not only depicts the characteristic rhetorics of
contemporary European discourse in Czechoslovak media but also defines the
country's vision for its international image firmly anchored in the structures of
the socialist part of the European continent:
3) Dnesni Ceskoslovensko je pokrokovy a vysoce rozvinuty stat, ktery
dustojne pfispiva k upeviiovani jednoty a semknutosti zemi
socialistickeho spolecenstvi, k einnosti organizace Varsavske smlouvy
a Rady vzajemne hospodarske pomoci, aktivne se ucastni boje za
upevneni bezpecnosti v Evrope, za mir, uvoliiovani napeti a odzbrojeni.
Todays Czechoslovakia is a progressive and highly advanced state that
works honourably towards strengthening the unity and closeness of the
socialist community, the activity of the Warsaw Pact and the Council of
Mutual Economic Assistance, actively participates in the battle to
strengthen the security of Europe, for peace, lessening of tension and
disarmament.
A theme of the phenomenon which for the purpose of this study I will call the
"American Enemy" runs through the examined period. It is not possible to
study the language of the newspaper discourse between 1980 and 1989 and
avoid the topic of possible American military intervention:
4) Ti americti politici, pro ktere jsou jine zajmy dulezitejsi nez zajmy
miru, by pak snadno mohli podlehnout choutce vystavit pro tyto .jine
zajmy" Evropu jaderne zkaze.
Those American politicians for whom other interests were more
important than peace could easily succumb to the temptation to subject
Europe to nuclear destruction for the sake of their "other interests".
In example (l) we observed that the location of FRG experienced a shift to
Central Europe. However, in example (5) the Western-European location of the
FRG was re-instated. This is likely to be the result of the antagonistic policy of
the country against trade with socialist countries. Germany's alliance with
America, here metonymically referred to as Washington, seems to be another
important factor here. Therefore we cane presume that it is the combination of
two features vital for a relationship with another country, the politics and the
business matters, that have a severe impact on the country's shift within the
European continent.
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5) Nekolik tydnu zbyva do zahajeni cervnoveho zasedani nejvyssich
predstavitelu clenskych zemi Atlantickeho paktu v Bonnu [... ]. Na
Ryne se ozyvaji obavy, ze americky ministr obrany Weinberger prosadi
dalsi zostfeni kursu NATO a bude [...] kategoricky zadat vetsi
.financni obeti" zapadni Evropy.
Only several weeks are left before the June meeting of the highest
NATO representatives in Bonn [...]. Concerns can be heard on the
Rhine that American Secretary of Defence Weinberger will set NATO
on an even more aggressive course and will demand categorically
bigger ....financial sacrifices" of Western Europe.
It was not only the countries of the Western bloc that were ideologically moved
to different directions. Also the CSSR and other countries of the Eastern bloc
experienced a similar modus operandi:
In (6) the Czechoslovak President Gustav Husak states that it was beneficial to
exchange views on problems specifically in Central Europe and continues:
"Rakousko i Ceskoslovensko chteji, aby jejich lid zil v miru, aby se
pokracovalo v uvolfiovani napeti, abychom se nedostali do katastrofy" 'Both
Austria and Czechoslovakia want their people to live in peace, to continue in
relieving the tensions, not to end up in a disaster' .
This wording enables us to assume that the CSSR was being referred to as a
Central European Country. However, later in the same article, a journalist
interviewing Gustav Husak asks a question in which we can find the CSSR
specifically looked upon as an Eastern European country: "Jak vidite vYvoj v
sousednim Polsku a vliv udalosti v Polsku na situaci ve vychodni Evrope
vseobecne, a v Ceskoslovensku zvlast'?" 'What is your view on the
development on the neighbouring Poland and the situation in Eastern Europe
generally, and particularly in Czechoslovakia?' It is also the question: "Jak
dalece -- jestli vubec -- se dotyka vyznamna udalost v zapadni Evrope [...]
styku mezi Zapadem z Vychodern a zvlast pomeni mezi Bonnem a Prahou?"
'How far - - if at all - - does the important event in Western Europe concern [..
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.J contacts between the West and the East and particularly relations between
Bonn and Prague?'
Attention should be paid to the attribute of "Central European" country here.
This attribute highlights a position of the CSSR in Central Europe, half way - -
possibly as a bridge - - between the East and the West. We can conclude that
this attribute of a Central European country enables the country to weaken its
strictly ideological position within the Eastern bloc and shed off the
connotations of a dull, uncivilised satellite of the USSR, however daring it may
seem in an interview with Gustav Husak in 1982.
The omnipresent issues of peace and security on the European continent are
discussed in citation (7) where the concepts of stied Evropy 'the centre of
Europe' and srdce Evropy 'the heart of Europe' are used. The article does not
give an exactly clear explanation of what is meant by the centre ofEurope or
the heart ofEurope. The list of countries which according to the article belong
to the centre of Europe includes GDR, Czechoslovakia, Poland, FRG and also
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg. This provides us with a fuzzy
geographical description of "the centre of Europe". Also, the two concepts are
used as synonyms. What still remains clear from this description of "the heart
of Europe" and "the centre of Europe" is the fact that neither of them lacks an
ideological aspect anyway.
7) DaISi kolo jednani videiiskych rozhovoru / Ulehcit Evropskemu
srdci
Videiiske rozhovory [ ...J lze rovnez chapat jako soucast usili 0
dosazeni vetsi evropske bezpecnosti. V tomto smyslu jsou nedilnou
soucasti zapasu mirumilovnych silo ozdraveni ovzdusi, 0 snizeni rizika
vojenske konfrontace na evropskern kontinente. Byl-li pfi teritorialnim
vymezeni techto jednani vybran prave stred Evropy, byt' neni pfisne
geograficky, duvodem k tomu byla skutecnost, ze to je prave misto, kde
spolu hranici dye vojenska seskupeni a kde je relativne nejvetsi
vojenska koncentrace. Proto rna celoevropsky vyznam, jestlize by se
prave zde v teto oblasti podafilo dosahnout ~ohody 0 snizena ~tav~
vojsk a vyzbroje. Vzdyt' jde 0 uzemi NDR, CSSR a Polska na jedne
strane, 0 NSR, Belgii Holandsko a Lucembursko na strane druhe.
A New Round of Vienna Negotiations / To Take Away the Stress from
the Heart of Europe
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Vienna negotiations [...] can also be viewed as a part of the efforts to
reach better European security. In this sense, they are a coherent part of
the p~ace-Iovi?~ forces' struggle for a healthier atmosphere, reducing
the nsk of military confrontation on the European continent. If the
centre of Europe, although not exactly the geographical one, was
chosen when the territory of the negotiations was defined, the reason
for that is the fact that this is the border-line of two military alliances
and the place where the relatively highest military concentration can be
found. Therefore it is of a European-wide importance if agreement on
the reduction of the numbers of soldiers and weapons can be found
right in this location. It is the territory of the GDR, CSSR, and Poland
on one side and FRG, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg on
the other.
I recorded only one instance of the concept "the heart of Europe" in the
newspaper discourse though it was a popular figure of speech of
Czechoslovakia's communist politicians. I investigate the concept of "the heart
of Europe" further in the second part of this study.
The atmosphere of military confrontation and the political tension on the
European continent is easily detectable throughout the newspaper discourse,
the examples of which are chronologically listed in the study. Example (8) was
chosen to document the situation and to demonstrate that instead of the
expression Eastern Europe a name of a country, Sovetsky svaz 'The Soviet
Union,' was chosen as a counterpart ofzapadni Evropa 'Western Europe'.
8) Rozhodne take odmitl tvrzeni teto vlady, ze jaderne zbrane udajne uz
desitky let chrani mir v Evrope, stejne jako falesny argument, ze
jaderne zbrane jsou pry pro zapadni Evropu nezbytne vzhledem
k udajne pfevaze Sovetskeho svazu v konvencnich zbranich.
He definitely rejected the statement of the government that, allegedly,
nuclear weapons had protected peace in Europe for many years as well
as a false argument that nuclear weapons are important for Western
Europe due to the Soviet Union's alleged dominant position in
conventional weapons.
Based on the initial presumption that the European continent until 1989 was
divided by the iron curtain into two antagonistic blocs, the East and the West
the graph providing us with a definition of Europe should be:
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Diagram b:
East +
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However. based on the above example (8), a graph used to define Europe
would be as follows:
Diagram c:
=
Western
Europe +
The Soviet
Union
As presumed initially, the above mentioned examples demonstrate a limited
imagery of the concept of Europe. The printed media discourse from 1980 -
1989 discusses Europe mainly in terms of conflicts and antagonistic powers.
The US is often pointed to as a common instigator of troubles in Europe and on
various occasions the antagonistic powers of the East and the West get united
against the US. The process of unification of the whole of Europe against the
United States' effort to place nuclear weapons on the European continent can
be observed through the course of the period from 1980 up to 1988 as
documented in articles from the period. These are referenced throughout this
case study and could be brought together in a sub-group that could have a title
"the American Enemy".
The American Enemy:
Although the threat from the American enemy is not directly expressed in the
following two examples, we can still observe a military and political division
of Europe there. These aspects are enhanced by using such an expression as
stycna linie 'line of contact' which in Czech is used distinctively in military
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lexicon. This way Europe is reduced to two military groupings of the Warsaw
Pact and NATO.
9) Sovetsky svaz zujima kladny postoj k navrhum na vytvoreni
nejadernych pasem v ruznych oblastech Evropy, [. . . ]. Vytvorenl
nejademych pasem na Balkane a v severni Evrope a rovnez oblasti bez
jadernych zbrani na obou stranach stycne linie statu Varsavske smlouvy
a NATO pfimo souvisi se snizovanirn vojenskeho nebezpeci a
upeviiovani duvery.
The USSR is positive about the proposals for nuclear-free zones in
various areas of Europe, [. . . ]. Establishment of nuclear-free zones in
the Balkans and in Northern Europe and also areas without nuclear
weapons on both sides of the line of contact between the Warsaw Pact
and NATO is directly connected with the reduction in military deterrent
and building the mutual trust.
10) [...] SSSR se snazil 0 takove povalecne uspotadani Evropy, ktere
by zaj istilo, aby j iz nikdy nedoslo k opakovani tragickych udalosti
z druhe svetove valky. Objektivni historik musi proto odmitnout hlasy
na Zapade, ktere dnes Jaltu oznacuj i za porazku zapadnich zemi a
zadaji jeji "revizi". Historicke zkusenosti z druhe svetove valky ukazuji,
ze k posileni miru v Evrope a ve svete je dnes v prvni fade obnovit
duveru zejmena mezi staty dvou hlavnich vojenskych seskupeni, NATO
a Varsavske smlouvy.
[. . .] the USSR strove for such European arrangements after the war
that would make certain that the tragic WWII experiences would never
be repeated. Therefore an objective historian must disagree with those
from the West who currently see Jalta as the defeat of Western
countries and call for its "revision". The historical experiences form
WWII show that, to strengthen the peace in Europe and all over the
world, mutual trust amongst the states of the two main military
alliances, NATO and the Warsaw Pact, must be first renewed.
A diagram drafted to show the definition of Europe would then be as follows:
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=
NATO
vs
1"'·.. ·······w~············1
: :
: :~ Pact 1
: :
.................................,
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We should also notice. that the impact of the USSR on the arrangement on the
European continent is stressed in both examples (9) and (l0). This could be
drafted as:
Diagram e:
=
NATO The USSR
The citation which has been used above as example (5) evokes a strong
atmosphere of American threat to Europe by using such powerful expressions
as "kategoricky zadat vetsi 'financni obeti' zapadni Evropy" 'demand
categorically bigger "financial sacrifices" of Western Europe', "nove natlakove
akce Washingtonu" 'new pressurising activities from Washington'. Based on
statements such as:
11) [...Jjsou to Spojene staty, ktere rozhoduji 0 tom, co se bude dit
s ternito zbranemi v zapadni Evrope. [...J Jde 0 to, ze Spojene staty
jsou pripravene znicit celou Evropu.
[...J it is the United States who decides what will happen with these
weapons in Western Europe. [...JThe problem is that the United States
is prepared to destroy the whole of Europe.
and also:
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12) Za pricinu zostrovanl napeti oznacuje rozmist'ovani americkych
jadernych zbrani prvniho uderu v zapadni Evrope.
He sees the cause of increasing tension in placements of American
nuclear weapons of the first attack in Western Europe.
it is possible to draft the following diagram:
Diagram f:
;- .._.._.. _.._.. _.....,
. .
The USA
........ - .._.._.. _.._.. -
The
USSR
Although the initial hypothesis was based on the presumption that Europe
would be clearly divided into two antagonistic blocs, the examples gathered
from newspaper discourse between approximately 1980 and 1985 show that the
understanding of Europe can vary, as diagrams b, c, d, e and f document.
4.1.1.2 Impact on the Lexicon
Where neutral references to the ideological direction in various parts of the
continent are applied, the continent is usually referred to as:
evropsky kontinent
Evropa
eelaEvropa
celoevropsky
European continent
Europe
the whole of Europe
European-wide
On the other hand, when blame or praise is to be assigned, the distribution into
the following, more precise, geographical and geopolitical categories is often
applied which I understand as a result of an unvoluntary co-existence of two
antagonistic blocs alongside one another.
zapadni Evropa
severni Evropa
Western Europe
Northern Europe
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Balkan
tycna linie Varsavske smlouvy
a NATO
ruzne oblasti Evropy
Atlanticky pakt
stredni Evropa
socialisticke spolecenstvi
NATO, Varsavska smlouva a
Rada vzajemne hospodarske pomoci
pomoci
Zapad
Vychod
Evropske staty
4.1.2. Culture
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the Balcans
the line of contact between
the Warsaw Pact and NATO
various parts of Europe
the Atlantic Pact
Central Europe
the socialist alliance
NATO, the Warsaw Pact and the
CMEA
the West
the East
European countries
The investigation of the concept of Europe would not be complete without a
search through the culture and sports sections in newspapers. However, the
task to find references to Europe was not a successful one. The proprium
Evropa was documented three times and its adjective evropsky was found only
twice in the corpus of nineteen newspaper articles in expressions such as:
a) evropsky
rada evropskych a americkych muzei
kultury evropskych narodu
b) Evropa
mladi lide v Evrope
prijizdeji ze sevemi, zapadni a
jizni Evropy
s mnoha hlavnimi mesty nejen
Evropy, ale i ostatnich kontinentu
various European and American
museums
cultures of the European nations
young people in Europe
they come from Northern,
Western and Southern Europe
with many capitals of not only
Europe but also other continents
There may be several reasons why the name Europe was not used more
frequently. Some of them can be easily detected in the citations from the article
"Umeni je mocna zbrafi" 'Art Is a Powerful Weapon' by Jaroslava Heftova
who presents views of the role of art in the socialist society as follows:
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18) Sepeti umeni se socialistickou revoluci se tedy projevuje i po
"Iidske", "osobnf" strance - - v tom, ze umeni (a kulturnost vubec) je
nedilnou soucasti osobnosti vudcu revoluce. Marxisticti revolucionafi
vzdy - - i v nejtezsich dobach perzekuce a ilegalniho boje - - venovali
pozornost klasickemu i novemu umeni. [. . .] Socialisticka revoluce
potfebuje umeni ne jako prostredek pouhe zabavy [. . .], ale jako
mocnou ucinnou zbraii v boji za novy, spravedlivejsi spolecensky
system i za noveho cloveka; a umeni v ni toto poslani skutecne plni. [..
.] To. co bylo receno 0 vztahu umeni a revoluce, je samozrejme aktualni
i pro dnesek,
The link between art and the socialist revolution can be detected in the
"human" "personal" aspect - - in the fact that art (and culture generally)
is an inseparable part of a revolutionary leader's personality. Marxist
revolutionaries have always - - even in the hardest times of persecution
and illegal fights - - paid attention to both classical and modem art. [..
.] The Socialist revolution needs art not as means of entertainment [...]
but as a powerful weapon in the battle for both a new, fair social system
and a new man; and art fulfils this mission . [...] What has been said
about the relation between art and revolution is of course valid even
today.
Culture was seen as a powerful ideological weapon. It was an imperative to
preserve the socialist culture with the right ideological charge and safeguard it
from being infiltrated with hostile ideas. Therefore the reason for the scarce
occurrence of Evropa in the culture section of newspapers may be the fact that
European implications and dimensions of cultural matters were constantly
being suppressed and the country's belonging to a socialist bloc was stressed
instead. This resulted in the denial of Europe as a cultural entity. This may give
us an explanation of why the description of participation of artists from all over
the world at the Prague Spring Music Festival chooses not to use adjectives
such as evropsky 'European' or svetovy 'worldwide'. Instead of that of it is
carefully phrased as: "Umelci z osmnacti zemi pripravili [...] 68 koncertu"
'Artists from 18 countries prepared [...J 68 concerts' .30
The festival, which Czechoslovakia was highly proud of, is referred to as an
international festival mezinarodni festival, adjectives evropsky or svetovy
30 Jaromir Pesek, Zdenek Vokurka, "Vyrazny uspech festivalu Prazske jaro v race
ceske hudby 1984/ Poselstvi milionum," Pniva 9 June 1984: 5.
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world were not used to describe the event. The appraisal of the festival states
that:
19) [...] uplynuly rocnik Prazskeho jara, ktere je vizitkou nasi
socialisticke spolecnosti, v niz umeni rna svuj nezastupitelny podil na
jejim utvareni, pfispiva k dorozumeni a mirove spolupraci mezi narody
a podnecuje rozvoj lidske osobnosti. [...] i to je jednim z hlavnich rysu
teto vyznamne kulturne politicke udalosti, ktera potvrdila spolecensky
vyznam hudby, dustojne manifestovala nasi hudebni kulturu a dala
lidem nejeden silny umelecky prozitek, hodne radosti, krasy a posily
pro dalsi zapasy 0 vybojovani svetoveho miru.
[...] the past year of the Prague Spring, which does credit to our
socialist society, where art plays an irreplaceable role in its creation,
assists to reach understanding and peaceful co-operation between
nations and encourages the development of human personality. [ ...]
also this is one of the main features of this cultural and political event,
which authenticated the importance of music for a society, manifested
our music culture and provided the people with many strong cultural
experiences, joy, beauty and strength for future battles for achieving the
world-wide peace.
The choice of the expression "vizitkou nasi socialisticke spolecnosti" 'credit to
our socialist society' over the expression "vizitka nasi zeme" 'credit to our
country', that could have been used instead, may be interpreted as the
ideological way of thinking about culture at the time. It is further extended in a
sentence stating that the festival was a "kulturne politicka udalost" 'cultural
and political event'. The evaluation of the festival does not call for recognition
of the high quality programme, talent of musicians, singers, and conductors, it
simply reduces music to a tool ideological education.
Meetings of various artists or festivals are not referred to as European ones in
the current newspaper discourse but constructions such as "Mezinarodni
setkani spisovatelu" 'The International Meeting of Writers,31 or "Festival
zajmove umelecke cinnosti socialistickych zemi" 'The Festival of Past-time
Cultural Activities of Socialist Countries'< are used. An article with a
promising title "Kniha nezna hranice statu" 'Books Do Not Recognise State
31 Frantisek Mares, "Mezinarodni setkani spisovatelu," Pravo 5 Oct. 1985: 5.
32 Irena Beblava, "Jakou cenu rna pratelstvi," Pnivo 30 July 1985: 5.
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BordersdJ was found, however its examination revealed only a description of a
trip to an event celebrating The Week of Children's Books and Work of Arts in
Bulgaria. Ignoring the European cultural life makes the newspapers focus on
local affairs or events within the social bloc, such as the above mentioned
"Mezinarodni setkani spisovatelu", "Festival zajmove umelecke cinnosti
socialistickych zemi" or cultural events within the communist bloc such as the
"X, Festival of Latin-America Films in Havana?". When information about
outstanding events is given, such as Mark Chagall's and Kazimir Malevitch's
exhibitions in Moscow, involvement of other countries is recognised as
"mezinarodni spoluprace" ·international co-operation' and the potential
European dimension of the event is not stated.
4.1.3. Sports
The results obtained from searches in the Sports section were different from the
Culture section. In the corpus of twenty-three articles from the examined
period. the adjective evropsky was documented on eleven occasions and the
noun Evropa on fourteen occasions. It would be wrong to expect that, due to
the higher occurrence of the examined lexical units Evropa and evropsky in the
sports context, sport was spared from ideological interventions and ideological
education. Through the course of the examined period, several articles
passionately describing "dirty plots" against the 1980 Olympic Games to be
held in Moscow were found:
20) Lze s jistotou fici, ze olympijske hry 1980 v Moskve jiz nyni
pfispivaji k uvolriovani mezinarodniho napeti a upevneni svetoveho
miru. Zaroveii je nutne konstatovat, ze OH v Moskve maji v zahranici
nejen sve priznivce, ale i nepfatele, ktefi se tuto sportovni akci
pokouseji zneuzit k sifeni lzi a pomluv 0 nasi zemi, k zostreni politicke
situace ve svete.
It can be said with a high degree of certainty that the 1980 Moscow
Olympic Games contributed to relieving international tension and
strengthening the peace all over the world. At the same time, it must be
33 JosefPohl, "Kniha nezna hranic statu," Pravo 31 July 1985: 5.
34 Bohuslav Borovicka, "Na okraj X. festivalu latinsko-americkeho filmul Ze
spolecne studny," Pravo 2 Jan. 1989: 5.
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stated that the Moscow Olympic Games had its supporters as well as its
enemies abroad who tried to misuse this event to spread lies and slander
about our country, and to damage the world-wide political situation.
Topics of politics and the American enemy were discussed regularly in
connection with sports and the Olympic Games:
21) Protesty proti snaze americke vlady v cele s prezidentem Carterem
bojkotovat Olympijske hry v Moskve neustavajl .
Protests against the American Government's effort lead by President
Carter to boycott the Moscow Olympic games do not stop.
or unethical practices of Western European professional sports:
22) 0 zapadnim a predevsim americkem prefesionalnim sportu se v
burzoaznim tisku pise temef vzdy v souvislosti s "baliky penez" [ . . .]
na Zapade skutecne existuji sportovci, kteri vydelavaji hodne [...] .
Western and mainly American professional sports are usually covered
by the bourgeoise press almost always in connection with "loads of
money" [...] there are real sportsmen in the West who earn a lot [...]
"
Other articles focus on the first and foremost role of the Czechoslovak Sports
Association which is not so much "masovy rozvoj telesne vychovy, sportu a
turistiky" 'the mass development of physical education, sports and tourism' but
"ideove vychovne pusobeni" 'activity in the sphere of ideologically correct
education' as the headline "Prvoradym ukolem vychova" 'Education is the first
and foremost task' states."
4.1.3.1. The Lexicon
The occurrence of the adjective evropsky and noun Evropa was found regularly
through the examined period in constructions such as:
a) evropsky
ctvrtfinale evropskych poharu
evropska mediale
quarterfinals of European cups
European medal
35 "Prvofadym ukolem vychova," Pnivo 11 June 1984: 8.
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evropska spicka
evropske poharove souteze
evropsky pohar
b) Evropa
juniorsti mistri Evropy
mistfi Evropy
mistrovstvi Evropy'"
fotbalova Evropa
desitka nejlepsich Evropanu
European top
European competition
European cup
junior Euroepan masters
Euroepan masters
European championship
football Europe
ten best Europeans
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Not only the ideological label of 'the West' was documented in example (22),
the reference to stiedni Evropa 'Central Europe' was also found 37.
As well as in other areas of life, the noun druiba was also documented in
sports within the article "Druzba na kolech" 'Druzhba on the bikes,38.
By comparing the Culture and Sports sections I raise a question of why these
two topics show such different results in the use of 'Europe'. Both areas reveal
heavy political and ideological interventions as citations (18), (19), (20), and
(22) demonstrate. The difference could be caused by the USSR's sports success
on the European and worldwide scene and consequently the participation in a
high number of sports associations and competitions recognised in both blocs.
Another reason - - although covered by the red veil of communist sports
propaganda still not negligible - - could be the economic aspects of
involvement in European sports life. It was the hard currency rewards
successful sportsmen and sportswomen would bring to the state treasury,
together with various Western sponsorship offers, which no socialist country
was in a position to decline. The possible financial reasons for the existence of
the entity of Sports Europe came to light after examining an article covering
cycling and sponsorship in the Eastern bloc:
Let's have a closer look at the conditions in which both professional teams will
work: the main sponsor of the Soviet team is the concern the headquarters of
36 Mistrovstvi Evropy which is often used in the abbreviated form ME was documented
eight times in various sports articles from the followed period.
37 "Obhajili loriskou pozici," Pravo 4. Jan. 1980: 8.
38 "Druzba na kolech," Pravo 2 July 1983: 8.
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which are in San Marino [. . .] . The competitors are full of optimism and
believe that they will earn enough to gain high profits. The symbiosis of the
outstanding competitive quality of the Soviet Union with the professional
approach of the experienced [. . .] Italian management wants to achieve high
targets. The [...] technical provision of the team covers even the smallest of
details such as the token of appreciation for wives and children of the
competitors on their birthdays [ ... ]." 39
4.1.4. Business Matters
It was within the intentions of socialist ideology to distract the general public
from their mundane material concerns and to lead them to a higher level of
non-material intellectual welfare and public interest. Both the party leaders and
the people in the Eastern bloc countries were aware of the under-achievement
in their economies and technology compared to the West. This affected
differences in material standards of life between the East and the West. Since
the idea of "if you cannot beat them, join them" was impossible to apply in
practice, the strategy of censorship of economic information together with
avoiding incriminating issues as much as possible was adopted. This is why
East-West business and trade issues were rarely discussed in connection with
Europe. The newspaper discourse concerning business shows the following:
A business article from 1981 contained a reference to the UN as a respectable
body and unifying element in economic co-operation within the whole of
Europe.
23) Na 36. zasedani Hospodarske komise OSN pro Evropu (HKE)
vystoupil v utery vedouci cs, delegace [...] . Vyzdvihl nezastupitelnost
ulohy HKE v rozvoji celoevropske spoluprace [...].
The head of the Czechoslovak delegation spoke at the 36th session of
the UN Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) on Tuesday [ . . . ].
He highlighted the irreplaceable role of the ECE in the development of
Europe-wide co-operation [ ... ].
39 "Druzba na kolech," Pnlvo 2 July 1983: 8.
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Further references to business matters are presented either as contacts between
individual countries (24) or as references to economic structures of the EEC
and CMEA and descriptions of extensive and highly sophisticated negotiations
between the two structures (25) and (26).
In the texts where the EEC is discussed, its image is often painted in terms of
internal conflicts, quarrels, and economic problems or in gloomy colours of
constantly rising figures of unemployment (27).
Citation (28) is from 1987. The equation Europe = Sense + Co-operation could
be seen as an overture to the Common European House concept first
introduced by Mikhail Gorbachev in the Autumn of the same year. Also, it
should be noted that it is neither the two economic alliances of the CME and
the EEC. nor the military structures of NATO and the Warsaw Pact that are
seen as the main constituents of Europe here:
28) Jednani mezi RVHP a EHS rna perspektivu / Evropa = Rozum +
Spoluprace
Nas titulek bohuzel zatim neodpovida rcalnemu stavu, nejen kdyz
mluvime 0 politice, ale i v oblasti hospodarstvi. Ackoli prave v Evrope
se soustred'uji ekonornicke organizace RVHP a EHS.
Negotiations between the CMEA and the EEC have a good perspective/
Europe = Sense + Co-operation
It is unfortunate that at present our headline does not correspond to the
real situation, not only when we discuss politics but also economy,
despite the fact that the economic organisations of the CMEA and the
EEC are concentrated in Europe.
Unlike the previous quotations that defined Europe as an equation between
political, economic, and military structures of the East versus the West, this
article defines Europe as:
Diagram g:
Sense
+
Co-operation
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which should represent the ideal situation on the European continent. The
opposing powers and interest groups have been eliminated and replaced by
desirable balance of mutually complementing influences.
The following two articles foretell the situation in which many countries of
Central and Eastern Europe would find themselves several years later. Their
leaders and people will experience the same feelings as those of Spain and
Portugal, and Turkey and they will hope that their country will soon become a
part of the actual Europe.
29) [...] clenske staty EHS se dohodly na tom, ze od prvniho ledna
pristfho roku rozsifi Spanelsko a Portugalsko evropskou "desitku" na
.xlvanactku". Po mnoha letech tahanic, sporu a nedorozumeni tedy
v Bruselu bouchaly zatky sampaiiskeho a padala pateticka slova 0
.jednote" zapadni Evropy. [...] Ani jedna z vlad obou pyrenejskych
zemi neskryva fakt, ze vstup do EHS je pro ne predevsim veci
politickou. [...] Spanelsky ministr zahranicnich veci Fernando Moran
dokonce v Bruselu nevahal prohlasit, ze ,jsme nyni skutecne soucasti
zapadni Evropy, je konec komplexu menecennosti, ktery v nedavnych
dejinach Spanelska zpusobil tolik zla [...]".
[ . . . ] the EEC member countries deceided that from the first January
next year Spain and Portugal will extend the "European ten" to the
"European twelve". After many years of scuffle, conflicts, and
misunderstanding, champagne corks were popping and passionate
statements about the "unity" of Western Europe were proclaimed in
Brussels. [...]Neither of the Pyrenees governments disguises the fact
that accession to the EEC is mainly a political matter for them. [... ]
The Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs Fernando Moran even did not
hesitate to state in Brussels that "now when we are finally an integral
part of Western Europe, it is the end of the inferiority complex that
caused so much damage in the recent history of Spain [ ... ]".
Two diagrams can be drawn to help define Western Europe. Diagram h defines
Western Europe before 1 January 1986:
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It may be assumed that it is primarily the geographic location in Western
Europe that assures that a particular country is recognised as having a Western
European format. However article (29) clearly diagnoses the causes of
inferiority complex of Spain as a result of lacking membership in a particular
political and economic structure of other Western European countries. The
shift in a location of a country we observed for instance in citations (l) and (5)
also affected Italy, Spain, and Portugal. Although Italy is geographically
classified as being a South European country, it was a member of E10 at that
time and therefore labelled as Western Europe. The latter two, despite being
geographically located more to the west than Italy, were excluded from the
definition of Western Europe. If, following the article, we attempt to define
Western Europe after 1 January 1986, the diagram may be drafted as follows:
Diagram i:
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The connection between Europe and the EEe first established in citation (29) is
confirmed in (30):
30) Modro pfed ocima tureckeho premiera / Trnita cesta do Evropy
Jenom docela maly kousek Turecke republiky spada - z hlediska
geografickeho vzato - do Evropy. Turecko by ovsem rado patfilo do
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Evropy cele. Nebo alespori do Evropskeho hospodarskeho spolecenstvi
coz je pro ne fakticky totez, '
The Turkish Premier Sees Blue/ A Thorny Path to Europe
Only a tiny part of the Republic of Turkey comes under - - from the
geographical point of view - - Europe. The whole of Turkey, however,
would like to belong to Europe; at least to the European Economic
Community, which as a matter of fact for them is the same.
The above article stands out from the corpus of European images. It was
written in 1987 and was ahead of its time thanks to the instituted parallel
between the EEC and Europe that has been present in Czech newspapers and
political discourse only since November 1989. Its headings "Modro pfed ocima
tureckeho premiera" 'Turkish Prime Minister Sees Blue' is directly related to
the blue colour of the EEC flag. The articles stresses that the Prime Minister's
intense endeavour to become part of the EEC and achieve the recognition of
being a European country is due purely to economic reasons. In this citation it
is not so much the geographical location but the membership of a group of
countries with strong economies that brings financial advantages to its
members and also the membership of a political alliance of countries that
equates to a position in Europe. "Trnita cesta do Evropy" 'The Thorny Path to
Europe' then represents considerably more than only the metonymic reference
between the Western European markets and Europe and is a subject to be
examined in the following section of this study.
4.1.5. 1980 - 1987: EUROPE IS A BATTLEFIELD
The quotations show that the spectrum of European imagery pre-1989 is
narrow. I suggest that the main metaphoric concept can, in line with Lakoff and
Johnson's methodology, be defined as EUROPE IS ABATTLEFIELD.
When I start subcategorising this metaphoric concept, the following streams of
martial imagery can be observed in the above examples: BATTLE - TRUCE -
DIALOGUE - PEACE.
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4.1.5.1. The Lexicon
The desired imagery is evoked by expressions such as:
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a) Battle:
horecne zbrojeni
aktivne se ucastnit boje
jadema zkaza
stycna linie
zadat financni 0 beti
zapas mirumilovnych sil
frentic armament
actively participate in a battle
nuclear disaster
line of military contact
demand financial sacrifices
battle of peace-loving powers
It is the formulation of "stycna linie varsavske smlouvy" 'the line of contact
between the Warsaw Pact and NATO' that can be viewed particularly as a
metaphor borrowed from modem military practice. The wording stycna linie
'line of military contact' that in Czech clearly indicates the confrontational
concept of Europe.
b) Truce and dialogue:
mlci zbrane
snizovani vojenskeho nebezpeci a
upevnovani duvery
uvolfiovani napeti a odzbrojeni
zaujimat kladny postoj
najit spolecnou fee
c) Peace:
vytvofeni nejadernych pasem
Europe
mirove hnuti mohutni a sili
rozvoj celoevropske spoluprace
duvera a porozumeni na
evropskem kontinentu
weapons are silent
lowering military danger and
strengthening trust
tension and disarmament relieving
to take a positive standpoint
to find a common language
to create nuclear-free zones In
v Evrope
the peace movement is getting
wider and stronger
development of Europe-wide
co-operation
trust and understanding on the
European continent
If we adopt a different approach to the search for imagery, yet remain within
prevailing imagery of a SATTLE, the categories of construction versus
destruction can be identified. They fit logically into the structure of war: i.e.
war equals destruction, as destruction is a consequence of war. Further, that
one who causes destruction and damage that we care about is our enemy. If
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war equals destruction, then the opposite of war equals construction. Therefore
peace equals construction, positive development and this is beneficial for us.
The destruction caused by the West which is also happening in the West itself
can be observed in constructions such as:
- premena stfedni Evropy v zakladnu americkych atomovych zbrani
transformation of Central Europe into an American nuclear weapons base'
- podfizovat se diktatu zvnejsku, ucastnit se horecneho zbrojeni a omezovat
statni suverenitu
to subordinate itself to external dictates, to take part in a frentic armament
and to limit its state sovereignity'
- jine zajmy jsou diilezitejsi nez zajmy miru
other interests are more important than peace
- vystavit Evropu jaderne zkaze
to subject Europe to nuclear destruction
- zadat vetsi .financni obeti" zapadni Evropy
to demand bigger "financial sacrifices" of Western Europe
4.1.5.1.1. PEACE IS WORK
Construction of a better and happier future and work towards peace are two of
the fundamental and most proclaimed statements of communist ideology.
The concept of peace plays a very important role in the conceptual system of a
socialist society and the image of 'peace and humanity - seeking' East was
painted carefully by propaganda. There are several ways to follow the concept
of peace and to investigate its metaphoric potential. One of the streams of
association evoked by peace can lead to rest, repose, and resignation (Longman
Synonym Dictionary). These associations are not likely to be desirable for
communist ideology. Socialist society was not supposed to rest and resign on
its future; it was supposed to be alert, vigilant and fully involved. Therefore
another suggested stream of association can lead from peace to contentment,
pleasure and joy, and the will to maintain peace - to strengthen the foundations
of the order that claims to allow the socialist man to live in that way (Longman
Synonym Dictionary). This will enable the association with construction to be
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created. Our experience allows the concept of construction to correspond to
expansion and growth - - further leading to advancement and prosperity.
Finally. prosperity is very closely related to welfare. The reasons why peace is
so often highlighted in communist rhetoric can be summarised in the following
structure:
peace = construction = expansion = prosperity = welfare of the people
Another phenomenon in the centre of communist ideology was the welfare of
the people. i.e. the work force. Consequently, the concept of peace as
a subcategory within the concept of Europe has been investigated. Types of
images applied to the concept of peace, as recorded in the articles, were
investigated and the following results found:
Although the Czech Language has a wide lexicon of verbs relating to war and
peace~ only a limited selection was recorded with repeatedly used verbs such
as:
ucastnit se
chranit
pfispivat/prispet
mohutnet
silit
and gerunds:
snizovani
upevriovani/ upevneni
uvolneni
to participate
to protect
to be contributing/ to contribute
to grow bigger
to grow stronger
reducing
strengthening
relieving
and these are used in contructions and statements such as:
_aktivne se ucastni boje za za upevneni bezpecnosti v Evrope, za mir,
uvolriovani napeti
it actively participates in the battle to strengthen the security of Europe, for
peace, lessening the tension and disarmament'
- chrani rnir v Evrope
it protects peace in Europe
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- CSSR bude [ ] dale rozvijet spolupraci s cilem pfispet k upevnovani miru
the CSSR will [ ] further develop co-operation to contribute to peace
strengthening.
These examples show that peace is presented not only as a frail object which is
constantly in danger of being damaged and needs a lot of strengthening,
maintenance and even construction. Peace is presented also as a precious
commodity that could be taken away and, as such, needs to be guarded, secured
and even fought for. Since the concepts of peace and war are polar opponents,
it may not be simple to all members of a communist society to understand why
peace is presented in terms of something that needs to be fought for. The
investigation from the point of view of the ontological metaphor will cast light
onto this aspect of peace.
A concept explained through the methodology of ontological metaphor will
show us that precious commodities such as gold, diamonds or peace not only
cost money, but also need to be protected and guarded so that we can secure
their possession. Protection and guarding may include aspects of force, even
armed force, to be actively applied on such commodities. If one adopts this
explanation of the role of peace on the eastern side of the iron curtain, one will
see the importance of the battle imagery and its role within the socialist line of
thinking generally and also thinking specifically about Europe.
4.1.5.1.2. Personification
It has been noted that ontological metaphors occur frequently within the
concept of peace. Ontological metaphors help us understand the world around
us in terms that we are familiar with, e.g. peace is a frail object. These
metaphors specify different kinds of objects, give us different metaphoric
models and help us focus on different aspects of these objects (Lakoff25 - 28).
One of the most typical examples of the ontological metaphor is
personification which can be defined as a metaphor that specifies a physical
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object as if it was a person. The investigation in this case study shows that the
following concepts are subject to personification:
a) the categories of the West and the East:
styky mezi Zapadem a Vychodem contacts between the West and the
East
b) individual countries:
CSSR bude dale rozvijet spolupraci
Sovetsky svaz zauj ima kladny postoj
Spojene staty jsou pripraveny znicit
celou Evropu
jsou to Spojene staty, ktere rozhoduji
o tom, co se bude dit s temito zbranemi
and
the CSSR will further develop co-
operation,
the Soviet Union is positive about
[...],
the United States is prepared to
destroy the whole of Europe,
it is the United States who decides
what will happen with these
weapons,
c) names of cities which act as metonymical references to respective countries:
pomery mezi Bonnem a Prahou
natlakove akce Washingtonu
relations between Bonn and
Prague,
pressurising activities from
Washington.
The mechanisms of personification do not only specify physical objects in
human terms. This process can be developed further and various aspects of
human beings can be added to the personified objects. Consequently, such
constructions as "v zajmu cele Evropy je" 'it is in the interests of the whole of
Europe' or "bude kategoricky zadat vetsi 'financni obeti' zapadni Evropy" 'it
will categorically demand bigger "financial sacrifices" of Western
Europe'allow us to see Europe as a troubled person who needs to sacrifice and
who is under threat of losing her40 life. The United States is seen, not only as
an opponent to Europe but, as an even more dangerous figure prepared to
destroy her.
40Evropa in Czech is a feminine noun. This is why the feminine gender was allocated
to the noun in the translation into English.
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....1.5.2. Battle Versus Peace, Work and Labour: the Lexicon
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The lexicon of verbs and nouns used in the peace discourse of Czech
newspapers in the 80s is not one of striking military language. I would suggest
that the selection of verbs and nouns shifts it much closer to the lexicon of
work and labour. Verbs ucastnit se, ptispivat/pitspet, mohutnet and silit 'to
participate. to contribute, to grow in size and to strengthen' include attributes
of team work, general public voluntary involvement in the activity, elements of
creativity and systematically directed mass beneficial effort. The basic sense
of the word work indicates activity, effort and achievement (Williams 334 -
37). Communist ideology stresses the consciousness of the physical and mental
human activity in the concept of work. It is claimed that it was only the
socialist order that freed a man from being exploited and the communist
ideology elaborated a theory that in the communist order work will cease to
exist as a labour for one's livelihood and will become a man's need.
(Encyklopedicky slovnik 929 - 30)
If one agrees with the suggestion that the concept of peace may be equivalent
to the welfare of people, i.e. the welfare of the work force, and carefully
considers the concept of work as a part of the construction process aimed to
achieve that welfare and conducted by the people for whom work is a need,
then the categories of peace and work within the concept of Europe will be
linked.
Ideologies are demonstrated through certain slogans and patterns. Political
groups usually do not wish to remain open only to a handful of the chosen;
they wish to gain power, spread, and recruit new members. However, to simply
state one's views or ideas will not be sufficient to make others adopt those
views, change their routines, abandon their expectations, and act in accordance
with one's plans and desires. It is necessary to employ persuasive strategies.
In his essay Politics and the English Language George Orwell states: "In our
time, political speech and writing are largely the defence of the indefensible"
(Lanuage, Power and Ideology 87). How else can the actions of countries
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involved in increasing military potential and continuing to threaten others with
a nuclear conflict while pointing to their peace efforts be explained other than
purely as defending the indefensible and convincing the general public of the
truths of the argument. Persuasive language is not intended to appeal primarily
to reason but to the expectation and emotions of the recipients. The purpose of
persuasion is not to inform the recipients but to make them believe, and
eventually to make them act in accordance with their beliefs. Thus conviction
is the primary aim of persuasion.
Somig states that intelligibility is a prerequisite of persuasion - this is why
those who are most easily trusted are those who sound most like the recipients.
For the act of persuasion to be effective, the person to be convinced needs to
understand all segments of the information communicated to him. Furthermore,
the recipient of the information needs to adjust his views, i.c. to identify
himself, to that which is being insinuated (Language, Power and Ideology 98 -
109). The mechanisms of seduction work differently to those of persuasion.
Tactics of seduction employ trust in the truth and/or the credibility of the
arguments. In the process of seduction, mutual understanding is not the
primary goal. Through seduction attempts are made to make those who are
being seduced "to do things as if on their own impulse but really upon
instigation from outside [. . .]. the victims of seduction know they are being
conditioned and controlled against their will instead of acting upon their own
decisions" (98).
Somig points out that different ideologies employ strategies similar to
seduction and persuasion although these ideologies "concentrate on different
aspects of behaviour depending on what is regarded as reasonable, respectable
and righteous"(98).
Although it would be naive to expect that normal Czechs would identify
themselves with communist bosses, there are aspects that need to be considered
to understand why so many of them would eventually be convinced or seduced
to comply with the ideological line. Two of the aspects are the frequency and
intensity of persuasion, the other one is the process of delivering official
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propaganda. The propaganda is performed on two levels: the first being the
level of censorship and the second the level of controlled disinformation of the
general public. The process of conviction works mainly on cognitive
argumentative basis not on the trust in the trust. Furthermore, being convinced
of the truth of an argument or an idea in the first place doesn't prevent one
from changing his mind later or having had his mind changed (97).
One of those who endured the years of socialist propaganda and neither
changed his mind nor had his mind changed is Petr Fidelius. I am quoting his
opinion on the automation operating the works of a totalitarian language since
this provides another view of the potential of the concept of peace in
communist ideology which is essential to understand the concept of peace in
socialist ideology:
Jak funguje takova totalitni fee v komunistickem provedeni, 0 tom
marne vsichni dost a dost zkusenosti. Pfipomeiime si tento
mechanismus alespoii na nekolika pfikladech.
Zmacknerne trebas tlacitko "mir": rozsviti se svetylko a naskoci
.xlemokracie" a vzapeti nato "socialismus". Jiny mozny fetezec: "mir"
kr k'' I'd" " . I'" Od "d" "
- "po 0 -" I - "strana - "SOCIa Ismus. .. pove Je uz
pfedem naprogramovana: .mfr" je ve skutecnosti "ideologicky boj"[ ..
.] .
All of us have plenty experience of the mechanisms of the communist
version of totalitarian talk. Let's remind ourselves of this mechanism
with several examples.
For instance we will press the button with the word "peace": the light
will go on and will show the word "democracy" and immediately after
that "socialism". Another possible combination: "peace" - "progress" -
"mankind" - "the party" - "socialism". . . The answer has been pre-
programmed: "peace" is in fact "ideological war" [ ... ]. (Fidelius 184)
Fidelius presents the totalitarian language as a set of ready-made building
blocks used in particular circumstances. The communist political leaders were
of course well aware of the ideologically split continent and it was their
intention to support the image of a split Europe. Wodak, who examines various
areas of political discourse, identifies mechanisms and functions of political
jargons by stating that:
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"Political groups need their own language and to portray themselves via this
language; they define their territory by means of their language; they signal
their ideology through certain slogans and stereotypes; their ideological
structure is joined together in a certain way and so is their argumentation."
(Language, Power and Ideology 137)
The research of the concept of Europe based on articles mapping its use pre
November 1989 have only confirmed the above statement The language and
stereotypes in the main ideological concept of both the East and the West show
that the two blocs are highly antagonistic. There are only limited elements of
unification or genuine co-operation between them. Therefore I conclude that
the initial theoretical suggestion of the concept EUROPE IS BATTLEFIELD has
been confirmed.
4.1.6. 1987 - 1989: EUROPE IS A BUILDING SITE
In 1987 a white flag was waved on the battlefield of Europe. In the speech to
commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Great October Revolution, Mikhail
Gorbachev first introduced his vision of the Common European House. This
move brought along a breeze of fresh air into the stuffy atmosphere of Europe
which was threatened by nuclear conflict. This is documented in 1987 when
the Czechoslovak Prime Minister Lubomir Strougal mentions budovdni nove
Evropy 'building new Europe' in the greetings to the European Commission's
Convention. The expression of building a new Europe was documented only
once and it can be concluded from the article that the "new" attribute of Europe
prerequisites removing obstacles in European co-operation and development of
corresponding political and economic infrastructure.
It could be claimed that it was the second time in the history of Europe that the
Soviet Union took a step towards European integration. As Peter Coffey
argues, the first time, which was the earliest and the most significant move to
European integration on a wider scale, came from the USSR and the Eastern
European states and resulted in the foundation of the Council of the Mutual
Economic Assistance in 1949 (The Future of Europe, 22). Gorbachev's image
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of Europe thus initiated a process which can be illustrated in the gradual shift
form the concept of EUROPE IS ABATTLEFIELD to EUROPE IS ABUILDING SITE.
The idea of the Common European House is interpreted by some primarily as a
disarmament process, e.g. the secretary of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the USSR Alexander Jakovlev explains how the
Communist Party of the USSR understands the concept:
31) Jak my chapeme tento problem a zejmena myslenku spolecneho
evropskeho domu? Vzdyt' jeho budovani zahajil helsinsky proces, kdyz
evropske staty pochopily, ze starym zpusobem nelze dale zit [...].
How do we understand the problem and mainly the idea of the
Common European House? Its construction was launched by the
Helsinki Process when the European countries understood that we could
not live the old way [ ... ].
Others expand the initial interpretation of disarmament dialogues and extend it
to a process of spiritual and intellectual revival of Europe:
32) Budujeme evropsky dum
Zvlastni pozomost byla pfi jednani venovana Evrope a navrhu na
budovani "celoevropskeho domu", ktery predlozil Michail Gorbacov.
Prezident Francois Mitterand charakterizoval tento navrh jako velkou
myslenku,
We are building the European House
During the negotiations, particular attention was paid to Europe and the
proposal to build the "Europe-wide house" presented by Mikhail
Gorbachev. President Francois Mitterand characterised the proposal as
a powerful idea.
The following quotation is from 1989. While the articles the topic of which is
situation on the European continent gradually use the imagery of the Common
European House more and more, the military terminology and imagery has not
been abandoned yet.
33) Na otazku, co povazuji za hlavni stycne body mezi Vychodem a
Zapadem z hlediska moznosti urychlit proces sblizovani v Evrope,
budovat onen "evropsky dum", vsichni shodne zduraznili, ze hlavni je
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vseobecne pochopeni nezbytnosti zajistit, na nasem kontinentu
bezpecnost.
In a reply to the question what they consider to be the main point of
contact between the East and the West regarding speeding up the
process of bringing one another closer within Europe and to construct
the "European House", everybody univocally stressed the general
understanding of the need to make our continent safe.
The content of the selected quotation is most characteristic for Common
European House talk at that time. A range of issues raised in connection with
the topic expands. Co-operation in ecology, culture, and genuine appreciation
of each other's contribution to the common goals instead of confrontation are
mentioned more frequently. The imagery of a house and the process of the
construction that will be carried out in several stages are developed further in
the sentence: "Podle jeho nazoru bude spolecny nerozdeleny evropsky dum
postaven postupne -- a prazske setkani je takovym stupnem kjeho realizaci"
'In his opinion the common undivided European House will be built in several
stages - - and the Prague meeting is one stage to its completion' .41
4.1.6.1. The Lexicon
The lexicon of European discourse can be divided in accordance with the main
political concepts into two groups. They are the surviving lexicon of military
language and the language of construction, co-operation, and development:
a) military language:
• obraz nepfitele
• zajistit bezpecnost
• stycne body
• valecne riziko
• odzbrojovaci proces
• modernizace zbrani
the image of the enemy
to provide security
points of contact/liaison
danger of war
process of disarmament
modernisation of weapons
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b) language of co-operation and construction:
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• proces sblizovani
• Evropa hledala spolecny jazyk
• spolecne zasady prestavby
• jednat co nejkonstruktivneji
• rezervy v informovanosti
• podkopat helsinsky proces
• [hodnoty] je treba zachovat a
prohlubovat
• pracovat spolecne
the process of getting closer
Europe looked for a common
language
joint principles of reconstruction
to act in the most constructive way
reserve in keeping people informed
to undermine the Helsinki process
the values need to be maintained and
and embedded more deeply
to work together
Developments in personification mirror the changes within the political climate
of Europe. Examination of personification reveals that Europe remains
portrayed as a distressed, threatened person who decides to arm herself in the
expectation of an attack although being uncertain of where the blow will come
from and why. Compared to the person before 1988, the new Europe realises
that retaliation is not the only solution. She would like to communicate and
attempts to connect with her potential attackers and searches for a mutually
acceptable language.
4.1.7. Summary or From A BATTLEFIELD to A BUILDING SITE
The spectrum of European imagery followed between approximately 1980 and
April 1989 was not static. The imagery of Europe being tom apart by internal
conflicts, and therefore defined as EUROPE IS A BATTLEFIELD, was the
prevailing one. We could also observe other streams of imagery, within the
theme of Europe such as EUROPE IS A TROULED PERSON or PEACE IS WORK.
Through the course of time, the heavy military lexicon and imagery gradually
developed into a more refined one. Since 1987 a new concept of Europe as a
building site has emerged, however the metaphoric concept of EUROPE IS A
BATTLEFILED has not completely vanished from the political scene. It is
possible to claim that the two concepts are beginning to co-exist alongside each
other. The two neighbouring clans of the West and the East begin to recognise
41 Svatava Hodfkova, "Hovoffrne s ucastnfky prazskeho kolokvia 0 evropskem dome/
Obrysy se uz rysuji," Prace 3 Apr. 1989:3.
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that the current situation is unbearable for both. They realise they should learn
to live next to each other amicably but old strife is not easy to leave behind.
The development within the concept of Europe between 1987 and November
1989 can be summarised in the quotation: "We cannot move in yet but the
layout of the house is being drawn".42 I will follow the imagery from April
1989 onwards to establish if the construction of the Common European House
is going to progress and what other streams of imagery will develop alongside.
42 Svatava Hodikova, "Hovofirne s ucastnfky prazskeho kolokvia 0 evropskem dome/
Obrysy se uz rysuji," Prace 3 Apr. 1989:3.
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4.11. From Europe to the European Union
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Discussions about the need to return to Europe commenced soon after 17
November 1989. Although occasional references'r' state that "Back to Europe"
was a revolutionary slogan, I did not find any written records substantiating the
claim either in the printed media or in studies debating the time in question. A
study by Nadezda Kvitkova is the only academic account that is currently
available" of the Velvet Revolution's slogans. Kvitkova follows the network
of "mobilising texts" in Prague underground stations and other public places in
the revolutionary period of 1989. Her study covers the persuasive function of
the texts written by anonymous authors and their gradually changing focus.
Quotations by ancient and classical authors, renowned Czech personalities, and
quotations from the Bible were recorded. Kvitkova classifies them as ethical
messages and proof of the fact that the revolution identified itself with a wider
European context and values of Christianity. However she does not report the
existence of a slogan urging the nation to return to Europe. 45
Calls to return to Europe are connected mostly to the changing political
orientation of the country and emerged from the political discourse as the
following text will show:
43 Pro a proti, www.konzervativci.cz/pU/197/proti.html. nalezeno 7. 10.2002; lana
Smidova: Zpatky do Evropy, Lidove noviny 22. 9. 1990, s. 1
44 as at December 2002.
45 The slogan Back to Europe is discussed and its message explained in several articles
published in Lidove noviny in 1990, for example in:
lifi Hanak:, "Predvolebni," Lidove noviny 2 May 1990: 1,
LadisJav Hejdanek, "Navrat do Evropy," Lidove noviny 18 May 1990: 1,
lana Smidova, "Zpatky do Evropy," Lidove noviny 22 Sep. 1990:1.
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4.11.1. Political Affairs and Business Matters
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Similar to the first section of the case study I will start the investigation of the
imagery within the topic ofpolitics and business
4. II.l.l.Imagery of Europe between November 1989 and December 1990
Quotations 34 - 36 show how the proper nouns Evropa was used immediately
after the revolution, i.e. in November and December 1989:
34) Vychodni Evropa v pohybu
Geograficky to neni zrovna presne - tak tfeba Berlin nebo Praha lezi dal
na zapad nez vychodneji situovana Videii. Presto se dlouha desetileti
hovori, hlavne na zaklade zcela jinych kriterii nez eiste zemepisnych 0
dvou Evropach, vychodni a zapadni.
Eastern Europe on the Move
Geographically it's not very precise -- for example Berlin and Prague
are located further west than the more easterly-situated Vienna. Despite
this, we have for many years spoken about two Europes, eastern and
western, based mainly on criteria other than geographical ones.
This article recognises the division of Europe into East and West on principles
other than those of geography. It has been stated in the study that the presumed
main incentive for dividing the continent is the application of geopolitical and
interest views. The following quotations are from interviews; the first two from
an interview with a West German politician Wolfgang Mischnick (35 and 36),
the third quotation form an inteview with a Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevarnadze (37):
35) Q:Pane pfedsedo, jak vy, jako zkuseny politik, vidite budoucnost
Evropy?
A:Vidim sanci pro vYvoj evropskeho rniroveho uspofadani, chcete-li
k budovani celoevropskeho domu. [...] Cim vice postoupi odzbrojeni
kupredu, tim Iehci bude nastolit mirovy poradek v Evrope.
Q: Mr Chairman, how do you as an experienced politician, see the
future of Europe?
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A: I can see. a chan.ce for the development of European peace
arrangements, If you WIsh, a chance for building a Common European
House. [...] The more the disarmament goes ahead, the easier it will be
to establish a peace order in Europe.
The metaphor of the Common European House, built on the foundations of
commonly shared principles, is used. At the time in question, the commonly
shared principles in reality represented disarmament. The article documents
that a division of Europe into two blocs with different economic and political
structures persists. However the two blocs are not seen to be strictly
antagonistic; it is hoped that they may settle their differences. Europe
connected with the attribute of "new" is used to refer to a continent where
boundaries between countries will be superfluous.
The interview with Wolfgang Mischnick continues:
36) Q:Jak vidite, pane predsedo, postaveni Ceskoslovenska v Evrope]
A'Ceskoslovensko je soucasti stfedni Evropy a doufam, ze se bude brzy
uchazet 0 to, byt poradnim clenem Evropske rady a jit stejnym smerem,
jako jine zeme stiedni Evropy ke smluvnim vztahum s radou.
Q:Mr Chairman, how do you see the position of Czechoslovakia in
Europe?
A:Czechoslovakia is an integral part of Central Europe and I hope that
it will soon apply for advisory membership in the European Council
and it will follow the same direction towards treaty relations with the
council as other Central European countries are doing.
The answer suggests that Czechoslovakia is well integrated into Central
Europe. The speaker hopes that the country will develop a fair and respectful
relationship with the European Council. However it is possible to speculate that
in the context of the article the country is excluded from being a European
country despite being recognised as a Central European country. The answer
suggests that only after agreements between the European Council and the
Czechoslovak Republic have been signed, the country might have a chance to
delete the adjective Central from the Central European attribute, which it is at
present, associated with.
The second article reports on a meeting between the Soviet Foreign Minister
Edvard Shevamadze and Western European politicians:
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37) Sovetsky ministr [zahranicnich veci Eduard Sevarnadze] se
v pondeli setkal se svym belgickym protej skem Markem Eysikensem.
Vyslovil se pfi tom pro vytvofeni noveho ekonomickeho prostoru
v Evrope vzajemnyrn propojenim ekonomik zapadnich a vychodnich
zemi.] ...] SSSR se chce podilet na cinnosti Banky pro rozvoj a
modernizaci vychodni Evropy [...] tento proces bude zalezet na ochote
USA k obdobnimu stazeni svych jednotek ze zapadni Evropy.
The Soviet Minister [of foreign affairs Edvard Shevarnadze] met his
Belgian counterpart Mark Eysikens on Monday. At the event, he
expressed his support for the formation of a new economic space in
Europe through linking the economies of Western and Eastern
countries.[ ...J the USSR wishes to participate in the activities of the
Bank for Development and Modernisation of Eastern Europe [ ...] the
process will be determined by the willingness of the USA to withdraw
its troops from Western Europe.
Although both articles are published on the same day and even next to each
other on the same page, they demonstrate substantially different concepts of
Europe used by German and Soviet speakers. Whilst Mischnik introduces the
European imagery used in a Western European political discourse into Czech
political talk, the article about Shevarnadze follows the divided Europe concept
that was described in the previous section. Mischnick's description of Europe
is based upon the following conceptual structuring:
a) Europe purely as the European continent
b) Europe as a structure
c) Metonymical concept, 'pars pro toto', - i.e. 'Western Europe' for 'Europe'.
This is based on the presumption that if the institutions referred to by
Mischnick as Common European were of a truly European nature, these
Eastern European countries listed in the following citation from (35) would
have already joined them:
(see 35) [...] celoevropske instituce nejsou pro ne [read Mad'arsko,
Sovetsky svaz, Polsko etc.] pfilis vzdalene,
[.. .] the Common European institutions are not [read Hungary, the
Soviet Union, Polsko, etc.] too distant for them.
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Although intentions to withdraw the dividing screen between the East and the
West are revealed in the interview with Mischnick, the division is still
detectable. Czechoslovakia's hopes for speedy integration are built up and the
tactic of labelling Czechoslovakia as a Central European country, instead of
Eastern European one, is used to obtain the country's trust and boost its self-
confidence. In the interview with Shevarnadze the image of the USSR is
reminiscent of the examples presented in (2) and (10) of the previous section.
The USSR welcomes Western European proposals but remains alert since the
West continues to be the enemy and cannot yet be trusted. The United States
still represents the decisive force driving Western Europe.
The two ideologies meet in these two interviews and their strikingly different
approaches to the nature of Europe are represented in the languages they use to
describe their hopes and intentions.
The following diagrams were drawn to illustrate the differences In
Mischnick's and Shevarnadze's visions of Europe.
Diagram j: Shevamadze's interpretation:
EUROPE
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Diagram k: Mischnick's interpretation:
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4.II.1.1.2.Views on the Return to Europe in 1990
The then-President, Vaclav Havel, spoke of his vision of Czechoslovakia's
position in Europe in his New Year's address of 1990. He used a quotation
from President Masaryk to remind his fellow citizens of Jesus, Caesar,
Komensky, and Chelcicky:
38) NciS prvni prezident napsal: JeziS, nikoli Caesar. Navazoval tim na
Chelcickeho i Komenskeho. Dnes tato idea v nas opet ozila. Troufam si
rict, ze snad dokonce marne moznost sifit jidal a vnest tak do evropske
i svetove politiky novy prvek. Z nasi zeme budeme-li chtit, muze uz
natrvalo vyzarovat laska, touha po porozumeni, sila ducha a myslenky.
Our first President wrote: Jesus, not Caesar. In this manner he adhered
to both Chelcicky and Komensky, Nowadays, this idea has been
revived. I dare to say that we may even have the possibility to spread it
further and thus bring a new element into European and world politics.
If we wish it, love, a desire for understanding, and the power of spirit
and thought can shine forth from now on from our country.
Havel continued:
Jsme mala zeme, ale presto jsme byli kdysi duchovni kfizovatkou
Evropy. Proc bychom se ji opet nemohli stat? Nebyl by to dalsi vklad,
jimz bychom mohli oplacet jinym pomoc, kterou budeme od nich
potrebovat?
We are only a small country but, despite that, we were once the spiritual
crossroads of Europe. Why can't we regain this position? Wouldn't that
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be another gift by which we could repay others the help we will need
from them?
Havel's view of the European dimension of the country is clearly focused on
the principles of humanity, understanding, and the spiritual and intellectual
power of the country. He is aware that a change of regime alone is not
sufficient to embed strong moral principles in the country's people. Although
Havel does not explicitly call for "a return to Europe", he hopes for the country
and its people to return to the focus of European matters of good will and
prosperity by referring to the position at the crossroads where European paths,
people, cultures and ideas meet. One could ask what is the essence of the truly
European dimension in Havel's speech? I would suggest that it does not
necessarily mean input from the entire continent, but first and foremost
principles he perceives as European: humanity, morality, equality, and fairness
together with principles of Christianity.
The Prime Minster Marian Calfa introduced a considerably more down-to-
earth plan of the events as described in the interview "Otevrit se svetu"
'Opening up to the World' which is also the first written record of the "return
to Europe" slogan in my survey. The interview was published on 2 January
1990:
39) Q: Hovofi se 0 navratu Ceskoslovenska do Evropy? Co si pod tim
predstavujete?
A: Skutecne otevreni se svetu. Zalezi nam na rozvoji vzajemne vyhodne
hospodarske spoluprace se vsemi zememi sveta, Mnohem hlubsi a
efektivnejsi musi byt v RVHP. Klademe duraz na navazani kontaktu
s Evropskymi spolecenstvimi, marne zajem 0 konkretni spolupraci
s ostatnimi zememi. Ekonomicka spoluprace predpoklada dobre vztahy
v politicke a kulturni oblasti Podilet se na budovani spolecneho
evropskeho domu v zajmu miru a pratelstvi mezi narody, v zajmu lidi
zijicich na nasem kontinente i v celem svete - to je zakladem nasi
politiky. Odstraiiovani zatarasu na spolecnych hranicich s NSR a
Rakouskem, to je zacatek a symbol naseho postupu, zacatek
hospodarskeho a politickeho procesu navraceni se do naruce
svobodnych evropskych narodu.
Q: Is the return of Czechoslovakia to Europe being discussed? How do
you understand this process?
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A: As truly opening up to the world. We care about the development of
mutually beneficial economic co-operation with all countries in the
world. It [development] must be much deeper and more effective in the
CMEA. We stress the establishment of contacts with the European
Community, we are interested in co-operation with other countries.
Economic co-operation assumes good relations in politics and culture.
The foundation of our politics is to participate in the building of a
Common European House in the interest of peace, friendship amongst
nations, in the interest of people living on in our continent and in the
world. The removal of barriers on the borders between our country,
Germany and Austria is the starting point and the symbol of our
progress, the beginning of the economic and political process of the
return to the embrace of free European nations.
Calfa's explanation of the return to Europe has been quoted extensively, since
it is one of the first definitions of the slogan aimed at the general public as
officially printed in the national press. I wish to highlight two aspects of the
above quotation as they constitute the key points of the study:
1. the imagery of Europe
2. the definition of Europe
It would be satisfying to conclude the political development in Europe with the
optimistic slogan by FRG Communist Party Chairman Martha Buschmann:
"We cannot move in yet, but the layout of the house is being drawn".46
However, to obtain a full picture of the imagery, it is necessary to follow its
development further. We could presume that the optimistic prediction will
come true; development within the imagery of Europe as a house will remain
undisturbed and the construction of the Common European House will go
ahead. I will examine the validity of this assumption in the next section and I
will base my work on the development within the metaphoric image of Europe.
46 Svatava Hodikova, "Hovofime s ucasmiky prazskeho kolokvia 0 evropskem dome/
Obrysy se uz t)'suji, " Prace 3 Apr. 1989: 3.
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... .11.1.2. The Imagery of Europe after 1990
4.11.1.2.1. The Com/non European House
]42
Although the designer, Mikhail Gorbachev, sketched his vision of the Common
European House, different architects had different ideas about the plan of the
house and its foundations. Some European politicians reached a common
understanding of the phrase based on ideas of peace, disarmament, respect for
each other, and mutual assistance and seemed to be committed to the
development process. Others, mainly the more conservative ones from the
communist states, were not pleased by either the vision of the two German
states as two "neighbouring apartments" or the "new house rules" (Musolff 94
- 95). Since they were still Soviet allies and were not supposed to oppose
Soviet policies and thus cause instability within the Eastern bloc, they followed
Soviet guidelines.
After the events of 1989 brought down the Berlin Wall and led to the
disintegration of the Soviet empire and fundamental changes in the Central and
Eastern European countries, the situation on the European building site
diversified. The metaphor which was once so appealing and received so much
attention from both politicians and the media gradually became old-fashioned
and obsolete - at least for Western European politicians and media. Musolff
reports that in the corpus his team used to examine the metaphoric images of
Europe, there were only a few texts between 1990 and 1991 referring to this
concept" and "by 1993/ 94 the once potent model only received either a
nostalgic acknowledgment or [...] derision. Mikhail Gorbachev's Common
European House always raised hackles (as anyone who has ever shared a flat
with a large aggressive rather untidy person with little money will understand"
(Musolff 98).
Gradually it becomes obvious that while some hoped to build a shared house
where all parties would enjoy the same standard of living and show
consideration to each other, others decided to protect and fortify their living
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quarters against potential neighbours who were not up to their standard. Before
we commence our investigation into which structures are erected on the
EUROPEAN BUILDING SITE, it should be stated that the EUROPEAN HOUSE
imagery did not die. In the coverage of negotiations leading to the Treaty of
Maastricht, the British and German media revived the house metaphor. The
new version is different to Gorbachev's original idea and the concept of a
European House is related exclusively to the European Community. It is stated
that:
The Treaty itself introduced the quasi-technical metaphor of the three
pillars of decision making in the ED [...] . There are new, creative uses
of the European House metaphor, designed to polemicise against the
problematic development in various flats. The Guardian [...]
sarcastically described the Europhobic tendencies of the Tory Euro-
debates as marking Britain off as a "social misfit" in the neighbourhood
or house community: "Those people at number 15 who won't answer
the door and do that late night screaming."[. . .] One German
commentator castigated the 'nouveau-riche' - type Germans as arrogant
occupiers of the first floor apartment, who deemed the wastebasket
good enough for foreign asylum seekers. However, they and the
"Eurocrats' who saw themselves as Europe's architects might one day
find themselves in the same position as the builders of the tower of
Babel, whom God punished for their pride [...]." (Musolff98)
The conditions in the newly built, constantly refurbished and extended
EUROPEAN HOUSE, in the context of ED, are far from idyllic, as is clearly
demonstrated by Musolff. The following investigation will follow the situation
in the Central and Eastern European sector of the building site.
4.11.1.2.2. FORTRESS EUROPE
The study of the discourse in Czech newspapers revealed the presence of a
group of metaphors within the STRUCTURE domain that can be labelled
FORTRESS EUROPE. Several examples were found where the Czech discourse
adopted the lexicon of the FORTRESS EUROPE image and introduced it in the
Czech media, for instance:
47 For more details see Musolff: MirrorImages of Europe, p. 3 - 4
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40) Svedsko vstupuje na most do Evropy
N~~stek svedske ministryne zahranici fika: Musime [ ...] pfekrocit
urcite mosty.
Sweden Steps onto the Bridge to Europe
The Swedish Deputy Foreign minister says: We must [... ] cross certain
bridges.
41) Vychodni Evropa chce posilovat vztahy se Zapadoevropskou unii
Smyslem fora sice bylo rozvinout vztahy zemi byvaleho vychodniho
bloku se ZEU jako budoucim politicko-bezpecnostnim pilfrem Evropy [
...].
Eastern Europe Wants to Strengthen Relations with the Western
European Union
The purpose of the forum was to develop relations between the former
Eastern bloc countries with WEU as the future political and safety pillar
of Europe [...].
The above citation makes implicit references to concepts like vychodni Evropa
'Eastern Europe', Zapadoevropska unie 'the Western European Union', and
Evropa 'Europe' united on the grounds of political and military agreements.
The recognition of the three concepts together with the recognition of a
structure metaphor in 1993 was a continuation of the tools used earlier at the
tum of the '80s and the '90s. The observation of two co-existing concepts of
Europe as a battlefield and Europe as a building-site based on the newspaper
discourse in 1989 could only be reinstated in the 1990s. The imagery of Europe
irreversibly divided into the East and the West was still recognised in 1995
when "Vaclav Havel Called upon the West to Be Braver", "Vticlav Havel
vyzval Zdpad k veffi odvaze", by stating that:
42) Bude-li Zapad prilis dlouho vahat s integraci postkomunistickych
zemi do svych demokratickych struktur, muze se po nejake dobe pouze
divit. Demoni, kteff nebudou spoutani na Vychode, proniknou zahy i na
Zapad. A eela Evropa tim promami historickou sanci stat se poprve
kontinentem mirove spoluprace vsech [ ...].
If the West hesitates too long with the integration of post-communist
countries into its democratic structures, after a while they will only be
able to marvel [at what they see]. Any demons not bound in the East
will before long penetrate the West as well. And the whole of Europe
will waste a historical chance to become for the first time a continent of
peaceful co-operation for all [...].
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Although Havel's quotation did not refer to particular parts of a building, the
general term struktura 'structure' was used. The metaphor of demons troubling
the East was unique in the corpus of Europe metaphors. I felt that it offered a
rich potential to create a metaphor of Europe as a haunted house or a haunted
castle with plenty of sub-concepts within the domain of a structure metaphor.
However, no records were found of such a metaphor being adopted and further
developed in Czech European talk.
Alongside symbols of abridge, a pillar, documented above, and the expression
'structures', the symbol of doors and gates were also documented in the
European newspaper discourse:
43) "Ne" ustave zavfelo Albancum dvere do Evropy"
A "No" to the Constitution Closed the Door to Europe for the
Albanians
44) Pohubli doterove pfed branami
Skinny Pests in front of the Gates
Another journalist commented on the ED accession procedure by stating that:
45) [...] dlouhe cekani pred branamije demotivujici [...] .
[...] a long wait in front of the gates is demotivating [...].
It is the common theme of bridges, doors and gates that separates the chosen
ones safely tucked inside the fortress from those outside. Those who would
like to enter are connected with the theme ofpoor herds waiting submissively
for permission to enter:
46) Chceme, chceme k vam ,
Chce unie pfibrat nove chude cleny, nebo nec~ce? [.. ] Nyni Pevn~st
Evropa hrozi monitoringem, tresty a pokutami. A v nasem bytostnem
narodnim zajmu je - - byt' ponizeny - - vstup.
We Really Do Want to Join You
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Does the union want to take on new poor members or not? [...] At
present Fortress Europe threatens monitoring, punishment and
sanctions. And entry, humiliating as it may be, is is in our fundamental
national interest.
47) Se zaimemjsem precetl clanek [ ...] Nechaji nas Irove pred
b ·?ranaml ..
I read with interest the article [...] 'Will the Irish leave us standing in
front of the gates?'.
It needs to be pointed out that all quoted articles, with the exception of Havel's
quotation, discuss the topic of EU enlargement and all articles but one,
"Svedsko vstupuje na most do Evropy" 'Sweden Steps onto the Bridge to
Europe', were written by Czech speakers. Therefore it can be presumed that the
citations provide a natural representation of the FORTRESS EUROPE metaphor
and lexicon in the Czech newspaper discourse.
If the metaphoric domain of structure as reported by Musolff is compared with
the identical metaphoric domain in Czech political discourse, it is revealed that
Czech discourse adopted a limited number of elements from the Western
architectural imagery. Only the themes of bridges, pillars, doors, gates, and a
fortress became well-established in the Czech environment. The focus of the
articles within which these images can be found, i.e. European Union
discussions, is identical for both Western European and Czech discourse. In
Czech newspaper discourse the metaphors of Europe as a structure were not
found in articles focusing on topics other than EU and its enlargement. As no
innovative procedures that would reflect Czech specific features were applied
to these structure metaphors, their range remains limited to the use recorded in
the source discourse. What was treated in a more creative way were the aspects
of national pride. While Musolff reports the lexicon of landlords, neighbours,
community, neighbourhood, and occupiers with the strongest recorded
expression of social misfits in the field denoting the inhabitants in the Common
European House (Musolff 93 - 104), Czech discourse goes further than that. A
sarcastic approach was used to tackle the issues of national identity and
national pride. Therefore the candidate countries are labelled as beggars,
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paupers and criminals" who will be sanctioned, punished and treated very
rigidly. Consequently, it can be stated that the metaphor that was adopted
previously of EUROPE IS A HOUSE after 1989 has been gradually abandoned and
transformed in ED discourse into an architectural image of a FORTRESS.
4.11.1.2.3. EUROPE IS A SCHOOL
A specific domain of metaphors which can be termed EUROPE IS A SCHOOL
resulted from the process of preparation for accession procedures. The media
often use the tool of personification to inform on the procedures through which
Europe gains the ultimate power, force and authority to be a potential conflict
solver and ruler. Europe's supreme position and alleged abilities give her the
role of a mentor.
48) Verheugen: Letosni hodnoceni kandidatu neoznacf premianty
Verheugen: This Year's Evaluation of Candidates Will Not Identify the
Star Pupils
49) [...] elaborat evropskych komisahi je pro Ceskou republiku [...J
dobrym vysvedcenim.
[...] the European commissioners' concoction represents a good school
report for the Czech Republic [...].
50) Reparaty asi nehrozi, nedostatky se ale trpet nebudou
There May Not Be Threat of Re-sits, but Flaws Will Not Be Tolerated
Europe as an ultimate force - - as discussed above in connection with solving
conflicts and injustice - - is given a different dimension here. Her supreme
position and alleged abilities give her the role of a mentor. Musolff does not
report the imagery of EUROPE IS SCHOOL in Mirror Images of Europe but he
acknowledges the sporadic presence of this metaphoric domain within German
and British discourse in his book Metaphor and Political Discourse": To
48 Petr Kambersky, "Chceme, chceme k vam," MF Ones 27 July 2002: A6.
49 The SCHOOL AND DISCIPLINE source domain takes seventh position, according to the
overall number of passages from British and German public discourse in the corpus of
eleven source domains (12).
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understand why this imagery is popular in the Czech context, we need to
consider relations between the former Communist states and the Western bloc.
Norman Davies offers an observation about the relationship between West and
East which, together with Lakoff and Johnson's model of how our experience
is conceptualised, helps to understand the frequent use of the theme by the
Czech media. Davis believes that West's attitude to outsiders has long been a
patronising one: "They have to learn from us while we don't have to learn from
them -- there is nothing to be learned from them." 50 Lakoff and Johnson state
that "it is by means of conceptualizing our experience [...] that we pick out the
"important" aspects of an experience. And by picking out what is "important"
in the experience, we categorize the experience, understand it, and remember
if' (Lakoff and Johnson 83). By applying Davies' observation onto Lakoff and
Johnson's model, one can conclude that it is the experience ofmentoring which
results in regular evaluations and subsequent reports to bring the Czech
Republic up to a "certain standard" and this links it with the experience of
school. Czech journalists naturally employed school-related metaphors to make
the situations clear to all their readers. In doing so they added their own value
judgments about the process. The same may have happened in other Central
and Eastern European countries.
4.II.1.2.4. Personification of Europe
My investigation of Czech military discourse revealed that media often
personified Europe and the evidence for this is discussed in this section of the
case study and also presented in the section investigating the definition of
Europe. Although this section concentrates on the imagery of Europe, the
issues of the definition of Europe cannot be avoided and I briefly mention them
below.
The imagery of Europe as a troubled or frightened person, portrayed in the
discourse before 1989, was re-established in the '90s and can be traced
50 Tomas Sniegoii, "Norman Davies: Evropska unie? Experiment, ale nutny." Salon c.
291: 1, Pravo 24 October 2002. In this citation "us" denotes the Western Europeans
and "they" those from Central and Eastern Europe.
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throughout the entire political and military discourse between 1980 and 2000
with simultaneously occurring images of Europe as an architectural structure.
The image of a structure such as FORTRESS EUROPE on one hand evokes a
castle, refuge or a shelter but on the other hand, it also evokes solid grounds,
ruling power and the ability to stand up for something. The notions of the
power, strength, force, and protection of one's own principles show Europe as
a force capable of helping the weak. The three images of Europe as a
BATTLEFIELD, a STRUCTURE and a SAVIOUR coexist in Czech military discourse
and they can be detected through the whole period between 1990 and 2000:
51) Evropaje bezmocna i v Bosne
Evropa je tvafi v tvaf valce [...] stale bezmocnejsi.]...] Evropa se
zmohla jen na vyslani pozorovatelske mise [...] . Evropa snad ani
nemohla na rozdil od Ameriky oslnit velkolepymi vojenskymi
operacemi [ ...] . Evropa vi, ze jeji zajmy se na Balkane stfetavaji.
Europe Powerless in Bosnia Too
Europe [...] is ever more powerless in the face of war . [. . .] Europe
managed only to send observer missions [...] . Perhaps Europe could
not [. . .], in contrast to America, dazzle with grand military operations
[...] . Europe knows that her interests clash in the Balkans.
52) Evropa stoji na rozcesti
Jednim z nejvetsich ukolu Evropy v novem roce 1996 je definitivne
ukoncit valku v Bosne [...].
Europe on the Crossroads
One of the biggest tasks for Europe to achieve in the new year 1996 is
to fmally end the wars in Bosnia [ ...].
53) Albanie je v agonii, Evropa si opet nevi rady
Vyspela Evropa na svych summitech sni 0 nerozdelenem kontinentu,
jednotlive staty vsak nezridka zvazuji i sebemensi prostredky, ktere by
mely obetovat na oltaf sjednocem.
Albania in Agony, Europe Is at the End of Her Wits Ag~i~ .
At summits, developed Europe dreams about an undivided continent
but individual countries often carefully consider even the smallest
sacrifice of their resources on the altar of unity.
The above examples substantiate the hypothesis that these three concepts exist
alongside one another. The concept of a battlefield was confirmed by
expressions: ukoncit valku v Bosne 'to end the was in Bosnia', Evropa je tvaii
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l'tvcif valce 'Europe is face to face with war'; the concept of an architectural
structure by the expression vyiesit krizi pied svymi dveimi 'to solve the crisis
on its doorstep'. All three citations use personification to create the metaphoric
image of Europe as a powerful decision maker or higher authority beyond the
level of individual states or regions; a person who will hopefully act as the
saviour of the European continent. In the first article no specific European
structures, either economic or military, which would define Europe are
mentioned. Europe, in the role of a saviour, is used with no attributes. In the
second article the expressions vyspela Evropa 'developed Europe' and Evropa
'Europe', with no attributes, are put on the same level of importance. The
expression zbytek Evropy 'the rest of Europe' separates Albania from Europe
to achieve the contrast between Europe as a continent and Europe as a force
able to resolve a conflict and offer help. Europe and the European Union, here
called only the Union, are also almost equivalent, although a gradual shift from
the concept of Europe as a whole to the concept of Europe as the European
Union only is achieved by inserting the names of two of the most advanced
countries in the region between the two concepts. The imagery of Europe as a
building with a closed or even locked door is used here to highlight the EU's
elitism and isolation from the south-eastern part of the continent.
4.ll.1.2.5.The Scope of European Imagery
The scope of European imagery after 1989 is wider then before the revolution
of 1989. Apart from the main streams of imagery reported here as the
battlefield, architectural structure, ruler or mentor, and an educational
institution, other minor streams represented only in a limited number of articles
were documented. Europe was portrayed for instance also as a CHESS GAMES!,
an AILING PERSON52 or a CLUBs3, the latter two fitting into the main metaphoric
domains of an institution and a person. While it was identified that the domains
of peace and work played essential roles in European discourse pre-1989 and
this was reflected accordingly in the lexicon of the discourse, no concept that
51 This metaphoric concept can be detected in "Stfedoevropska iniciativa a pristi
'Evropa regionu' " MF Dnes 27 Nov. 1992: 9.
52 Found in e.g. "Evropa si pocka na magicky rok 1996," MF Dnes 21 Jun 1996: 9.
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played such a fundamental role in European discourse after 1989 was
identified. If one concentrates solely on those texts related to the enlargement
of the European Union, then the topic of integration into the democratic
structures, sometimes paraphrased as an integration into Western Europe, does
have a major influence on the choice of European imagery and lexicon.
4.11.1.3. The Definition of Europe
Ivana Bozdechova demonstrates that the proper noun Evropa together with its
adjective evropsky have extended their meanings since 1996. The previously
geographical and political term Evropa has since then been more frequently
used to denote the European Union. The situation is caused by the practical and
pragmatic need to find an economical name. Therefore Europe and European
Union can be treated as contextual synonyms, the identification of which is
usually easy (216 - 217). This observation suggests that the situation in Czech
discourse is considerably more straightforward than in Western European
discourse because, contrary to Bozdechova, Gerlinde Hardt-Mautner finds the
term Europe itself extremely unclear. It can be used to represent the EC or it
can refer to the mainland of Europe only, excluding the British Isles. Hardt-
Europe or the Ee does not have to be conceptualised as an assembly of
individual nations, but can be seen as a whole, defined both geographically [..
.] and politically" (183 - 4). The meaning of the term Europe can be negotiable
and several shades of meaning could occur in the same text. The semantic
fuzziness characteristic of Europe extends to the adjective and the noun
European which makes the adjective European gradable. It is her opinion that
in recent discourse Europe has become malleable enough for users to
understand it and use it within the confines of particular categories (184).
As far as the geopolitical definition of Europe is concerned, Hardt-Mautner
offers the following examples of these categories:
53 Petr Kambersky, "Chceme, chceme k vam," MF Dnes 27 July 2002: A6.
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Europe defined geographically
Europe = as a whole
Europe = Continental Europe
Europe = mainland Europe only excluding the British Isles
When defined politically:
Europe = the EC
Europeans are defined as:
Europeans = supporters of the EC
Europeans = Continental Europeans
152
Possible definitions of the adiective European are:
European = belonging to "Continental Europe"
European = associated with commitment to European culture and traditions.
Used this second way, the adjective European is gradable and therefore: more
European or less European = more or less devoted to European heritage and the
European way of life.
Bozdechova and Hardt-Mautner give contradicting statements on the current
clarity of the term Europe and its adjective". According to Hardt-Mautner, the
term itself is vague, which is symptomatic of the European question. The
differences between their observations raise a question as to whether this innate
vagueness of Western European discourse could have an effect on the Czech
lexicon.
It is my task to provide an answer to the question and show whether the term
Europe and its adjective evropsky are perceived and defined clearly in Czech
newspaper discourse, or whether the Czech discourse is affected by the
ambiguity of its Western counterpart. I will look at the definition of Europe in
Czech printed media followed by the definition of the adjective evropsky, and I
will also look into newly coined expressions linked to the proper noun Evropa
whose meaning could be affected by such ambiguity.
54 Bozdechova does not comment on the expressions European and Europeans
denoting a nationality.
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A) Definitions of Europe
1) Europe defined Geographically - United Europe
153
Although I have presented mostly images of a divided Europe amongst the
quotations, it would be a mistake to presume that instances of a unified Europe
do not occur in Czech media discourse after 1989. Examples of a united
Europe and a Europe viewed purely as a continent without any geopolitical or
interest dividing lines can be found in the political, economic and geographical
sections of newspapers between 1989 and 2000:
54) Pomerne jednoznacne vitezstvi italske pravice by [...] mohlo
ovlivnit i deni v cele Evrope, [...] cela Evropa musi pocitat s prilivem
radikalnich proudu [ ] nepoliticka politika [...] asi verejny zivot
Evropy neovladne [ ] rna velkou sanci na vitezstvi kdekoli v Evrope,
A relatively unambiguous victory by the Italian right wing could [... ]
influence life across all of Europe [. . .] the whole of Europe must be
prepared for an influx of radical movements [...] the non-political
politics [...] will probably not take control of public life in Europe [..
.] it has a strong chance of victory anywhere in Europe.
2) Europe Equals the EU
The investigation of European talk in the Czech media revealed that in political
discourse, the concept of Europe often equaled the European Union. Three
newspaper articles were selected; one from a Czech source, discussing the
Czech Republic's entry into the ED from the Czech point of view, one from a
foreign source, looking at their country's entry from their point of view and
thus representing a foreign discourse debating its own country's matters, and
fmally one of the most recent examples was Austria's view on the Czech
Republic's entry and thus representing an example of Austrian political
discourse discussing Czech affairs:
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55) Evropa blizsi nez soused
Zdanlive na mile vzdaleny vstup Ceske republiky do Evropske unie
bude daleko vetsim vpadem do zivota kazdeho obcana, [ ...] Pfihlasku
do Evrop~~~ ~ie ~?dame v roce 1996. [ ...] Jsme tedy snad za pull
cesty, na jejimz pocatku bylo heslo Zpatky do Evropy.
Europe is Closer than Your Neighbour
The entry of the Czech Republic into the European Union, which seems
t? be miles away, will be a much bigger incursion into every citizen's
life. [...] We will submit our application to the EU in 1996. [...]
Hopefully we've walked more than half of the way that started with the
slogan Back to Europe.
The connection between Europe and the European Union was used twice in the
first example. Therefore there are no doubts that from the view of the Czech
author of the article the diagram showing definition of Europe is:
Diagram I:
European
Union
The second example comes from a Swiss source adopted by CTK and informs
about the issue of the EU membership and parliamentary elections in
Switzerland. Here too, a parallel between the concept of Europe and the
European Union is clearly visible:
56) Nejvetsich zisku docilily [... ] strany, ktere svou kampaii postavily
na jednoznacnem postoji k Evropske unii . [...] .Zfetelne stanovisko,
ktere zauj ali j ak socialiste, tak lidovci v otazce Evropy [...]."
The largest gains were achieved by[ . . .] parties foundin~ their
campaigns on an unambiguous attitude towards the European Umon .[ .
. .] "The clear point of view taken by both the Socialist and the People's
Party on the issue of Europe [...J."
Finally, in the third example the Austrian Chancellor expressed his country's
views on the subject by using a parallel between Europe and the European
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Union and also referring to the EU as the European Fortress. The metaphor of
a fortified building was intensified to achieve an even more impressive effect
of seclusion by equipping the door of the fortress with a latch:
57) Jeho zeme podle nej nechce bYi zavorou na dverich evropske
pevnosti.
His country, according to him, does not want to be the latch on the door
of the European fortress.
All three citations demonstrated the use of identical approaches to the concept
of Europe that, in the context of EU discussions, is equal to the European
Union. To highlight the concept of Europe marked by the borders of the
European Union, Czech European talk also developed an attribute of
dvanactihvezdickova Evropa 'twelve-star Europe' 55, others talk about
rozsiiovani Evropy na vychod 'enlargement of Europe to the East', meaning
enlargement of the ED by the post-communist countries". The adjective
evropsky 'European' was also applied to matters related to accession
procedures, for instance:
58) Dodal, ze se vstupem CR do ED by melo byt jasne feceno, ze
nemohou by! z tohoto zakona zadne pravni ucinky, jez odporuji
evropskemu duchu.
He added that, in connection with the CR's entry into the EU, it should
be stated clearly that this law cannot have any legal impact
contradicting European spirit.
A diagram representing the definition of Europe, being identical for the three
stated quotations, illustrates that Europe equals the European Union and
therefore it can also be applicable to quotation (58).
55 Jiti Franek "Co zavinil Jirasek," Pnivo 23 Aug. 2001, p. 7.
56 Karel Splichal, Vaclav Stedroiisky: "Do Unie chceme kvuli ekonomice," Pnivo
Nov. 2001.
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While on one hand the Czech discourse concerning political and foreign affairs
associates Europe with the European Union, on the other hand examples of
political discourse were found where the two entities were not identical and the
overall definition of Europe was fuzzy:
59) Pokudjde 0 Rusko, shodlijsme se [...], ze je treba dat Moskve
jasne najevo, ze ji neminime vyhanet z Evropy nebo izolovat [...].
As far as Russia goes, we have agreed [... ] that it is necessary to make
it absolutely clear to Moscow that we do not intend to chase her out of
Europe or isolate her [...] .
Metonymic reference to Moscow representing Russia is used in the article
discussing the integration of the Czech Republic into NATO. In the context of
Europe as a military entity, Europe is defined differently compared to the
context of the ED. Europe is understood much more as an alliance in which the
membership of Russia if often questioned in the military context. When we
look at the metaphoric imagery of Europe in this statement, Europe may
signify an architectural structure or possibly a marked territory where only the
chosen ones are allowed to stay - however Moscow is not one of them and
would be forced out from there. Another case of a fuzzy definition of Europe in
Czech political discourse was found in an article published by Lidove noviny
in 1997:
60) Rusko [je] ochotno podepsat s alianci exkluzivni smlouvu [. . .]
pricemz pfijeti tohoto dokumenty Kremlem je obecne povazovano za
formu ruskeho souhlasu s rozslfenim NATO. A jake jsou podminky
Moskvy? Smlouvy 0 konvencnich ozbrojenych silach v Evrope.] ...]
Co z toho plyne pro Evropu? [ ...] Moskva se realne, nikoliv jen
demonstrativne, spoji s Cinou v jednu Zapadu nepratelskou mocnost.
Russia [is] willing to sign an exclusive agreement with the alliance [..
.] while approval of the document by the Kremlin is generally
considered to be a form of Russian assent to NATO enlargement. And
what are Moscow's conditions? Agreements on conventional armed
forces in Europe. [...] What are the consequences of this for Europe? [.
. .] Moscow will truly, not only demonstratively, join China to create a
single force hostile to the West.
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The boundaries of Europe in the above article are marked according to a geo-
political key and therefore the initial sentence defines Europe as NATO plus
the countries hoping to join NATO.
Diagram m:
,------------
I 1
1 I
I I
, NATO I
I 1
I 'I II .!
+
f·u n :
I Countries waiting to !
! join NATO i
i 1
! ~
J. .:
The section "And what are Moscow's conditions? Agreements on
conventional armed forces in Europe" suggests that Russia is a part of Europe
since Moscow might not have vital interests in agreements on other continents.
Diagram n:
Europe
The section "Moscow will truly, not only demonstratively, join China to create
one force hostile to the West" has two possible explanations: either NATO and
the countries hoping to join NATO constitute the West, although those
candidate countries would have been primarily from the East,
Diagram 0:
.....................
( west\\
....
..... .......
1------------
I I
I 1
, 1
I NATO I
I I
I I
I I
I .!
+
.. ;
1...~.~~~~:~~:~.:: ..J
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Russia together with China will form one force hostile to the West but not to
former eastern countries who later joined NATO.
Since the second explanation would not be plausible, this line of thought would
bring us to the conclusion that, in the context of the article, Europe may equal
West plus East minus Russia.
Diagram p:
......
West
To conclude the speculation over the possible definition of Europe, diagrams m
to p were compared. Diagrams m and 0 showed the same results and therefore
showed a new possible geopolitical definition of Europe: m = 0, and therefore
Europe = West.
4) Position of Russia in Europe
Three years later Lubomir Zaoralek used the conception of Europe in a similar
way in an article discussing the Russian role in the global defence of Europe.
What was only a presumption based on the previous article, was confirmed by
Zaoralek; Czech political discourse does not always rank Russia amongst
European countries:
61) Boji se Evropa spatne?
Evropa se neboji Ruska, ale Ameriky, napsal Jifi Payne v Pravu [...]
[Solana Spojenym statum] nedoporucuje, aby instalovaly navy system
';
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protiraketove obrany bez debaty s Evropany a Rusy .[ ...]
hrozi, ze se bude bat spatne, Tedy Americanu, a nikoli Rusu.
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Evrope
Is Europe Frightened of the Wrong Thing?
Eu;ope is not frightened by Russian but by America, Jifi Payne wrote in
Pravo [...] [ Solana ]does not advise [the USA] to install the new
system of. anti-missile defence without discussion with the Europeans
and Russians. [...] Europe faces a danger that it will be frightened of
the wrong thing: that is, frightened of the Americans and not the
Russians.
The definition of Europe with respect to Russia within Czech military
discourse is not instantly recognisable. Russia mayor may not be classed as a
part of Europe - - depending on the point of view of the commentator or the
point to be made.
In the context of the above article Europe is treated either as an alliance or as
an organisation - - not identical to the EU or NATO - - or personified. As
already discussed in the section on the imagery of Europe, the attributes of a
troubled and frightened person once allocated before 1989 are back and so is
the image of a battlefield. This conception can be traced throughout the entire
political-military discourse; however the notion of Europe as an architectural
structure has not been lost.
Only the most prominent quotation has been given here to illustrate the
situation in the area of political affairs and business matters. Further examples
are listed in the corpus of quotations appended to the thesis.
B) Possible Definitions of the Adjective European evropsky
I followed the occurrence of the adjective evropsky 'European' in any context,
with the exception of its use in the names of bodies, such as the European
Union, laws and acts, such as the European Constitution.
o When Europe was defined as a whole, the following constructions were
observed:
evropskj/ evropskd
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velmoc
kultura a demokracie
nabidka
terna
celoevropska instituce
evropske zeme
superpower
culture and democracy
offer
topic
European-wide institution
European countries
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o The adjective evropsky was recorded in the following constructions
covering all aspects of Europe, defined as the ED and the matters it deals
with:
evropskj, evropska 'European'
konflikt
summit
model
projekt
struktura
integrace
integracni struktura
agenda
exekutiva
tema
Uroveii
strategie
conflict
summit
model
project
structure
integration
integration structure
agenda
executive
topic
level
strategy
o The image of a Europe divided geopolitically resulted in the following
constructions:
a):
stredoevropsky novacek
stredoevropske staty
stredoevropska elita bohatych
b):
zapadoevropska vefejnost
zapadoevropska civilizace
c):
stfedo a vychodoevropske zeme
d):
vychodoevropska demokracie
Central European newcomer
Central European countries
Central European elite of the rich"
Western European public
Western European civilisation
Central and Eastern European
countries
East European democracy
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e):
protievropska snaha anti-European effort
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These expressions are common both in discourse about the ED and also in
other topics relating to social, political, and economic matters. The recorded
use of evropsky confirms Bozdechova's observation that the meaning of the
adjective may not be as easily identified as the meaning of the noun Europe
and the reader may need to be aware of the semantics of the guiding noun (216
- 217).
C) Newly Coined Expressions: Europanizace, Europeizace, Euroizace
Apart from the changes within the imagery and definition of Europe upon
which I have concentrated so far, the new political direction of the country was
confirmed by new coinages and several neologisms with the prefixoid euro-
that have appeared in the Czech lexicon. These lexical units are related to this
process. The prefixoid euro- with the meaning European in the geopolitical
sense can be found in lexical units such as eurofil, eurokrat, euroskeptik,
eurostandardni, etc. Not all of these words are of Czech origin or specific to
Czech - - on the contrary, many of them were adopted from foreign languages.
The eurolexicon is well illustrated in a two volume dictionary of neologisms
Nova slova v cestine; Slovnik neologismu by Olga Martincova. The first
volume was published in 1998 and it lists the entry euro- as a first part of
compound words meaning European in newly coined words with a geopolitical
meaning. The initial entry of the prefixoid euro- is then followed by 21 other
entries of various euro- compounds. I selected Europanizace, europeizace and
euroizace for my investigation due to their regular occurrence in Czech media
discourse and the fact that they are directly related to the process of the so-
called return to Europe. None of the three made their way into the first volume
ofthe dictionary.
The second volume containing material from 1996 to 2002 was published in
2004. Compared to the first volume, the second volume elaborates on the
meaning of the prefixoid euro- as: 1. European in newly coined words with a
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geopolitical meaning; 2. concerning the Euroepan Union; 3. concerning the
Euro. The initial entry of the prefixoid euro- is followed by 93 entries of other
euro-compounds. Out of the three expressions I am examining here, only
europeizace is listed in the dictionary as 1. The introduction of EU common
policies, EU regulations and norms; 2. The procurement of a European
dimension, and inclusion of something amongst the European issues. Before
europeizace appeared in the second volume of the dictionary, it was listed in
the Academic Dictionary of Foreign Words57 in 2001, meaning an application
of European principles.
The process of word-formation for the lexical units europanizace and
europeizace differs from other euro- neologisms. The two lexical units in
questions are not formed by a prefixoid euro- added to an already existing
noun, verb or adjective, e.g. euro + okna = eurookna; euro + standardni =
eurostandardni but by combining the morpheme [europe] + [an] or [europe]
with the suffix -izace used in Czech for derivation of foreign words.
To explore the occurrence of these nouns I searched articles stored in the
Newton IT Electronic Archive between 1995 and 2002 and I established the
following results:
1) Europanizace 'Europanisation
Newton IT found seven entries of europanizace, the first from 1997.
Europanizace was used in the context of the so-called European integration,
meaning the accession of the Czech Republic to the EU. Despite the common
overall context, the meaning was found to be malleable:
57 Akademicky slovnik cizich slov, Academia, Praha 2001: 209.
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1. europanizace kontinentu 'making the continent European' or
,; Europeanisation of the continent' - in the context of protests against European
integration used as a synonym for the loss of national identity and decline of
cultures of individual nations.
2. europanizace Nemecka 'making Germany European' - in the context of
political discourse this was an exceptional way for europanizace to be used,
signalling as it does a rejection of the strong position of Germany in decision-
making within the ED: "povede [to] k [...] nemecke Evrope misto
evropanizaci Nemecka" 'this will lead to the creation of a German Europe
instead of the Europanisation of Germany'. 58
3. in the context of the Czech Republic's accession to the ED europanizace
was used for the strong influence of the already existing members of the ED
on Czech internal policies, primarily intervention regarding the controversial
issue of the Temelin nuclear power station; this is perceived by Czechs as
threats to the independence of the Czech state.
4. europanizace in connection with the ownership of Czech institutions and
companies and changes in policies in them; here europanizace signifies a
considerably higher proportion of foreign owners and executive managers
from the ED countries.
5. europanizace was also used in the context of the internal situation of Russia
where it serves as a term denoting reforms initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev.
6. europanizace versus amerikanizace were used as terms describing world-
wide developmental tendencies in the 20 century. While the first half of the
century was under the influence of Europeanisation the second half of the
century was shaped by Americanisation. Further, europanizace was
characterised as Europe's success in shaking off American influence, its ability
58 Miloslav Rejzl: "Svedove lituji, Norove se raduji, " Halo noviny 11 Mar. 1997:7.
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to control its own way forward and its ability to control the military situation
and its nuclear safety.
7. the verb europanizovat se was found in an article covering a film hit-parade
and denoted a process by which the predominance ofAmerican films in the hit-
parade was replaced by European ones.
Only example 5 came from a foreign source, however it was not specified
whether the article was a translation of the foreign original or only some
information was used; all other articles were written by Czech authors.
2) Europeizace 'Europeisation'
Sixteen entries were found, the first occurrence documented in 1996:
1. adjective europeizovany 'Europeised' was recorded in the context of the
EU's rejection of the war in Iraq. The construction:
62) 'spolecny' evropsky postoj [ ...J byl stezi necim jinym nez
europeizovanym postojem Francie a Nemecka"
the 'joint' European standpoint was hardly anything other than the
europeised standpoint of France and Germany'.
There is a contrast between "the joint European standpoint" and "europanised
standpoint of Germany and France" that, I believe, was used as an oblique
expression for the hegemony of France and Germany over the rest of the EU.
2. another occurrence of europeizace was found in an article by Jacques
Rupnik. He commented on the motto return to Europe that symbolised the
desire of the post-communist countries to rid themselves of the heritage of the
Soviet empire, which soon became primarily a political ambition. Therefore the
slogan of unification of Europe soon turned into the enlargement of the
European Union which, on both sides, caused a lot of grief and
misunderstanding. Rupnik's apt commentary on the Union philosophy of
enlargement instead of unification of the continent, which - - the authors of the
idea worried - - could destabilise or completely dismantle the Union, therefore
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used the construction europeizace demokratickeho procesu 'Europeisation of
the democratic process' as a contrast to demokratizace evropskeho procesu '
democratisation of the European process'. By contrasting these two phrases
europeizace emerges as a EU strategy applied to the candidate countries for the
enlargement of the Union which might not be as democratic as the EU claims
and as the candidate countries would wish it to be.
3. europeizace was used alongside europanizace to describe the process of
individual countries losing their national identity as they became EU members.
4. president Vaclav Havel spoke about "europeizaci Temelina" 'the
Europeisation of Temelin' and admitted that Temelin Nuclear Power Station
had become a European problem that needed to be tackled before the country
joined the EU. Havel announced that he supported the process of Europeisation
by stating "jsem pfitelem europeizace" 'I am a friend of Europeisation' which,
according to his description in the article, meant respecting decisions made by
the European parliament. As the above citations show, europeizace
•Europeisation' can be defined as a process of introduction of EU legislation in
the Czech Republic or a process of problem-solving with the guidance of the
European Union.
Altogether three entries on europeizace were found in connection with Temelin
Nuclear Power Station discussions, in the context of which the verb
europeizovat 'to Europeise' was also documented. The verb europeizovat was
listed twice between 1997 and 2000. Its meaning can be derived from the noun
europeizace as 'to introduce EU legislation in the Czech Republic or to solve
problems under the guidance of the European Union', which can occasionally
have a derogatory undertone.
5. "pliziva europeizace [ceske] vlady" 'the creeping Europeisation of the
[Czech] government' was used in the context of the tax policy of the Czech
government, which was being brought into line with the EU tax policies. In the
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same article also "evropanstvi ceske vlady" 'Europanship" of the Czech
government' was used as a criticism of the Czech government for not being
strong enough to stand up to the EU orders.
6. europeizace in the context of accession to the EU was detected only once to
have a positive undertone. It was within the context of culture, where it was
stated that:
63) [...] clenstvi Ceska v bruselskem podpumem programu [...]
pfinese dalsi europeizaci ceskeho filmu - ne ve smyslu europudingu,
ale koprodukci se silnym narodnim akcentem, ktere umozni ceskym
filmum cestovat do sveta.
[... ] membership of Czechia in the Brussels support programme [ ... ]
will bring a further Europeisation of Czech films - - not in the sense of
Europuddings but in the sense of co-production with a strong national
accent, which will allow Czech films to travel the world.
7. in 1996 the Prime Minister Milos Zeman used the construction "europeizace
aliance" , Europeisation of the Alliance' to mean the process of potentially
diminishing the American influence in NATO through the growing power of
European members. This was the only recorded instance when the aspect of
Europe as a continent and international relations between Russia and other
European countries were reflected in the meaning of the word instead of the
aspect of Europe as the European Union.
8. europeizace as a linguistic term describing a general trend of close contact
between European languages was recorded in Pravo in 2000.
3) Euroizace 'Euroisation'
Within the corpus of entries on the topic of europeizace one entry on a newly
coined word euroizace 'euroisation' was found. Euroizace is used as a term
derived from "Euro" as a name of the EU currency. The term was coined to
59 Or possibly 'Europenness of the Czech government'
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denote the process of joining the European Monetary Union and introducing
the Euro as the only legal currency, which can be a consequence of
membership in the European Union.
Summary
The above investigation of the meaning of the newly coined words
europanizace and europeizace shows that their semantics is affected by the
fuzzy definition of Europe which can be detected also in Czech media
discourse. Although it is the definition of Europe as the EU that has the
primary impact on the meaning, the definition of Europe as a whole - - or
Europe as a continent as opposite to America as a continent - - contributed to
other possible meanings too. My analysis of Czech European discourse shows
several features that are identical to both the Czech and the British or Western
European discourse and I list them in the order given by Hardt-Mautner:
Europe dermed geographically:
(a) The term Europe can be vague in Czech discourse.
(b) There are examples employing a definition of Europe as a whole
geographic entity.
(c) There are examples of Europe not identical to the European Union but
still not identical to the full geographic description of the European continent
either.
(d) The understanding of Europe as mainland only, excluding Great Britain
was documented in Czech European discourse.
Europe defined politically:
(a) Numerous examples where Europe was defined clearly as the EU,
formerly the EC, were recorded.
(b) Politically united Europe is recorded in Czech political and economic
discourse.
(c) Europe does not denote the ED and at the same time does not relate to
the usual semantics of European continent due to the controversial political
position of Russia. There is an analogy to Britain's position in Europe, as
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defined in relation to individual European nations in British or Western
European discourse. It has to be noted that the position of Russia in Czech
discourse is not determined solely by relation to individual European nations
but also by relation to their interest groups, such as NATO.
(d) The perception of Europe as the ED was predominantly noticeable in
the newly coined words europanizace and europeizace. In a total of thirteen
examples, eleven worked with europanizace and europeizace as synonyms for
becoming part of the ED and adopting its philosophy.
Europeans:
I cannot confirm the presence of an exclusive meaning of the term Europeans
as supporters of the EC, as Hardt-Mautner gives in Czech discourse. I did not
find any data using Evropan 'a European' as a supporter of the ED or a
supporter of the Czech Republic's accession to the ED in my search. On the
contrary. only examples such as 64) listed below were recorded, where
Evropan undoubtedly represents an inhabitant of the European continent:
64) Americky president George Bush ve stfedu prohlasil, zc rnaltska
schuzka, na jejimz usporadani se dohodli Michailem Gorbacovem, se v
zadnem pfipade nezmeni v 'jednani 0 Evrope bez Evropanu'.
The American president George Bush stated on Wednesday that the
Malta meeting, which he and Mikhail Gorbachev agreed upon, would
certainly not change into negotiations 'about Europe without
Europeans' .
Some readers might interpret the citation as "if the Russians are not Europeans
therefore also other European nations are not Europeans". However, I would
like to refer the reader to diagrams nand p and section 4.11.1.3.2. of the case
study where I explain the position of Russia in Europe.
Hardt-Mautner states that the adjective European, when associated with a
commitment to European culture and traditions, can be gradable.
(a) The construction "europeizace ceskeho filmu" 'europeisation of the
Czech film' in the sense of belonging to the cultural structure, and
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consequently the possible financial benefits, was recorded. The quotation
showed appreciation of the Czechs' involvement in a European cultural
network - - with Europe defined as the ED - - and their commitment to
participation in the network. However, no records were found that would
demonstrate comparative usage (more, less European) of the adjective in Czech
newspaper discourse.
My investigation of Czech discourse proved that the meanings of the term
Europe, together with the adjective European, were negotiable, although the
negotiated meanings may not fit any of the categories which Hardt- Mautner
suggests and which are described above. One of the examples is the use of the
adjective evropsky by the Ex-Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus in 1997:
65) [ ...] jsme se dostali na primefenou (to znamena evropskou) uroveii
statniho rozpoctu [ ...] .
[...] we arrived at a reasonable (this means European) level for the
state budget [...] .
It is ambiguous what definition Vaclav Klaus intended to assign to the term
Europe when using its adjective evropsky in this context. The most likely
explanation may be Europe understood as the European Union, or Europe as a
group of market-economy countries. Consequently, it can be speculated that
Klaus used the adjective evropsky either as a synonym to piimeieny
'reasonable' or as a quantifier of performance.
Hardt-Mautner does not have a category in which Europe is defined
geopolitically. My investigation of Czech newspaper European discourse,
however, shows that even in the 1990s regions can be marked not only
geographically, but also politically.
If we put definitions of the regions of Western and Central Europe side by
side, their description in the 1990s differs compared to the situation prior to
1989. While before the Velvet Revolution Western Europe was defined mainly
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in military terms and the terms of capitalist order, discourse at the very end of
the 1990s favours understanding Western Europe as an equivalent to the
European Union. Also the term Central Europe is characterised differently.
The discourse of the beginning of the second millennium describes the region
of Central Europe, stiedni Evropa, as a region of post-communist countries
preparing to join the EU and geographically located within Central Europe.
The noun Stiedoevropan "a Central European" and the adjective
stiedoevropsky ....Central European" are used accordingly. What should be
stressed here is the possibility that the terms stiedni Evropa "Central Europe"
and stied Evropy "the centre of Europe" may not have the same meaning and
may not be used to denote the same concept.
The article "DaISi kolo jednani videiiskych rozhovoru; Ulehcit evropskemu
srdci" 'A New Round of Vienna Negotiations; To Lighten the European Heart'
from 1987 discusses the concept of sired Evropy 'the Centre of Europe' and
rephrases it with the image of evropske srdce 'the European heart':
66) Byl-li pfi teritorialnim vymezeni techto jednani vybran prave stfed
Evropy, byt' neni pfisne geograficky, duvodem k tomu byla skutecnost,
ze to je prave misto, kde spolu hranici dye vojenska seskupeni a kde je
relativne nejvetsi vojenska koncentrace. Proto rna celoevropsky
vyznam, jestlize by se prave zde v teto oblasti podafilo dosahnout
dohody 0 snizeni stavu vojsk a vyzbroje. Vzdyt' jde 0 uzemi NDR,
CSSR a Polska na jedne strane, 0 NSR, Belgii Holandsko a
Lucembursko na strane druhe.
If the centre of Europe, albeit not strictly the geographical one, was
chosen when the location of the negotiations was defined, the reason is
that this is the border-line between two military alliances and the place
where the relatively highest military concentration is found. Therefore
it is of importance to all of Europe if agreement on the reduction of the
numbers of soldiers and weapons can be reached in this very location.
This, after all, is the territory of the GDR, CSSR, and Poland on one
side and FRG, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg on the other.
It was noted in the previous section of the case study that the article does not
give a very clear explanation of what is meant by the centre ofEurope or the
heart ofEurope. The list of countries which, according to the article, belong to
the centre of Europe or the heart of Europe enumerate GDR, Czechoslovakia,
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Poland, FRO and also Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg which
provides us with a vague geographical description of the centre of Europe.
Despite the fact that the figure of speech srdce Evropy was recorded only once
in the discourse prior to 1989, it was favoured by Czechoslovak communist
politicians. The same imagery can be found in current international political
and also cultural discourse even now''".
4.11.1.3.7. The Core of Europe, the Heart of Europe, the Soul of Europe
As the discourse proves, it is a difficult task to define Europe. A layman's
definition of Europe could state that it is the continent reaching from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Urals. Definitions of Europe vary greatly based upon the
application of either geographical or geopolitical and interest-focused criteria.
For many it will not be easy to give a definition within the context of one set of
criteria without being influenced by the other. It may even prove to be
impossible for some to give a geographical definition of Europe without being
at least slightly influenced by political criteria. If a geographical view is
applied, it will seem reasonable to place Vienna in Central Europe. Instead, due
to the general opinion affected by a strongly imbedded political view, Vienna
is put in Western Europe despite the fact that the capital of Austria is
geographically situated further East than Prague.
Many would argue that Prague is geographically in the centre of the European
continent. Since the Velvet Revolution, politicians and the media have mostly
referred to Czechoslovakia and then the Czech Republic as Central European
countries. Newspaper discourse reveals that the term Central European
countries defines post-communist countries geographically in Central Europe
that are preparing to join the European Union. The centre of Europe, as
evolving from newspaper discourse, denotes a strategic function. It is a place
from which things can be controlled or where decisions are made which could
influence the rest of the entity. However, several countries compete to be in the
centre of Europe or at the heart of Europe. Posters in the Brussels Airport
60 i.e. in June 2005
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welcome you to the heart of Europe'", Story informs its readers that Eva
[Herzigova] "to r srdci Evropy pro zmenu rozjela na Silvestro" 'painted the
heart of Europe red on New Year's Eve for a change'I", the Swiss are proud
that the heart of Europe is located in Switzerland.v'
Although the heart of Europe does not explicitly state its central location, we
can presume that metaphorically, the heart of something [somebody] is either
in the approximate centre of that object or has a central function. Let's
investigate if the presumption will be confirmed in practice: Schaffner, Musolff
and Townson reported the 1994 election CSU slogans proudly announcing that
"our Bavarian homeland in the centre of Europe" and CDU arguments that
Germany had moved from the fringe into the centre and had become the
geographical and economic centre of Europe (p.S). In the early 1990s, before
the Treaty of Maastricht, the arguments regarding the position of Britain within
the proposed concepts of centre versus periphery of EU were very fierce. John
Major protested against Britain's position as an outsider in the EU, claiming, "I
want us to be where we belong. At the very heart of Europe. Working with
our partners in building the future." (Hardt-Mautner, 183) Further, John Major
and Douglas Hurd deeply desire to open a new era in which Britain gets closer
to the heart of Europe on something like its own terms [...] ( Hardt-Mautner,
183). Two days later after Major's announcement, the Daily Telegraph proudly
announced that "after Maastricht Britain remains firmly at the centre of the
Community and in a position to wield real influence during the ongoing debate
on the future of Europe" (Hardt-Mautner, 183). Reflecting these debates on the
hierarchical structure of the European Union, I propose a metaphorical model
of the core versus the periphery. To find the difference between the concepts of
the heart and core with respect to their central position and obtain working
definitions of the two terms, Oxford Advanced Leamer's Dictionary of Current
English [OALDCE] and Longman Synonym Dictionary [LSD] were consulted.
61 as at 2003.
62 "Prahaje zlata lod', Story 2, 7 Jan. 2003:5... ' " v
63 Tomas Sniegoii: "Norman Davies: Evropska unie? Expenment, ale nutny. Salon c.
291, s 1, Pravo 24 Oct. 2002.
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• OALDCE
Heart: 1. that part of body which pumps blood through the system {When a
man's heart stops beating, he dies}
2. centre of emotions; deepest part of one's nature
3. central part, the essence
Core: 1. (usu hard) centre [...]
2. central or most important part of anything
• LSD
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Heart: 2. inner feeling, feelings, soul, spirit, [...]
3. sympathy, fellow feeling, understanding, compassion, [...] kindness,
goodness, [. . .] humanitarianism, humaneness, humanity, love; [. . .]
brotherly love
4. backbone
5. core, centre, nucleus, [. . .] sum and substance, essence, [...]
essential part
Core: centre, heart, nucleus, [...] substance, essence, sum and substance,
essential part, inner core, heart of the matter [... ] .
The working definitions obtained from OALDCE and LSD do not cast much
light in the problems as too many aspects of the three concepts overlap.
Tab.:7
Heart Core
Heart of matter ./
Sum and substance ./ ./
Corel inner core ./
Centre ./ ./
Heart ./
Nucleus ./ ./
Spirit ./ X
Soul ./ X
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However the term core lacks the aspects of spiritual issues. To obtain further
insight into the concept of heart, I consulted Vankova and Wierzbicka. Both
heart in English and serdce in Russian are seen as the organs of emotions and
so is the Czech srdce. Srdce, serdce and heart are used in the above contexts as
names of imaginary organs of emotions and feelings, which means they are
semantically distinct from the same words referring to parts of the body.
Wierzbicka reports that the emotional heart (or serdce in Russian and also
srdce in Czech) is possibly perceived as more closely related to the body than
either the soul or mind (p. 47). However, neither heart, serdce nor srdce are
considered to be centres of "all emotions but only of emotions which are seen
as either 'good' or 'bad". It is suggested that "heart is seen as not only an
organ of feelings (good and bad) but also as an organ of empathy and
benevolence (good feelings for others)" (48). Both the Russian and the Czech
concepts of serdce and srdce correspond closely to the English term heart. To
go even further, both Russian and Czech have two words that are perceived to
be organs of emotion serdce, srdce and dusa, duse, while in English people's
feelings are connected with the heart.
The definition of soul as abstracted from OALDCE and LSD is as follows:
Soul: 1. spirit,[...] vital spirit, [...] life
2. heart, centre of emotions, seat of feelings [... ]
5. essential part, essence [ ...] sum and substance, heart of the matter,
[ ...] core, inner core, heart, centre, nucleus [...]
The comparison of the concepts of heart, core and soul provides the following
results:
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Tab.: 8
~\\t,,~ Heart Core Soul
Heart of matter ~~~;'\
V- V-
Sum and V- V- V-
substance
Core/inner core V- V-
Centre ? V- ?
Heart
.. V- V-
i;'}'
Nucleus V- V- V-
Spirit V- X V-
Soul V- X
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Temporarily we can assume that the concepts heart and soul might be identical
while the concept core is not because it lacks the aspects of the spiritual sphere
and possibly also feelings and affections.
It still could be successfully argued that the above explanation of the concept
heart will not be sufficient to justify a country's claims to be in the heart of
Europe. I would argue that it will not be only empathy, benevolence,
understanding, kindness, compassion and possibly also humaneness and
humanity that would solely support the claim for location in the heart of
Europe or the claim that a particular place is the heart ofEurope. It is also the
perception of the mechanics of the vital body organ pumping blood through the
system {When a man's heart stops beating, he dies}, together with the non-
peripheral, even though not necessarily central, geographical position on the
continent, that playa significant role here. Norman Davies in an interview for
Salon, the literature supplement of Pnivo, explains several points regarding the
concept of the heart and the heart of Europe: not only that the heart and the
centre are not identical, the heart is not located in the centre of a body but also
to establish and mark the geographical centre is difficult. Depending on what
will be one's definition of Europe and its borders, the geographical centre will
be different. Similarly, depending on one's understanding of the concept of
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Europe, its heart can be not only along the line of contact between the former
Eastern and Western blocs, Belgium, Britain, Germany but also in
Switzerland.i"
Some would clearly stress the function of a heart as a vital body organ, and the
power the heart has over the functioning of the rest of the organism, above the
empathic and emotional function of the heart. Consequently, the emotional
function may become a burden since power, control, and leadership may seem
more important to the particular country, or to any of its politicians who claim
for it that vital position. For their purposes the term heart perhaps lacked
appeal or was too sentimental, and therefore a new term the core of Europe
was coined. The term core of Europe denotes particularly France and
Germany, who are united in their role as the EU driving force. This enabled
the countries claiming to be in the core of Europe to rid themselves of the
emotional aspects of that function and focus on the more technical aspects of
the central organ or the central body, here in the sense of a central group,
running the organism, together with a focus on performance and results:
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's Christian Democratic Union (... ) will today unveil
its strategy for the next big reform step in the European Union (...) It will call
for reinforcement of a "hard core" of the EU, and further strengthening of the
close relations between France and Germany as its driving force. (Musolff 77)
The investigation of terms the heart ofEurope and the core ofEurope would
not be complete if one did not ask why countries put themselves in the position
of or within the heart of Europe and the core of Europe. Newspaper discourse
showed reasons which, based on Musolff's work, I could summarises as 3Ps.
These are:
• Position
• Power
• Prestige
64 Tomas Sniegofi: "Norman Davies: Evropska unie? Experiment, ale nutny."
291: l.Pravo 24 October 2002.
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• Position: Those who claim to be in the heart of Europe or in the core of
Europe insist on the central position of their country in Europe either
geographically, or as in the centre of important events, or a combination of
both. For some, the geographically non-central position of a country is seen as
a major disadvantage.
• Power: They do not merely want to be involved passively thanks to their
geographical location. They want to play an active leading, decision-making or
at least advisory or mentoring role to the others. Some compensate for the non-
central geographical position by increasing political activity so as not to be
sidelined and acquire attributes of the periphery.
• Prestige: Those who claim to be in the heart of Europe or at the core of
Europe desire recognition and appreciation in various aspects of international
life.
Finally, the statements of those claiming to be in the heart of Europe or the
core of Europe signal their vision of what Europe is and/or what Europe should
be like.
Although Czech European discourse uses the expression the heart of Europe,
the expression the core of Europe has not been documented. I found five
newspaper articles discussing the themes related to the core of Europe,
however the expression the core of Europe which could be translated into
Czech as jddro Evropy or evropske jadro was not used in any of them. Not
even an alternative term to the core of Europe, such as for instance nitro
Evropy, was coined to denote a partnership between Germany and France seen
as the ED driving force and the key players in EC matters, has been coined in
the Czech language. The articles covering the relevant topic specifically named
Germany and France as the drivingforce in the ED:
67) Nemecko a Francie podporuji rozsireni ES 0 vychodni Evropu
[...] Nemecko a Francie chteji byt nadale hnaci silou evropskeho
integracniho procesu [...] .
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Germany and France Support the Enlarging the ED to Include Eastern
Europe
[...] Ge~any ~d France want to continue as the driving force of the
European integration process [...] .
and in the second example we can read that:
68) Paffz a Berlin chteji euroustavu
Fr~cie a Nem~cko se v patek vyslovily pro vytvofeni ustavy Evropske
unie.] .... ] Nejvyssi predstavitele Francie a Nernecka dali take najevo
spokojenost [ ...] "Francie a Nemecko uz nyni maji totozne stanovisko
k velkemu poctu techto reforem [...]." Francie a Nemecko byly dlouho
oznacovany za motor evropske integrace. Loni v prosinci na summitu
ED v Nice ale vysly najevo nektere neshody mezi nimi a pozorovatele
hovorili 0 tom, ze se motor zadrhl.
Paris and Berlin Want a Euro - constitution
France and Germany approved the creation of the European Union
constitution on Friday. [...] The highest representatives of France and
Germany also showed their satisfaction [ ... ] "France and Germany
already have identical positions on a large number of these reforms [..
.]." France and Germany have long been labelled as the motor of the
European integration. However last year at the Nice summit, some
disagreements were revealed and observers commented that the motor
had seized up.
Czech authors, either in-house journalists or Czech correspondents abroad,
wrote the above articles. Although the core of Europe, or its equivalent, was
not present in the discourse, it was the imagery of an engine that was used for
the combined French-German forces within the ED. Musolff reports that
images of France and Germany as a motor or an engine of the ED "emphasise
the fast speed and avant-garde role of France and Germany" as well as the
image of the engine being overhauled (88 - 89). The first quotation comes
from the Czech source whilst the source of the article "Pafiz a Berlin chteji
euroustavu" is CTK, the Czech Press Agency. The use of the engine metaphor
suggests that the article was adopted from a foreign source and translated into
Czech; however, the imagery core of Europe is not used here. Musolff
observes that the geometric source domain, where the core of Europe image is
allocated, is closely linked with the technical domain. The images of France
and Germany as pieces of machinery pulling forward the ED together with
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images of an engine being overhauled, spluttering even as having stopped
working are common in the corpus of European metaphors (88 - 89).
If Europe can have a heart, although who or what exactly makes it is not
univocally agreed upon, it could be speculated that Europe can also have a
soul. Both Vaiikova and Wierzbicka look at similarities between the concepts
of the heart and the soul. Vaiikova lists soul as one of the meanings of heart in
the Czech language since the heart is a feeling centre of a human being, its
substance and a synonym of the soul, citici centrum bytosti, jeji podstata,
synonymum duse (259). Contrary to this, Wierzbicka suggests that in the
context of emotions the heart and the soul might be equivalents, but it is not
really the case. I believe that both in Russian and in Czech dusa and duse are
understood as organs of "deeper and purer, and more morally and spiritually
coloured feelings than serdce" in Russian or srdce in Czech (Wierzbicka, 50).
Dusa or duse "is viewed as an internal spiritual theatre, as a place where events
happen of a kind that could never happen in the world of inanimate things"
(50). Wierzbicka further suggests that the feelings happening in dusa or duse
have a deeper and a more spiritual nature and can be linked to values. It should
not be left unnoticed that, although Russian dusa and Czech duse are seen
mainly "as a moral and emotional core of a person, it does not totally exclude
other functions of a person's inner life, such as thinking and knowing, as long
as those other functions are somehow linked to the values and to a person's
hidden inner world" (51).
Havel was probably not aware of Wierzbicka's work on heart and soul.
However, if we look at his vision of the CR's position in Europe listed as
example (38), we can detect his desire for the country to play the role of the
soul of Europe. Havel's ideas of a country whose intentions and actions are
based on the ideas of intellectual power and humanity are expressed in the
1990 New Year speech and comply with the account of soul stipulated by
Wierzbicka. Havel wishes for a place where the Europeans paths meet, where
spiritual and moral values apply. All this together with the close-to-central
geographical position of the country on the European continent fulfils the
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requirements on the soul as given in the table above and based on the definition
of soul provided by the LSD.
Although the concept of the soul of Europe is only a speculative one, post 1989
Czech newspaper discourse shows it can be justified. In the context of an
article in the culture and religion section of Lidove noviny a constructionjeden
z prvnich ceskych Evropanu 'one of the first Czech Europeans' was found."
The personality denoted as one of the first Czech Europeans is St. Vojtech who
is known to have largely contributed to the unification of Europe through
spreading principles of Christianity, European morals and culture values.
Consequently, the construction cesky Evropan represents not only a person
who acted as a unifying element for the whole of the continent. It also gives the
position of Czech lands in the European context a different dimension. It
demonstrates the contribution of the Czech nation and the Czech culture to the
rest of Europe; it brings to light the role the Czechs have been playing in
helping others not only to gain their firm position and respect on the European
continent but who also enriched the internal and spiritual life of others.
Also Jan Krekule, in his well founded article "Splati Praha dluh Rudolfovi II?"
• "Will Prague Pay its Debts to Rudolf II?", reminds the reader of the position
that the Czech lands and especially their capital of Prague enjoyed in Europe
during the reign of the emperor:
69) [Praha] matka mest [... ] se na cas stala tezistem Evropy.
Duchovnim, kulturnim i politickym. [...] Vyrazny byl podil Prahy na
vystavbe Evropy duchovni. Spolecne se svym souputnikem
Antverpami, vyzarovala Praha univerzalisticke ideje opirane na
tradicnich kosmologickych zakladech predstavy mentalni i politicke
jednoty krest'anskeho sveta. [...] Diky Rudolfovi se Praha na cas stala
ve vsech ohledech kfizovatkou Evropy [...] .
[Prague] the mother of cities [...] temporarily became th.e. foca~ point
of Europe. The focal point of its spiritual, cultural and political life.] ..
] Prague's share in the construction of spiritual Europe was prominent.
Together with its fellow traveller, Antwerp, Prague radiated universal
ideas supported by traditional cosmologic Images of the mental and
65 Bob Fliedr: "Milenium: Vrcholern svatovoitesskych oslav rna byt navsteva papeze/
Jeden z prvnich ceskych Evropanu," Lidove noviny, 9 Nov. 1996: 16.
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political unity of the Christian world. [. . .] Thanks to Rudolf Prague
temporarily became in all aspects the crossroads of Europe [... ].
I have used part of Kundera' s contemplation of Europe as a motto for this case
study. The following citation had been written well before his motherland was
troubled by the return journey to Europe:
EUROPE. In the Middle Ages, European unity rested on the common religion.
In the Modem Era, religion yielded its position to culture (to cultural creation),
which came to embody the supreme values by which Europeans recognized
themselves, defined and identified themselves. Now, in our own time, culture
is in turn yielding its position. But to what and to whom? What sphere will
provide the sort of supreme values that could unify Europe? Technology? The
marketplace? Politics, involving the democratic ideal, the principle of
tolerance? But if that tolerance no longer has any rich creativity or any
powerful thought to protect, will it not become empty and useless? Or can we
take culture's abdication as a kind of deliverance, to be welcomed
euphorically? I don't know. I merely believe I know that culture has already
yielded. And thus the image of European unity slips away into the past"
Although Kundera is very pessimistic about the role that culture, as a unifying
element, could play in contemporary Europe, the investigation of the cultural
sections of Czech newspapers after November 1989 proves otherwise.
4.11.2. Culture
Along with all of the changes in society that occurred as a result of what
happened in 1989, there were also changes in culture. The forcefully
interrupted developmental continuity of European cultural life was being
revived. The more than twenty-year period of isolation for Czech culture was
seen particularly as the reason for the crisis in spiritual life that Czech society
had to deal with. Some warned that the damage caused by the period of
66 Milan Kundera, The Art of the Novel (London: Faber and Faber, 1988): 127 - 128
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normalisation might not be repairable." The role of Czech culture on the
European scene with Prague as one of exquisite art centres was recognised
again and regularly brought to the attention of the general public. This may be
why the frequency of use of Evropa and evropsky has risen in newspaper
discourse since 1989. In the corpus of fifteen newspaper articles the noun
Evropa was documented six times and the adjective evropsky five times; also
the adjectives evropanizovany 'Europeanised' and stiedoevropsky 'Central
European' were found.
4.11.2.1. Prague - the Cultural Centre of Europe
70) Temer dvacet let byla ceske vetejnosti odepfena moznost
kazdodenniho styku s hodnotami, jez Prahu druhdy zatadily mezi
predni umelecka centra Evropy.
The possibility of everyday contact with those values that once ranked
Prague amongst the foremost art centres of Europe has been denied to
the Czech general public for almost twenty years.
Contacts with various cultural streams were not limited only to the
ideologically suitable official cultural ambassadors any more and therefore one
can read about jazzovych lahudkach 'jazz delicacies' served by the
evropanizovani Americane 'Europeanised Americans' 68. The general public
gradually became more and more aware of Europe as a cultural entity without
any of the geopolitical or interest divisions and exclusions that had been so
prominent in political discourse. Czechoslovakia and later the Czech Republic
is therefore presented as a part of the whole European cultural life:
71) Houslista Vaclav Hudecek, ktery patfi mezi nejznamejsi evropske
houslove virtuozy [ ... ].
A violin player Vaclav Hudecek, who belongs amongst the most
famous European virtuosos [...] .
67 Dagmar Fouskova: "Jizdarna Prazskeho hradu chce dat odpoved' na otazku jaka je
Tvar modemiho umeni," Prace 5 Jan. 1991, p. 4.
68 Alex Svamberk: "Jazzova lahudka," MF Dnes, 27 Nov. 1992: 11.
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It was not only the Czech Republic that started to re-establish connections to
European traditions and history abandoned by the socialist regime. In many
countries of the former Communist bloc, so-called "European Institutes" were
founded. The adjective evropsky in the title of the institution was likely to
represent not only a geographical definition of the institute but also part of the
cultural and spiritual heritage of the continent, involvement in a broad
international co-operation. In Prague the Goethe-Institute was founded. In the
article covering the event, the division of Europe into several ideological blocs
was used despite the predominantly cultural context. In an interview with the
Director of the Institute, the current situation of Czech culture was assessed and,
it was stated that "countries to the east of the Bavarian Forest have been cut off
from information for a long time" and consequently Prague and other offices in
Central and Southern Europe will not be subjected to budget reductions.
The ideological component introduced in the cultural section therefore resulted
in the use of terms stfedni a jiini Evropa "Central and Southern Europe" which
were otherwise not used in the cultural context.
4.11.2.2. Evropsky versus Mezindrodni
Although wider European cultural connections were recognised in the 90s, it
cannot be said that the lexical units examined, Evropa and evropsky, could be
found regularly in articles discussing international cultural events. For instance,
six articles covering the International Film Festival in Karlovy Vary in July
1999 were studied and neither the noun Evropa nor the adjective evropsky was
found. Only the adjective mezindrodni 'international' was used to describe the
event and the attendance of participants. In other instances the adjective
mezindrodni 'international' was used primarily to describe the participation of
more than two countries and was void of any interest or political undertones.
Before 1989 the attribute mezinarodni was used to mask European cultural
connections. After 1989 it cannot be confirmed that by using the adjective
mezinarodni in instances such as XII mezindrodn! festival pantomimy
neslysicich 'the XII. International Pantomime Festival of the Deaf, Prazsky
mezinarodni festival smyccovych kvartet 'Prague International Festival of
String Quartets', one is avoiding a possible European weight of the event.
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As mentioned above, Hardt-Mautner, when identifying categories in which
Evropa and the adjective evropsky can be defined, stated that one of the
possible meanings of the adjective European is:
• to be associated with commitment to European culture and traditions
and
• if used that way. the adjective European was gradable.
Although appreciation of the involvement in European cultural network - -
with Europe defined as the ED - - and commitment to participation in the
network were noted in the section 4.11.1.3.4.2 on europanizace and
europeizace, no proof of evropsky being used as a gradable adjective in Czech
were found either in the section on the political situation or culture.
Nevertheless, Europe as a cultural entity with the adjective evropsky carrying
the same meaning has been gradually re-established since 1989. The European
spiritual and cultural heritage seems to have resumed the development
disrupted by the division of the continent into East and West more than fifty
years ago.
4.11.3. Sports
The situation in the use of Evropa and evropsky in the sports section remains
very similar to the situation prior to 1989. In the corpus of fourteen newspaper
articles the noun Evropa was documented four times and the adjective
evropsky eight times.
4.11.3.1. Use of the Lexical Units Evropa and Evropsky
The trend of using Evropa in the coverage of sports events remains virtually
unchanged. While the expression "desitka nejlepsich Evropanu" 'ten of the
best Europeans' was recorded in 1988, in 1997 the expression "nejlepsi
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z Evropanu" 'the best of Europeans' was also recorded. Stfedni Evropa
'Central Europe' and stredoevropskj 'Central European' were recorded in
1989 and again in 1991. The expressions Vychod 'the East', Zapad 'the West'
and their adjectives were not found at all after 1989. The expression Seveian
"North European'P" was found in 1981, sever Evropy 'North of Europe' was
found twice in the same article in 20007°, while adjective seversky 'North
European' was documented in 1980. The occurrence of Evropa and evropsky
after 1989 was found in constructions similar to those before 1989:
a) evropsky
• Evropska hokejova liga
• evropska konfrontace
• evropsky fotbalovy trh
• predni evropske ligy
• evropske poharove souteze
• evropsky sampionat
b) Evropa
• dvojnasobna krasobruslarska
mistryne Evropy
• zahranicni hvezdy z Evropy
• soupefi v Evrope
European Ice-hockey League
European confrontation
European football market
prominent European leagues
European cup competitions
European Championship
twice a figure-skating European
woman champion
foreign stars from Europe
competitors in Europe
4.11.3.2 Evaluation of the European Dimension Impact on the Lexicon in
the Sports
The main change in sports European discourse after 1989 was caused by the
disappearance of heavy communist ideological intervention. The division of
the sports community into the East and West cannot be confirmed after 1989
since neither the nouns nor adjectives derived from the nouns East and West
were found. Material and financial aspects of sports are not denied any more,
as the construction evropsky fotbalovy trh 'European football market'
documents. The sports discourse has not been affected by the changing or
69"Severane ostff na Prahu," Prace, 18 Jan. 1991:8.
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fuzzy definition of Europe. The existence of Europe as a sports entity survived
the turmoil of political, social, and economic changes in 1989 and its presence
in sports coverage continues.
·tll.4. Conclusions
The case study shows an evolution within imagery of Europe which reflects
changes in political climate on the European continent. The pre 1989 imagery
reflected Europe as a continent divided into two politically antagonistic blocs
of the East and the West. The metaphors of the period are heavily pro-
Russian. pertinent to communist bloc and antagonistic towards western Europe
and America.The fall of the iron curtain in 1989 marked a shift towards more
West-friendly approach as the metaphor of the COMMON EUROPEAN HOUSE
shows. During the ED accession campaign Czech politicians relied upon and
Czech media disseminated images of Europe directly adopted from Western
media discourse.
My investigation confirmed presence of several metaphorical domains which
co-exist alongside each other or overlap both before and after the change of
regime in 1989. The post 1989 imagery of Europe can be described as newly
adopted but not as newly coined. The discourse shows that the imagery used in
Czech mass media copies the corpus of European imagery used by Geman,
French and English mass media as Musolff documents. Even in instances when
one can see a potential for a Czech language specific metaphor or imagery, the
mass media or politicians relied on western images. This shows that Lakoff and
Johnson's explanation of processes of analogical mapping is not the only
answer to how metaphors are created and used. For this reason I support
Musolff s explanation that metaphors offer various perspectives and it is up to
us, language users, which perspective we consider. I observe explain that the
choice of metaphors in Czech European discourse was deliberate and
conscious. Particular imagery was selected to describe ED political issues and
to demonstrate differences between ED member states and ED candidate states.
70 Radek Malina: "Finsko je skvele rozplyva se Bednar," Pravo 6 Sep. 2000: 23.
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It was also deliberate to influence the thinking of general public about the
European Union and Europe as a political and cultural entity.
As my corpus of citation shows, the imagery of Europe was introduced and
innovated by high rank party officials and politicians and disseminated by the
mass media irrespective of the investigated period and the regime. It is not
clear from the limited scope of my investigation on what level the need to
innovate or change particular imagery was first felt or to what extent the
changes in images of Europe were affected by the necessity to persuade others,
to improve communication or to adhere to a certain trend or -fashion. What
cannot be denied though is that the changes in imagery were introduced
consciously by high rank innovators concerned with their prestige, i.e.
politicians, party officials and people with social contacts outside the language
community.
Although most attention was paid to changes in metaphoric concepts of
Europe, I observed how this was projected into the lexicon. Both proprium
Evropa and its adjective evropsky have undergone semantic changes as I show
in detail in section 4.11.1.3. A and B. As far as new coinages are concerned, I
have commented on three of them formed with the prefixoid euro- , i.e.
europanizece, europeizace and euroizace in section.4.11.1.3 C.
To answer the initial question of why it was necessary for the Czech Republic
to return to Europe, one needs to consider aspects of geopolitical division and
interests on the continent. As Hardt - Mautner observes, the alternative views
on the concept of Europe reflect unresolved and undisclosed conflicts and
therefore the definition of Europe remains vague and changeable depending on
the particular focus of discourse. The reason why the country felt the need to
return to Europe is not that its geographical location had shifted, but that it had
not been participating in structures and alliances that maintained the continuity
of European democratic, cultural and spiritual traditions in which the country
was once a valued and active member. Jan Krekule advises those who may
need historical motivation to be conscious of the damage the interrupted
historical continuity caused to the position of the Czech Republic on the
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European scene. He believes that Czech history may be for some "a reminder
of the times when people did not travel from Prague to Brussels to take
important decisions . On the contrary - they travelled from Brussels to Prague
to seek advice and nobody questioned that Prague was in Europe.v'
71 Jan Krekule, "Splat! Praha dluh Rudolfovi II?," Pnlvo 4 Jan 2003. found at
press.avcr.cz!pd.
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5.
v
Case Study 2 - - Cesko
Motto:
[',,' :] ~ec~y, ,z~me .C.esk,a be~ s~ob,ody. [...] Dnesni uz treti Cesko je
dedictvim Jake~l politicke nacionalnt hyperkorektnosti z dob pomlckovych
sporu, stepenl Ceskoslovenska [...] .
[: ..] Cechy, the Czech Lands without freedom. [...] The contemporary
Cesko, already third in succession, is the legacy of some kind of political
h",ypercorrectness from
l
the era of the hyphen battles, the fracturing of
Ceskoslovensko [...] 7_
5.1. Introduction
On the 1st of January 1993, as the New Year dawned, a new independent state was
also born, the official name of which is the Czech Republic. Discussions about the
constitutional status of Czechoslovakia started soon after November 1989, and
gradually led to a final split in the joint state of the Czechs and the Slovaks. What
was considered to be a trivial and niggling matter by the Czech party was
perceived by the Slovaks as a matter of fundamental importance. This was the
hyphen between the two components of the name Ceskoslovensko - i.e. for the
Slovaks Cesko-Slovensko. Slovak politicians, radio and television presenters,
newsreaders and commentators quite intentionally stressed the hyphen and the
division of the name in speech. This behaviour was meant to establish a name
where the component of Slovensko would be as equally stressed as the first part of
the compound - i.e. Cesko. It was not merely the hyphen that would be the reason
behind the split of the country but the hyphen wars were symptomatic of the larger
problems in interstate relations. Slovak political and economic requests, demands,
argumentations and ultimatums reached a level that the Czechs were no longer
willing to tolerate and, after the elections in June 1992, the Czech party accepted
the proposal to split the state and began implementing it immediately.
72 Karel Steigerwald, "Cesko a zactvo," iDnes, e-mail servis, 26. 11. 1999.
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The development of the toponym Cesko shows signs of linguistic purism that are
manifest in the effort of a part of the speech community to preserve the language
from features which they consider to be undesirable. These efforts are aimed at
corpus planning. In the case study I observe the following activities:
• language cultivation
• a government-authorised long-term and conscious effort to solve a
communication problem
• implementing co-ordinated measures to select and codify semantic and lexical
features of a language and to disseminate the corpus agreed upon
• all the above activities are systematic, theory-based and organised.
I open the case study with the explanation of the function of the geographical
name Cesko. This is followed by an investigation into the historical development
of the toponym. Further, I offer the most common objections to the name voiced
both by public figures and the general public. The next section lists alternative
proposals to Cesko and their derivation possibilities. I also observe official steps
towards disseminating the geographic name. To show if, and how, language users
get used to the toponym, I list citations from newspaper articles between 1992 and
2002. Since the corpus of citations is not as extensive as for the previous case
study, quotations are offered within the study and they are not appended.
It was my intention to perform a random search of the first issue of a daily
newspaper each month across various topics. However, I attempted to get a
balanced collection of topics that would demonstrate representation of the
geographical name in various areas of media discourse. If no suitable material was
found or the issue was not available, I continued my search in the subsequent
Issues.
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I highlight the toponyms which are the subject of the case study in italics and I do
not translate them into English in the translated citations of Czech media
discourse. Below I list a glossary of Czech names of the Czech Republic used in
the case study. Where there is a recognised English translation, this is given
together with the Czech expression. I do not translate the alternative proposals into
English but I only suggest the potential meaning of such a name.
Glossary
Czech:
Cechy
Ceska republika
Cesko
Ceskoslovenska federativnf republika
Ceskoslovenska republika
Ceskoslovenska socialisticka
republika
Ceskoslovensko
CR
Morava
Slezsko
Slovensko
5.1.2. System of Search
English:
Bohemia
The Czech Republic
Czechia
The Czechoslovak Federative Republic
The Czechoslovak Republic
The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovakia
CR
Moravia
Silesia
Slovakia
It was my intention to perform a random search across various topics in the first
issue of a daily newspaper in each month. I selected three national daily
newspapers Pravo, MF Dnes and Lidove noviny. The most frequently searched
title was Pravo, followed by MF Dnes and Lidove noviny; this was due to practical
reasons and not due to a preference of one title over another. I have attempted to
get a balanced collection of topics that would demonstrate representation of the
geographical name in various areas of media discourse. If no suitable material was
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found or the issue was not available, I continued my search in the subsequent
.
Issues.
The manual search was complemented by a search in the Czech National Corpus.
Initially I searched in corpus PUB which is a subcorpus of SYN2000.
Additional search was performed in SYN2000. Contrary to my manual search,
contributions from MF Dnes prevail over Lidove noviny and Pnlvo, which comes
fourth in the list of media titles in the CNK. My search for Cesko starts in 1993
when approx. 4 million text words were entered in the corpus compared to approx.
11 million words in 1999.
I also examined texts from Newton IT fulltext archives.
5. 2. Official Political Names Versus Geographic Names
The official political name Ceska republika was clear as soon as the discussion
about the split of the state had begun. A vast majority of the countries of the world
have, apart from their official political name, a shortened name that usually
consists of one word. This is the so called geographical name. The official names
are used in official political contexts and geographical names are used in other
contexts and situations, and primarily in everyday communication. Both names are
equal however they differ in their stylistic usage and in the way they are used in
different contexts. As Leos Jelecek argues in his article "Jmeno jako jablko
svaru,,73, geographical names are created in the process of development. However,
we should ask the question: what constitutes that process of development? Is this
development led or directed only by officials, and introduced through regulations,
laws, norms, and decisions made by specialists in the language community
irrespective of that particular language community's attitude to the regulation? Or
is this development driven by the language users themselves through their
perception of individual lexical units and styles, through associations these create,
their acceptability and their ability to integrate easily into the current language and
73 Leos Jelecek, "Jmeno jako jablko svaru," Ekonom 52 (1999): 15.
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the culture of the nation? Jelecek continues: "If they are included in normative
dictionaries at a later stage -- for us it is the Slovnik spisovne cestiny (Slovnik),
The Dictionary of Standard Czech, or a public administration material, in this case
published by The Czech Authority for Land and Cadastral Surveys -- they become
official."
The document Names of States and their Territorial Parts, issued in 1993 by the
Czech Authority for Land and Cadastral Surveys together with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and in compliance with OSN norms, states that the word Cesko is
a one-word geographical name for the Czech Republic and specifies its prescribed
translations in foreign languages: Czechia in English, Tscheichen in German,
Tchequie in French, etc. Specialists in historical geography and linguistics argue
that the name Cesko has been formed according to linguistic and language rules
where the geographical name is based on the name of the majority nation living on
the territory of the state. In Czech the geographical name is derived from the
adjective form of the name of the particular nation, e.g.: Slowik - slovensky -
Slovensko, Mad'ar - mad'arsky - Mad'arsko - and hence also Cech - ceskj -
Cesko, The alternative of Cessko that is sometimes proposed is invalid from the
point of view of word-formation. The Czech language has a word cesstvi
'Czechness' and derives adjectives from nouns ending in <ch> as Valach -
valassky but in the case of the word Cech the adjective form has always been
simplified to cesleY and not cesskj. The geographical name Cesko has not been
created merely by adopting the first component of the compound Ceskoslovensko;
it has also been created in accordance with the rules of word-formation in the
Czech language.
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The written use of the word Cesko has been recorded since 1777 in Kniha metodni
pro ucitele ceskych skol (Belie, Cech 300). The use of the word Cesko has also
been documented in the work of Czech and Slovak national revivalists. It appears
in Kollar's Slavy dcera, Jablonsky's Basne, and works by Kuzmany and Erben.
Belie claims that a one-word name for the territories inhabited by the Czech nation
that would be equivalent to e.g. Slovensko, Rusko etc. was not regularly used in the
past. Where a similar one-word name Cesko was used, it usually stood for Cechy-
i.e. the territory of Bohemia only. However, Belic further claims that the work of
national revivalists of Slovak origin proves that Cesko may also be used to
represent the whole Czech territory - i.e. the territory of Bohemia, Moravia and
Silesia. (Belie, Cech 300). The lexicographer Kott published a documented use of
Cesko in the magazine Krok in 1821 and the entry of a neuter noun Cesko was
included in Jungman's Slownjk in 1835 (Cizmarova, K peripetiim 2).
Karel Havlicek Borovsky and Frantisek Josef Palacky are often mentioned and
passages from their political articles are cited in discussions on the appropriateness
of the one-word name Cesko. In connection with the territorial limitation of the
meaning of Cech and the etymology of this word, Belic cites Borovsky: "[...] our
Czech represents exclusively the inhabitant of this kingdom and a Moravian [... ]
will neither call himself Czech nor will call his language to be Czech but Moravian
[...]". In connection with this quotation it is necessary to explain that in the
feudal Czech state Germans were also lived on Czech territory and were also
called Czechs. Palacky, for example, drew on this fact when he explained his
decision not to participate in the German parliament in Frankfurt, saying: "I am a
Czech of Slavonic descent [...]" (Belie, Cech 299).
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In 1915 Professor Tomas Garrigue Masaryk emigrated from the Austro-Hungarian
Empire to organise the struggle against the monarchy and to obtain support for the
concept of a new independent Czech state. The original working name that
Masaryk used for the new state was Nezdvisle Cechy. Masaryk was joined by the
Czech political scientist Edvard Benes and the Slovak astronomer Milan Rastislav
Stefanik and, together with other supporters of the independent Czech state, they
established the Czech National Council, Cesky komitet zahranicni. From 1916 this
functioned under the name Ndrodni rada zemi ceskych. Many believe that the
Slovak element was not included in the name of the new state mainly due to
Stefanik, who viewed Slovaks as members of the Czech nation. (Cizmarova, K
peripetiim 2). The ideology in the new state was the ideology of Czechoslovakism
- conceiving the Czechs and Slovaks as a single whole. What should also be noted
is the fact that in spite of Masaryk's Moravian origin, he did not highlight the
Moravian and Silesian element in the name of the new state either. What seemed
to playa major role in the concept of the new state for Masaryk was his trust in
democracy as the political embodiment of humanity. Masaryk did not see the
necessity to satisfy feelings of national identity and belonging to Moravia and
Silesia, as he believed that 'All citizens of good will, without distinction of
condition, religion or nationality, have been given the opportunity to build an
exemplary democratic state, whose task will be to care for the interests of the
entire free self-governing citizenry' (Pokorny 10).
In its final form, the state was conceived of as a multi-national Czecho-Slovak
entity. The Slovak League abroad suggested that it should be called Slavia, which
would have avoided privileging one nation over another. Cizmarova believes that
Masaryk would have accepted the term, as no proof of his objections has been
documented. Consequently the new state was named Cesko-Slovenska republika
with a short name Cesko-Slovensko (K peripetiim 2).
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It would not be true to say that this name was easily accepted - on the contrary.
Many Czech and Slovak intellectuals commented on it. The most famous and most
often cited in connection with the discussions on the appropriateness of Cesko is
the article '0 tom jmene' by Karel Capek. Capek intended the article as a timeless
contemplation on the name. Apart from comments that the sound of the new name
did not please the ear and sounded humorous, Capek mostly objected to the
process of the word formation of this title. In his opinion it was a glued-together
word representing a glued-together political concept (ZemlickaIV).
The public discussions about the word Cesko started after the German occupation
of the Sudetenland in 1938, when Slovakia acquired autonomy. Frantisek
Travnicek, who at the time did not know about the recorded age of the word
Cesko, claimed in his article "Novy nazev naseho statu. Jak se rna spravne psati
Cesko-Slovensko" published in Lidove noviny on 4 December 1938: "We could
avoid the unusual noun Cesko by using the usual geographical terms Cechy and
Morava. [...] But compared to the concise name Slovensko, the set phrase Cechy
a Morava would be rather inconvenient and hence the concise and accurate term
Cesko is recommended. It may be a language novelty, but a language must come
to terms with new circumstances, new constitutional arrangements." Travnicek
defended the name Cesko several more times on the pages of Czech newspapers
and repeatedly explained that Cesko is not a discredited name equivalent to
Hitler's Tschechei which was a pejorative term denoting the Protectorate of
Bohemia and Moravia - protektorat Cechy a Morava (Cizmarova, K peripetifm 3
- 5 ).
1945 -1968
Travnicek's engagements in discussions on the validity of the one-word name
Cesko continued after 1945, at which point he was already aware of the age of this
word and its use in the language of the Czech National Revival. Travnfcek
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considered this information when compiling the dictionary entry Cesko in Slovnik
spisovneho jazyka ceskeho (SSJC) in 1952. This definition states:
Cesko, sti. = Cechy, nebo Cechy, Morava a Slezsko, protejsek ke Slovensko
(iid., obrozen. Koll., Erb., Chaloupec, Gottw.)
Cesko, n. = Bohemia, or Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia, corresponds to
Slovakia (rarely used, national revival. Kollar, Erben, Chaloupec,
Gottwald.)
Nevertheless, even then Travnlcek's efforts failed to integrate the name Cesko into
the language awareness of the Czechs and everyday language use. In 1945, the
language column "Jazykove zakampf" of Lidove noviny published an article
signed by O.S. who entered into polemics with Travnicek. O.S. argued that he
doubted that the name Cesko had a good chance to become a living part of the
language because the language competence of the language users would prevent
this. The author believed that Cesko did not first enter the Czech language as an
independent word but as the first half of the compound Ceskoslovensko. He says:
Finding a new word would seem to be a more convenient option [... ]
Originally, I wanted to propose the title Cechie. This is a well-established
word; I may say a respectable word, with an ancient tradition and many
parallels in the names of other countries (Francie, Jugoslavie, Indie, etc.).
But - even here the tradition causes difficulties since Cechie symbolises
our motherland in the form of a female figure blessing the nation. I am
therefore proposing to use not Cesko but Cessko (K peripetiim 6).
1968 -1989
Discussions on the suitability of the chosen geographical name Cesko are regularly
repeated in connection with every change of the constitutional arrangements.
These changes were introduced in 1968 - 69 when the Act of Constitutional
Federation was approved and then again in 1992.
Cizmarova (K peripetiim 9) observed that until 1968 the disputes over the name
Cesko were conducted in an objective manner and were free from biased emotions.
In 1968 when the poet Jan Skacel got involved in the discussions over the one-
word name Cesko, a new dimension was introduced in the discussions, which
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since then has become typical for written and also oral disputes conducted by the
opponents of Cesko. Cizmarova calls this new dimension "the attacking
aggressivity". Skacel wrote in his polemic:
The word Cesko) is ill-formed and you cannot turn a blind eye to it no
matter how much you try. You cannot. I am ready to live in Moravia, in
Silesia, in Bohemia, in Slovakia and, with a certain degree of renunciation
renunciation, even in Prague. But I would not be able to live in Cesko. I
would not even be able to die in a country with such a name. I would feel
out of place and I would feel ashamed [...] if someone, God save us from
that, thought up something like Moravsko, then I would commit a crime - a
murder. The arguments in favour of the word may be to the point, but the
word sounds really lamentable. (K peripetiim 9)
Jan Skacel's concerns about Moravsko have come true. "The Language Advisory
Service" of Nase fee published the following enquiry:
Nekolikrat jsern se setkal s nazvern Moravsko, oznacujiclrn Moravu.[ . . .]
Prosim 0 sdeleni, zdaje nazev Moravsko spisovne spravny.
'I have come across the name Moravsko, denoting Moravia. [...] I would
like to find out if the name Moravsko is standard and correct.'
The reply from "the Language Advisory Service" states that the neologism
Moravsko is neither incorrect nor generally understood. The language service
further questioned the potential meanings of the toponym, which could be:
a) denoting Moravia - which is then redundant just as e.g. *Italsko,*
Francouzsko etc. are redundant alongside standard Italie, Francie, etc.
b) toponyms referring to Moravia and the Moravian part of Silesia. It is
suggested 'that to distinguish between the geographical parts of the country and
its regions in this manner would be splitting hairs.
c) "If this toponyms is created out of spite and is meant to denote the Czech
Republic (the Czechs call it Cesko, so we in Moravia are going to call the
country Moravsko), this brings confusion into our identity [ ...].,,74
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Some could successfully argue that the expression "attacking aggressivity" is
rather strong. It could be objected that what Skacel is using when expressing his
own feelings is merely poetic licence, and the openness in his expression is a
suitable reflection of the euphoria, enthusiasm, and resistance against authorities
and directives that characterised the atmosphere of the Prague Spring in 1968.
Nevertheless, Cizmarova is right in her observation that since Skacel's
involvement, subjective feelings and political preferences have prevailed over
objectivity, even in the cases of professionals occupied in polemics on the usage of
Cesko. One can observe that stronger and stronger words are used to persuade,
ridicule and crush the objector's opponents.
In 1978 the word Cesko was included in Slovnfk spisovne cestiny as a synonym
for Ceska socialistickd republika. Another definition from 1989 states that:
Pine spisovnym synonymem pro Ceskou socialistickou republiku (CSR,
Cechy a Moravu) je Cesko; obdoba vyrazu Siovensko.
'A full and literary synonym for the Czech Socialist Republic (CSR,
Bohemia and Moravia) is Cesko; a counterpart to the name Siovensko .,75
1989 -1998
Although the one-word name Cesko was codified, it was still not part of everyday
usage, mainly due to the fact that Ceskoslovensko was used as the one-word name
for the state. The authors of the article "Odbornici k nazvu Cesko" ("Specialists on
the name Cesko") which is a shortened version of "Stanovisko geografU, historiku,
jazykovedcu a pracovniku dalsich vednich oboru k otazce jednoslovneho, tj.
geografickeho nazvu pro CR, ktere vychazi z diskusniho setkani na pude
University Karlovy v Praze 29. 1. 1998" ("The opinion of geographers, linguists,
historians and experts from other scientific disciplines on the official one-word
geographic name for the Czech Republic defined at the discussion at Charles
University in Prague on 29 January 1998") express their view that the Czech
74 NaSe fec 3 (1999): 168. . 'v
75 Michal Ptacek, Breviaf prakticke cestiny (Praha: Novmar, 1989).
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political apparatus of the normalisation period (1968-1989) followed the Soviet
example and inclined exclusively to the official political name of the country. The
one-word name Cesko was understood to be too apolitical and non-ideological."
When searching for information that would support or refute this theory, no proof
was found in favour of it but, on the contrary, several arguments were found that
went against it. Belie claimed that, in connection with the federalisation of the
republic, the need to find a one-word name for the Czech part had become rather
urgent (Belie, Cech 300). Vladimir Smilauer believed that there was a need for a
short name for the Czech Socialist Republic and he used the equation "SSR:
Slovensko = CSR : x" to document his claim.. In Smilauer's opinion this x could
only be represented by Cesko. (Smilauer 1981). Miloslava Knappova in the article
"Cesko = Ceska socialisticka republika" supports the one-word title Cesko by
highlighting the word's two hundred years of documented history and linking it
with the positive connotations of the Czech National Revival. Knappova believes
that a more frequent use of the word would eventually rid it of its emotional
undertone (by which we can understand its pejorative associations as a Czech
equivalent for German Tschechei). She closes her article by writing that "[...] the
as a word, Cesko is correctly formed. [...] It is a synonym for Ceska socialisticka
republika, i.e. the territory of that part of CSSR where Czech is spoken and where
the Czech nation lives. Its entry in Slovnik spisovne cestiny is appropriate"
(Knappova 206). Jan Trefulka, the writer, journalist and signatory of Charta 77,
v • 771 h icle i'Acontributed to the discussion on Cesko several times. n t e artie e znovu
Cesko", Trefulka is very direct in his claims that in the 1980s it was the
Communist Party representatives, journalists and linguists acting in line with
instructions from the Party secretariats who enforced the use of Cesko as the one-
word name for the Czech Socialist Republic. These arguments clearly show that
76 (http://users.its.cs/-klasiklces/ces1.htmlfoundon9.11. 2001).
77 Jan Trefulka, "A znovu Cesko," Pnivo 5. 3. 1998; and also
"Predcasny fejeton, " Litenirni listy, 12 (1968): 1 - 2.
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the claim made by the authors of the article, amongst who were linguists,
historians, and geographers, cannot be proven."
As explained before, since the division of the country on 1 of January 1993,
opinions on the one-word geographical name for the Czech Republic have been
split.
President Vaclav Havel expresses his VIew on Cesko by saying: "The above
mentioned word has never passed my lips. I cannot explain exactly why, but for
some reasons it will not pass my lips for quite a while yet. I would much rather
make the effort and say Ceskd republika." (Holecek, Rubin 135)
The objections to Cesko from the general public are of a miscellaneous nature; one
of the objections is that Cesko is not entered in Pravidla ceskeho pravopisu
(Pravidla), The Guide Book to Czech Spelling. The explanation for this is very
simple. There is no need to enter the word in Pravidla as the spelling of Cesko
does not cause problems and Pravidla is not the equivalent of Slovnik. Other
objections documented in Czech newspapers and studies" are, for example:
The sound of the word Cesko does not please the ear - Cechy sounds better
The word Cesko is too short - it sounds like it has been chopped off
The meaning of Cesko does not include the Moravian and Silesian parts of
the country [Morava a Slezsko]
The word Cesko is a translation of Hitler's Tschechei - therefore the word
Cesko is Hitler's idea
Why was the word Cesko chosen - why not Cechie, Ceske zeme,
Cechrava, Ceskomoravsko or Cechozemsko'l
78 The full list of names canbe found in: Pavel CIyomy, "Cech~, Cec~ava, Cesko ,(Aneb,
jak zni zkraceny oficialni geograficky nazev pro Ceskou repubhku?), Geograficke
rozhledy 4 (97-98): 98 - 99. . de! '
79 Milan Zemlicka, "Bud'me definitivne pro Cesko," Lidove novmy 2 May 1998: Ne e m
LN:IV.
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Some language users would prefer a geographical name in the form of
Ceska created in accordance of the formation of toponyms like Sadskd,
Srbska [both these toponyms are names of Czech villages]
Others do not see a need for a one-word geographical name at all
Some language users think that Cesko is a neologism and that future
generations will fully adopt it in their vocabulary.
5.4. Alternative Proposals to Cesko
One has to agree with those who object to using Cesko because the name does not
allow derivations like severocesky, jihocesky in the sense in the north of Cesko or
in the south of Cesko. The derivations severocesky, jihocesky mean 'north
Bohemian, south Bohemian'. Cesko does not have the potential for such word
formation whilst other geographical names like Slovensko, Finsko, Mad'arsko,
Polsko, etc. do. It should be noted the short name Ceskoslovensko could not make
such derivations either and was still acceptable and freely used in everyday
conversation.
To check whether the alternatives to Cesko proposed by those objecting to it are
used in everyday communication I searched through the Czech National Corpus.
The proposed alternatives to Cesko, which are Cechrava, Cechozemsko, Cechie,
Ceskomoravsko, and Moree were searched in the basic form, not in the lemma
form. The following results were obtained:
v
5.4.1. Cechrava
72) Jsem odpurcem nazvu Cesko. Je to odpor zcela iracionalni. [...]
Navrhuji proto zcela nesmyslny, nic nerfkajlct, avsak pekne znejicf nazev
Cechrava. Mohl by uspokojit i Moravu.
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I object to the name Cesko. This objection is totally irrational. [...] This is
why I suggest the name Cechrava, which is a complete nonsense but
sounds nice. This might satisfy even Moravia.t''
The proposed name Cechrava is created through blending of the morpheme cech
with the second syllable of the word Morava: - rava. Cech + - rava = Cechrava.
v
5.4.2. Cechozemsko
The proposed name Cechozemsko is likely to be based on the historical title Zeme
Ceska. The principles of word-formation where the geographical name is derived
from the adjective form of the nation's name were applied on the adjective zemsky
which formed the second part of the compound - zemsko. The origin of the first
part of the compound Cecho- might come from the first part of an older compound
Cechoslovak denoting the inhabitant of Ceskoslovensko. Although Cechozemsko
is one of the proposed alternatives to Cesko, the Czech National Corpus has not
recorded it.
5.4.3. Cechie
73) [...] ale zatim se zda, ze fada tech, kterym Cesko nezni pfijemne,
marne hleda; asi je to proto, ze se neco vhodnejsiho najit neda, Slovo
Cechie by muselo hodne zevsednet (i kdyz jeho protejsky jako angl.
Czechia, franc. Tchequi a nem. Tschechei se zrejme uz dost ~platnuji) u
souslovi Ceske zeme pfece jen vadi dvouslovnost a Trojzemi, Cemoslez ci
co jeste nebylo navrzeno, asi neprojde.
[. . .] but so far it looks like many of those who consider Cesko as not
pleasing to the ear are searching in vain; the reason for that m~y b~ the fact
that something more suitable cannot be found. Th.e word C~chle .would
have to lose its connotations (although it seems that Its translations hke the
English Czechia, French Tchequie and German Ts~heche~ are widely used),
the compound Ceske zeme is difficult because of It consists of two words,
and Troizemi Cemoslez or whatever has not been proposed yet are not
J' 81
likely to be acceptable.
80 doc/SPUB/1996/ln96227.
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Many non-professional language users would prefer the name Cechie. They argue
that this name sounds nice and gracious but professionals object that Cechie is
associated with names of football clubs - for example Cechie Karlin or with the
symbol of the Czech motherland represented by a woman's figure blessing the
nation.
v
5.4.4. Trojzemi and Cemoslez
The connotations of Cechie explained above seem to be too strong for some. The
author of this article mentions proposed names Trojzemi and Cemoslez. Both
names indicate that the territory of the Czech Republic comprises three
geographical and historical entities Cechy, Morava and Slezsko. The first proposal
utilises this fact by avoiding the toponyms and creating a name that can be
translated into English as the 'three-land country'. The other proposal explicitly
uses the initial syllable of the names Cechy: ce-, Morava: mo- and the first syllable
of the name Slezsko: slez.
5.4.5. Ceskomoravsko
74) Podobny vyklad ankety rozeslal do vsech moznych novin Vybor
muzejni a vlastivedne spolecnosti, [. . .J, a", to nepodepsanym d~p~s~m
odeslanym z podivne neexistujici zeme Ceskomoravsko (v originale
Czechomoravia).
A similar explanation of the survey was sent to various newspapers by the
Vybor muzejni a vlastivedne spolecno~ti, [...J, in an unsigned letter.se?t
from a stran~e non-existing country Ceskomoravsko ( Czechomoravia 10
the original). 2
Another compound was formed by combining Cesko with an occasionalism
Moravsko. 83 The comment in parentheses suggests that the article was written in
English and the translation of the compound was secondary. It is not clear why the
81 docS/PUB/1993/lnd931 07.
82 docS/PUB/ 1993/lnm9331.
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part -moravia of the compound was translated as -moravsko and not -morava, as
Moravia can be correctly translated into Czech as Morava.
75) Nedavno si povzdechl jeden nas statnlk, ze pro oznaceni nasi Ceske
republiky se dosud nevzilo jednoduche Cesko, i kdyz je to nazev logicky
~t~~r~ny podl~, stejnych. pra~idel jako n~zvy Slezsko, Slovensko, [...] a
jeste rada dalsich. Proti pojmenovani Cechy maji namitky Moravane a
jakysi vtipalek n~vrhl pojmenovani Moree, ktere by melo vyhovovat jak
Moravanum, tak Cechum.
Recently, one of our statesmen has complained that the simple name Cesko
has not caught on as a term for the Czech Republic, even though this name
is created logically, according to the same rules as Slezsko, Slovensko, [...
] and many others. The Moravians object to the name Cechy and some
joker suggested that the name Moree should suit both the Czechs and the
Moravians/"
76) Rada ctenaru si vsak myslela pravy opak - ze Ceska republika
jednoslovne pojmenovani nepotrebuje [...]. Ctenafi vcera v telefonni
diskusi navrhovali take jine nazvy pro republiku. Nejcasteji to byla Cechie,
Cessko, Moree (slovo vznikle zkracenim a spojenim Moravy a Cech) nebo
Cze chland.
Many readers thought the opposite - i.e. that the Czech Republic doesn't
need a one-word name [ ... ]. In yesterday's telephone discussion, readers
suggested other names for the republic. The most frequent suggestions
were Cechie, Cessko, Moree (a word created by shortening and combining
... 85
the names Morava and Cechy) or Czechland.
While the previous suggestions put Cechy or the Czech element in the first place
of the compound, in this proposal the Moravian element, i.e. the morpheme mor is
put in front followed by the first syllable from Cechy: ee This created a name for
the country which also means guinea pig in Czech. It could be speculated that the
author wished readers to associate the newly-created state with a laboratory guinea
pig, but no further information was found on this speculation.
83 The occasionalism Moravsko is explained in Nase fee 3 (1999):168.
84 docS/PUB/1996/letohr96.
85 docS/PUB/1999/mf991127.
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When investigating the derivational possibilities of the proposed alternatives to
Cesko, the argument that in the Czech language the geographical name is derived
from the adjective form of the name of the particular nation, e.g.: Slowik -
slovensky - Slovensko becomes invalid. The proposed alternatives have not been
based on the name of the majority nation but on a combination of names of two or
all three territories the Czech Republic comprises of.
In this respect the following derivational possibilities exist:
• Cechie could form an adjective form cechijsky and could form further
derivations e.g. severocechijsky.fihocechijsky, etc. meaning in the north of
Cechie, in the south of Cechie.
• Cechrava could form an adjective form cechravsky because the second part
of the name is formed by the second syllable of Morava. The adjective
form of Morava is moravsky. Further derivations severocechravsky,
jihocechravsky, etc. can be formed.
• The adjective of Cechozemsko could be cechozemsky in accordance with
the adjective form zemsky; hence derivations severocechozemsky,
[thocechozemsky, etc. can be formed.
• The proposal of Moree offers two speculations form morceci 'belonging to
a guinea pig' already existing in Czech and this could create the derivations
severomorceci 'belonging to a northern guinea pig', jihomorceci
'belonging to a southern guinea pig', etc. The second option could be an
adjective morcesky. This adjective is based on the presumption that the
second syllable ce represents the first syllable of Cechy, the adjective form
of which is cesky. The derivations could be severomorceskf;,jihomorceskf;,
etc.
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• Also Trojzemi and Cemoslez can form similar derivations. Adjective forms
trojzemsky, severotrojzemskj,jihotrojzemsky, cemoslezsky with derivations
severocemoslezsky etc. could be created.
As all the proposals have been formed to produce a name of the country where at
least two of its territories have been represented, there is no ambiguity between a
derivation denoting the whole country and a derivation denoting only one of its
territories.
5.5. Steps towards Disseminating the Geographic Name Cesko
Various steps have been taken to support Cesko by changing people's negative
perception of the word and thus establishing its consistent use in everyday
communication and the appropriate stylistic environment.
In autumn 1997 a Civic Initiative Czechia was established to promote the
geographical name Cesko. Amongst its co-founders was the Head of the Czech
Language Department of the Paedagogic Faculty, Masaryk University in Brno and
researcher in the area of toponyms, Rudolf Sramek. As already mentioned, on 29
January 1998 the Czech Geographic Society organised an expert meeting where
the "Standpoint" was presented. Representatives from across the Czech media
were invited to attend, and the event received rather wide media coverage. A press
conference on the usage of the names Cesko and Czechia took place on the May
2001 and the media were invited. An article recounting how badly the Czechs
were informed and misled about the history of the word Cesko can be found in
Pravo. This article on the press conference informs the readers that it is the
historical geographer Leos Jelecek who is considered to be the father of the one-
'" 86
word geographical name Cesko.
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The use of Cesko is obligatory neither in the Czech Radio Company nor the Czech
Television Company. The training department of the Czech Radio Company
recommended in 1998 using Cesko for the unofficial name of the state. The Czech
Television Company did not issue any recommendation concerning the use of the
name. However, the deputy chief editor of the sports section of the Czech
Television Company admitted that journalists and commentators lacked a more
familiar expression and using Cesko is a purely individual matter. 87
5.6. General Public Opinion on Cesko
The specialists, mainly those from the field of geography, remain unsuccessful in
implementing the one-word name Cesko in everyday communication. No matter
how hard they try to attack professionals in other disciplines and Czech political
representatives and try to make them be consistent in using the one-word name,
the tendency preferred by many language users goes against the usage the
geographers would like to establish. As the above arguments prove, if speakers use
the short form of the name of the state, it usually is not Cesko. Avoiding the one-
word name of the state plays a major role for geographers and historians. They
claim that avoiding the one-word name is a genuine problem that has a strong
cultural, political and geo-political impact and derives from the inferiority of the
Czech national identity.88 Linguists are much more lenient in commenting on
using the one-word name. The Language Advisory Service of'Nase fee was asked,
"What is the opinion of the Language Advisory Service on the name Cesko?".89
The answer from Nase fee states that:
86 "Cesko a Czechia - ano?," Pnivo 21 May 2001:3.
87 "Po peti letechstale nevime, jak sve zemi vlastne fikat," MF Dnes,
http://mfdnes.newtonit.cz, 5." 1. 1998. .
88 Ke geografickemu nazvu Ceske republiky; www.sweb.czlczechl~-cesko/.. ..
89 It should be explained thatNaSe fee is a highly respected Czech Journal of linguistics. It
is considered to be a valuable source of professional information on the Czech language.
and is regularly consulted by linguists, languag~ ~tudents: teachers, and the general public,
The Czech Language Institute that publishes this Journal IS also home to theLanguage
Advisory Service which answers public queries on various aspects of Czech language.
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From avpurely professional angle there are no substantial objections to the
n~e Cesko,: ['. '.. ] The word formation of Cesko is not a transgression
against the spirit of the Czech language". The other side of the coin is
people's feelings and emotions. [...] Although there is no professional
explanation for these, they need to be taken into account because a
language does not live away from people but inside people. A language is
not constituted only from words but also by people's attitudes to them. We
can disapprove of the word Cesko, but only if a majority of people
disapprove of it. We have neither the power nor the professional reasons to
ban the word."
From this answer, it is also apparent that the Language Advisory Service
registered only a very few negative and emotional responses from language users.
The linguist Ondrej Hausenblas admits that he does not like Cesko either but he
assumes that it will be adopted in the language because it is short and practical."
The practical aspects of life prove that there is a need of a one-word name for the
country both to be used in everyday communication and in international contacts
too. This is why the Business Chamber of Commerce proposed a norm CSN ISO
3166-1 year 1998 on the one-word name Cesko. This proposal was entered into the
norm in February 1999 by the Czech Normalisation Institute in Prague. The norm
recommends the one-word geographical title Cesko for use in non-official
d . . 92every ay communrcation.
The public opinion poll agency Factum carried out a poll on behalf of MF Dnes
newspaper on 5 January 1998. The question the respondent answered was: "Which
one-word name for the Czech Republic should be made stable and should be
used?" The respondents were asked to choose one of the following options for the
one-word name: Cechy, Ceskomoravsko, Cesko, another name, Cechie, don't
know. 51.2 % of respondents answered that there was no need for a one-word
name. 19.4% chose the one-word name Cechy, 9.8% chose Ceskomoravsko, 7.1%
90 "Z dopisu jazykove poradne," Nase fee 1 (1999): 55 - 56. .
91 Jednoslovny nazev zeme je odvozen od adjektiva, http://mfdens.newtomt.cz,26.11.
1999.
92 Cesko. http://www.ujc.cas.czlporadnalporfaq.htm. 14 Feb. 2002.
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chose Cesko, 3.3% would prefer another name (one of the most frequently
proposed was Bohemia), 1.4% chose Cechie, 7.8% did not know. 93
The Institute for Public Poll Opinion IVVM carried out a similar poll in May
1998. 60% or respondents stated that there was no need to look for a one-word
name, 55% were not happy with the name Cesko.94 Lidove noviny reported on the
same poll, stating that the name Cesko is definitely acceptable for 8% of
respondents, probably acceptable for 27%, probably unacceptable for 28% and
definitely unacceptable for 29%. Cesko is more widely accepted in Moravia by
people with a high standard of living." The statement that Cesko is more widely
accepted in Moravia clearly contradicts the poll by Factum, which states that 5.4%
of respondents from southern Moravia and 8.1 % from northern Moravia would use
Cesko as the one-word name compared to 6.1 % respondents from Prague, 6.6%
from central Bohemia, 12.2% from southern Bohemia, 6.7% from western
Bohemia, 4.8% from northern Bohemia and 10.4% from eastern Bohemia. 96 MF
Dnes asked its readers to take part in a survey asking them if they agreed that the
one-word name for the Czech Republic should be Cesko. The majority of the
readers participating in the Internet survey agreed. The ratio was 806:642 in favour
of Cesko. On the other hand, the majority of those who rang the MF Dnes hotline
found Cesko "repugnant" 97. Only 16 out of 52 callers did not object to Cesko.98 It
could be assumed that in the case of this survey, the answers are affected by the
age distribution of the respondents - i.e. the Internet is used mainly by younger
age groups of Czech inhabitants whilst those who answered over the phone could
be assumed to belong to the older age category. This presumption is not confirmed
93 Pavel Chromy, "Cechy, Cechrava, Cesko (Aneb, jak zni zkraceny oficialni geograficky
nazevpro Ceskou republiku?)," Geograficke rozhledy 4 (97-98): 98 - 99".
94 Cesko, odmitane jmeno republiky pronika do skol, http://mfdnes.newtomt.cz,29.I1.
2001.
95 ''Nazev Cesko se Cechum nelibi," Lidove noviny 27May1998:16. ,
96 Pavel Chromy, "Cechy, Cechrava, Cesko (Aneb, jak zni zkraceny oficialni geograficky
nazev pro Ceskou republiku?)," Geograficke rozhledy 4 (97-98): 98 - 99. .
97 Nazory ctenarli MF Dnes na Cesko jsou ruzne,27. 11. 1999, http://mfdnes.newtomt.cz,
found 29. 11. 2001.
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by the results of an independent Internet survey asking: "Do you agree with Cesko
as the official name of the country?" 22% of the respondents answered yes and the
answers of 780/0 of the respondents were negative." It has to be noted that this
question is misleading, because Cesko is not the official political name but a
geographical one. Another Internet survey phrased its question in the following
way: "I am not asking if you like or dislike Cesko! I am asking if you have come
to terms with the fact that from clearly practical reasons you will use the word".
This survey scored a positive answer from 58.8% of respondents and a negative
answer from 41.1% of respondents. roo
The assumption that opinions on Cesko are affected by the age of the speaker is
not based purely on the above arguments regarding Czech history, in particular the
associations with the connotations of the Protectorate use of Tschechei. A further
argument supporting this theory is the Information from the Ministry of Education
of 5 October 1999 on the One-word Geographical Name Cesko for the Czech
Republic sent to all schools. The Minister of Education Eduard Zeman was the
first politician after 1989 to support Cesko officially and to recommend its usage
in schools. As explained above, President Vaclav Havel refused to use the word.
The ex-prime minister Vaclav Klaus was saddened that it had not been possible to
find a one-word name that would be widely accepted, although he himself did not
want to initiate a process to artificially create a one-word name. A section of the
Czech general public expressed their disapproval of minister Zeman's
recommendation to schools. Zeman explained that he did not feel the absence of
the one-word name to be particularly obvious at schools. At the same time, he
said he believed that if the one-word name were to be fixed in people's minds and,
adopted in everyday usage, schools were a suitable vehicle for that. 101
98 Nazory ctenaru MF Dnes na Ceskojsou ruzne, 27. 11. 1999, http://mfdnes.newtonit.cz,
found 29. 11. 2001.
99 Lezou vam slimaci po tele pfi slave Cesko", www.pedro.czJnoviny.foundon28.11.
2001.
100 http://novinky.cz/Index/Styl/3672,foundon29.11. 2001. .
101 Cesko, odmitanejmeno republiky pronika do skol, http://mfdnes.newtomt.cz , found on
29. 11. 2001
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My search through three Czech national newspapers, which is described in detail
in the Methodology Section, showed the following results:
1992
The journalists recognised the existence of the one-word name Cesko and
reminded the readers of the name in the articles "What People Expect after the
Split of the State" that was published on 29 December 1992, i.e. before the official
split of the state.
77) [...] - jestli Slovaci myslf, ze si pomohou, dej se jejich ville. Vertm, ze
nam v Cesku bez nich zle nebude.
0[...J - if the Slovaks think that this is going to help them, let them have
their way. I believe that we won't be any worse off without them in Cesko:'
102
1993
A heading of another article from the first ofMF Dnes on 2 January 1993 says:
78)"Obcane Ceska pfilis neslavili"
"The citizens of Cesko didn't celebrate too much,,103
After those two occurrences, the use of Cesko was documented only three times
between 1993 and 2001. Where Cesko could have been used either the
abbreviation CR, the full official title Ceska republika, or Cechy were used
instead.
102 "Co lide cekaji po rozdelen! statu," MF Dnes 29 Dec. 1992: 1.
103 "Obcasne Ceska pfilis neslavili," MF Dnes 2 Jan. 1993: 1,3.
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7~) [...] se prave Pol~k~, Mad'arsko a Nemecko maji z obav pfed brzkou
menovou odlukou mezi CR a SR pokouset 0 rnasovy yYvoz cs, korun do
Cech a na Slovensko.
[...] it is Poland, Hungary and. Genpany which are expected to attempt the
mass export of Czech crowns into Cechy and Slovakia due to their worries
about the split of the currencies between CR and SR. 104
80) Po rozdeleni federace CSOB oddelila bilance pro CR a Slovensko.
After the federation was divided, CSOB separated balances for CR and
Slovakia. lOS
81)[...] je ochotna do takzvaneho agrobyznysu [ ] pfipustit Ceskou
republiku, Mad'arsko, pripadne Polsko ci Slovensko. [ ] V pfipade Ceske
republiky napffklad pouzili cisla platna pro byvale Ceskoslovensko.
[...] is willing to let Ceska republika, Hungary, and possibly Poland or
Slovakia join the so called agro-business. [... ] For example in the case of
Ceska republika they used numbers valid for the former Ceskoslovenskot'"
This quotation can be used as one of the best description of the trend used by the
Czech journalists. The official name Ceska republika is used on the same stylistic
level as the one-word geographic names Mad'arsko, Polsko and Slovensko. In the
second sentence the author of the article used on the same stylistic level the
official term Ceskd republika and the one-word geographical name of the former
Czechoslovak Republic Ceskoslovensko. This shows the author is deliberately
avoiding the use of the one-word geographical name of the CzechRepublic.
The same trend of mixing the two different stylistic levels of the official name and
the one-word geographical term, which is intended for use in everyday
communication, can be observed continuously, with a particular effort to avoid the
104 "Polska narodni banka bez zasob," Pnivo 2 Feb. 1993: 8.
105 "CSOB nezablokovala zadny ucet," Pravo 4 May 1993: 2.
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use of the one-word geographical term Cesko.. This is documented in the
following articles listed chronologically from 1995 to 2000.
1995
8~) CR je jedn~u z deviti zemi s jejichz vojaky se pocita pro novou
mlfOVOU operaci v Chorvatsku. [. . .] Podle zatim neoficialnich
diplomatickych informaci se pocita s CR, Kanadou, Belgii, Polskem,
Ruskem, Jordanskem, Danskem, Nepalem a Argentinou.
CR is one of the nine countries whose soldiers are expected to join the new
peace ope~ation in Croatia. [...] According to so far unofficial diplomatic
sources, CR, Canada, Belgium, Poland, Russia, Jordan, Denmark, Nepal,
and Argentina are expected to be involved.' 107
1996
83) Ctyfi roky po rozdeleni ceskoslovenske federace drtiva vetsina obcanu
Ceske republiky i Slovenska uznava, ze obe republiky krac! svym tempem.
[...] ten vyyolal v radach Cechu zijtcich na uzemi Slovenska tendenci [ ..
.] odstehovat se trvale do Cech.
Four years after the split of the Czechoslovak Federation, a vast majority of
citizens of Ceska republika and Slovakia admit that each Republics is
progressing at its own pace.[...] Amongst the Czechs permanently living
in Slovakia this has resulted in a trend to move to Cechy permanently.l'"
1997
The use of Cesko was documented in Lidove noviny in 1997. Although Cesko was
used in the appropriate style, it was followed by the abbreviation SR, even though
Slovensko could have been used.
106 "Evropska unie zkousi ceske zemedelstvi," MF Dnes 1Jul. 1994: 7.
107 "Chorvatske tanky utoci na Srby," Lidove noviny 2 May 1995: 1.
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"Cesko owes SR hundreds of milliardsv'?"
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In 1998 the use of Cesko was documented in MF Dnes, but only in the sports
section:
85) UZ i v Cesku se na prodanych listcich da slusne vydelat,
Even in Cesko one can make a good profit on tickets. I10
In sections other than sports, MF Dnes was still avoiding Cesko:
86) Je logicke, [ ] ze se Ceska republika snazi nasledovat zeme s
nejnizsimi cenami. [ ] Porovnani cen s cenami v zemich se srovnatelnou
ekonomikou, coz pro nas neni Francie, ci Nernecko, ale Portugalsko,
Spanelsko, Polsko, Mad'arsko, je velmi ucinne,
It is logical [...] for Ceska republika to attempt to follow countries with
the lowest prices. [...] Comparing prices with countries that have
comparable economies, which for us means not France, or Germany, but
Portugal, Spain, Poland or Hungary, is very effective. I I I
1999 - 2000
Between 1999 and 2000 the use of Cesko was found only in two of the three
newspapers followed. Lidove noviny wrote:
87) "Slovensti Remove emigruji do Ceska"
[...] v Cesku lze cekat dalsi vlnu slovenskych utecencu. [. '..] Krome
Rornu ze Slovenska se pokouseli ziskat azyl v Cesku i pffslusnfci [...]. Ze
108 "Z federalnich svazku Cechu a Slovaku preziva uzjen kultura," MF Dnes 3 Sep. 1996:
10.
109 "Cesko dluzi SR stovky milliard," Lidov6 noviny 9 Sep. 1997: 6.
110 "PIny stadion muze vydelat statisice," MF Dnes 1Nov. 1998: 27.
III "Unie tlacl na zvyseni cen leku," MF Dnes 3 Nov. 1998: 1, 4.
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st,ejneho regionu pochazi i 166 Romu, kten 0 azyl v CR pozadali uplynuly
vfkend.
"Slovak Romanies Immigrate to Cesko"
[...] in Cesko we can expect a new influx of Slovak refugees.[...] Besides
Romani~s f~om Slovakia, also members of [...] attempted to obtain
asylum In Cesko. The 166 Romanies who claimed asylum in the CR last
weekend come from the same region.l'?
The use of Cesko was documented in MF Dnes solely in the sports section:
88) ~tanleyuv pohar je opet v Cesku. [...] se po roce opet na skok vratil
do Ceska. [...] Hokejovy klenot z Kanady je opet v Cesku [...].
The Stanley Cup is back in Cesko. [...] after a year it briefly returned to
Cesko. [...] The ice hockey jewel from Canada is back in Cesko [...]. 113
Only the use of CR and Ceskd republika were documented in Pravo:
89) Cesky premier Milos Zeman (CSSD) i nemecky kanclef Gerhard
Schroder (SPD) se shodujf, ze Ceska republika a Nemecko pfeklenuly
problemy minulosti [...].
The Czech Prime Minister Milos Zeman (CSSD) as well as the German
chancellor Gerhard Schroder (SPD) agree that Ceska republika and
114Germany overcame the problems of the past, [...].
90) Nejoblfbenejsim alkoholickym napojern v Ceske republice je pivo. [..
.] Nejoblibenejsfrn jidlem v Ceske republice je rIzek.
'The favourite alcoholic drink in Ceska republika is beer. [...] The
favourite meal in Ceska republika is schnitzel. 115
100) Desetirnilionova zemicka, jako je CR, se ale nemusi bat. [ ...] Presto
by se CR mela zapojit do evropskeho a celosvetoveho usili [... ].
112 "Slovensti Remove emigruji do Ceska," Lidove noviny 28 Jun. 2000:2.
113 "Stanleyuv pohar je opet v Cesku," Dnes 3 Sep. 2000: C6.
114 "Podle Zemana i Schrodera CR a SRN preklenuly minulost," Pnivo 1 Sep. 1999: 1.
115 "Cechum nejvic chutna pivo a fizek," Pnivo 1Nov. 1999: 3.
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A tiny country with ten million inhabitants like the C"'R need t [
] D· v • ' ,no worry. ..[...tWJte that, CR should be Involved in efforts in Europe and worldwide
2001
The use of Cesko changed in 2001 when newspapers started using the
geographical name in all their sections. This is documented in three article
headings and a quotation from the press, sports and motoring sections.
101) "Tocenim filmu se v Cesku nebohatne"
"One cannot become rich by shooting films in Cesko,,117
"Kolik reprezentacnich tyrnu da Cesko dohromady"
"How many national teams will Cesko build ,,118
102) "Mnoha auta, ktera postradaji majitele v Cesku, konci v Kosovu"
Kradeze a vykradani aut patti k Cesku jako vetme mlyny k Holandsku, a
proto policie zkousi system nalepek, ktery se osvedcil v Anglii.
"Many cars, missed by their owners in Cesko, will end up in Kosovo"
Stealing cars and breaking into them belongs to Cesko like windmills do to
Holland, and that is why the golice are testing a sticker system, which has
proved its worth in England.I 9
Robert Dengler from Pravo, who answered my query as to what made Pravo
journalists start using Cesko more frequently, explained that: "We started to use
Cesko more often because people have got more accustomed to it now. Some of
our readers were surprised by that [...] but I think that after some initial
polemics, they accepted it.,,120 The response is surprising. It suggests that the
attitude to language planning in Czech conditions may be liberal, with less stress
on the involvement of governmental authorities.
116 "Ceska zernicka ve viru globalizace," Pnivo 2 May 2000: 6.
117 "Tocenim filmu se v Cesku nebohatne," MF Dnes 16 May 2001: 3.
118 "Kolik reprezentacnich rymu da Cesko dohromady," MF Dnes 16 May 2001: 1.
119 "Mnoha auta, ktera postradaji jejich majitele v Cesku konci v Kosovu," MF Dnes 16
May 2001: Auto Moto 1.
120 Robert Dengler, "Z Prava...e-mail to Marie Sanders 6May2002.
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Although Cesko has been, when stylistically appropriate, used as a geographic
name more frequently since 2001, its use is still not consistent. Journalists perceive
the geographical term to be interchangeable with the official name of the country
and with the abbreviation; they switch between them and use them as a means of
updating the language. The trend in using the abbreviation and the official title on
the same stylistic level as the short unofficial name of a country that is used also to
countries other than Cesko is documented in the following citations. The citations
are organised chronologically from 2001 until 2002.
103) [...] taktickou lsti pfispet k podstatnemu zvyseni porodnosti v Cesku.
[...] je uz eiry nacionalismus, ktery v integrujici Evrope muze znamenat
pro CR naprostou izolaci. [...] aby se cesky obcan s rodinou mohl usadit
ve Svedsku stejne takjako svedsky obcan v Cechdch. [ ...] Pokud v Cesku
nepfisptvaji ke zvyseni kriminality [...] .
[...] a trickery used to increase a birth-rate in Cesko. [...] it is pure
nationalism, which could mean the total isolation of CR in an integrating
Europe. [...] to enable a Czech citizen and his family to settle in Sweden
as easily as a Swedish citizen in Cechy. [...] If they do not contribute to
. . I If' [ ] 121mcreasmg eve s 0 cnme ....
The following citation documents that a short geographical name is used on the
same stylistic level as the official title and its abbreviation. This was applied not
only to Cesko but also on Nemecko and its abbreviation SRN, which stands for the
Spolkova republika Nemecko 'Federal Republic of Germany'. The abbreviation is
used in a row of geographical names of other countries and in a context where the
geographical name Nemecko 'Germany' couldhave been used.
104) Evropsti investof chtejf Cesko v Unii co nvejry~hleji. . ,
[...] rychlejsimu a bezproblemovemu vstupu Ceske republiky do Evropsk~
unie. [... ] aby se vstup Ceska do !Jnie nekomplikoval. [..: .] nerovnos~~
v registraci zahranicnfch firem v CR. [....] EvC~ vytvonly ~ financuji
obchodni komory Britanie, SRN, Francie, Svedska a Nizozernska,
reprezentujici investory, kteif do CR uz pfinesli [...] .
121 Pavel Dostal, "Vulgarni nacionalismus," Pnivo 7 May 2001: 7.
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The Europe~ investors would like to see Cesko in the European Union as
soon as possible.
[...] a faste: and a less problematic accessio~ of Ceskti republika to the
European UnIOn [...] so that the accession of Cesko to the European Union
does not become complicated.
[ ] discrepancies in the registrations of foreign firms in the CR.
[ ] ECF created and are funding chambers of commerce in Britain BRD
France, Sweden and the Netherlands, representing those investo;s wh~
have already brought [...] to the CR. 122
The section of the newspaper where the usage of Cesko can be documented most
easily is the sports section.
105) Island se dockal historickeho vftezstvi Cesko zazilo ostudnou
v ,
porazku. [...] Cesko potrebovalo v sobotu vyhrat. [...J, ktere Cesko uz 12
let nehralo.
Iceland experienced a historically important victory, Cesko experienced a
shameful defeat. [...JCesko needed to win on Saturday.
[...] where Cesko has not played for 12 years. 123
2002
106) Obyvatele Ceska mohou zacit zadat 0 sve elektronicke podpisy.
The inhabitants of Cesko can start applying for their electronic
• 124
signatures.
107) Slovenska veterinarni a potravinova sprava vcera zakazala dovoz
ziveho skotu, hoveziho masa a vyrobku z Ceska. Slovensko tak odpovedelo
na zakaz dovozu slovenskeho hoveziho do CR, [. ..]. "Ministerstvo
respektuje pravo Slovenska na protiopatfeni, ale jeho reakci povazuje za
neadekvatni, protoze cetnost vyskytu BSE je v CR nizsi nez na Slovensku [
...] ".
The Slovak veterinary and food board banned the import of livestock, beef
and beef products from Cesko. In this way, Slovakia responded to the ban
to import Slovak beef to the CR, [...J. "The ministry respects the right of
122 "Evropsti investofi chtejf Cesko v Unii co nejrychleji," Pnivo 28 Apr. 2001:6.
123 "Ani ostuda fotbalisty nevyradila," Dnes 3 Sep. 2001 :C6.
124 "Lide uz mohou mit elektronicky podpis," MF Dnes 4 Apr. 2002:A4.
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Slovakia to respond, but its .rea~tion is considered to be inadequate,
because the occurrence of BSE In CR is less frequent than in Slovakia.,,125
108) V obou pripadec.h Cesko trapilo domaciho favorita az do poslednf
dvouhry. [...J Francie - Cesko (ctvrtfinale Svetove skupiny Davisova
poharu v Pau).
In both ca~es Cesko troubled the local favourite until the last game. C• • •J
France - Cesko (the quarterfinals of the Davis Cup World Group in Pau).12
5.8. Frequency of Occurrence
5.8.1. Manual Search
In the following table I present the number of occurrences of the names Ceskit
republika, its abbreviation CR, Cechy and Cesko in the collection of 106 articles
from the period of 1992 to 2003 which I examined manually. The occurrence of
Cechy was counted only when standing for the name of the whole country but not
when denoting the geographical area ofBohemia:
Tab. 9:
Year Total of CR Ceska Cesko Cechy
articles republika
examined
1992 - 2000 37 20 15 3 3
2001 - 2002 21 23 11 36 2
2002 - 2003 23 2 11 8 0
2004 127 25 0 10 49 0
Total: 106 45 47 96 5
125 "Slovensko oplatilo zakaz dovozu hoveziho," MF Dnes 5 Apr. 2002: A2.
126" Novak hraje tfikrat za sebou," MF Dnes 5 Apr. 2002: C3. . .
127 The articles from 2004 were found in MF Dnes between ~ Apnl an? 30 June. ThIS was
the period when the accession of the CR to the European Union was dIscussed: The
discussion boosted the use of the name Cesko in the context of othergeographic names
such as Polsko, Nemecko, Svedsko, Finsko, etc.
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The table shows that over the period from 1992 to 2004 the number of instances
when Cesko was used gradually increased. There were 96 instance of Cesko
counted in the collection of 106 manually searched newspaper articles. On the
other hand the abbreviation CR and name Cechy were used less frequently. I did
not detect any occurrence of Cechy referring to the whole republic in the period
from 2002 to 2003. Neither the abbreviation CR nor Cechy were found through the
manual search in the observed period in 2004.
5.8.2. The Czech National Corpus
The results of the manual search may suggest that Cesko was used rather scarcely
before 2000. To investigate the suggestion further I ran an additional check in the
CNK SYN2000 in April 2007. I tried the public access to SYN2000 and searched
for "Cesko". The corpus showed the first 50 occurrences out of a total of 1486.
The expression Cesko was used as a name of the country in 24 occurrence out of
the 50 displayed. The remaining 26 listed Cesko as a part of a compound adjective,
for instance Cesko-nemecka prumyslovd a obchodni komora 'The Czech-German
Chamber of Industry and Commerce'.
Another check was run in SYN2000 where [lemma<Cesko''] was selected and a
negative filter was used on the hyphen to separate the examples with hyphen from
the rest of the corpus. The search showed 2068 instances of Cesko between 1993
and 1999. )28
I counted the number of occurrences of Cesko in years 1993 - 1995 and in 1996
manually.
128 The search was kindly carried out by Prof. Bermel on 21 April 2007.
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Year 1993 1994 1995 1996 1999
Approx. no. 208 120 25 175 281
of
occurrences: out of2068 out of2068 out of2068 out of2068 on first 30
pages
5.9. Observations
Several observations can be made based upon the theoretical information gathered
and practical observations of the use of Cesko as represented by citations from the
three Czech national newspapers.
Style: on the level of stylistic examination, it is obvious that Czech journalists do
not make a stylistic distinction between the official name of a country, its
abbreviation and the so-called geographical name. In Czech newspapers, these
names are used almost arbitrarily and their selection is a matter of an individual's
style. Journalists combine all the three variants in the same style and treat them as
a tool of actualisation. This means that the recommended stylistic functions of the
official and the geographical names as proposed in "The Opinion of Geographers,
Linguists, Historians and Experts from Other Scientific Disciplines on the Official
One-word Geographic Name for the Czech Republic Defined at the Discussion at
Charles University in Prague on 29 January 1998" are not respected. The official
names of countries are frequently used in place of the geographical names, as the
listed citations show. Abbreviations are not used systematically. In certain
citations the use of abbreviations of names of countries suggests that they are used
as a means of saving space in the article, irrespective of the style of the text, or
merely to break a succession of unabbreviated names. This is understandable due
to the typographic rules where the length of the texts needs to fit in the allocated
space.
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Lexical level: The unofficial geographical name Cesko was created in accordance
with the system rules of the word-formation in the Czech language and has been
codified in Slovnfk spisovneho jazyka ceskeho since 1952. Other suggested
geographical names remain only within the bounds of proposals or humorous
innovations.
Semantic level: Linguists, historians and historical geographers involved in the
polemics about Cesko have agreed that the main reason behind the disapproval of
the name Cesko is people's emotions. It cannot be denied that emotions are one of
the factors determining a choice of lexical units. When the older negative
connotations of Cesko associated with the protectorate Tschechei, which has been
well documented by those initial polemics, are left behind, there are still several
recent factors which have created negative connotations pertinent to the current
situation. To overcome these negative connotations by reminding the Czechs of
the use of Cesko in the language of the national revivalists may not be very
effective. The period of the Czech National Revival was strongly favoured by the
Communist regime, which led to the profanation of the whole concept of the
National Revival in the post-Communist era. Although the written usage of the
word has been documented for more than two centuries, for many Czechs Cesko
remains an artificially created name representing a centralised power and ideology
imposed upon people. Some could argue that these feelings have been intensified
by the fact that the geographical name Cesko been standardised in a norm
effectively standardised by being entered in authoritative reference works. Some
Czech speakers perceive this to be a very strong prescriptive measure not
acceptable in a democratic society, particularly in a society where the basis of
democracy is still fragile. They believe that such a standardising decision is
worrying and that its consequences for the language could extend beyond just the
area of lexicology.
Another approach that treats Cesko as an unnaturally created name is the opinion
that this is the name that remained after the split of the country. Many Czechs, and
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to be fair also many Slovaks, disapproved of the split of the country, and they find
the name Cesko to be a humiliating residue of that process and of the original
country called Ceskoslovensko. This claim is supported by a citation from the
column "Budeme propfiste zit v zemi bez medvedu" ("In the future we will live in
a country with no bears") written by Martin Komarek and published just the day
before the country was officially divided. The author builds his arguments on
contrasting Cesko with the toponym Cechy. In this context Cesko acquires the
pejorative undertone of an expression used mainly by the Slovaks referring to the
name of the Czech territory and the Czechs who lived at the expense of the
Slovaks. This process results in a view of Cesko which is no longer associated
with the nation's revival but with the nation's moral decline, from a nation of
Czechs who had to fight for their rights and independence, to a nation that
suppressed, used, and cheated on the Slovaks.
28) Medvedi se preci musi delit podle uzernniho principu! V Cesku neziji,
tedy Cesko je mit nebude. Proc vsak nezij! v Cechach, kdyz s~ tam jeste
nedavno vesele kolibali? "To je pfeci jasne ", namitnete, Cesko bylo
civilizovanejsi, industrialni krajinou, navic s honuchtivou slechtou a
burzoazii.
Bears must be divided according to the territorial principle! They don't live
in Cesko, so Cesko will not have any. Why don't they live in Cechy when
they used to bounce round there merrily until not long ago? "This is
obvious" you will say; Cesko was a more civilised, industrialised country,
, ., db" ,129
and in addition had a hunt-loving aristocracy an ourgeoisie.
Jan Trefulka took part in the discussion on Cesko several times, as was explained
earlier. Trefulka sees life in the Czech Republic from an angle different to that of
Komarek.
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For Trefulka:
~?) ~e~ko je vlast,i sprostych tunelari'I a klonovanim namnozenych
ufedniku [...J , kterym od zacatku nejde 0 nic jineho nez 0 vlastni kapsu.
, Cesko is the motherland of ruthless asset-strippers and bureaucrats who
multiply through cloning [...J who have never been interested in anything
apart from Iining their own pockets.' 130
In these two lines Trefulka summarised people's disappointment, their feelings of
being cheated, the bitterness caused by developments that crushed people's hopes
for the country and the nation's speedy recovery -- hopes that were built up by the
Velvet Revolution. This citation reflects the pessimism primarily of an older
generation of Czechs concerning their future. Negative aspects of the socio-
political development in the country after the change of the regime and the split of
the Czechoslovak state were projected into the word, and thus Trefulka's use of
Cesko has become an expression of anger and frustration.
Concerns about national identity, the inferiority of the Czech national identity or
even its crisis have also been used as a pro-Cesko argument by polemicists.
The argument that a temporary lack of a one-word geographical name would
initiate a crisis of national identity cannot be justified. Some believe that the best
way to boost the Czech national identity is to be different, and not to have an
unofficial name for the country at all.131 On the other hand, standardising the one-
word name of the country should not be seen as the sole measure that would either
prevent or solve such a crisis. On the contrary - discussions over the unofficial
name of the country might even help to unravel what lies beneath the crisis, if a
crisis of this kind really exists, and might act as a catalyst in the process of
defining the nation's identity. A cathartic process like this may assist in adopting a
129Martin Komarek, "Budeme propfiSte zit v zemi bez medvedu.," MF Dnes 31 Dec.
1992:6.
130 Trefulka, Jan. "A znovu Cesko." Pravo 5 Mar. 1998: 3. . " v, V"
131 This opinion expressed by a reader of Pravo, can be found III the Z redakcni posty
section of Pravo: ondreLpagac@modeI.cz. 29May 2001 :5.
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different unofficial name that might be more acceptable th th
an e current name
Cesko or may lead to shedding the negative connotations of both the name Cesko
and the country that bears this name.
5.10. Conclusions
I have investigated the issues of language purism and language planning which
were related to an emotional topic of a one-word name of a country. Although the
purist tendencies were represented mainly by laymen purists recruited from the
general public, they were supported also by famous and prominent personalities.
Cooper defines language planning as a process the purpose of which is to
influence language behaviour (35) and I detected parts of the process in the
language planning work on Cesko. I observe the following reasons for language
planning effort behind the proper name:
1. to solve a communication problem, i.e. to find a one-word name for a new
state,
2. to change the language behaviour of others, i.e. to spread awareness of the
term, bring users to accept it and start using it.
The impulses for the language planning activity on Cesko came from
governmental agencies as well as from individuals. Despite being initially cautious
about dissemination the name Cesko, the media were involved strongly. They
reported on disputes, surveys and the planning process and the specialist printed
media also reinforced it. The chances of establishing Cesko in everyday Czech
language have been fair since 1993. Since 2001 Cesko has been used regularly in
the three national newspapers I followed, and journalists presume that the Czechs
have got used to the name. Schools have been instructed to be consistent in using
the unofficial geographical name and the contemporary younger generation of
Czechs does not carry the burden of the past negative connotations that play a
significant role for the older generation. The very recent development in using
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Cesko from 2007 and 2008 and its regular occurrence in media discourse suggests
that the criterion of functional adequacy has prevailed. This together with the
incentives for consistent use promoted by official places is likely to make the
name acceptable in the future and to be used without emotional undertones.
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U,,~azi t.TI~, ~d~z ~e zaraz~{~ mezi takzvane celebrity. Temi ted' jsou ted'
vsichni ti nasilnici, neplatici, podvodnici vzesli z reality show.
I find it offensive when I am ranked amongst the so-called celebrities.
These are nowadays all the ruffians, cheats, and those who do not pay
bills who emerged from reality shows. 132
6.1. Purpose of the Study
After the two studies on the slogan "Back to Europe!" and the development of
the short geographical name Cesko, the topic of the third case study may come
as a surprise. Nevertheless, I believe that there is a connection between the
three topics. After the change of regime in 1989 people naturally asked
questions abut the most fundamental and down-to-earth aspects of their
existence speculating about the future of their country, their national identity
and the effect these changes will have on their day to day lives. The most
common place where people turn to find funded answers to such questions are
the mass media. In addition to this, the mass media are the place where one can
observe how the changes in society affect the language of the society. Apart
from providing information and evidence about current affairs, media also play
another important role in society - - they provide entertainment. I am
convinced that one of the best examples of the mass entertainment is the
television and possibly the most wide spread entertainment genre is the genre
which is called soap opera in the United Kingdom.
6.2. Hypothesis
In my hypothesis for the case study I presume that there are new expressions
denoting a genre and its varieties which have been adopted after the change of
the regime and are disseminated for the following reasons:
132 "Exkluzivni zpoved'; Jirina Bohdalova, "Blesk 3 Aug. 2006: 1.
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1. a new reality has emerged and it is necessary to find a new name to denote
it. In this case it means that a user who recognises the need to differentiate
in communication between a previously occurring reality and the
significantly different newly emerged reality will recognise a need for a
new name,
2. the newly emerged reality may not diverse fundamentally from the
previously existing reality but the term which has been in use may carry
undesirable connotations and therefore language users wish to replace it.
Further, it is possible to suppose that the already present and newly adopted
lexical units may become subjected to the processes of semantic change which
I have described in Chapter 5, table 5. One could assume that it will be the
older lexical units which carry negative connotations because of their
association with the previous regime, its values and its entertainment. The
newly adopted lexical units should be free of such connotations. They are
representatives of Western culture which for many is more appealing than the
socialist mass media entertainment. From my experience of a native Czech
speaker I suspect that this presumption may not be applicable to all the lexical
units in this case study.
6.3. System of Search
Initially I searched two electronic sources to find the occurrence of the three
terms serial, soap opera and telenovela in the Czech language. These were the
Czech National Corpus and the Newton IT on-line database service. I searched
the CNC between March and May 2005 and I use the results from corpus
SYN2000 for this case study.
Apart from looking for the occurrence of the terms, I planned to search for
adjectives that are connected with the investigated lexical units and that would
prove if they carry certain undertones.
Since the results I obtained from the first search did not provide satisfactory
evidence, I performed a second electronic investigation through Morfeo, a
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Czech search engine that lists all available references to a particular relevant
word on the Internet, focusing on Czech pages. I carried out the search via
Morfeo between March and May 2005. The references that Morfeo lists can be
either from newspaper and magazine articles in national media or their extracts
in private archives, interest groups archives and also entries from chat room
discussions. It lists more contemporary references than the CNC and Newton
IT.
6.4. Introduction: Serial, soap opera, telenovela
Although Czechs were used to their once a week dose of serial 'series', the
arrival of telenovela 'telenovella' in the 1990s not only temporarily paralysed
life in some Czech households but also changed the perception of the genre and
its varieties. A telenovella comes originally from Latin America and can be
characterised light-heartedly as the Latin American answer to a British soap
opera or a Czech serial. Still there are certain differences between them:
A) Serial.·
The storyline of a Czech serial is realistic Even the least expected twists and
turns of the story remain within the remits of real life in Czech society. The
characters of the original Czechoslovak series in the socialist era were mostly
working people such as a shop-assistant elena za pultem 'The Woman behind
the Counter'), chairman of a National Committee, a chef, a policeman or a
team of policemen. Series from the hospital environment Nemocnice na kraji
mesta 'The Hospital' and Sanitka 'The Ambulance' were also very popular.
The stories of new post-revolution series are placed mainly within the middle
or upper-middle class characters or entrepreneurs. The only series that has a
follow-up to the pre 1989 parts is Nemocnice na kraN mesta 'The Hospital'.
The original key characters remained in the story, however now facing
problems of new life and reality such as the privatisation of hospitals and
health centres. Of course the aspects of love, betrayal, splitting relationships,
extra-marital affairs or ethnic minority characters are added to make the story
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correspond to dramatic and conflict-causing situations in contemporary
life.The weekly episodes of a serial are shown during evening prime time.
B) Soap-opera:
To describe a British soap-opera, I sought a definition from OALDC:
"[ ... ) radio or TV series drama dealing with domestic problems, etc in
a sentimental or melodramatic way." (OALDC, 818)
An article by Chris Forrester, "Telenovellas: the New World Order?" describes
European soap operas as "grimy kitchen-sink sagas". The difference between a
serial and a soap-opera is the latter's focus on domestic issues and love lust, ,
and passion issues which the first usually balances with work.
The majority of most Czech series omit the pronounced melodramatic way of
British soap-operas. The story-line of a serial is created with the aim to be
clearly closed and ended which is not the case of a soap-opera.
C) Telenovella:
Most features of a telenovella have been indirectly described above when
comparing the variety with serial and soap opera. Telenovellas are likely to be
so popular because people like to watch "the melodrama, the passion, the
beautiful women and square-j awed men" (Forrester 64) and glittering settings.
Viewers like to dream and hope for an unexpected twist in their own lives that
could make them richer, happier, thinner, more beautiful or more successful.
A typical story of a telenovella will be one of "a handsome weight - trainer
[who] gets involved with a beautiful deaf-mute woman" or "an orphan seeking
her roots and falling in love with a young millionaire" (Forrester 65). The story
will eventually climax in a happy ending. According to some TV networks,
telenovellas are so popular because: "Buyers seemingly want to see more 'real
life' on screen [... ]" (Forrester 65). I would argue that telenovellas are not
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likely to satisfy this kind of desire. In my view, telenovellas do not feed the
curiosity for real life but rather the curiosity for real-life and unreal-life drama.
There are strong similarities between a soap-opera and a telenovella. These are
the melodrama and the passion; they feed viewers' curiosity, help to overcome
boredom. All this can be summarised in a statement that "they give their
viewers the 'fix'" (Forrester 64).
The major difference between the soap opera and a telenovella is that the
telenovella comes to an end after a high but definite number of episodes. The
pre-1990 Czech serial had a limited number of episodes, usually not exceeding
twenty. This has changed recently and the creators of the newest Czech
series 133 offer new sequels coming out after a several months long break,
usually with a new season of the year.
The three varieties differ in settings and characters too. Current English soap
operas have neither the dazzling settings and characters of telenovellas nor the
middle class or entrepreneurs of a Czech serial. Another difference between a
soap-opera and a serial is the frequency and time of day when episodes are
shown. The Czech television networks tend to put South American telenovellas
on their programme schedule daily on mid-mornings and early afternoons. The
serial is usually broadcasted once a week in the evening prime time.
Until March 2004 there wasn't an original Czech programme that could meet
all typical features of a soap-opera. In March 2004 TV Prima launched
Rodinna pouta 'Family Ties' which was, and still is134, being created with the
vision of making the first Czech soap-opera.
133 For instance Ordinace v ruzove zahrade The Rose Garden Surgery or Ulice The
Street
134 as is June 2005
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The SYN2000, listed 12 667 entries of the word serial. I searched the first 350.
The most common attributes connected with serial were in line with the
expected descriptions of TV programmes such as:
• rodinny serial
• dokumentarni serial
• pirvodni serial
• kriminalni serial
• kultovni televizni serial
family series
documentary series
original series
crime series
cult television series
also the attribute volebni 'election' was found in "volebni serial, jaky nemd v
Evrope obdoby" 'the election series that does not have a comparison anywhere
in Europe'. Because the wider context in which this construction occurred was
not available, I cannot draw results about the meaning of the construction; I can
only presume that serial was used to denote a series of public political
performances or articles in the printed media.
Also the genre of South American telenovellas was described as a serial on
numerous occasions, for instance: Otrokyne Isaura, brazilsky serial 'Isaura,
the Female Slave, Brazilian series', momentdlne nejsledovanejsi z nichje serial
Esmeralda 'the series Esmeralda, which has the highest viewing at present'.
When searching Newton IT, I recorded only one occurrence of serial:
102) Serial Zena za pultem se znovu vraci na obrazovky. [...J "Je to
pfece svym zpusobem uzasna telenovela, ktera rna jedinou vadu,
ze rna misto dvou tfi stovek dilu jen trinact."
The series, The Woman behind the Counter, returns to the
television screens. [ ... ] "No doubt, it is a fantastic telenovella,
the only fault of which is that it has only thirteen parts instead of
two to three hundred."
Although an original socialist serial, with all the typical features described
above, is mentioned in the quotation it is at the same time referred to as a
telenovela. Since this particular serial can be described as one of the pillars of
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the Czechoslovak socialist television, I do not think that the term telenovella
fits this programme despite the ironic undertone of the comment. When we
consider how idealised the characters of the main heroes were, the term soap
opera may be more appropriate. Even then, the story line is not melodramatic;
it does not concentrate just on family affairs. On the contrary, the series
highlights socialist morality, ethics, and norms of behaviour expected from the
main characters building a communist society.
6.5.2. Soap opera or mjd/ova opera
Although a Czech translation of the English term soap-opera, mydlova opera,
has been coined, both terms co-exist in Czech lexicon. Slovnik neologizmu
'Dictionary of Neologisms' gives the same definition for each entry.
The definition in the dictionary says that both mydlova opera and soap opera
is: "televizni serial zobrazujici v mnoha pokracovdnich idealizovany kaidodeni
iivot skupiny /idi, zvl. rodiny" 'a television series depicting idealised
everyday life of a group of people, mostly a family' .
SYN2000 found 9 entries for "lemma-soap". The discourse showed situation
similar to that one of a serial versus a telenovela. I observed use of two terms
describing the same form when searching for the occurrence of the term soap-
opera. This is apparent in citation (l03):
103) [...] romanticke serialy pro zeny zvane mydlove opery (soap
operas). Momentalne nejsledovaneist z nich je serial Esmeralda,
[...] .
[...] romantic series for women called soap-operas. At present
the most popular of them is the series Esmeralda, [...] .
Another citation states:
104) [...] spousta skvaru, ale obcas se najde .dobry program.~.konec
koncu i z pitorne soap opery se da pochytit leccoc z anglictmy [..
.] .
[ ] a lot of trash but from time to time there is a good
~r~g~amme and after all you can learn some English even from a
stupid soap opera [...] .
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Newton IT found the following occurrence of soap-opera, which was the only
example of the term being used out of the previously uniform context of TV
programme lists. Here, a person's real life is believed to have the qualities
otherwise associated with fiction only and therefore it is compared to fiction.
This was also the only example of soap-opera written within inverted commas:
105) Kdyby chtel nekdo podle jejiho zivota natocit pfibeh, vznikla by
docela slusna "soap opera".
If someone wanted to shoot a film based on her real-life story,
quite a good "soap opera" could be created.
The term soap opera is used here as a comparison. I believe that for a word to
be used that way in an article aimed at the general public, the word must
become an integral part of the lexicon of that particular language and it has to
be well understood by the language users first. We can presume, temporarily,
that this process occurred in the case of soap opera and the term has
completed the transition from a neologism to a lexical item fully established in
Czech lexicon.
6.5.2.1. Mjdlova opera
When searching the CNC SYN2000 for the entry "mydlova opera", I found 30
entries. The examples listed below document that the use of both terms is
mostly confined to the genre of cultural columns and descriptions of TV
programmes such as:
106) V boji proti AIDS na vychode Afriky stoji i mydlovd opera,
Arusha, [. . .].
Also the soap-opera, Arusha, fights against AIDS on the east of
Africa [...].
107) [ ...] prave v Jizni Americe mydlove opery vznikly, puvodne
jako rozhlasovy zanr.
[...] it was in South America, where soap-operas were created,
originally as a radio genre.
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Also citations referring to the intellectually undemanding qualities of the genre
were found:
108) [ ...] temata, ktera se do jednoduchych schemat televiznlch
mydlovych oper nevejdou.
[ ... ] topics that will not fit the simple schemes of television soap
operas.
109) [...] nenarocne serialy typu mydlovych oper nebo situaenich
komedii.
[... ] undemanding series such as soap operas or sitcoms.
6.5.3. Telenovela
CNC listed 74 entries, the majority of them were limited to lists of TV
programmes. Based on the search in SYN2000 I can observe that the
programme Esmeralda, which has been described as a romantic series and a
soap opera, as documented above, has also been referred to as a romantickd
telenovela 'romantic telenovella',
On the other hand, Newton IT found two newspaper articles in which
telenovela is used outside the scope of TV programme listings. The first article
remains within the context of culture:
110) Na uvodni schuzku odchazime do jedne z desitek restauraci, ktere
lemuji bulvar zdejsi Emy Destinove. Atmosfera pfipomina spise
latinskoamerickou telenovelu nez pracovni obed.
To have our initial meeting, we are going to one of the many
restaurants lining the boulevard of local Ema Destinova, The
atmosphere resembles more of a Latin American telenovella than
a working lunch.
The second article is a column from the front page of the newspaper Lidove
noviny. Although the topic of the article is connected with the mass media and
culture, specifically scandals with American investors into the Czech television
station TV Nova, the expression telenovela is used deliberately in a political
context:
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Ill) Dramaticka telenovela konci a jeji posledni dil nepfinesl ceske
statni pokladne zadny happy end. Z rozhodnuti mezinarodni
arbitraze musime americkemu podnikateli Ronaldu Lauderovi
zaplatit vice nez deset milionu korun jako nahradu za
znehodnocenou investici do TV Nova.
The dramatic telenovella is coming to an end and its final part did
not bring the Czech treasury a happy ending. The International
Arbitration decided that we would have to pay the American
entrepreneur Ronald Lauder more than ten million crowns to
compensate for the devalued investment in TV Nova.
Both articles utilise parallels between typical features of telenovellas and real
life situation. In the first example, it is the similarity between the glitzy sets,
beautiful women and handsome men, presence of the rich and successful, etc.
and telenovella is used as a comparison. In the second quotation, the
expressions telenovela is meant to work as a metaphor where a court case is
presented to readers as a television genre - - the telenovella. The expressions
posledni dil 'the last part' and happy end 'happy ending' are used with the
intention of underlining the systematicity of readers experience with a
telenovella. The systematicity of experience is elaborated along two lines in the
selected quotation:
l.The nature of the course of action: the problem is not solved promptly, the
solution is being prolonged, postponed, and the audience being built up to
the dramatic, hopefully happy, ending.
2.The nature of the main performers: main figures are rich, successful,
corresponding to the prototype of square-jawed males characters of a
telenovella, both unwilling to lose or back down and therefore fighting with
unexpected and possibly unfair weapons.
These two types of imagery are coherent with the readers' and viewers'
experience with a telenovella as a television genre on one hand and the court
battle between Vladimir Zelezny, TV Nova Director, and Ronald Lauder, the
American entrepreneur, on the other. This is why it was possible to use the
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function of metaphor to "describe something, i.e. a court battle, in terms of
something else, a telenovella" and why this metaphor works well.
6.6. Additional Search
From my experience as a native speaker I am aware that the terms soap opera,
mydlova opera, and telenovela can carry strong derogatory undertones. This,
however, was not proven satisfactorily in the initial search. Therefore I
searched Morfeo, During the searches Morfeo listed 574 references in the
search for soap opera and 504 for mydlova opera and 0 for mydlinkova opera.
These references were related mostly to the series Rodinna pouta 'Family
Ties' .
6.6.1. Soap opera
112) Rodinna pouta aneb bohati a chudi pfed pultem
Legenda nelhala, alespoii podle prvnich dilu soude jsou Rodinna
pouta soap opera jako bic, [. . .] Pfiblizne mydlinkove
rychloherectvi provazi zabavny ukaz. Mene totiz ublizuje
mladym zatimco generace odchovana Stanislavskeho skolou
proziva pfehravani az k telenovelam.
Family Ties or the Rich and the Poor in Front of the Counter
The legend did not lie, judging by the first parts, Family Ties fits
the description of a soap opera like a hand in a glove. [ ... ].
Approximate soapy crash-course acting is accompanied by an
amusing occurrence: it hurts the young less compared with the
generation brought up on Stanislavsky's school which overacts so
much that it reaches a telenovella.
113) Dily jdou do stovek . .
Jde 0 klasicky serial,' tvrdil reziser prvnich padesati epizod
Mojmir Kucera. Pojmy soap imydlova neb~ m!dl!nko.va) oper~ ~~
telenovela totiz nesou hanlivy nadech. Vecne vsak jen oznacuji
jisty zanr, typ levne pohadky pro dospele, odlisny hlavne poctem
pokracovani.
The Number of Parts Will Reach Hundreds
"It is a classic type of series", the director of the first fifty
episodes, Mojmir Kucera claimed. Terms like a telenovella or a
soap (or soapy) opera carry a derogatory undertone. In f~ct,
however, they only denote a certain genre, a type of c~eap fairy-
tale for adults, which differs mainly in the number of episodes.
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The above listed citations are typical representations of the references to a soap
opera. There are neither any repeating adjectives that would clearly show the
derogatory undertone of the term nor soap opera is used as a clearly derogatory
expression. The derogatory effect is achieved through similes, comparisons or
idiomatic constructions such as soap opera jako bic, soap opera piizruiva
barvu.
The only case in which the Czech translation of the adjective soap as
mydlinkove 'soapy' was used as in a position of a derogatory attribute is in the
construction piibliine mydlinkove rychloherectvi 'soapy crash-course acting'.
The existing derogatory undertone is recognised in the citation (112) by the
director of the programme who prefers referring to his work rather as a klasicky
serial 'classic series' than a soap opera.
6.6.2. Mjd/ova opera
Deregatory undertones of the term mydlovd opera are much more apparent in
the following citations than in the case of soap opera. Two different pairs of
quotations using mydlovd opera are listed here:
A)
114) [ ...] Bormrv v podstate intelektualni humor ?y se na obr~zo;ce
asi jen teZko snasel s kycovitym barvotiskem amenckych
mydlovych oper.
[ ... ] Born's basically intelectu~l sense of ~umorwould not get
on easily with the kitsch cheap print of American soap operas.
115) Rozsadili jsme se disciplinovane pred b~e~nymi tel~v!zo~y,
abychom mohli v klidu vychutmivat. amencky ?lmovy, vs~var,
mydlove opery a prihlouple story ,ze ZIV?ta texask~ch bohacu.v~~
provoz Narodniho pfitorn peruze nejsou, a nikoho to pfilis
nezjima.
We spaced ourselves in the seats in front of t~e colour televisions
in a disciplined way to be able to enjoy.Amen~an film trash, soap
operas, and fatuous stories about the life of rich T:xans. At the
. th . not enough money to run the National Theatresame time ere IS
but nobody is really interested in that.
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In group A) there are citations that use either a contrast or a 11 1 bpara e etween
adjective + noun phrases:
'intelectual sense of humor'
• intelektualni humor versus kycovity barvotisk americkych
mydlovych oper
'kitsch cheap print of American
soap operas'
• Americky filmovy skvar parallel with
•American film trash'
B)
mydlove opery and
pfihlouple story
'soap operas, and fatuous stories'
116) Jeden popisoval cestu [. . .] kycovite az parodisticky jako
v mydlove opere. '
One de~cribed the journey [ ... ] in a kitsch and a parody-like
way as In a soap opera.
117) [. . .] Esmeralda sem sice jeste nedorazila, ale typicke britske
soaps, cili mydlove opery, ji mohou co do kvality a napaditosti
hrde konkurovat.
[. . . ] Esmeralda has not reached the place yet but typical British
soaps, or soap operas [ English translation of mydlovd opera as
soap opera was provided to replace the English translation into
Czech in the Czech original], can proudly compete with that as far
as the quality and ideas are concerned.
In group B) mydlovd opera is used as a simile for kitsch, parody, poor quality
and stupidity which is apparent only from the context in the sentence.
Although the definition for both soap opera and mydlovd opera in Slovnik
neologismu was identical, the citations show that the terms are not used in an
identical way. It seems that soap opera is used more often as a neutral term to
identify the genre. On the other hand, the Czech translation mydlovd opera has
the power to describe the features of the genre of soap opera. The reason for
this may be that although Czechs do understand both parts of the loan word
soap opera, it is only in the Czech translation that soap is clearly understood as
the adjective mydlovy and as such has the potential to be used in a more
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flexible way, such as to make a comparative and a superlative and to be used to
derive from it, such as the above documented adjective mydlinkovy 'soapy'.
This also confirms my presumption in respect to citation (105) that the
expression may have not become an integral part of the Czech lexicon and may
not be easily understood by all Czechs.
6.6.3. Telenovela
Search engine Morfeo listed 3899 entries for the entry "telenovela". I divided
the citations into two groups:
A) respectable sources: commentaries and reviews published in a newspaper of
magazine type of publication both electronic and non-electronic aimed at a
wider circle or recipients,
B) individual ~ s views and commentaries: chat rooms commentaries, general
public's responses to articles from the corpus of the so called respectable
sources.
Ad A) - - respectable sources:
118) Co ti mam udelat aneb telenovela s tresnickou na dortu
Na rozdil ad hrdiny snimku, ktery byl v Italii mnohonasobne
ocenen, [...] jsem nevypozorovala zadne pravidelne ritualy]...] .
Pro me to neni telenovela 0 krasnem princi nebo smyslne
odreagovani od pomerne stereotypniho zpusobu zivota
v manzelstvi.
What Shall I Do to You or Telenovella with the Cream on Top
Compared to the hero of the film that received multiple awards in
Italy, [ ... ] I did not observe any regular rituals [ ... ]. For me
this is not a telenovella about a beautiful prince or a sensual way
ofhow to work off a rather stereotypical married life.
This citation is from a film review from a students newspaper. It is not clear
from the article whether the author of the article thinks the film she is
reviewing is like a telenovella or not. The main features of a telenovella, she
identifies, are: escape from a stereotypical life, the story of the film is virtually
about nothing and simple, the story-line is extended with no purpose.
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119) 24. 3. odstartovala telenovela Rodinna pouta v televizi Prima [
J ... .
24.3. Telenovella The Family Ties was launched on Prima
Channel [ ...]. 135
This is an entry from a private archive Louc on mass media affairs in the Czech
Republic. Although the author of the contributions is a journalist, he refers to
the series Rodinnci pouta as a telenovella despite the fact that its creators
compose the programme as a soap opera and its director refers to it as a series
(see citations 14 and 15).
Ad B) - - individuals' views and commentaries
120) Delate jako by to byl normalni zivot, tohle je jako telenovela,
nekdo tekne konec s chatem, kazdej ho premlouva, a protahuje se
to aje to furt 0 tom samym [...Jto nedokazete tict proste konec a
cau?
You are acting like this was a real life, this is like a telenovella,
someone says end the chat, everybody keeps persuading him, it is
getting longer and it is the same round and round [...] can't you
just say that's it and cheers?136
121) Tahle telenovela rna dalsi vtipne pokracovani, K Mikulasi se mi
rozbil pocitac (a obeslo se to bez certa a andela), cimz omlouvam
vfkendove odmlky a pomalejsf odpovedi na e-maily.
This telenovella has another amusing sequel. My computer broke
down on St. Nicholas' Day (and this was even without any
assistance from a devil and an angel) which is my excuse for my
1· '1 137weekend periods of silence and slower rep res to e-mai s.
An identical use of telenovela was recorded also on the page Chatafova
telenovela 'Cottage Owner's Telenovella' and Lapiduch - diskusni klub
Telenovela na pokracovani 'Body-snatcher Discussion Club Telenovella in
Several Sequels'.
135 web page Loue 120/2004
136 web page GUEST Book chat
137 Chat- room Naraznik 'Bumper'
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The third citation is again from an individual's web page and has the form of
an invitation to a scout's amateur performance taking place in a mental hospital
in Prague.
122) Vazene sestry, vazeni bratfi
Dovolte, abych vas pozval na druhou premieru 143. dilu
latinskoamericke skautske telenovely NESPOUTANA LILIE.
Prerniera se uskutecni ve stredu 21. dubna 2004 v Divadle za
plotem v arealu bohnicke lecebny v 19,30 hodin.
Dear sisters, dear brothers,
Let me invite you to the second premiere of the 143rd part of
Latin American scouts telenovella Unleashed Lilly. The premiere
will take place on Wednesday 21 April 2004 in the Theatre behind
the Fence in Bohnice Psychiatric Hospital at 19.30 hrs.
The difference between the two groups of citations A and B is primarily the
source which then affects the way telenovela is used. In the first group,
telenovela is used to identify the genre and its key features which result in the
derogatory meaning of the term. The key features can be summarised as a
simple, undemanding story-line, not likely to happen in real life. The length of
narration is deliberately artificially extended as much as possible with no
benefit to solving the problems of the plot.
The second group of citations, which compared to the first group are informal
and represent the casually spoken and written discourse, picks up on the key
features of telenovella and uses the term as a caricature of real life events.
When searching for adjectives that were most often connected with the term
telenovela the only regular attributes were:
• latinskoamericka telenovela
• brazilska telenovela
• mexicka telenove1a
• americka te1enovela
Latin American
telenovella
Brazilian telenovella
Mexican telenovella
American te1enovella
These only denote the geographic place of origin, not the quality of the
programme. The only exception I located was in a reader's opinion concerning
the article on the soap opera Rodinna pouta where te1enovella was connected
with attributes stupidni 'stupid' and mexicka 'Mexican':
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It can compete boldly with stupid Mexican telenovellas.
6.7. Summary
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Similar to preVIOUS case studies media played an important role in
dissemination of the neologisms and borrowings by broadcasting the
programmes the lexical units, which I investigate in the study, denote. By
broadcasting them media also spread awareness of the new expressions and
their meanings. These genres and also their names were introduced in a
controlled way.
The case study shows both instances of lexical change and semantic change.
Various attributes were used repeatedly in connection with the examined
lexical units serial, soap opera, mydlova or mydlinkova opera, and telenovela.
These were mostly deprecating expressions kitsch, trash, cheap, and stupid.
There was only one instance where telenovela was used in a positive way with
the attribute uiasna 'fantastic'. This was in quotation (102) in reference to the
series Zena za pultem 'The Woman behind the Counter'. Telenovela was used
possibly due to the fact that it is seen as a trendy word compared with the
traditional socialist serial. The investigation shows that the newly acquired
terms soap opera and telenovela, which probably first entered the national
media as lexical borrowings to denote new varieties of the series genre, have
undergone a process of semantic change - - pejoration, as citations (108),
(109), (113),(114) show. The older name serial does not show derogatory
undertones as strongly as the other terms.
Although the genres of series, soap opera and telenovella have clearly defined
differences, the terms denoting them are not used systematically. Both lay and
professional Czech language users may understand the differences between the
varieties but tend not to respect defining lines between them. Consequently
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when referring to the series genre all the terms are used in an interchangeable
way almost as synonyms.
On the other hand, Czech speakers are aware of the negative and neutral
connotations of the lexical units in question and are able to use them
accordingly, for instance as a metaphoric expressions, as citation (111) shows.
The results show that the terms may have not become equally established in the
Czech lexicon. The expressions have undergone extension of the meaning and
show that the genre they denote has become tasteless and tacky. This happened
not because the genre would be connected to the communist or socialist regime
but because of the quality of the genre.
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The purpose of my work was to perform an in-depth search into the
development of several lexical or phraseological units which have either
undergone a transition or entered the Czech lexicon since the change of the
political regime in 1989. I investigated how the extra-lingual factors, language
contact factors and language internal processes contributed to the development
and how the national media had been involved. My intention was not to give an
overview of all development tendencies within the lexicon since these have ~
been described in detail in publications by the Institute for the Czech Language
and their details can be found in the bibliography. My work tested the
hypothesis that the Czech lexicon has changed from the lexicon of a
communist society to that of a post-communist society. Such changes could be
observed within a short period of time and they will be reflected in the imagery
underlying the lexicon and the lexicon itself. The processes causing such
lexical change should become more noticeable if they are examined against
parallel changes in culture and society. I am confident that the hypothesis was
proven and if I summarize the findings from the three case studies, my
observations are as follows:
I have demonstrated that some of the instances of change within the Czech
lexicon:
1. have had an aspect of conscious change as my investigation of changing
imagery of Europe and that of language planning work on Cesko show,
2. have had an aspect of planned action which I have explained in conclusions
to all three case studies
3. could have been or certainly were linked to particular social groups who
might have acted as their instigators, which I have explained in conclusions to
the first case study. I also proposed a model of such change and gave my
definition ofan innovator and described the rationale behind my observation.
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4. have happened as a response to a social, cultural and political need within a
society going through a major transformation although I could not identify with
certainty where such need was first recognised.
Since Kundera's contemplation of the notion of Europe in The Art of Novel in
1988 the statements about "kidnapping Europe" and "return to Europe" have
been purely figures of thought. The post-revolutionary vision of a return to
Europe symbolised efforts to leave behind the position of the country as a
satellite of the USSR, connection to a common European cultural heritage and,
of course for some, it represented political ambitions. The extra-lingual factors
- - political, cultural, social and economic - - have been behind the slogan since
it was first mentioned and they have pushed forward development of the
imagery of Europe and the definition of the term Europe. Together with extra-
lingual factors, the language contact factor has also affected the development
of Europe and the imagery. The language contact factor was so dominant that it
pushed aside the cognitive factor according to which language-specific
imagery could or even should have been created to reflect contradictory
experience of language users in various part of Europe. This outcome can be
ascribed to the strong involvement of the national media which disseminated
the western imagery of Europe.
The presence of extra-lingual factors in the development -- or more precisely
the revival - - of the geographic name Cesko was detected. The split of the
country ignited the search for a short, one-word name for the state. At the same
time processes of language planning and purism instigated by official bodies
interacted with processes of lexical innovation and purism coming from
language users. Media acted as official disseminators of Cesko, although at
first in a cautious way. Gradually the frequency of its use grew and people's
reservations about the name were reduced. This was visible especially during
the accession of the country to the EU. In connection with the campaign to
promote membership of the EU the national media disseminated governmental
campaign texts which consistently used the name Cesko.
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I find the language contact factor and language internal processes of change to
be the most prominent issues in the case study on some of the terms connected
with mass entertainment. The national media first spread awareness of the
lexical borrowings telenovella and soap opera through lists of television
programmes. Soon language users started to connect the expressions and their
calques with characteristics of the genre and the lexical units started to carry
pejorative undertones. Due to their pejorative undertones the expressions have
been used as a simile or a metaphor.
Ryazanova - Clarke and Wade write that "at the times of social upheaval non-
standard, spontaneous and uncontrolled linguistic elements usually gain the
upper hand over rules and regulations, and many disruptions of the linguistic
norm occur during such period" (307). Due to the choice of the topics selected
in the thesis, my work cannot confirm their statement. Majority of the cases
observed in my thesis were introduced and disseminated either in a controlled
way or deliberately and consciously. In all three instances the national media
played an important role of a disseminator of the change and innovators ore
leaders in lexical and semantic change came from the highest strata of the
society.
In summary, changes in contemporary Czech lexicon from the 1980s show the
presence of extra-lingual and language contact factors which together with
language internal process affect the vocabulary.
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1) ~yz~vame spolkovou vladu odvolat souhlas s rozmistenim novych
amenckych raket v Evrope [...] .
Dok~~nt zdUra:n~je r~s~ouci o~a~y zapadonernecke verejnosti pokud jde 0
zbrojeni a uvolneni napett a vyzyva obcany NSR nepripustit premenu stfedni
Evropy v zakladnu americkych atomovych zbrani.
We ~e calling on the FRG government to withdraw its approval of the new
Amencan rockets to be located in Europe [...] .
The document stresses growing concerns of the West German general public about
armament and reducing tension and it urges the FRG citizens not to allow the
transformation of Central Europe into an American nuclear weapons base. 138
2) V SSSR pozitivne oceiiuji iniciativy finskeho prezidenta vytvofit v severni
Evrope pasmo bezj adernych zbrani.
[...] diky sve prozirave politice neni Finsko nuceno - jako zapadoevropske staty
podfizovat se diktatu zvnejsku, ucastnit se horecneho zbrojeni a omezovat statni
suverenitu.
The USSR is positive about the Finnish President's initiatives to create a nuclear
weapon - free area in Northern Europe.
[...] thanks to its clear-sighted politics, Finland is not forced - as western
European countries were to subordinate itself to external dictates, to take part in a
frenetic armament and to limit its state sovereignty. 139
3) Dnesni Ceskoslovensko je pokrokovy a vysoce rozvinuty stat, ktery dustojne
pfispiva k upeviiovani jednoty a semknutosti zemi socialistickeho spolecenstvi,
k cinnosti organizace Varsavske smlouvy a Rady vzajemne hospodarske pomoci,
aktivne se ucastni boje za upevneni bezpecnosti v Evrope, za mir, uvoliiovani
napeti a odzbrojeni.
Today's Czechoslovakia is a progressive and highly advanced state that ~or~s
honourably towards strengthening the unity and close?ess of the soclah~t
community, the activity of the Warsaw Pact and the Council of Mutual Economic
Assistance, actively participates in the battle to strengthen the safety of Europe,
. . d d· t 140for peace, Iessening of tension an isarmamen .
138 kov), "Protivalecne diskusnl forum v Krefeldu/ Vyzva k zdravemu rozumu," Rude pravo 17
Nov. 1980: 6.
139 Jaroslav Matej, "Uzitecny dialog," Rude pnivo 17 Nov. 1980:6.
140 "Blahoprejne telegramy k 36. vyroci osvobozeni," Rude pnivo 9 May 1981: 6.
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4) Pravem se i v zapadni Evrope mnozi obavy z teto nebezpecne politiky. Tficet
sest let j iz mlci v Evrope zbrane [...].
Ti americti p~litici, pro ktere jsou jine zajmy dulezitejsi nez zajmy miru, by pak
snadno mohh podlehnout choutce vystavit pro tyto ,Jine zajmy" Evropu jaderne
zkaze. V ~ajm~ cele E~ropy tudiz je, aby misto pfiprav na rozmisteni americkych
raket v zapadni Evrope bylo bezodkladne zahajeno jednani 0 omezeni a snizeni
jaderne vyzbroje v Evrope,
It is only right that concerns about dangerous politics are also growing in Western
Europe. Weapons in Europe have been silent for thirty-six years [...].
Those American politicians for whom other interests were more important than
peace could easily succumb to the temptation to subject Europe to nuclear
destruction for the sake of their "other interests". It is in the interest of the whole
of Europe to commence without delay negotiations on a reduction and decrease of
nuclear armament in Europe instead of preparations for a placement of American
rockets in Western Europe. 141
5) Nekolik tydnu zbyva do zahajeni cervnoveho zasedani nejvyssich predstavitelu
elenskych zemi Atlantickeho paktu v Bonnu [... ]. Na Ryne se ozyvaji obavy, ze
americky ministr obrany Weinberger prosadi dalsi zostreni kursu NATO a bude [.
. .] kategoricky zadat vetsi .financni obetivzapadni Evropy. [...] V teto souvislosti
se uvadeji nove natlakove akce Washingtonu i zapadonemecke reakce z CDU a
CSU proti obchodu se socialistickymi staty a proti projektu plynovodu ze SSSR
do zapadni Evropy.
Only several weeks are left before the June meeting of the highest NATO
representatives in Bonn [...J. Concerns can be heard on the Rhine that American
Secretary of Defence Weinberger will set NATO on an even more aggressive
course and will demand categorically bigger "financial sacrifices" of Western
Europe. [. . .] With respect to these matters also new pressurising activiti~s from
Washington and Wester Germany's responses fro.m CDU and CS~ a~alnst the
trade with socialist countries and against the project of the gas pipelinesystem
. d 142from the USSR to Western Europe are mennone .
6) V soucasne slozite mezinarodni situaci rna takove setkani pfir~zene ~ s~rsi
vyznam, je prospesne si vymenit nazory take na problemy Evropy, sveta, zejmena
stredni Evropy.
141 "Nejcennejsi jc mir," Rude pnivo 9 May 198!: 1. " ,'"
142 Jan Kovarik, "Zakulisni tahanice pred bonskym zasedamm NATO Belglcke rampy
do NSR?," Rude pravo 10 May 1982: 6.
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In. the. curr.ent .com~le.x interna~ional situation a meeting like this naturally has
wider implications; It IS beneficial to exchange views on problems in Europe th
world, and specifically Central Europe. 143 ' e
(7! D~lSi,kolo jednani videnskych rozhovoru / Ulehcit Evropskemu srdci
Videnske rozhovory [...] lze rovnez chapat jako soucast usili 0 dosazeni vetsi
ev:ops~e ~ezpe~nosti. V tomto smyslu jsou nedilnou soucasti zapasu
mirumilovnych sil 0 ozdraveni ovzdusi, 0 snizeni rizika vojenske konfrontace na
evropskem kontinente. Byl-li pfi teritorialnim vymezeni techto jednani vybran
prave .sued Evropy, byt' neni pfisne geograficky, duvodem k tomu byla skutecnost,
ze to Je prave misto, kde spolu hranici dye vojenska seskupeni a kde je relativne
nejvetsi vojenska koncentrace. Proto rna celoevropsky vyznam, jestlize by se
prave zde v teto oblasti podarilo dosahnout dohody 0 snizena stavu vojsk a
vyzbroje. Vzdyt' jde 0 uzemi NDR, CSSR a Polska na jedne strane, 0 NSR, Belgii
Holandsko a Lucembursko na strane druhe,
A New Round of Vienna Negotiations I To Take Away the Stress from the Heart
of Europe
Vienna negotiations [...] can also be viewed as a part of the efforts to reach better
European safety. In this sense, they are a coherent part of the peace-loving forces'
struggle for a healthier atmosphere, reducing the risk of military confrontation on
the European continent. If the centre of Europe, although not exactly the
geographical one, was chosen when the territory of the negotiations was defined,
the reason for that is the fact that this is the border-line of two military alliances
and the place where the relatively highest military concentration can be found.
Therefore it is of a European-wide importance if agreement on the reduction of the
numbers of soldiers and weapons can be found right in this location. It is the
territory of the GDR, CSSR, and Poland on one side and FRG, Belgium, the
144Netherlands and Luxembourg on the other.
8) Rozhodne take odmitl tvrzeni teto vlady, ze jaderne zbrane udajne uz desitky let
chrani mir v Evrope, stejne jako falesny argument, ze jaderne zbrane jsou pry pro
zapadni Evropu nezbytne vzhledem k udajne pfevaze Sovetskeho svazu
v konvencnich zbranich.
He definitely rej ected the statement of the government that, allegedly, nuclear
weapons had protected peace in Europe for many years as well as a fals~ argu~e~t
that nuclear weapons.~re i~portant ~or Western Eur?ge due to the SOVIet UnIon s
alleged dominant positron In conventional weapons.
9) Sovetsky svaz zujima kladny postoj k navrhum na vytvofeni nejadernych p~s~m
v ruznych oblastech Evropy, [... ]. Vytvofeni nejadernych pasem na Balkane a
143 "Pfed oficialnl navstevou v Rakouskul Marne zajern na dobrych sousedskych
vztazich," Rude pravo 17 Nov. 1982: 1. 0 v' ,
144 Milan Syrucek, "Dalsi kolo jednani videiiskych rozhovoru I Ulehcit Evropskemu
srdci," Mlada fronta 31 Mar. 1985: 5. . , " " .
145 Zdenek Vilimck, "Rozhodne NE jadernernu zbrojenl, Rude pravo 17 Nov. 1986. 6.
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~ s~ve~i 0 Evro?e a ~ovnez oblasti bez jadernych zbrani na obou stranach stycne
linie statu Varsavske smlouvy a NATO ptimo souvisi se snizovanim vojenskeho
nebezpeei a upevriovani duvery.
The USSR is positive about the proposals for nuclear-free zones in various areas
of Europe, [. . .]. Establishment of nuclear-free zones in the Balkans and in
Northern Europe and also areas without nuclear weapons on both sides of the line
of contact between the Warsaw Pact and NATO is directl~ connected with the
reduction in military deterrent and building the mutual trust. 46
(10) [...] SSSR se snazil 0 takove povalecne uspofadani Evropy, ktere by
zajistilo, aby jiz nikdy nedoslo k opakovani tragickych udalosti z druhe svetove
valky. Objektivni historik musi proto odmitnout hlasy na Zapade, ktere dnes Jaltu
oznacuji za porazku zapadnich zemi a zadaji jeji "revizi". Historicke zkusenosti
z druhe svetove valky ukazuji, ze k posileni miru v Evrope a ve svete je dnes
v prvni fade obnovit duveru zejmena mezi staty dvou hlavnich vojenskych
seskupeni, NATO a Varsavske smlouvy.
[... ] the USSR strove for such European arrangements after the war that would
make certain that the tragic WWII experiences would never be repeated. Therefore
an objective historian must disagree with those from the West who currently see
Jalta as the defeat of Western countries and call for its "revision". The historical
experiences form WWII show that, to strengthen the peace in Europe and all over
the world mutual trust amongst the states of the two main military alliances,
, 147
NATO and the Warsaw Pact, must be first renewed.
11) [...] jsou to Spojene staty, ktere rozhoduji 0 tom, co se bude dit s ternito
zbranemi v zapadni Evrope. [...] Jde 0 to, ze Spojene staty jsou pfipravene znicit
celou Evropu.
[...] it is the United States who decides what will happen with these weapons in
Western Europe. [...]
The problem is that the United States are prepared to destroy the whole of
Europe. 148
12) Za pficinu zostrovani napeti oznacuje rozmist'ovani americkych jadernych
zbrani prvniho uderu v zapadni Evrope.
. ., I ents of American nuclearHe sees the cause of increasing tension In ~ acem
weapons of the first attack in Western Europe. 14
146 "Zacalo druhe kolo Stockholmske konference SSSR k posileni duvery a bezpecnosti v
Evrope," Rude pnivo 10 May 1984: 7.
147 "Sila vefejne informovanosti," Mlada fronta 17 Nov. 1988: 5.
148 Karel Stary, "Zabranit jaderne valce," Rude pravo 1 Apr. 1983: p.6..
149 Petr VMia, "Za bezjademou Skandinavii," Rude pravo 2 Apr. 1984. 1.
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13) Bruselske,Muze~ vytvarneho umeni pfipravuje dosud nejvets! vystavu del
Breughe~ovske dy~astle. [ ...] Organizatori pocitaji s tim, ze se jim od fady
evropskych a americkych muzei podan ziskat k vystavnim ucelum kolem dvou set
az dvou set padesati obrazu,
Brussels Museum of Fine Arts is p:eparing the biggest exhibition of the Breughel
dynasty ever held. [...] The organizers hope to borrow for the exhibition between
two hundred and two hundred and fifty paintings from various European and
American museums. 150
14) I nase generace si uvedomuji, ze se prave na feckych a ffrnskych klasicich
rodily kultury evropskych narodu.
Also our generations realise that it was the Greek and Roman classical authors
who initiated the dawn of cultures of the European nations. 151
15) V uplynulych mesicich si mladi lide v Evrope zacali znovu palcive
uvedomovat, ze valka, teror a nasili nejsou jen prazdna slova, ktera se jich
bezprostredne nedotykaj i.
In the past months, young people in Europe have become painfully aware that war,
terror and violence are not just empty words that would not concern them
closely. 152
16) Nemine tyden, ve kterem bychom se nesetkali s nekterymi zahranicnimi
spisovateli. [. . .] Pfijizdeji ze severni, zapadni a jizni Evropy, vyhledavaji
nakladatelstvi, obchazeji knihkupectvi a setkavaji se s ceskymi a slovenskymi
autory.
Not a single week passes without us meeting a foreign writer. [...] They come
from Northern, Western, and Southern Europe, search for publishers, visit book
153
shops, and meet Czech and Slovak authors.
17) Praha rna druzebni styky s mnoha hlavnimi mest nejen Evropy, ale i ostatnich
kontinentu. S nekterymi z nich porada rozsahle akce. Jedna z nich probihala [...]
pod nazvern Dny Varsavy v Praze (v prosinci se pak Praha pfedstavi v Moskve).
Prague has town-twinning contacts with many capi~al.s.of n~t only Europe but also
other continents. It holds an extensive range of activities WIth some of them. One
150 "Kulturni mozaika," Rude pnlvo 7 January 1980: 5.
151 Otakar Nadhera, "Anticka knihovna," Rude pravo 4 Jan. 1989: 5.
152 Petr Cincibuch, "HIas umelcuv/ HIavni ukol poezie," R~de pravo 1 Apr. 1981.: 5.
153 Bohumil Nohejl, "Hlas umelcuv/ Mit dobrou vuli," Rude pravo, 4 July 1983 p. 5.
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of those was taking place [. . .] under the title Warsaw in Prague (in Decemb r
Prague will introduce itself in Moscow). 154 e
18) Se?eti umeni se socialistickou revoluci se tedy projevuje i po "lidske"
"osobni' strance - - v tom, ze umeni (a kulturnost vubec) je nedilnou soucasti
osobnosti vudcu revoluce. Marxisticti revolucionari vzdy - - i v nejtezsich dobach
perzekuce a ilegalniho boje - - venovali pozornost klasickemu i novemu umeni. [..
.] S?cialisticka revoluce pottebuje umeni ne jako prostredek pouhe zabavy [...],
ale jako mocnou ucinnou zbraii v boji za novy, spravedlivejsi spolecensky system
i za noveho cloveka; a umeni v ni toto poslani skutecne plni. [...] To, co bylo
reccno 0 vztahu umeni a revoluce, je samozrejme aktualni i pro dnesek.
The link between art and the socialist revolution can be detected in the "human"
"personal" aspect - - in the fact that art (and culture generally) is an inseparable
part of a revolutionary leader's personality. Marxist revolutionaries have always -
- even in the hardest times of persecution and illegal fights - - paid attention to
both classical and modem art. [. . .] The Socialist revolution needs art not as
means of entertainment [...] but as a powerful weapon in the battle for both a
new. fair social system and a new man; and art fulfils this mission. [...] What has
been said about the relation between art and revolution is of course valid even
today.v"
19) [...] uplynuly rocnik Prazskeho jara, ktere je vizitkou nasi socialisticke
spolecnosti, v niz umeni rna svuj nezastupitelny podil na jejim utvareni, pfispiva k
dorozumeni a mirove spolupraci mezi narody a podnecuje rozvoj lidske osobnosti.
[...] i to je jednim z hlavnich rysu teto vyznamne kulturne politicke udalosti, ktera
potvrdila spolecensky vyznam hudby, dustojne manifestovala nasi hudebni kulturu
a dala lidem nejeden silny umelecky prozitek, hodne radosti, krasy a posily pro
dalsi zapasy 0 vybojovani svetoveho miru.
[...] the past year of the Prague Spring, which does credit to our socialist society,
where art plays an irreplaceable role in its creation, assists to reach understanding
and peaceful co-operation between nations and encourages the development of
human personality. [...] also this is one of the main features of this cultural and
political event, which authenticated the importance of music for a society,
manifested our music culture and provided the people with many strong cultural
experiences, joy, beauty and strength for future battles for achieving the world-
'd 156WI e peace.
20) Lze s jistotou fici, ze olyrnpijske hry 1980 v Moskve, jiz n~ni p~is'pivaji ~
uvolnovani mezinarodniho napeti a upevneni svetoveho ~lr~. Zarov~n Je ,,~utne
konstatovat, ze OH v Moskve maji v zahranici nejen sve pfizmvce, ale I neprate1e,
154 Marie Slupecka, "Na tema soucasnosti i zftrka/ Umelecke porady a vystavy na dnech
Varsavy v Praze," Rude pnivo 4 Oct. 1988: 5~ " " .
155 Jaroslava Henova, "Umenije mocna zbran, Rude pra~o 2 Feb. ,,19~~. 5. ",
156 Jaromir Pesek, Zdenek Vokurka, "Vyrazny uspech festtvalu Prazske jaro v roce ceske
hudby 1984/ Poselstvi milionum." Rude pravo 9 June 1984: 5.
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ktefi se tuto sportovni akci pokouseji zneuzit k sireni lzi a pomluv 0 nasi zemi k
zostreni politieke situace ve svete." ,
It can be sai.d with a hi~h ~eg~ee of ~ertainty that the 1980 Moscow Olympic
Games contributed to relieving mternational tension and strengthening the peace
allover the world. At the same time, it must be stated that the Moscow Olympic
Games had its supporters as well as its enemies abroad who tried to misuse this
event to spread lies and slander about our country, and to damage the world-wide
political situation."b7
21) Protesty proti snaze americke vlady V cele s prezidentem Carterem bojkotovat
Olympijske hry v Moskve neustavaji . [...] Take sedesat znamych francouzskych
sportovcu v cele s byvalyrn olympijskym vitezem Michelem lazy Moskvu
podpofilo, Podepsali petici proto bojkotu Olympijskych her, ve ktere uvedli:
"Odmitame byt politickymi rukojmimi".
Protests against the American Government's effort lead by President Carter to
boycott the Moscow Olympic games do not stop. [...] Also sixty famous French
sportsmen, together with the past Olympic winner Michel lazy, supported
Moscow. They signed a petition against the boycott of the Olympic games that
stated: "We refuse to be hostages of the politics,,:58
22) 0 zapadnim a predevsim americkem prefesionalnim sportu se v burzoaznim
tisku pise temef vzdy v souvislosti s "baliky penez" [ . . .] na Zapade skutecne
existuji sportovci, ktefi vydelavaji hodne [...] .
Western and mainly American professional sports are usually covered by the
bourgeois press almost always in connection with "loads of money" [...] there
are real sportsmen in the West who earn a lot [...] .,,159
23) Na 36. zasedani Hospodarske komise OSN pro Evropu (HKE) vystoupil
v utery vedouci cs. delegace [ ] . Vyzdvihl nezastupitelnost ulohy HKE
v rozvoji celoevropske spoluprace [ ].
[...] CSSR bude s HKE dale rozvijet spolupraci s cilem prispet ~ upeviiovani
miru, bezpecnosti, vzajemne duvery a porozumeni na evropskem kontinentu.
The head of the Czechoslovak delegation spoke at the 36
th sessi~n o.f the UN
Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) on Tuesday [ . . . ]: He highligbted the
irreplaceable role of the ECE in the development of Eur~pe-wideco-opcranon [ ..
. ].[...] the CSSR and the ECE will develop their co-operation aimed at
157 "Proti intrikam a lzim," Rude pravo 4 Jan. 1980: 8.
158 "DaISi hlasy pro Moskvu," Rude pravo 2 Feb. 1980: 8.
159 "Tvrdi rnuzi," Rude pravo, 3 Apr. 1981: 8.
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strengthening peace, safety, mutual trust and understanding on the European
continent. 160
24) !. : .] CSSR realizuje velkou cast sveho zahranicntho obchodu [...] se
zemerm RVHP. Jak to bude vypadat v budoucnu s vyvozem na Zapad?
[ ...] the CSSR realises a big part of its international trade [ ... ] with the CMEA
countries. What will the export to the West be like?161
25) Zeneva: RVHP - EHS
V budove Mezinarodni organizace prace v Zeneve vcera zacalo druhe kolo
rozhovoru mezi experty EHS a RVHP. CHern dvoudenniho jednani je pokracovat
v pfipravach navrhu spolecneho textu prohlaseni 0 uprave vztahu mezi obema
mezinarodnimi ekonomickymi organizacemi.
Geneva: The CMEA - the EEC
The second round of talks between experts from the EEC and CMEA started in the
building of the International Work Organisation in Geneva yesterday. The aim of
the two daylong talks is to continue in the preparation of the draft for the jointly
produced proclamation on how to modify relations between both international
economic organisations. 162
26) RVHP - EHS: Tfeti kolo
V budove Mezinarodni organizace prace v Zeneve vcera skoncilo druhe kolo
rozhovoru mezi experty RVHP a EHS. Jeho cilem bylo pokracovat v pfipravach
navrhu spolecneho textu prohlaseni 0 uprave vztahu mezi obema mezinarodnimi
ekonomickymi organizacemi. [...]
Nakonec se vsak [delegace] shodly na tom, ze ke konecne uprave spolecneho textu
bude nutne usporadat dalsi kolo jednani
The CMEA - the EEC: The Third Round
The second round of the talks between experts from the EEC and CMEA was
closed in the building of the International Work Organisation in Geneva yesterday.
Its aim was to continue in preparations of the draft for the jointly produced
proclamation on how to modify relations between both international economic
organisations. [ ...]
Eventually, [the delegations] agreed though that another round of the tal~s wl~~ld
have to be held to achieve the final draft of the jointly produced proclamation.
160 "Pro porozumeni v Evrope," Rude pnivo 1 Apr. 1981: 7; ano~her a~~cle ~~er: t~e
UNO is presented as a respectable and trustworthy organisation IS e.g. Posilit duveru
rnezi staty," Rude pravo 1. Apr. 1987: 1 - 2. ,. ' ,
161 "Pfed neoficialni navstevou v Rakousku/ Marne zajem na dobrych sousedskych
vztazich," Rude pravo 10 May 1982: 6.
162 "Zeneva: RVHP - EHS," Mlada fronta 19.3. 1987: 5.
163 "RVHP _ EHS: Tfeti kolo," Mlada fronta 21. Mar. 1987: 5.
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27) Nezamestnanost v EHS: Horst a horsi
Nez~~stn~ost v z~mich. EHS se bude i letosnim roce dale zvysovat, Podle
ofi~uilnlC,h lnfo~aci kornise Evropskych spolecenstvi bylo koncem roku 1984
v zapadni Evrope 10,9 procenta cinneho obyvatelstva bez prace,
Unemployment in the EEC: Getting worse
Unemplo~me?t in the .EEC.countries will be growing even this year. According to
the of~clal information Issued the EC commission, 10.9 % of the active
population was unemployed towards the end of 1994. 164
28?,Je.dnani mezi RVHP a EHS rna perspektivu / Evropa = Rozum + Spoluprace
Nas titulek bohuzel zatim neodpovida realnemu stavu, nejen kdyz mluvime 0
politice, ale i v oblasti hospodafstvi. Ackoli prave v Evrope se soustfed'uji
ekonomicke organizace RVHP a EHS.
Negotiations between the CMEA and the EEC have a good perspective/ Europe =
Sense + Co-operation
It is unfortunate that at present our headline does not correspond to the real
situation, not only when we discuss politics but also economy, despite the fact that
the economic organisations of the CMEA and the EEC are concentrated in
Europe. 165
29) [...] clenske staty EHS se dohodly na tom, zc od prvniho ledna pifstiho roku
rozsiri Spanelsko a Portugalsko evropskou "desitku" na "dvanactku". Po mnoha
letech tahanic, sporu a nedorozumeni tedy v Bruselu bouchaly zatky sampaiiskeho
a padala pateticka slova 0 ,Jednote" zapadni Evropy. [...]
Ani jedna z vlad obou pyrenejskych zemi neskryva fakt, ze vstup do EHS je pro
ne predevsim veci politickou. [...] Spanelsky ministr zahranicnich veci Fernando
Moran dokonce v Bruselu nevahal prohlasit, ze "jsme nyni skutecne soucasti
zapadni Evropy, je konec komplexu menecennosti, ktery v nedavnych dejinach
Spanelska zpusobil tolik zla [...]".
[ ... ] the EEC member countries decided that from the first January next year
Spain and Portugal would extend the "European ten" to the "European twelve".
After many years of scuffle, conflicts, and misunderstanding, champagne corks
were popping and passionate statements about the "unity" of Western Europe were
proclaimed in Brussels. [...] .
Neither of the Pyrenees governments disguises the fact th.at acc~s~lon to the E~C
is mainly a political matter for them. [... ] The Spanish Minister of Foreign
Affairs Femando Moran even did not hesitate to state in Brussels that "now when
we are finally an integral part of Western Europe, it is the end of the inferiority
. f S . [ ]" 166
complex that caused so much damage in the recent history 0 pain ... .
164 "Nezamestnanost v EHS Horsf a horsi," Mlada fronta 18.3. 1985: 3.
165 Martin Komarek, "Evropa = rozum + spoluprace, " Mlada fronta, 25 Mar 1987: 5.
166 Petr Hirsch, "Komu ku prospechu," Mlada fronta, 6 Apr. 1985: 5.
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30) Modro pred ocima tureckeho premiera / Trnita cesta do Evropy
Jenom docela rnaly kousek Turecke republiky spada - z hlediska geografickeho
vzato - do ~vropy. Tw:~ck? by ovse"m rad? patr~lo do Evropy cele. Nebo alespoii
do ~vrops~~ho hospodarskeho spolecenstvi, coz je pro ne fakticky totez. [...]
Proc ten zajem? Jde prece 0 dobre propocitany tah: kdyby se Turecku podafilo
dostat do EH~,,,m~lo by si~si pristu~ ~a zapadoevropske trhy, znacne celni vyhody
a v neposledni rade by take mohlo tezit ze zemedelskych subvenci spolecenstvi,
The Turkish Premier Sees Blue/ A Thorny Path to Europe
O~ly a tin~ part of the Republic of Turkey comes under - - from the geographical
point of VIew - - Europe. The whole of Turkey, however, would like to belong to
Europe; at least to the European Economic Community, which as a matter of fact
for them is the same. [...] Why so much interest? This is a well calculated move:
if Turkey managed to get into the EEC it would gain a wider access to Western
European markets, considerable duty advantages, and last but not least, it could
profit from the community's agricultural subsidies.i'"
31) Jak my chapeme tento problem a zejmena myslenku spolecneho evropskeho
domu? Vzdyt' jeho budovani zahajil helsinsky proces, kdyz evropske staty
pochopily, ze starym zpusobem nelze dale zit [...]. V zadne casti sveta neni
soustredeno takove mnozstvi vojaku a zbrani jako v Evrope. To vyvolava
dokonce i uvahy 0 iracionalnosti teto situace. Evropa se z nejakeho duvodu
rozhodla vyzbrojit, pricemz se pfesne nevi, kdo se chysta proti komu bojovat a
kdo rna jake zajmy a pozadavky vuCi sousednim zemim.
How do we understand the problem and mainly the idea of the Common European
House? Its construction was launched by the Helsinki Process when the European
countries understood that we could not live the old way [... ]. Such high
concentrations of soldiers and weaponry are not found anywhere else in the world
as in Europe. This provokes thoughts of how irrational the situation is. For some
reason Europe decided to equip herself with arms while it is unclear who is going
to fight whom and who has what interests and what the claims are against
'ghb' . 168net ounng countnes.
32) Budujme evropsky dum r ,
Zvlastni pozomost byla pfi jednani venovana Evrope a navrhu. na budova~I
"celoevropskeho domu", ktery predlozil Michail Gorbacov, Pr~zIde~t Fran~?IS
Mitterand charakterizoval tento navrh jako velkou myslenku, Mame-li fantazii a
intelektualni odvahu snadno si muzeme predstavit evropsky kontinent a vsechny
jeho zeme jako nov~ spolecenstvi, spojene novYmi.v~ahy v jeji~hz ra?:ci kazdy
zustava sam sebou, ale vsichni spolupracuji ve jmenu shodnych cilu, [...]
167 Ivo Bartik, "Modro pfed ocima tureckeho premiera/ Trnita cesta do Evropy," Mlada
fronta 22 Sep. 1987: 5.
168 "Sila verejne informovanosti," Mlada fronta 17 Nov. 1988: 5.
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Kulturni a duchovni jednota Evropy je koneckoncu realitou, ktera muze a musi byt
vtelena do politiky.
We Are Building the European House
Durin~ the negotiations,.particular attention was paid to Europe and the proposal
to build the "Europe-wide house" presented by Mikhail Gorbachev. President
Francois Mitterand characterised the proposal as a powerful concept. If we have
the imagination and intellectual courage, we can easily imagine the European
continent and all its countries as a new community connected through new
relations within which all involved maintain their identity but co-operate to
achieve identical goals. [ ... ] The cultural and spiritual unity of Europe is after all
a reality that can and must be embodied in politics. 169
33) Na otazku, co povazuji za hlavni stycne body mezi Vychodem a Zapadem
z hlediska moznosti urychlit proces sblizovani v Evrope, budovat onen "evropsky
durn", vsichni shodne zduraznili, ze hlavni je vseobecne pochopeni nezbytnosti
zajistit. na nasem kontinentu bezpecnost. [ ... ] M. Harbottle uvedl, ze v Evrope
se jiz zacaly utvaret nove vztahy mezi staty, coz je podminkou pro budovani
"spolecneho domu", Proces jeho vystavby odstraiiuje "obraz nepfitele" ve
prospech vzajemne vyhodnych kontaktu.
In a reply to the question what they consider to be the main point of contact
between the East and the West regarding speeding up the process of bringing one
another closer within Europe and to construct the "European House", everybody
univocally stressed the general understanding of the need to make our continent
safe. [. . . ] M. Harbottle stated that new relations between states had been
developing within Europe which is a condition to build the "common house". The
process of its construction eradicates the "image of an enemy" for the benefit of
11 . . 170mutua y positive contacts.
II. Corpus of Citations for Europe post 89
34) Vychodni Evropa v pohybu , ,,,,,
Geograficky to neni zrovna pfesne - tak tteba Berh~ nebo ~ra?a lezI,,?al na z~pad
nez vychodneji situovana Videii. Presto se dlouha desetileti ho:on, ~lavne ~a
zaklade zcela jinych kriterii nez Ciste zemepisnych 0 dvou Evropach, vychodni a
zapadni.
Eastern Europe on the Move
Geographically it may not be exact - for example Berlin and ~ragu~ are located
more to the West than to the easterly-situated Vienna. DespI~e t~IS ~wo Europes,
eastern and western, have been recognis~71based mainly on cntena different to the
geographical ones for many long years.
169 "Budujme evropskydum," Mlada fr,on~~;8 ~ov. 1988: 1, 3..
170 Svatava Hodfkova, Obrysy uz se rySUJ1, Prace 3 Ap~11 1989.3. . 5
171 Milan Vodicka, "Vychodnf Evropa v pohybu," Mlada fronta 18 Nov. 1989. .
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3~) ~an: pr~dsedo, j~ :y, jako zkuseny politik, vidite budoucnost Evropy?
Vidim sancl, pro vYVOj evrop~keho miroveho usporadani, chcete-li k budovani
celoevrops~eho, do~u. !: ..]Cim vice postoupi odzbrojeni kuptedu, tim lehci
bude nastolit mirovy poradek v Evrope. Skutecnost, ze Mad'arsko Sovetsky svaz
P,olsko a Jugosl~vie)sou poradnim~ ~len'y Evro~ske rady a ze se ~hteji stat clen;
~eto rady ukazuje, ze celoevropske mstituce nejsou pro ne prHis vzdalene.]...]
jsem presvedcen, ze zitra nebo pozitfi muze vzniknout nova Evropa, kde hranice
nebudou mit zadny vyznam,
Mr Chairman, how do you as an experienced politician, see the future of Europe?
I can see a chance for the development of European peace arrangements, if you
wish, a chance for building a Common European House. [. . .] The more the
disarmament goes ahead, the easier it will be to establish a peace order in Europe.
The fact that Hungary, the Soviet Union, Poland and Yugoslavia are advisers to
the European Council and that they wish to become members of the Council
shows that the common European institutions are not too distant for them. [...] I
am sure that tomorrow or the day after tomorrow a new Europe, where borders
will be superfluous, can be formed. 172
36) Jak vidite, pane predsedo, postaveni Ceskoslovcnska v Evrope?
Ceskoslovensko je soucasti stredni Evropy a doufam, ze se bude brzy uchazet 0 to,
byt poradnim elenem Evropske rady a jit stejnym smerem, jako jine zeme stfedni
Evropy ke smluvnim vztahum s radou.
Mr Chairman, how do you see the position of Czechoslovakia in Europe?
Czechoslovakia is an integrated part of Central Europe and I hope that it will soon
apply for advisory membership in the European Council and it will follow the
same direction towards treaty relations with the council as other countries dO.
173
37) Sovetsky ministr [zahranicnich veci Eduard Sevarnadze] se v pondeli setkal se
svym belgickym protejskem Markem Eysikensem. Vyslovil se pfi tom pro
vytvofeni noveho ekonomickeho prostoru v Evrope vzajemnym propojenim
ekonomik zapadnich a vychodnich zemi.] ...] SSSR se chce podilet na cinnosti
Banky pro rozvoj a modernizaci vychodni Evropy [. . .] tento proces bude zalezet
na ochote USA k obdobnimu stazeni svych jednotek ze zapadni Evropy.
The Soviet Minister [of foreign affairs Edvard Shevarnadze] met on Monday his
Belgian counterpart Mark Eysikens. At the event he supported the formation of a
new economic space in Europe created by a link between Western and Eastern
countries.[ ...] the USSR wishes to participate in the activities of the Ba~ for
Development and Modernisation of Eastern Europe [ ...] the process will be
determined by the willingness of the USA to withdraw its troops from Western
174Europe.
172 Jan Kovarik, "CSSR do Evropske rady, "Rude pravo 19 December 1989: 7.
173 Jan Kovarik, "CSSR do Evropske rady, "Rude pravo 19 December 1989: 7.
174 "SSSR _ ES: Dohoda 0 spolupraci," Rude pravo 19 December 1989: 7.
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38) ~as, pr~ni prezident napsal: JezfS, nikoli Caesar. Navazoval tim na
Chelcickeho 1 Kornenskeho. Dnes tato idea v nas opet ozila. Troufam si fict ze
sna? dokonc~ marne moz~?st si~it ji dal a vnest tak do evropske i sve;ove
p~htIky novy prvek. Z n~s~ z~me budeme-li chtit, muze uz natrvalo vyzafovat
~aska, to~a po porozumem, sila ducha a myslenky. Jsme mala zeme ale pfesto
jsme byh kdysi duchovni kfizovatkou Evropy. Proc bychom se ji opet nemohli
stat? Nebyl by to dalsi vklad, jimz bychom mohli oplacet jinym pomoc kterou
budeme od nich pottebovat? '
Our first President wrote: Jesus, not Caesar. In this manner he adhered to both
Chelcicky and Komensky. Nowadays, this idea has been revived. I dare to say
that we may even have the possibility to spread it further and thus enrich European
and world politics with a new aspect. If we wish so, love, desire for understanding,
power of spirit and thought can radiate from our country eternally. We are only a
small country but, despite that, once we used to be spiritual crossroads of Europe.
Why can't we regain this position? Wouldn't that be another gift in which could
repay others the help we will need from them? 175
39) Hovori se 0 navratu Ceskoslovenska do Evropy? Co si pod tim
predstavujete?
Skutecne otevreni se svetu, Zalezi nam na rozvoji vzajemne vyhodne hospodafske
spoluprace se vsemi zememi sveta, Mnohem hlubsi a efektivnejsi musi byt
v RVHP. Klademe duraz na navazani kontaktu s Evropskymi spolecenstvimi,
marne zajem 0 konkretni spolupraci s ostatnimi zememi. Ekonomicka spoluprace
predpoklada dobre vztahy v politicke a kulturni oblasti Podilet se na budovani
spolecneho evropskeho domu v zajmu miru a pratelstvi mezi narody, v zajmu lidi
zijicich na nasem kontinente i v celem svete - to je zakladem nasi politiky.
Odstraiiovani zatarasu na spolecnych hranicich s NSR a Rakouskem, to je zacatek
a symbol naseho postupu, zacatek hospodarskeho a politickeho procesu navraceni
se do naruce svobodnych evropskych narodu.
The return of Czechoslovakia to Europe is being discussed. How do you
understand the process?
To be really open to the world. We really care about the development of mutually
beneficial economic co-operation with all world countries. It must be much deeper
and more effective in the CMEA. We stress the establishment of contacts with the
European Community, we are interested in co-operation with other countries.
Economic co-operation assumes good relations in politics and culture. The
foundation of our politics is to participate in the building of a Common European
House in the interest of peace, friendship amongst nations, in the interest of people
living on in our continent and in the world. The removal of barriers on the borders
between our country, Germany and Austria is the starting point and the symbol of
175 "Novorocni projev presidenta CSSR, "Rude pnivo 2 Jan. 1990: 1,3.
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our progress, the beginning of economic and political process of the return to the
arms of free European nations. 176
40) Svedsko vstupuje na most do Evropy
Namestek svedske ministryne zahranici fika: Musime [ ...] pfekrocit urcite
mosty.
Sweden Steps onto a Bridge to Europe
The Swedish Deputy Foreign minister says: We must [... ] cross certain bridges. 177
41) Vychodni Evropa chce posilovat vztahy se Zapadoevropskou unii
Smyslem fora sice bylo rozvinout vztahy zemi byvaleho vychodniho bloku se
ZEU jako budoucim politicko-bezpecnostnim pilifem Evropy [ ...].
Eastern Europe Wants to Strengthen Relations with the Western European Union
The purpose of the forum was to develop relations between the former Eastern
bloc countries with WEU as the future political and safety pillar of Europe [..
.].178
42) Bude-li Zapad pfilis dlouho vahat s integraci postkomunistickych zemi do
svych demokratickych struktur, muze se po nejake dobe pouze divit. Demoni,
kteri nebudou spoutani na Vychode, proniknou zahy i na Zapad. A cela Evropa
tim promami historickou sanci stat se poprve kontinentem mirove spoluprace
vsech [ ...].
If the West hesitates too long with the integration of post communist countries into
its democratic structures, it can only wonder after some time. The demons not
bound in the East can before long also penetrate the West. And the whole of
Europe will waste a historical chance to become for the first time a continent of
the peace co-operation of all [...]. 179
43) "Ne" ustave zavfelo Albancum dvefe do Evropy"
h lb . 180A "No" to the constitution closed the Door to Europe for teA aruans
44) Pohubli doterove pred branami
176 "Otevrit se svetu, Rozhovor se predsedou vlady CSSR M. Calfou, " Rude pravo 2 Jan.
1990: 1-2. . kh I
177 Ivana Stepankova, "Svedsko stupuje na most do Evropy/ Je neutrahta Stoc 0 mu
pruzna";." MF Dnes, 12 March 1992: 9. .,,,
178 "Vychodni Evropa chce posilovat vztahy se Zapadoevropskou unn, MF Ones 21 May
1993: 8. " MF D 31 0 t
179 Michal Mocek, "Vaclav Havel vyzval Zapad k vetSi odvaze, nes c .
1995:8. "MF D 15 Nov
180 Lubes Palata, "Ne ustave zavrelo Albancum dvere do Evropy, nes .
1994: 9.
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A tak Ces~o s~ejne jako ostat~i chudi u~hazeCi stanovene podminky postupne plni
[...] na krasna slova 0 Evrope bez hranic se v prakticke politice nehraje .
Skinny Pests in front of the Gates
And for that reason Czechia, together with all other poor candidates fulfils
gr~dually all of .the set condi~ions [...] a game with grand words about'Europe
WIthout borders IS not played In everyday politics. 181
45) [...] dlouhe cekani pred branami je demotivujici [...] .
[...] a long wait in front of the gates is demotivating [...]. 182
46) Chceme, chceme k yam
Chce unie pfibrat nove chude cleny, nebo nechce? [...] Nyni Pevnost Evropa
hrozi monitoringem, tresty a pokutami. A v nasem bytostnem narodnim zajmu je
- byt' ponizeny - vstup. Vase prava budou nejmene sedm let oklestena - s tresty
zacneme hned.
We Really Do Want to Join You
Does the union want to take on new poor members or not? [...] At present
Fortress Europe threatens monitoring, punishment and sanctions. And it is in our
fundamental national interest to enter - although humbly. Your right will be
curtailed for at least seven years - punishments will be introduced immediately. 183
47) Se zajmem jsem precetl clanek [...] Nechaji nas Irove pfed branami?
I read an article [. . .] Will the Irish let us stand in front of the gates? with
interest. 184
48) Verheugen: Letosni hodnoceni kandidatu neoznaci premianty
Verheugen: This Year's Evaluation of Candidates Will not Identify the Star
Pupils185
49) [...] elaborat evropskych komisaru je pro Ceskou republiku [...] dobrym
vysvedcenim.
[. . .] the concoction by the European commissioners is a good school report for
the Czech Republic [...].186
181 Tomas Lokost: "Pohubli doterove pred branami," Pnivo 9 June 2000: 6.
182 Helena Landovska, "Vedrin vhodil kamen do vod pred Laeken," Pravo 23 Nov.2001:
~8'3 Petr Kambersky, "Chceme, chceme k vam," MF Dnes 27 July 2002: A6.
184 Jan Zahradil, "Jsem pro smlouvu z Nice, :' Pravo 1,,~ Nov . .2002;,6. ,
185 Verheugen, "Letosnl hodnoceni kandidatu neoznaci premianty, Pravo 6 Nov. 2001.
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50) Reparaty asi nehrozi, nedostatky se ale trpet nebudou.
There May Not Be Any Threat of Re-sits but Imperfections Will Not Be
Tolerated. 187
51) Evropaje bezrnocna i v Bosne
Evropa je tvan v tvaf ~alc~ [ ] stale bezmocnejsj.]...] Evropa se zmohla jen na
vYSI~l pozor?vatelske nuse [ ] . Evropa snad ani nemohla na rozdil od
A,~enky oslnit velkolepymi vojenskymi operacemi [ ...] . Evropa vi ze ieii
zajmy se na Balkane stfetavaji. ' J J
Europe also Powerless in Bosnia
Europe facing the war ['.' -) is constantly more powerless. [...] Europe managed
only to s.end observe~ nussions [.....] . Europe possibly could not [...] compared
to Amenca dazzle WIth grand military operations [...] . Europe knows that her
interests meet in the Balkans. 188
52) Evropa stoji na rozcesti
Jednim z nejvetsich ukolu Evropy v novem roce 1996 je definitivne ukoncit valku
v Bosne [...].
Europe on the Crossroads
One of the biggest tasks for Europe to achieve in the new year 1996 is to finally
end the was in Bosnia [ ...]. 189
53) Albanie je v agonii, Evropa si opet nevi rady
Vyspela Evropa na svych summitech sni 0 nerozdelenem kontinentu, jednotlive
staty vsak nezfidka zvazuji i sebemensi prostfedky, ktere by mely obetovat na
oltar sjednoceni. Ve stejne chvili mala zeme na okraji evropskeho zajmu nabizi
teto sebestrednosti, ktera caste nevidi dal na nez pid' za hranice unie, zrcadlo. [... ]
Take vinou nedostatecneho zajmu Evropy se stava obrazem bidy, utrpeni a
hruzy. [. . .] On i mnozi dalsi davaji agonii Albanie do souvislosti se souhrou
nekolika nepriznivych faktoru [mezi kterymi je i ] nedostatecna pece .zbytku"
Evropy. [...] Evropa sice doporucila zemi trzni hospodarstvi [...] nestarala se uz
vsak 0 to, jak se to vse uskuteciiuje.Ani dye nejvyspelejsi zeme v sousedstvi,
Recko a Italie, pak podle Rupnika nesehraly tu roli, kterou mely sehrat [ ]. Zda
se, ze unie je znovu zoufale neschopna vyfesit krizi pfed svymi dvefmi. [ ]
Nektere zeme [...] neprojevuji ani ten nejmensi zajem 0 tento problem na
jihovychodnim boku Evropy.
186 Martin Hekrdla "Co Brusel nemusel, " Pnivo Nov. 2001: 5.
187 Helena Landovska, "Kandidarske zerne zustanou dal pod drobnohledem Unie," Pravo
7 Oct. 2002: 9.
188 Petr Pravda, "Evropa je bezrnocna i v Bosne," MF Dnes 13 April 1992: 9.
189 Petr Pravda, " Evropa stoji na rozcesti," MF Dnes 2 Jan. 1996.
http://mfdnes.newtonit.cz, online, 7 May 2002.
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Albania in Agony, Europe Is at the End of Her Wits Again
:'-d:~ced Europ~ dreams about an undivided continent on her summits but
IndIvIdual. countries often caref~lly think about even the smallest resources they
could sacrifice o~ the altar ?f unIty: At the same time a small country on the edge
of the Europe~ Interest pomts a mirror to its self-centredness, often unable to see
beyond the l?nIon borders. [...] Also, due to the lack of interest in Europe, it
becomes a. pI~ture of poverty, .suffering, and dismay . [...] He and many others
put Albania In connection WIth a coincidence of several unfavourable factors
[amongst which is also] unsatisfactory care from "the rest of Europe". [...]
Although Europe recommended the establishment of a market economy for the
country [...] she did not care how this was implemented. Not even the two most
advanced countries in the neighbourhood, Greece and Italy, according to Rupnik,
played the role they should have [...]. It looks like the Union is yet again
desperately unable to solve the crisis in front of its door. Some countries [...] do
not show even the slightest interest in the problem on the south-east side of
Europe. 190
54) Evropa blizsi nez soused
Zdanlive na mile vzdaleny vstup Ceske republiky do Evropske unie bude daleko
vetsim vpadem do zivota kazdeho obcana, [ ...] Ptihlasku do Evropske unie
podame v roce 1996. [ ...] Jsme tedy snad za pull cesty, na jejimz pocatku bylo
heslo Zpatky do Evropy. [ ...] Je tezke milovat nebo nenavidet Brusel, protoze je
to pro nas stale abstraktni pojem. [. . .] proto vstup do Evropske unie pociti kazda
rodina [. . .] . Argumenty pro a proti Evrope se urCite stretnou V kampani pfed
volbami 1996 [ ...] .
Europe Is Closer Than Your Neighbour
The entry of the Czech Republic into the European Union, which seems to be
miles away, will be a much bigger incursion into every citizen's life. [...] We will
submit our application to the EU in 1996. [...] Hopefully we've walked more than
half of the way that started with the slogan Back to Europe. [...] It is difficult to
love or hate Brussels as it is still and abstract concept for us. [. . .] therefore each
family will be aware of joining the European Union. [ ...] Arguments for and
against Europe will certainly clash in the campaign before 1996 elections [...]. 191
55) Nejvetsich zisku docilily [... ] strany, ktere svou kampaii post~vily.n~
jednoznacnem postoji k Evropske unii . [ ] "Zretelne stanovisko, ktere zaujali
jak socialiste, tak lidovci v otazce Evropy [ [."
The highest scores were achieved by[ . . .] parties founding their camp~igns o~ an
unambiguous attitude towards the European Unio~ .[ .. ) "The clear point Of~l~f
taken by both the Socialist and the People's Party In the Issue of Europe [...].
190 Petr Pravda, Lubes Palata, "Albanie je agonii, Evropa si opet nevi rady, "MF Dnes 30
June 1997, , http://mfdnes.newtonit.cz, online, 7 May 2002.
191 Petr Sabata, "Evropa blizsf nez
v
soused," MF Dnes 31 Dec 1994:12. .
192 "Parlamentni volby polarizuji Svycarsko," MF Dnes, 23 October 1995.9.
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56) Jeho zeme podle nej nechce byt zavorou na dverich evropske pevnosti.
His country, according to him, does not want to be the latch on the door of th
European fortress. 193 e
57) Dod~, ze ~~ vs~upe,m ~~,,~o El! by melo byt jasne feceno, ze nemohou by! z
tohoto zakona zadne pravru ucinky, jez odporuji evropskemu duchu.
He added that, .in connection with the CR's entry into the ED, it should be stated
cl~a:ly that this law couldn't have any legal impact contradicting European
splnt. 194
~8~.Poku~ j,de 0 RU~k?, shodli jsme se [...] , ze je treba dat Moskve jasne najevo,
ze Jl nermrume vyhanet z Evropy nebo izolovat [...].
As far as Russia is concerned, we agreed that [. . .] it had to be made clear to
Moscow that we did not intend to chase her out of Europe or isolate
her[...] :95
59) Proto Evropa (a predevsim ty zeme, ktere maji nadeji na brzke pfijeti do
aliance) doslova odezira z ruskych ust, [...] Rusko De] ochotno podepsat s alianci
exkluzivni smlouvu [...] pficemz pfijeti tohoto dokumenty Kremlem je obecne
povazovano za formu ruskeho souhlasu s rozsifenim NATO. A jake jsou
podminky Moskvy? Smlouvy 0 konvencnich ozbrojenych silach v Evrope.] ...]
Co z toho plyne pro Evropu? [ ...] Moskva se realne, nikoliv jen demonstrativne,
spoji s Cinou v jednu Zapadu nepratelskou mocnost. Pozitivisticky nazor tvrdi:
Rusko se smifi s realitou [ ...] a vyhodne koncipovana smlouva s alianci je jeste
vice pfiblizi k Evrope.
Therefore Europe (and first of all the countries hoping to soon join the alliance)
literally read Russian lips. [...] Russia [is] willing to sign an exclusive agreement
with the alliance [...] while approval of the document by the Kremlin is generally
considered to be a form of Russian agreement with NATO enlargement. And what
are Moscow's conditions? Agreements on conventional armed forces in Europe. [.
. .] What are the consequences of this for Europe? [...] Moscow will truly, not
only demonstratively, join China to create one force hostile to the West. A
positivistic view states: Russia will come to terms with reality [...] and an
agreement composed in a beneficial way will draw it even closer to Europe. 196
60) Boji se Evropa spatne?
193 "Schiissel zada CR prizpusobit zakony Froweinove zprave," Pravo 7 Oct. 2002: 9.
194 "Schiissel zada CR pfizpusobit zakony Froweinove zprave," Pravo 7 ~)ct. 2002: 9.
195 Lubes Palata, "Vaclav Havel: Doba velkych spolecenskych gest pominula," MF Dnes
3 Nov. 1994: 7.
196 Pavel Novoty, "Gesta, sluvka, narazky," Lidove noviny 11 Jan. 1997:8.
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Evr?pa, se ne?~ji Ruska, ale Ameriky, napsal Jif Payne v Pravu [...] [Solana
Spojenym statum] nedoporucuje, aby instalovaly novy system protiraketove
obrany bez debaty s Evropany a Rusy .[ . . .] Evrope hrozi ze se bude bat _
spatne. Tedy Americanu, a nikoli Rusu. '
Is Europe Frightened the Wrong Way?
Europe is not frightened by Russian but by America, Jifi Payne wrote in Pravo [..
.] [ Solana ]does not advise [the USA] to install the new system of anti-missile
defence without discussion with the Europeans and Russians. [...] Europe faces
a danger that it will be frightened the wrong way. Therefore frightened by the
Americans and not the Russians. 197
61) Pomerne jednoznacne vitezstvi italske pravice by [...] mohlo ovlivnit i deni
v cele Evrope. [...] cela Evropa musi pocitat s pfilivem radikalnich proudu [...]
nepoliticka politika [...] asi verejny zivot Evropy neovladne [...] rna ve1kou
sanci na vitezstvi kdekoli v Evrope.
A considerably unambiguous victory of the Italian Right Wing Party could [... ]
influence life in the whole of Europe [ ] the whole of Europe must be prepared
for an influx of radical movements [ ] the non-political politics [...] will
probably not take control of public life in Europe [...] it has a big chance for a
. here i E 198victory anyw ere In urope.
62) [...] 'spolecny' evropsky postoj [...] byl stezi necim jinym nez
europeizovanym postojem Francie a Nemecka"
[...] the 'joint' European standpoint was hardly anything else but a europeised
standpoint of France and Germany' .199
63) [...] clenstvi Ceska v bruselkem podpurnem programu [...] pfinese. dalsi
europeizace ceskeho filmu - ne ve smyslu europudingu, ale koprodukci se silnym
narodnim akcentem, ktere umozni ceskych filmum cestovat do sveta,
[... ] membership of Czechia in the Brussels support programme [ .. '. ] will b~ing
a further europeisation of Czech films - - not in the sens~ of e~ropuddingsbut In a
sense of co-production with a strong national accent, which WIll allow Czech films
d 200to travel the worl .
64) Americky president George Bush ve stredu prohlasil, ze mal:s~a ~chuz~a, n~
jejimz uspofadani se dohodli Michailem Gorbacovem, se v zadnem pnpade
nezmeni v ,jednani 0 Evrope bez Evropanc' .
197 Lubomir Zaoralek, "Boji se Evropa spatne", " Pravo 1 June 2000: ~.
198 Viliam Buchert, "Ovlivni Italic celou Evropu?" MF Dnes 31 March 1994.6.
199 Vilem HoIMi, Problemy integrace, MF Dnes 1 Feb.2003:12. .
200 Radovan Holub, Kritici Variety vyzdvihli Babi leto, HN 11 July 2002.10.
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The .Anleric~ president George Bush stated on Wednesday that the Malta
meetIng.' which ~e .and Mikhail Gorbachev agreed upon, would certainly not
change Into negotiations 'about Europe without Europeans' .201
65) [ ...] jsme se dostali na pfimefenou (to znamena evropskou) uroveii
statniho rozpoctu [ ...] ."
[ ] we got to the adequate (this means European) level of the state budget
[ ] :,202
66) Byl-li pfi teritorialnim vymezeni techto jednani vybran prave stred Evropy,
byt' neni pfisne geograficky, duvodem k tomu byla skutecnost, ze to je prave
misto, kde spolu hranici dye vojenska seskupeni a kde je relativne nejvetsi
vojenska koncentrace. Proto rna celoevropsky vyznam, jestlize by se prave zde
v teto oblasti podafilo dosahnout dohody 0 snizena stavu vojsk a vyzbroje, Vzdyt'
jde 0 uzemi NDR, CSSR a Polska na jedne strane, 0 NSR, Belgii Holandsko a
Lucembursko na strane druhe.
If the centre of Europe was chosen, although not exactly the geographical one,
when the territory of the negotiations was defined, the reason is that this is the
border-line between two military alliances and the place where the relatively
highest military concentration is found. Therefore it is of a European importance if
agreement on the reduction of the numbers of soldiers and weapons can be found
in this very location. It is the territory of the GDR, CSSR, and Poland on one side
and FRG, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg on the other.2°3
67) Nernecko a Francie podporuji rozsifeni ES 0 vychodni Evropu
[...] Nemecko a Francie chteji by! nadale hnaci silou evropskeho integracniho
procesu [. . .] .
Germany and France Support the Enlarging the ED to Include Eastern Europe
[...] Germany and France want to continue as the driving force of the European
.. [ ] 204mtegration process ....
68) Pafiz a Berlin chteji euroustavu
201 "G. Bush 0 programu maltske schuzky/ 0 Evrope jen s Evropany," Mlada fronta 24
Nov. 1989: 5. , . 13 S 1997·
202 Vaclav Klaus, "Mimoradne obtizny statui rozpocet (I)," Lidove novmy, ep. .
;0·3 Zdenek Vilimek, " DaISi kolo vedeN=skych rozhovoru/ Ulehcit Evropskemu srdci,"
Rude pravo, 17 Feb. 1987:6. ,,, 23 J
204 "Nernecko a Francie podporuji rozsifeni ES 0 vychodni Evropu, MF Ones an.
1993: 8.
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Fr~ci~ ~ ~emeck? se,v pate~ vyslovily pro vytvofeni ustavy Evropske unie.[ ]
NeJvys.SI pred"stavltele ~rancI~ a ~emec~a, dali take najevo spokojenost [ ]
"FrancIe a Ne~ecko ~z nY~1 maji totozne stanovisko k velkemu poctu techto
~eforem [...].. FrancI~ a .Nemecko b~ly dlouho oznacovany za motor evropske
integrace, L~nl. V. prosmci na sumrmtu EU v Nice ale vysly najevo nektere
neshody mezi mrm a pozorovatele hovofili 0 tom, ze se motor zadrhl.
Paris and Berlin Want Euro - constitution
France and Germany approved the creation of the European Union constitution on
Friday. [...] The highest representatives of France and Germany also showed their
satisfaction [... ]. "France and Germany already have identical views on a high
number of these reforms [... ]." France and Germany have been long denoted as
the motor of the European integration. However last year at the Nice summit,
some disagreements were revealed and observers commented that the motor had
seized.20s
69) [Praha] matka mest [ ] se na cas stala tezistem Evropy. Duchovnim,
kulturnim i politickym, [ ] Vyrazny byl podil Prahy na vystavbe Evropy
duchovni. Spolecne se svym souputnikem Antverpami, vyzarovala Praha
univerzalisticke ideje opirane na tradicnich kosmologickych zakladech predstavy
mentalni i politicke jednoty krest'anskeho sveta. [ ] Diky Rudolfovi se Praha na
cas stala ve vsech ohledech kfizovatkou Evropy [ ] . Pro ty, kdoz potrebuji i
dobove motivace by to snad byla pfipominka casu, kdy se za rozhodovanim
nejezdilo z Prahy do Bruselu, ale z Bruselu do Prahy. A 0 tom, ze je Praha v
Evrope, nikdo nepochyboval. [...] Pro ty, kdoz pottebuji i dobove motivace by to
snad byla pripominka casu, kdy se za rozhodovanim nejezdilo z Prahy do Bruselu,
ale z Bruselu do Prahy. A 0 tom, ze je Praha v Evrope, nikdo nepochyboval."
[Prague] the mother of cities [. . .] temporarily became the centre of gravity of
Europe. The centre of gravity of spiritual, cultural and political life. [ ...] Prague's
share in the construction of spiritual Europe was prominent. Together with its
contemporary follower, Antwerp, Prague radiated universal ideas supported by
traditional cosmologic beliefs of the mental and political unity of the Christian
world. [. . .] Thanks to Rudolf, Prague temporarily became in all aspects the
crossroads of Europe [... ]. For those who also need historical motivation this
might be a reminder of the times when people did not travel from Prague to
Brussels to take important decisions but they went from Brussels to Prague and
. . E " 206
nobody questioned that Prague was In urope.
70) Temef dvacet let byla ceske vetejnosti odepfena moznost kazdodennfho styku
s hodnotami, jez Prahu druhdy zaradily mezi pfedni umelecka centra Evropy.
205 "Pafiz a Berlin chteji euroustavu," Pnlvo 2001.
206 Jan Krekule, "Splati Praha dluh Rudolfovi II?," Pnivo 4 Jan. 2003. found at:
press.avcr.cz)pd
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The possibility of everyday contact with those values that once ranked Prague
amongst the foremost art centres of Europe has been denied to the Czech general
public for almost twenty years. 207
71) Houslista Vaclav Hudecek, ktery patfi mezi nejznamejsi evropske houslove
virtuozy [... ].
A violin player Vaclav Hudecek, who belongs amongst the most famous European
• [] J08VIrtuoSOS ... .-
207 Dagmar Fouskova, "Jizdarna Prazskeho hradu chce dat odpoved' na otazkujaka je
Tvar moderniho umeni." Pr~ce 5 Jan. !9,? 1: 4. 1997: 3.
208 -vaclav Hudecek vystoupt V Ostrave, MF Dnes 4 Feb.
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A Note on Format of Writing
A Note on Format of Writing
The format of writing and citations recommended by the MLA139 as described in
the MLA Handbook, fifth edition, was adopted for the thesis:
To assist readers not familiar with Czech, translations of quotations are offered. If
the quotation is run into the text, single quotation marks are used around a
translation immediately following the original. If a translation is set off from the
text no quotation marks are used.
Single quotation marks are used for a translation of a foreign word or a phrase that
follows the original directly.
Words that are subject to the study are italicised. Also words and letters that are
referred to as words and letters are italicised. Foreign words in English text, other
than short quotations running no longer than four lines, are italicised. Exceptions
to this rule include quotations entirely in another language which are placed in
double quotation marks. Also container words emptied of their meaning are
italicised.
. . A H db k for Writers of Research Papers, 5th ed, (New York:
139 Joseph Glbaldl, ML an. ~o .
The Modem Language AssociatIOn of Amenca, 1999).
